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Whatever I have .to say regarding the thesis,is stated 

in the statement.I have therefore nothing to add to it 

except performing the pleasant duty,of acknowledging my 

deep debt of gratitude to those who have helped me.

I am unable to express adequately my deep debt of 

gratitude to my guiding teacher Prof.G.H.Bhatt.iie took a 

personal interest in my work and constantly encouraged and 

guided me through out ay study.Without feis guidance,! doubt 

whether X would have been able to finish my- study.

I am highly obliged by His Holiness Shri.Yrajratnalalji 

Maharaj of Bade Iandir,Surat.He showed keen interest in my 

work and helped me whenever I approached him.

I am also thankful to Shri.C.E.Shastri of Surat .He 

supplied me with many of the works of Purusottamaji and of 

others from Ms personal Library.Without his help it would 

have been very difficult for me to secure m§st of the works.

1 express here my thanks to all the institutions and 

individuals,who have helped me in various ways.



The popularity,enjoyed by the Pustimargiya Vaianaviso in 
(iujarat and other parts of Western India,naturally attirets

the attention of a student to attempt- a complete study of the 

doctrines of this particular school of the Vedanta.Pallabha is 
however very brief in his writing,to the extent that it is

difficult to understand his works without the help of a 

commentary.His son Vitthalenatha, though a nan of genius and 
ability,appears to have been concerned with the propagation of 

the Sampradaya more than a thorough- explanation of the theories 

propounded by his father.Looking to the long line of' the 

P-osvamis who followed them,one can see that Purusottama was 
the most prolific writer in the school. He gave us voluminous 
works in a fairly large number and essayed to explain the 

fundamentals of the philosophy of his school.After Purusottama 
many works,critical and explanatory,were written by the 
followers of the school,but before him, the Acaryas of the 

Sampradaya like Gokulanafha and Hariraya were more or less 
concerned I'jith the teaching and propagation oi the path of 
devotion to the masses.Thus purusottama occupies a unique 
piece in the history of th® Sampradaya.If one studies the 
works of Purusottama,then alone one can fully unlerstand the
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feuddhadvaits.If again some light ia thrown on the life and

times of Purusottains.it will be very helpful from the point of 
view of the history of the Sampradaya as a whole.Hence the 

thesis, "Purus ottamji*- A Study."

To a student of history,mediaeval India presents a very 
hazy picture full of thousand figures.There was a large number
of saints and teachers and pandit$(3 belonging to various schools 

of thought^ ome established their own schools also. There were 
also many Princes and lings. A halo of myths and legends was 

woven round the names of great teachers and scholars.This being 

the position,it is very difficult to give an exact account of 
the life of any teacher.Purusfcttam* is no exception to this. 
Purusottama’s life is described by Shri. M.T.Telivals in an 

article in the PusiibhaktisudKa. Yol.T.Eo.3 and by Shri. H.O. 

Sh&stri in his Hindi Introduction to the nvatarsvadavail and 

ia a Gujarati work,’purusottamjf Maharajanun earitra*. I 

examined these sources in the light of whatever other information 
I could gather from various other sources and I have tried to 
give as much information as possible,with a view to be as near 
to the truth as I could. I have also recorded as many traditions 

as I came to know.

Another difficulty was in securing his works. Thanks
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however, to the help and guidance of ray teacher prof. G.H.

Bhett and the co-operation of His Holiness Shri.Vrajratnalalji 

raaharaj and Shri. C.H.Shastri of Surat, that I could secure 

most of his works. Purusottama is said to have written so much 

that caae can never be definite as to the exact number of 

works,written by him. The lists given by Shri.lelivalo and 

Shri. H.0.Shiastri may or may not be conclusive. Some of the 

works, listed there, could not be found by me. Some works are 

sgain said to have been fathered upon others by himself.I had 

therefore to satisfy myself with as many as works as I could get. 

Some of- them had to be. examined from the point of view of 

authorship also.I had also to beer in mind the traditional 

view-point regarding some of them. I.should also make it 

clear that I did not examine the works from the textual point 

of view. As Purusottama is a recent author, the question of 
interpolations and all that does not arise to a very great 

extent.
I studied the works/of purusottama from three points of 

vieiv as follows;-
As I found Purusottama to be a very good arguments!or in 

the Sampradaya ,1 tried to study his ^ad&paddhaii. His method
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of carefully analysing the theories of his own school,comparing 

them with those of other schools and criticising the latter, 

is worthy of a critical study.

Secondly purusottama is mainly an interpreter. It is 
therefore necessary to see how he interpreted the works,he has 
commented upon. The Acaryas of various schools of the Vedanta 
raised their systems of thought on the basis of the Prasthahas

t

viz.the ferutis,the Pita,the Brahmasutras and the Bhagavata 

Puranaj/, the last being included in the list by Vallabha. It is 
thus a topic of study as to how the Acaryas have interpreted

the prasthahas. In the Thesis I have tried to examine some of 
the interpretation of Vellabha in the light of what Purusottama

has said with regard to them. Here ofcourse I have mainly 

discussed the interpretations of the ferutis and the Sutras.

Thirdly Purusottama is a very capable exponent of the 

feuddhadvaita system of philosophy.Vsllabha*s theories have been 

explained in various works. Thus for instance Prin.S.M.Dasgupta 

has devoted one chapter to it in histHistory of Indian 

Philosophy’ V61.IV.In Gujarati, perhaps the best explanation 

of the feuddhadvaita theories is given by Prof.M.G.Shastri. in

his’ feuddhadvaita-Siddhahts-Prsdlpa’. I have however followed
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purusottama’s exposition of the ’ISuddhadvaita and have triesJ 

to show where his analysis leads us, after comparing the

doctrines of this school with those of iSamkara and Ramanuja 

and others also whenever necessary.

At the end I have tried to give an evaldati on of Purusottanm, 

especially his place in the Ssmpradaya and in the history of 

Indian thought.What did purusottama think of the conditions 

prevailing in the Ssmpradaya at that time?What did he do for 

it?How was he understood and appreciated by others?How could* 

he influence the Semprsdaya? All these questions, I have tried 

to answer on the basis of his works and the hearsays about 

him.

The life end works of Purusottama have not been studied 

so far, and thus the Thesis contains ay humble contribution 

to the knowledge of Sanskrit Literature and Philosophy.



"SYK 0-P3I S"

Chapter. I.

Yallabha-Sampradaya-its growth and development,.

(I) Introdiig tor y-Mediaerel period in Indian thought-
ISsmkara and his teaching-Yai snarls® and feairism,popularised

in South by Tamil saints-mosli® inrasions, their
!

influence on Indian life and thought,Hinduism turned more 

. and more inwards-at tempts were made to explain Yaisnarism 

as enrolved from the Vedic literature.

(II)Acaryas-feamkare*e commentary, the earliest common tary
"X

ex tan t-Bhaskar a-Ramanu j a-li iraberka-Madhra-Yisnusrapiii, 
his connection with Yallabha-^rikantha and other Ac dry as. 

(Ill)Pppular morements-Derotian to God and not dialectics- 
Reran and a,H an ek, Kabir, and other-Seints did not cgjre for 

political changes-CaitanyS-Hitshariran^sa.

(IT) fallabhacsrya-life and works.

(V) Vitthslanatha and his descendants-Gopihatha-Yittblale^s 

life and works-Cokulanatha-Kelyanaraya-Eprirsyar

(YI) Spread of Yallabha-Sampradaya in Gujarat-existence of 
Yaisnarism in Gujarat from rery early times-influence of 
other Ssmpradayas-JsiniSffl-how it gare way to PustimargFya

Vaisnarism-political uphearals in Gujarat-Yisits 6‘f 
Ysllabha and Yitthale^a to Rujarat.Yitthale^a’s disciples

in Gujarat-General conditions-Surat,centre of business, 

and wealthy-its description in the Induduta.
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Chapter. II. 
Purusottama*s life.

of direct(I) Oeniology-Yallabka was a householder,hence a line 
descendants-three orders of scholars,YaisnavaSjBhhttas,and

Oosvamis-Yallabha and ?itthale£a call themselves Diksita- 

Title Coswarai,perhaps after receiving Imperial Firmans- 

Purusottama,seventh in descent from Yallabha.

(II) Date and place of birth-Generally accepted year bf 

Purusottama*s birth,?.S.1784-horoscope of Purusottama

year of birth,?.S.1714-Gokula,his probable birth place.

(III) The temple at Surat,Image of Balakrsna, history,how it came 
to ?rajaraya and Purusottama-after Purusottama.

(I?) Study and scholarship-Krsnacandra,his Guru-Traditional 

account regarding Purusottama’s scholarship-Puru

a great scholar,referring to many works and authbrs- 

Traditional verse regarding his Scholarship-Great scholars, 
kept by him.

(?) Travels and Digvijaya-said to have travelled all 
and defeated many scholars^ in feastrartha-visits 

very probable.
(VI) Private life-Three wives,two sons, one daughter-massed most

of his time .in writing-kept about nine scribes-three copies 
of all his works-Purusottama, as a scribe-Surat,wealthy and 

prosperous,but Purusottama led a simple 1ife-purubottama, 

an artist,one picture and five paper-cuts,in Badanandir,Surat

sottama,

over Indisa, 
to Dumas-



(¥11) Contemporaries -Hariraya-his connection with Purusottama-

two stories about it-Titthalaraya of Capaseni-ISrif^ 

Vallabha-list of contemporary Gosvaiais-other

contemporaries-an age of commentaries and compilations-■
*

according to tradition,Appsyya Diksita and Purusottama
had a iSastrartha and the former was defeated-the account 

does not seen to be correct-similar tradition regarding 

Bhaskararaya-eontact between Purusottama and B^iaskara- 

-raya,very probable.

(YIII)Disifples of Purusottama-Bhatta Tu^jarama-Yeriiijletta 

¥yas a-C0j3l1la.il Sec ora.
(II) Ending years^e do not know when Purusottama died—

Purusottama’s gift of everything to another Purusottama
6.

in Y.S, 1781-Telivala saw one manuscript da$d Y.S.1810, 
belonging to Purusottama-Purusottama lived a v^ry long 

life.

Chapter.III.
Purusottama* s works.

n(I) Introductory-Purusottama, the greatest writer i 

Sampradaya-list of his works as given by H.O. Sh 
and Telivala-division into independent works and 

commentaries-further division into Avataravadav 

other independent works,commentaries on the wor 

Tallabha and Yitthaleia and commentaries on othb

the

astri

all, 
ks of 

r works.



lisfcof works,described in the chapter.

(II)ATataravadaTsli-24 or52Yadagratithas-purusottamaTs remarks 

about his ovm Yadagr3ntlias-(l)&(2)Prahastsvada and its 

commentary-three sub-Yfdas-Commentary on the Yada-J)id he 

comment upon all the Yadas or only preheats?Structure of 

Prah8Sta-(3)PanditakarabhindipSlavada-(4)Shed abhed asvsrup a- 

nir*naya^-( 5)pratikrtipujanaTa3a-(6)Srstibbedavada- (?)Shyati- 

-vada- (8) Andhakaravada- {9) BfalimanulvadidsYatevada- (10) Jfv8- 

pr a ti bimb atvakh and ano v ad a- (11) Avirbhavatirobhavavada(12) 

Pratibimbavada- (ISjBh&ktyutkarsavada- (14) j£h.sl ai ap an avidh- 

-vamsavada- (ISjBaicavada- (16) Murtipujsnavsda- (1?) Urdhavapundra- 
-dhar snavade- {18) feahkhaeakradharanvada- (19) Tul asTmal a- 

-dharanavada( SO) Upsde dsvisayadank aiiirasavsd a- (SI) Bhigavats- 

-svarupavisayaka&ahkinirasavada- (23) Svavr ttivada- (23-26)

Jfvavy epakatvakh and an avad a, Yes tra seyavad a, Abhavavad a, & 

Atmavada-( 27)Bliaktirasatvavad a-ascribed to Pltambara-an 

analysis of the Vadaa. ' -

(III)Other independent works-(33) Prasthanaratnakara-no t

complete-contents of the extent portion-pi an of the work
U*U-1

(29) Samprp8^rnaya- (30) Muk ti^in tamani- {31) Dravyaduddhi- 

its purpose-contents-(32)TTtsavaprataha-discussiGn of

festivels-a kslanirnayagrantka-work,heid in high esteem- 
(33) Utsavabhavahukrems.



(IV) Commentaries on the works of Vsllabha and Vmtthele4a- 

(34) Anubhasyapreka^a-dual authorship of Anubhasya- 

many commentaries on Anubhasya-Prskaia of Purusottama- 

two vensions of Anubhasya-Arguments for and against 
the alleged iSr Yraadbhasy a-P ublic ati on of some parts 

of the sai dBh asy a-Ifeli vela’s view about it-no reference 

to the said Bhasya in purusofct ana’s work s-Bhavapr ak ?P- 
-4iks -s study of the Yrtti-only first Adhyaya revised 

by Purusottama-Purtiscttama not its author-Ounopasamhara- 

-padavivarsna-difference between the Prekeda and the 

¥ivarana-(35}Kyayamsla~{36)3uvsrn8Sutra- contents of 

Vidvanmand ana-other commentaries-guvarnasutra-its 

title-(3?)Avarenabhanga-Vojna-three chapters of the 

Tettvadipsnibandha-Vallabha’s praka^a on it, not 

eomplete-Vitthale^a’s prakl^a also not finished.- 

Purusottama's Yojana on the remaining part-Chapter 1- 
contents-does feastrartha mean CTtartba?-Praks.^a- 

commentaries on it-Avaranabhahga-question of 

a u thor 3b i p- eh ap te r-11. c on ten ts-chap ter. Ill-Avar an a-
- 4

-bhanga and Ypj an a-interrelation of three chapters- 
{38)Sodaiaprakaranagrsnthasangati-(39)Commentary on 

Yamimastaks- (40) Commentary on Balabodh a- (41) Comment ary
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on Siddhantamuktavali-(42) Commentary on Pustipravaha- 

marysdI-( 43) Commentary on Siddhahtarahasya- (44)
, . k

commentary on Kavarstna- (4o) Commentary on intjaakarana- 

-probodha- (48) Commentary on Paneapadya- (49) Comment ary 

on S ann y as an i rn ay a~ (50) Gomment^y on Kirodhalaksena-

(51) Commentary on Sevaphals- (52.53) Commentaries on 
Bhaktihanas- Tfrtha and Yiveka- (54) Bha varthadhfk-ar ano- 

bhaeyapraka^a- Yallabhe's Bhsaya on Purvanifmansa , 

incomplete- Commentary, escribed to Yadupati- Purusottama- 

the author-(55) PurvamfmahsaKiMkavivarano- contents of

the Karikas- Commentary of Puruspttama- Kirnayakakarikas
/

on the first Sutra-(56) Subodhinfpraka^s- Subodhini only 

on some parts of . the Bhagavsta- comparison with the 

last chapter of the Kibendhe- (57,58), Min or commentaries 
on Bhagavsta- (5S) CajE^nI^yrthapraka^akarikaYiva3.'>ana- 

(60) Kyasadedavivr ti vi varan e- Byasade^a verse- its 

authorship- (61)Patravalembant:Ek:a- (62) Yallabhastaka-
A* * •

vivarans.

(?) Commentaries on other works- (6 3) Mshd uky op on i s add ip ik sh 

Purusottama’s commentaries on Upanisads - Commentary 

on first two chapters of Gaudapadakarikas also-

(64)Hrsimhottaratapinyupaniseddipika- irthasahgrahas-
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(65)Kaivalyop£&issdarthaS8^grah8- (66)Brahmopanisadartha-

sshgr aha (6 7) introduction to AmratarahginT- study of 

the commentary- the commentary not of Purusottama but of 

Yrajaraya-Introduetiori of Purusottama.

(YI)Remarks -.Account of as many works of Purusottama, as

could be found-chronologiccl order of his works, not 

possible nor necessary.

Chapter. JY. ■*

Dialectics and interpretation.

(I) Introductory- style of Sanskrit Gastric- writers- 

style of Purusottama.

(II) hethod and approach-Pramana and prameya methods of 

ezposition-purusotkama’s method, cooperative and 

analytical- instances,

(III) Dialectics-Pla^tonie Dialectic and Yadapaddhati- Yada 

as explained by Baiyayikas- Jalpa and Yitanas- three 

features of a Vade-Vadagranthas of Purusottama, examined- 
Prahostavada-Pandi takarabhindipH avada-Bhedabheda- 

Jvarupanirnays-Srs tibhedaved a- JOiy a ti vad a- JJndhafkarmsd a- 
Pr atibimbavad a-,T l vapra tibimbatvakhand an avad a-Khal al apan a 
-vidhvamsavada-General observations ofi the Yafla- 

-grauthas of purusottaEa-conditions of an Indian Yada- 
satisfied-Hetvabhasas, explained by Purusottama-



Purusottama, an hcnest debator- high standard of ¥ada, 

maintained-charge of Punarukta against Purusottama,discuss-

-ed. -
(1Y) Important refutations-of ^uhyavada, Syadveda.Paramanuvada, 

abhavas,Dehapariiiisna and Yyapakatva of JPvas-refutation 

of Dualism-against Ramanuja and Bhaskara-defence of 
Bhaskars against Yacaspati Mi&ra-against Sankara-Refutation

of Pretibimbavada-against Dharmaraja DIksita-against 
&amkafa-general observations on his refutations.

(V) Interpretation of the ^rutis-relative- authority of the

four prasthanas-Svatlshprauanyavada and Apauruseyatva-
^ A -

attempts attars animation of various passage s-Sufidhadvaita

way of interpret a tion-Brahraa and its attributes-Upabrmha- 

-na- relation of the purva-and Uttara Sendas-Hpasana- 

explanation of Upanisads-critical examination of purusottama

eominentary on Mandukya Up an is ad and Oa ud apad ak sri k as.

(¥1) Interpretation of the Sutras-exsmination of Yallabha*s

interpretation of Brahmasutras in the light of Purusottama's 

commentary.

(¥11)Interpretation of the Ulta-Purusottama's explanation in 

his introduction to the Aorta tarangini^Bbagavatspurana.
(¥IJI)Purusottama^,as an interpreter-very faithful and brilliant 

exponent and interpreter of the ouidhadvaita works.
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Chapter.?.
Exposition of the onddhadvaita.

(I) In trod tie t ory-Yal 1 abb a, very brief in his writing-Yitthale^a,

. more concerned with the establishment of the Sampradaya-

Purusottama’s attempt to explain clearly the theories of 
Yallabha-Purusottam^, credited with expounding wrong 

theories-hence an attempt to show his exposition.
(II)Theory of.knowledge-knowledge is infinite but it can be 

understood as tenfold-knowledge,not transitory-another 
, classification into Sattvika,Raja‘sa and Tamasa-indeter- 

-nimate and determinate knowledge-theories of 2§amkara and 

Ramanuja about the same-classification of the determinate- 
douht-error-khyati,according to the ^uddhadvaita,compared 

with the views of others-decision-pratyaksa and Parbksa 
jnana-^amkara1s view criticised-memory-dream-difference 

between dream and waking state-deep sleep-refleetiQn,.shame, 
fear etc-Correctness of experience-^amkara’s position in 

the subject-object-relationship-criticism of it-Rara&iuja’s 
view-feuddhidvaita view.

(III)Means of proof-pramana,explained by Purusottama-perception- 

Indriyas-Objects of- IndMyas-Tamas and Pratibimba-ibhava, 
not accepted-function and operation of sense-faculties- 
Yrtti-Buddhi-Process pf our ordinary knowledge-in tut ive 

perception of God-lnumana-proeess of inference-three
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divisions-purusottama does not accept the Kevalanvayi-

further classification into Svartha and parartha-Syllogism- 

rerbal testimony-Bedas,independent Pramina-character of 
words and their relation to objeet-lhiddhadvaiia view- •

how a word is he ard-oabdabr ashman,1 amaprapanea-Vacakatva- 
Saaketa-6abda£k8ti-£>abda,not Pravartaka-Smrtis-Purahas- 

other pramines not accepted-adopt self-validity of

knowledge.
(IY) Brahman-its attributes-Brahman,known only from the Yedas- 

not an object of worldly dealings * but it becomes an object 

of its own desire-lncarnations-Gontradictory qualities of 

Brahman-for those who do not accept the c chi trad ictory 
qualities-^uddhadvaita view compared with those of 

6amkara end Ramanuja-relati on between Brahman and its 

attributes-views of feamkara and Ramanuja,compared- 

relation of Tadatnya-Brahmen has no body.

(?) Brahman-essential form-lksara-Kala-iferma-Svabhava-Mtaryamin-

(¥1) Brahman-Causal form-28 Cate'gories-difference between Sifckhya 

and buddhidv a i t a-ktinan-?ur u§ a~P r akr t i- other Categories, 

explained-eomparison with the Sa^khya-Caturvyuhs theory. 

(Yll)Creation-its process-concept of Maya.
CYIII)Brahman-effect form-individual soul-Mtya-not produced- 

, relation of individual soul and Brahman-Amtva-Monism,
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explained-theories of ISamkara and Ramanuja, compared-

Tadatmya-Brahmabbava-Ekatmavada and R anatmavada-Parimana- 

Yyapskatve of individual soul, not accepted-except when 

Brahman is realised-sentienoy of individual soul-Yai§amya

and K airghraya-dosas-explanation of the same by Vallabha, 
Yitthale^a and purusottama-world-^amkara's theory of 

Mithyatva-Ramahuja*s view-world is real-distinction 

between Jagat and Samsara-MSy a,Avidya end Tidya-comparison 
with'feaitkars’s theory.

(II) Theory of eausation-Abheds-gross causes give rise to 

subtle effects-Buddhistic theory,refuted. Brahmanp', a 

Samavayikarana-term Upadana, not preferred-AsamavayikSrana, 
not. aecepted-Avikrtaparinsma-¥sda-Xvi r bh ava-Tirobhavavada- 

Brahinan,as ’without Sa;jatiya,Yijatiya and Svagat Bheda- 

Anvaya and Yyatireka in causation-Abheda according to 
iSuddhadvaita-Yivartavada and Parinamavada-Tsdatmya.

(X) Ssdhsnss and phala-Purusottama1 s contribution more on 

the philosophical aspect of the &uddhs9.vaita-Moksa, 

full of unmixed joy-God can be obtained by his grace- 

Sarvatmabhava or Brahmabhava-Sayujya-God is Sadhanarupa 

also-Upasanas-Bevotion,super!or to other means-Bhakti- 

S^nsha-Pusti.
(XI)Conclusion-'Suddh ad vait a, in comparison with the theories 

of other Acaryas-pstitive idealism.



Chapter.71.
■ Evaluation.

(I) Intrcduetory-eonditicais of his time- aims and achievements 

of Purusottama.

(II) Purusottsma and the Sampradaya-called fedapadu and i&bsd^ti) 

have taught wrong thecries-three hearsays,going against 

him-purusottanis and Kariraya-Purusottanm’s remarks about 

the Sampr&daya-expienstion of'theories, found neoessary- 

no sp ssiddhah t a-P liras o t tarn a pays homage to f-opihatha-his

typical conservative outlook-emphasis on self-restraint- 

his explanation of Brshraasambfeidha-respect to predecessors.

(III) PurusottamaT s influence on the iBampradaye-he set a very- 

high standard of scholarship-many works written after him- 

Cokulotsva and Cope^vara-Surst remains a seat of learning.

(If)Purusottajia?s place in Indian Philosophy-?urnsottama, 

called a Sarvatantrasvatantrs-Purusottama and Yabaspati- 

Mi&ra-Purusottama’s work for the £>uddhadvaite.
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A.B.: Anubhasye.
A.B.P.:Aaabh§ayaprak5£fi.
A. B.with p.& R„:Ajnubhasy8 with Pr&kala and RaSrai.

Pr.: Pras than. arhtnekars.
Prfi.tPrahastavada.
8.S.: Suvarftsaatra,:
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(1).
Introductory.

In the History of India the mediaeval period was rich in

religious activities.The Vedie age was something belonging to the 
times of yore.The creetive period of- the IJpanisads,of the Spios

of buddhism,'-an,d Jainism,when thinkers propounded and propagated
/

whatever theories they thought correct,was just a memory of the 

past.The orthodox brehmsmism of the Mfmlnsists was-too old to have

its sway upon the Masses and even the classical systems like the 
Safekhys,Iyaya and Vaidesika lost all their freshness and vigor.

The Hinduism-including Buddhism, Jainsm and Brahman ism* was in a 

dire, need of invigors.tion.Its flow was limited and its vison was 

conservative. While the Pend at s were engaged in har?'-split ting 

controversies,the masses' could not understand anything and lived 

in serene blissful ignorance.The controversies,however,did not .

stop there.The development of various sects,owing allegiMoe to 

the popular Gods of the Pur anas also added to the chaotic conditions 

of the time. The Vedie deties of valour and power lost their 

importance with the emergence of new Gods and Goddesses like- 

Bar ay an a and 6iva,§akti and Ganpati.Yaisnavism and feaivism became 

ore and more powerful and competed with each other for supremacy.
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•Hie 6akta Sect^ was also trying to get a field of its own.'All

these sects were again divided into various sub-sects.The 

followers of these sub-sects quarrelled with one another and all 

of them looked down upon the flowers as well as the deities of 

the rival sects.

In this state of affairs Ja&bara eme like a powerful whirl

wind .He tried to uproot the old controversies and petty theories
, iW

and gave a sound philosophical system to Hindusim.But his-theor- 

-ies proved too high for the people;his reasoning appeared too 

powerful. The light that was shed by him was a blinding flash.He 

said that Brahman alone is real and everything else is unreal in 

the highest sense..All the souls,the wide world with all-its 

variety,all our weal and woe,all that we see and do-everything 

is false.There is ko dualism,” I am God”.”I” am not different from 

”G0D”. The difference upon which this ivorld subsists are only 

maya and therefore unreal. the God whose form,attributes,

virtues end greatness,we have imagined,is not' real in the highest 

sense* fe may say that God has created us, but really speaking we 

have aaAed^fej&ffijWe have fixed for him a particular form,we have

thought that he has no vices. The personal God is a product

of ignorance. Brahman is just Being, It can be described only 

negatively because it is beyond the power of our speech.
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JSamkara’s teaching,even though appealing to reason,was a, 

powerful flood that drowned all beliefs end practices. Thus while 

it was hailed in the highest esteem from some quarters,it was 

vehemently attacked aid severely condemned by others. Naturally 

a human being wants a God and he has something of feeling in him 

besides something of thinking. The evaporation of the God in the 

scorching heat of ISamkara’s logic was somewhat too much for a 

Hindu to bear.

There were also other forces at work, is we have already stated^ 
the Systems of Taisnvism end "Saivism, the origin of which goes to

a very early period, were popularized in the South by the Tamil

saints,Alvars and I ayanamirs.They, especially the former,carried

the masses with them by their teaching of simple and sincere
n *1 

devotion depending up cm the grace of the highest Lord. Their hold

cm the masses was very strong. They penetrated deep in to ifee

country and reached the common folk with their easily understand-

-able and even appealing theories. The monism of Semkara was

naturally outright rejected by the people.

Another force,still stronger came from the alieas.Hords of 
Muslims came from the lorthwest and brought with them a new

l.Ior a discussion of the probable dates of Alvars,see 

Bhandarkar: Taisnavism, feaivism etc. P. 68- 71.
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religion,simpler and more powerful,and strongly backed with military 

strength. The age-old Hinduism was not only old hut was also 

conservstibw and had so many divisions and distractions within 

itself that it failed to unite and give a common front to the 

menacing,destroying power that came with the Muslims. With Koran 

in one hand and sword in the other,the foreigners came to India. 

They massacred the masses,looted their property and broke their 

idols. The Hindu kings were not weak but they lacked the. unity 

that was required to fight the Muslims. They were so engrosses, 

in fighting with one another that they could not give a unite d 

front a common foe. Indie was not one nation;it was a

land of petty principalities.All the princes tried to encounter 

the mohaatmedans singly,while others showed callous indifference 

and slowly and slowly all of them were defeated.The northern 

part of India was grabbed by the Muslims first who later on 

turned their attention to the South. The spread of Islam in 

India is an unforgettable chapter in Indian History, full of 

treacheries and treasons, murders and conversions.

This had a shaping Influence m the Indian life aid thought, 
people who used# to live and work quietly without mm$iKgx 

caring for the political changes till then,could not continue 

their way of life any longer in the, same manner, Hinduism 

became more and more conservative as the Hindus were enslaved 

in a larger number, Islam could not wipe out Hinduism
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completely in spite of all this but it made Hinduism turn more and

more inwards.®bre was an air of cynicism and the common men wanted 

something to fall back upon. Here comes devotion-the whole-hearted 

devotion to God, combined with a strong unswerving faith that God 

alone will save them and their religion.lt can be said that Hindus 

might have given prominence to devotion because of that.While thus 

we can find out the impact of Islam on Hinduism,it may also be said 

that Hinduism especially the philosophical part of it,had its 

influence on Islam. Whatever may be the opinion regarding 

influences, it can not be controverted that the philosophical 

absolutistie trend in Indian theories had to change over to the 

religious and the theistic side on account of this' contact.

W-M When the infiltration of Muslimswas slowly but strongly 
carried on towards the South, attempts were also being made in 
another direction. .Yaisnavism, whibMtarted as popular religicn 

of the Sattvatas became a powerful and popular1faith of the < 

people. But it was not in the fold of the orthodox Hinduism 

kust as was the case with the Yedantie or miminsist system.

While it was not a heterodox system like Buddhism or Jainism, 

it drew largely from the Puranas and the Mahabharata,the — 

panear ate asamkit a and the later and definitely, sectarian

2. We may not enter into a discussion on the influence or 
counter-influence,for which see Hamd^iu*isinha Dinkar: Senskrtike 
cara adhyaya: adhyaya III.
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Upanisacls.lt was not evolved, as it were, from the earlier 

Upanisads. A number of Yaisnava Icaryas came forward^ to. graft

the branches of Yeisnavism on the age-old Tedic thee/Saiva
, f

Icaryas also followed in their footsteps and tried to connect 

Igaivism with the Yedie literature.

(II)

Icaryas.

/Samkara,s commentary cm the Brahroasutras is the. earliest 

extant commentary.lt is possible, however,that he might have 
followed other commentators whose works are not with us/Samkara 

was followed hy Bhaskara who flourished in about 900 A.3). His 

commentary which is know# as 'the Bhaskara-bhasya’ is not a 
sectarian work and' does not favour either ISamkara’s views or 

those of panearatra Yaisnavas* He advocates the theory of ’ 

Bhedabheda,upholding equal reality of both unity and plurality. 

In his theory Bheda is aupadhika or due to limiting adjuncts, 

the reality of which is also admitted.Another commentator 

Yadavaprakasa propounded In the eleventh century the
J5 >
£rshmaparinamavada,& theory cf the transformation of Brahman.
He happened to be Hamanuja*s preceptor for sometime,

Hamanuja was born in the first quarter of the eleventh 

century in ShriperumbuSur. He lived at Conjeevarem in his^p^ ^ 

youth, as a student of Yadavaprakasa.He could not however

3, fiadhakrishaan: Indian philosophy Volume II P.670
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agree to the Advaitie interpretations of his teacher, and s©

left him. He studied carefully the prabandhas of the Alvar 

saints side by side with the vast Sanskrit philosophical 
literature. Yamun ae ary a, who was impressed by this youth , 

thought of appointing him as his successor to the apostaiie 

seat at Shreerangam. Unfortunately Ramanuja could not see him 

at the time of his death. As a successor of Yamun aearya,he 

lived at Shreerangam and toured South India. He also visited 

the noted l^holy places of north India,converting many persms 

to Vaisnavism.He renounced the world perhaps because he 

could not live a happy married life. As a sannyasin he was 

very popular among the masses. His important works are 

Yed8ntaSara,YedantadIpa,¥edarthasaffigraha,and the Bhasyas on 

Brahmasutras and the Bhagiivad Gita. His 'Srlbhasya is a very 

brilliant work of mature scholarship.

Ramanuja propounded vibistadvaita or qualified monism.
As against l3amkara,he 00 believes in the reality of the would.

In his opinion the world and the individual souls are the 

gross forms of the non-sentient or scit and the sentient or 
cit respectively; and are thus effects of the subtle aeit and 
cit, Both cit and aeit constitute the body of Brahman. $he

causal form is Brahman with the subtle cit and aeit while# 

the effect form is Brahman with the gross cit and aeit.

Brahman is qualified or visista by the cit and aeit;there is

thus oneness between Brahman on the one hand and the cit ad 

scit on the other on the ground of the,body-soul analogy.
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_.Oneness between the cause and the effect can also be under stod

as the Brahman with the gross cit and acit is the cause and the 
Brahmen with the subtle cit and acit is the effect.

In this way Ramanuja maintained the ultimate reality of the 
world and the jivas^ In his opinion the Highest Lord Yisnu
is endowed with ail the virtues and is devoid of all the vises.

He can be realized not by knowledge alone as contended by
'Samkara but by devotion. Ramanuja can be credited with being

the first Icarya who tried to evolve Yaisnavis® and Bhaktimarga

from the TJpaiiisads,the Bhagavad data and the Yedgnta-sutraS.

He also holds Visnupurana in very high esteem.Bae Bhakti,which ‘

he advocates is however the same as meditation or Upasana

preached in the Yedic literature. It is thus slightly different

or modified from the sincere aid ardent devotion of the Abi&rs

depending upon the grace of God alcne. Ramanuja’s system is

however peculiar in as much as it accepts the pandjsratra

theory of vyuhas.

Ramanuja was followed by Himbarka, sen of Jagannatha and 
Saras vat I. He was a Telugu Brahmin living in a village called 
HimBa. While his issiksis date is uncertain,he is said to

have flourished in the latter part of the eleventh century 
after Ramanuja. His Sect is called Sanakasampradaya. His 
commentary on the Brahmasutras,called Yedantaparijatasaurafth a* %

is a very small work.His another work Siddhantaratna,: 
popularly known as Daba&Loki gives the essence of his — 

system in ten verses. His theory is called Dvaitadvaita or
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Bhedabheda;thus admitting both identity and difference.. The 
world,the jivas and God are different from one another,but 
they can also be called identical in so far as the first two 
are dependent upon God for their exstence.’Ilie difficulty : 
however, is that his system has not been well explained and 
elaborated. There are two important points which deserve 
special notice.FirstlyjNimbarka differs Basically from’ 
Ramanuja in his teaching of the path of devotion. Ramanuja, 
in his enthusiasm to find an Upanisadie backing for his—— 
advocacy of Bhaktimarga,makes Bhakti almost similar , to 
meditation or contemplation. Iimbarka,c& the other hand, 
does not change the original character of Bhakti and puts

b
en^hasis more on love and devotion. Secondly,’the great
difference between the two teachers is,that,while Mmanuja
confines himself to larayana and his consorts Laksmf,Bhu7
and Lila, Nimbarka gives almost ^an exclusive prominence
to Krsna and his mistress ,Radha, attended on by thousands

4of her female companions. ’

Madhva was born at Kallisnpur in Udipi Taluka of 
South . Kanara district. His father's name was Madhyagehabhatfta
and his own name was Tasudeva.In the beginning he was a 
disciple of one Jcsata Acyutaprekda who was a follower of 
l3amkara;bttt as it happened in the case of Ramanuja,Madhva 
also parted with his teacher^ and proclaimed his om

4. Bhandarkar; ?aisnavism,^aivism etc.P.93.
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duslistio philosophy. He lived a fairly long life of 79 year e,
jfc

He went on expensive tours of India, discussing,debating and 

finally putting down the theory of Maya.He is also known as 
InmdatIrtha,Purnaprajna and Madhyamandara.His important woiks 

are a commentary cn the Br ahrnasu tr as, Anuvyakhyeh a, c ommen t ari es 

on the Bhagvad Gita and the Upanisads,a gloss on the Bhagavata- 

purana,a commentary on the first forty hymns of Rgveda, 

Bharatatatparyanirnaya,and several other prakarenas.Jayatlrtha* s 

commentaries^ cn his Brahmasutra-Bhasya and Muvyakhyana are 

very brilliant.

Madhya*e system is the sharpest criticism of the system of 

/Samkara.He condemns tiamkara and criticises Ramahuja.He believes 

in five eternal distinctions,(1) between God and a Jiva ,

(2) be tween God and inanimate objects, (3) be tween Jivas and 

inanimate objects,(4) between one Jiva and another, (5) between 

one inanimate object and another. He is not prepared to admit 

monism in any case.He things that God is only the efficient 

cause of the universe and not the material cause.He upholds 

the path of devotion and admits the grace of God in attaining 

to the state of final liberation.Sven though'ladhva interpret s 

the Bpanisads and Sutras so as to teach his daalistio . 

doctrines, he relies more upon puranas.He holds the Bhagavata 
Purana in very high^tf esteem. The principil difference of 

Madhya* s system from those of Ramanuja and Bimbarka is that



unlike the former he does not support the orthodox Panearatr a 

theories, and does not accept the Radha-krsna element which is 

found so prominent in the system of limbarka.

Coming to the last Yaisnavs Acarya before "Tallabha, we 
are not treading on sure ground. Yisnusvamin is said to have
flourished in the thirteenth century. It is stated that he

has written commentaries on the authoritative works of the

Yedinta but none of them is extant. Some scholars however
have advocated the theory that Vailabha belonged to the

seme school and only restated his positicn.prof .G.H.Bhatt

of Berode has considered this question fully. He has shown
that Visnusvamin actually taught a dualistie theory, and the

alleged connection between the two does not appear to.be

correct.The learned professor has: also given reasons that
5might have led to the rise of such theories.

Xsn We would also note here two Ac ary as who belonged to 
. feaivism end not Yaisnavism.'Srikantha alias Bilakantha lived 

in the fourteenth century. He has written a commentary on 
the Brefemasutras, end interpreted them in the light of 
iSaivism.He followed, in fact,in the footsteps of Ramanuja.

5. cf.Prof.G.H.Bhatt’s papers on the subject read at the 
7th and 8th all India Oriental Conference. See Proceedings

of the A.I.Q.C.Yol.YII P.449 ff & Yol.YIII p.382 ff.



He attempted to giTe a systematic reconliation between the 

two traditions,that of the Tedas and that of ISaiva Agamas. 

He rejects both the absolute indontificaticn of ^amkara and 
the absolute distinctions of Madhva.Sgbltiiifel Substituting 

£iva and Arabs for Visnu and Laksmf,he generally accepts the 

theory of Ramanuja. That is why h® is often referred to as 

a thief of Ramanuja's doctri^es-Raniaiujamatacaura.

Another commentator of importance is cfrTpati Pandita- 
carya,who flourished in c. 1400 A.D. His'SrTkar&bhasya is a 

valuable work in which he upholds the theory of Bhedabheda.

The author has commented upon the Sutras from the Tira^aiv a 

point of view.

6. Three important writers posterior to Yallabhaearya 

should be noted here. &uka who lived in c.1550 A.D. 

propounded 4 bialistie philosophy ; while Yijnahabhiksu 

(c.1600 A.D.) explained the Sutras in the light of the

Samkhya theories.,His system is known as Avibhagadvaita. 

v Lastly ,there is Baladeva (c.1785 A.D.) who taught the ,

Aeintyabhedabheda. cf.C.Hayavadanraojferikare Bhisya of - • 

/Srfpati Panditicsrye Yol.I. Intro, p. £21.
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(ill)

Popular Movements

While on the me hand the Learned Ac ary as commented upon 

the author!tative work in Sanskrit,and propounded their own 

Systems,the masses were,however,led on the other hand by the 

popular saints and teachers who carried on their activities in 

regional languages which could be easily understood by all the 

people.Their method was simple and their approach was sincere. 

They did not enter into the dialectical feats of scholars.Th^r 

did not discuss and debate absolutism,monism or dualism.They 

just seng the songs in praise of God and through these simple 

and beautiful songs they could reach the heart of. the common 

folk. They threw away the barriers of castes.They opened the 

doors of religion to any sincere man or woman who aspired to 

find out the truth.The path of devotion taught by the Acaryas 

was certainly for the benefit of the lower classes but they 

were too learned,too orthodox and too much engrossed in their 

own hair-splitting controversies of isms. A number of saints 

have flourished in Hor$h India and while some of them actually 

established their own systems,there were others who did not care 

to do that. Ramananda,l8iiak,Kabir,Pipa and ])hsmia,Sena and

?. For a study of these saints see Chaturvedi;UttarT Bharatakf 

Santaperampspa.



Saidas,Miranbai aid padmavstijliamadeva and MarasinMa Mehta and 

Tukarama-ali these arid many more lived and preached their 

faith for the uplift of the weltering men and women of India. 

Samananda was a pioneer in bringing about radical reforms.He 

did npt care for castes and-creeds,he taught in the regional 

languages;and more than that he substituted the Radha-lErsna , 

warship by the purer form of Sits-Sama worship.He was followed 

by Iabir,Tulasidas and many others. , .

in other pointy which is worthy of note is that these 
teachers did not care for the politicsal changes in' India. ,

Who ruled India was not for them to- see and think.Whoever - 

adored the thrones of Delhi and other capitals,they went on with 

their own teaching^ unmindful of the ruling powers .People had 

rather religious consciousness than the political consciousness. 

They were used to the suppressive power of Muslim rulers. 

Gradually there arose a tendency to find put the common points 

between Islam and Hinduism and to effect -a compromise between 

the two. Guru Ianak,Iabir and other saints turned their efforts 

in that direction.

aThe most important movement,ecmtemporaraiaus with that of 
Ysllabha was that of Ceitenya in Bengal. The original name of,

C ait my a was Yibvambhara Mibra.His father was Jagannatha and

his mother feaci Devi*He had one elder brother named Yibvarupa

who was afterwards, knam as Mtyansnda.Gaitsnya was born in

1485 A.D. He married at first with one Laksmi Devi and after
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her death' married another. He began his mission of life at -file 

age of 83, when he returned from Gaya after making offering

to the manes.He denounced the ritualism-of Brahmins,did not ,, 

admit the distinctions of castes and preached faith in God.

. alone and love for Him. He wandered from place to place singing 

songs in praise of Ersna and Radii a. In 1510 A.B.he became 

an ascetic and did his work with a missionary zeal.After—, .

travelling through various parte of India he returned to 

Puri and lived there for the last eighteen years of his life.

He died in 1533 A.D. During his travels^in India he had 

many disciples and had disputations with many.scholars.

. Chitanya,Mityinanda and Advsttsiffiiidm Advaitananda. are called 

. prabhus in the school of, Ca,itanya.Caitanya*s pupils Rupa 

and Ssnatana were brilliant/ writers;but. the prabhus . 

themselves .left no important composition, While Gaitanya
' a. ,

mainly preached jstrdent and sincere devotion to Hari,his ; 

pedantic theory as explained by his followers is very,much . 
/x/xs akin to that of Eimbarka, ;

We may also take notice of one important movement which 
comes just after Yallabhaoarya. Hits Harivamda who was bom

in 1530 (or 1553) A. D. founded * the RadhavaLLabhiy a ,

Sampradaya/which teaches madhuryabhava in Bhakti. .

8. Par a study of this sect,see ?i jayendra Snataka: 
Radhavailabh|/a Sampradaya-Siddhanta aur Sakitya,
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(IT).
Yallabhacarya.

Vellabhaearya* s family belonged to the Bharadvaja Botra 
of the Taittiriya iSakha of the Black Yajurveda. It was a 
Tellanatiya Brahmin family of Andhra.One of the ancestors of 
Vailabha,named Yajnaiiarayana Bhatta was a wellkaovm Yaisnava. 
One Canapeti Bhatta was the author of. a book called 
Sanratantranigraha,and his son Be lam Bhatta wrote BhaktidTpa. 
Balam Bhatta had two sons, Laksmana Bhatta aid Jahsrdana .
Laksmana Bhatta married Yallamagaru,daughter of Sularma.He

* • * * t
lived in Benaras,moving about in the Society of great scholars 
of the time.Once a rumour about the Muslim invasion of Benaras 
was spread and Hindus left the city.Laksmana Bhatta started 
South-ward. In the course of this journey fallamagaru gave 
biath to Yallabha in Sam vat 1535(or Samvat 1529 according 

to some followers f of the school) in Camper any a near ltaichur. 
The family returned/Benaras because the rumour of Muslim 
invasion i?as wrong. Yallabha was the fourth child of his 
parents, the others being Ramakrana,SareasvatT,Siibhadr-a and 
ICehava.After his IJpanayana in the eighth year,Yallabha began 
his studies under Yisnucitta. He was a ?ery brilliant student 
and mastered various feastras in a very short'time.In 1490 A B.

Laksmana Bhatta unfortunately passed away and the family hed 
to return^ home in Southern India,when Yallabha was only 
eleven^.
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Vallabha1s journey Southward was like Jjhe pilgrimage of 

a Brahmacarin.Ee came to Vi jay an agar a in about 1493-1494 AJ>.
It that time there was a prolonged debate going on between the 

. followers of ;Samksra. and the Vaisnavas led by Vylaatirtha, a 
follower of Madhva under the patronage of the great king 
Krsnadevaraya.T/hen the former were on the point of,winning, 
Vallabha could manage to go to the royal court with the help 
of one of his relatives.He reinforced the side of the 
Vaisnavas,and after a long controversy defeated the opponents 
and propounded his Brahm.avada.He was then declared as the 
gretest teacher and was honoured with Kanakabhiseka,1 the 
golden annointing.’Vallabha’f&fyL followers have given very, 
much important© to this event,as a glorious victory of his 
.scholarship and power of debating.The historicity of it ean# 
however,be easily questioned ,as Krsnadeva came to the throne 
.of Vijayanagara in 1509 A.3}.,whereas the Kanakabhiseka is 
said to have taken place in 1493-1494 A.D. It is likely that 
the event might have taken place later and not when Vallabha 
first went to Vijayanagara.

After this,Vallabha was approached by Vyasatirtha said 
others and requested by them to lead the Madhva Church. 
Vallabha.however declined and started on a pilgrimage.He is 
said to have gone on pilgrimage thrice.As a pilgrim he 
visited many holy pieces and shrines,discussed and taught
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Ms doctrines to many and gathered a large following.After 

the second round .of pilgrimage,he married one MslialaksmT in 

about 1500 A.B. which is the year of the foundation of tbs 
shrine of Srigsra 'Sri Govardhanaaathaji. Once at about the 

same time when Vall&bha j&was in G-okala cm the eleventh 

day of the bright half of the month of Havana, he receive!'

at midnight the command of God to initiate the people in
■ ’ ■ 9 _ ' • , -

the new path that the God revealed to him. Unfortunately 

we do not know the year of this event. - • ,

After his third round of pilgrimage Vailabha settle! 
down at Benaras end then shifted his head quarters to Adel,
a small village not far from Allahabad.He stayed there for 

about twenty years end wrote import on t works. After settling 

down he built up his Saiipradaya and put it on a firm footing. 

Many disciples came to him at Adel.Eis meetings with 

Caitanya are worthy of note.Hie records of these meetings 

are preserved by the follwers of both,but the descriptions 

are biassed and colourful. The meetings must have,however, 

been very important and cordial,though the relations of 

their followers were strained.

When Vailabha was returning from Puri he received a 
call from God,but as his commentary on the Bhagavata was
still to be completedthe did not leave the world .He hastsied 

to complete the work, but his scribe MSdhava Bhatta 
Ka6)teirin died having been shat by an arrow.He was again

9. ef, Siddhsnte Rshasya.v.l.
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called by God before he could complete this work. 'Phis time

the call was too powerful. He thereupon decided to renounce 
the world and informed his mother and wife about his decision.

One Madhavendrapuri who was a follower of Madhva initiated 

him as a Sennyasin. (According to some he was initiated by 

one Harayanendra Yati.)He then went to Benaras and at the 

Hamiman Ghat entered the holy wkv&r Ganges and disappeared 

for eirer.lt is said that a bright flash appeared at "that spot 

8nd he went to heaven in the presence of many spectators.

This happened on the 3rd day of the bright half of the month 

of Isadha in V.S.1587 corresponding to 1531 A.I).

Tallabha was a great writer.He Mi is said to have written 
eightyfour works but the number is more legendary then real

corresponding as it is to the number of discipies and shrines

of the system. The most important work of Yallabha is his :

Anubhisya,which remained incomplete ana which was completed

by his son Yitthaleba.Similarly he is said to have written

a commentary on the purvamlminsa Sutras- of Jaimini. Only a

fragment of this has come down to us.He has also written tie

Purvamlmansa Earikas.His commentary Subodhihl on Bhagavata

Parana is only on the first three books,on the tenth book

aid five idhyayas of the eleventh book of the Purana.He is

said $o here written SQksmatika on the same work but it is

not extant. One of his very important work is the

TattvadTpanibandha in three' chapters, and a commentary on it.

The commentary is,however,found only on the first two chapters
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end a portion of the third, The most popular works of 

Yallabha are ,however, his sixteen tracts or Soda&agranthah, 

which expound his religious teachings .Here also the pusti- 
-Pravaha-Msrjfy ada-Grantha is not complete.Ee wrote other 

small works also like patravala&bana.In all he is .said - to have 

written thirty books, all in Sanskrit.

■ 00. , ~

Yitthalanatha and his descendants.
• *

Yallabha had two sons, Goplnatha and Yitthalanatha. 

Goplnatha-was born in Y.S. 1567.Ee was a sincere devotee of 
God,and J^is said to have decided to take his food only after 

reading the Bbagavata Purana.As this took a long time,Yallabha 

gave him ? ur usottema-Mama-Sshasra. This could be read in a 
shorter time.He died at ah early age.He wrote two works 

SIdhanadipika and Sevavidhi. He had a son named purnsottama, 

who also died very young.•

Yitthaieda was junior to Goplnatha by five yeare.He was
born at Car an at a near Allahabad in Y.S.15‘?2.1t is said that 
he was given to worldly playfulness and resiled from that

mood after being remonstrated by Damodaradasa.a well known
Yaisnava.lt is also said that he was sent by his father to

8±udy under Madhave Sarasvati but instead of attending to

his studies,he just devoted himself to the study of Bhagavata-' 
_ /theParana.After £ death of Gopinatha and his son,Yitthaieha
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became the recognised representative of his father,and 

he planned various tours with the sole purpose of propagat ing 
the thoughts and practices of the Sampradaya.He, visited 
Gujarat for about six times,during the period ,between Y.8 

1600 and V.S.1638.He visited Jagannathapuri in T.S.1616.
After that he seems to have stayed at Adel,from where he . 

moved to Bandhegadh.After staying there for a couple of 
months,he went to Gadha,which was ruled over by the — 

famous queen BurgavatiLHe could foresee that the indepersdait 

Hindu Kingdom of Durgavatl was perhaps not going to lasb 
long .He left his residence at Gadha and went to, Mathura 

and lived there in the ’ Seven houses’(Sat-ghara),built foe*, 

him by BurgimtI.However,he preferred the quiet smaller 

place of Gokula to the city of Mathura.In Y.S.1689 he made 

Gokula his permanent residence. He carried on his liters^ 
and other activities ©t this place. He seems-to have had 

very happy meetings with Akbar,and became the recipient cf , 
the Royal firmans. He hod also connections with Raja 

T'odermal end Birbel.He ouited the followers of Oaitanya 
from the worship of i>fei Ratheji,taking advantage of these 

connections.

His family-life was quite happy .He married one 

RukminI,daughter of Yihvanatha Bhatta and Bhavani. He had , 

six sons and four daughters by her.His seventh sen
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Ghanahyama was born of his second wife Padmavatl. Two 
daughters of Gopin atha,LaksmI and Sotyabhama also lived 
with him. t&M In spite of bearing the burden of such a 

large familyshe passed his time in devotion to the Lord 
Krsna.He lived a fairly long life of seventy years and 
died in ¥.8.1642 cm the seventh day of the dark half of 

the month of Magha,.

While fallabha propounded a new theory and established 
a system baaed upon it,it was left for Yitthaleba to put 
that school on a sound footing.He was a man of genius and 
knew how to propagate his beliefs and practices .He started 

all the practices of the Sampradaya and gave it an artiste 

touch with his fine sense. He was an art 1st, pain ter, and 

singer. He incorporated that art in the service of the

Lord.The worship was carried cm in houses with separate 
rooms for bath and bed and dinner rather than big temples.
He infused life in religion.

As a writer,’ Yitthaleba’s contribution to the 'Suddhs- 

dvaita is great. There were ,however, certain difficulties 
which he had to face at the outset. A family quarrel cropped

up between .himself and his sister-in-law,the widow of 
Oopinltha. As a result of this,the widow went away with 

whatever manuscripts of Yallabha’ s works she could get.

Many of the works were thus lost,and some of those that 
could be found were incomplete. Yitthale^a made it liis 

mission to complete them, A part of the commentary on 
Tattvadipanibandha.il!,and the latter part of the
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Aaubhssya .are from his pen. Further, he added many passages
also in the body of his father's works.. Besides these he

has composed so many stories commentaries and shorter tracts.
u 30The most important of his works is .the Widaniaendona.

We have already noticed that Yifchale&a- had a large family. 
Ill his seven sons were sincere devotees and good scholars .

Ill of them tried in their individual and collective eepaei%

to propagate their faith which was then having a- large

following in the Western regions of the country. YijfchaleM

distributed his seven images of the Lord Krsna among his

seven sons.

Ookulanatha, the fourth son of Yilthalefea,was the most
prominent of all of the seven sons. He was born in T.S.

✓
1608. He is famous for the fight that he gave to Cidmpa

who, because of his cordial, relations with Jehangir could

successfully manage to prohibit the use of the Tulasi-string
fu

which is one of the outward marks of the pfsstimargiya

Yaisnavss. Ookulanatha saw Jehangir personally ^convinced 

him of the Yaisnava position,and got the ban removed. He 

has written seme commentaries in Sanskrit on the sixteen

tracts,the Subodhini etc. He has also written stories of 

84,and 252 Yaisnavas in the Yraj^f dialect.Though not much 

of an author jOokulnstha was well-versed in various 4sastrs s,

10.lor a list of his forty eight works; see Y.O.Shah; 
Pustimarganah paHcaso Yarsa; p.239.
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and is said to have successfully carried on his controversy

with. Gidrupa. Eis contribution to the 'Suddljadvaita lies in 

the propagation and regulation of the Saiapradaya,Ke is 

honoured as the third great man of the Ssmpradaya. Ee did. 

in Y.S.1S97 at the age of 89.

lalyanarays, born in Y.S.1625 was the son of 
Govindaraya., the second son of Yitthalefea. He has commented 

upon, the sixteen tracts and has also composed some KIrtanas. 
He had two sons,Eariraya and Gope&vara. Heriraya, who lined 

a fairly long life of about 120 years,was born in Y.S.164?. 

hfter Gokulanatha, he became a very important personality 

in the Saiipradeya. Being a sincere devotee himself, he has 

written so many small works in Sanskrit,discussing and 

deciding various problems of the Ssmpradaya. The most 

important of his works are,however, the letters that he 

wrote to his brother Gopebvara,who found consolation in 

them when’ he lost his wife. These letters known as— 

'Siksapatrae are written ,in simple language and are capable 

of appealing to the masses. They have been translated into 

Gujarati and Yraj and are often read in the religious 

meetings of the Yaiaflnavas even to-day. Ee. had many 

students whom he taught the principles and practices of Ms 

school.

Besides the teachers noted above,there were several



others who stayed at various places and contributed to the 
Suddhadvaita literature.Of these the immediate predecessors
of puijjot tarns were Pitembara,Vr a jara^ya and Irsnacsndra.We 

shall however refer to them in the next chopter, as their 
relation with Purusottarns is very close.

(YI). '
Spread of Yallabha^Sampradaya in Gujarat.

' jss purusottama, the subject of our thesis,lived and 
worked in Surat, it would be proper to add'a few lines in 1he
introductory chapter,regarding the religious conditions of
the province of Gujarat, before and during his occupation of
the po^ntfical chair at Surat. >

The charming and fertile land of Gujarat with its 
natural beauty of rivers and planes has been for ever the 
recipient of various ideas,religious and others. Gujarat
claims to have been the holy land of Lord Krsna and the-
1 ’Tadsvas. TheRudradaman inscription of Girnar is the finest 
historical record of the existence of Yaisnavism in Gujarat. 
One Cakrapelita is said to have built a temple of Cakradhara 
Krsna in 456 l.}>. In 526 A.B.there flourished in Yallabh*, 
a king Dki’Vasens who called himself Pararaa Bhagavata.Poet 
•Magha,(3th century)pays homage to Mari in the first verse 
of his Sibupalifvadna. The inscription at Dkamadaeha,dated 

1074 A.D.begins with’Omnamo Bhegavaie Yasudevaya’ and 
praises the Yaraha-inearnation. Hemaeandra,(1088-1172 A.D).



refers to the existence of the Vaisnava temple in Patana, 

in his Dvyafosyakavya. The prevalence of Ysisnavism has also 

been referred to by Jso®e.4vara(e ,1230 A, D.)in his .kiptikaumudi , 

and Surathotsava. Raja^ekara in his Caturvimdatiprabandhs 

refers to the building of the temple of Yiranarayana by 

Yiradhaval( 1233-1838 A.D.).Qne Mrsimharanya Muni wrote a work 

called "Yisnubhakii Candrodaya” in 1413 A.D.lhe inscription 

on the RevatT Kunda of Oirnar-dated 1417 A.D.begins with the 

praise of Damodara i?ho steals butter.Vaghela Moklasimha( 1499AJ) 

is said to hare protected the hosts of the Bhagavatas.Ihe 

king who reigned in Baroda in 1811. A.D.was a devotee of 

11,Qovinds- yap the centuries the current of the,> InsBa-cult-
* » *

always came to Gujarat and was received there faithfully and

enthusiastically,the more so because Dvaraka came to be known

as the holy seat of Lord Krsna.This had its effect upon the

regional literature of Gujarat. A very powerful influence was

welded by Grtsgovinda of Jayadevwfe may note here the

examples of Mayanachanda of Madana(Y.S. 1500)and the Phagu poem 6

of Ratarsi(1495 A. D.), Yas antavilas a. Gi t ag oviad was actually
12translated into Gujarati in Cil600 Y,S. *
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11. Gujarati Sahitya Bk.Y:Madhyakalano Sahityapravaha: 
Id.K.M.Munshi pp.309-311.

12. Ibid.pp.313-15.
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Of the yampradsyas.established by the Yaisnavs Aearyae

of the South, that of Ramanuja seems to have had its sway 

over ■ the people oi Go,;hi*at for some time.The followers 

for- c£ Romansjo ere found, in. Gujarat even to-day, Shri. 

fljunsbi says that there is reason to believe that the £hij eda 

Mnadir Seisrpradaya of naurasutra' is a branch of the sain.©* 

Madhya and himbarka could not exercise airy influence in* 

Gujarat.- The worship of Rama,propounded by Raman and a,of the 

;Sr! Bempradaya.seems to have had its influence in Gujeratto 

s very great degree;'in the fifteenth end sixteenth centuries* 

The well-known poet Bhutans,end his son Yisnudpsa were . 

devotees-of Rams. One Pi.the Ysisnave of T’alaja wrote a tract 

on the characteristics of Ysisusvae in V.S* 1587*&abir,the 

famous disciple of Raman and a* had some hold on the lower 

strata of the Gujarati society in the seventeenth century* 

poet Yaccherajs we.f 8. follower of Hater. Dad-u Beyeia, was 

born in Ahmed ahad in Y.G.1601 and was initiated in the fold 

of Ksfcir, by ifenal(or Bud-Inn) .He left ^h&edabsd at the 

age of eighteen end established hie seat at tfer4&8,' near

ier The .Dsdu-^enpradaya had many followers .in Gujarat
‘TA

All these .end many other sects ' and movements came to: ' •
Gujarat. Forever* the imwenee popularity of the Paresis and

the teachers of- the Pustimcrga ousted them from the field.

The most important religion4not sect or movement that
‘ <x .hold its may over Gujarat f°£ c.<antunes and which oommjfends

13. (Ibid.p.SSI).
14. (Ibid.pp.3£3~4).
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a large following even to-day is Jainism, It became the 
royal faith of Gujarat, when Kumar pa la Soianki accepted it at 
the instance of his teacher Eemacandra-With its rigorous 
emphasis on non-violence end good conduct,it could very easily 
appeal to the characteristically soft and tender nature of 
the mercantile community of Gujarat.lt could not,however,stand 
the test of time any longer, and many Ja-ins came over to the 
pustimarga, when it was introduced by Yaliabha and his son.
The reason for this is not far to seek. While Jainism was &d 
and worn out, the new faith 'was fresh and young; again the 
pustimarga did not close the doors of happy and prosperous 
life while Jainism was rigorous and rigid. If may also he 
adaed that there is no God in Jainism,?jhich is an ethical 
.religion,whereas Yaliabha taught of an eternally playful

V.

Krsna. The appeal to the masses of this playful sportive God 
vms naturally very deep.

The most important point, which we should note,is the 
political upheavals and anarchy in. the country. The last
Hindu king of Gujar-at-Karana Vaghelo was defeated by 
Allsudd in Khilji in 139? A.D. For hundred years after that, 
Gujarat, was ruled by the Subas appointed by the Sultans of 
Delhi. The invasion of Taimur Lang however shook the very 
foundation of the Delhi Empire and so the Subas took 
advantage of the weakness, of the Central Goverm&ent. They
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were tempted by tlie circumstances to become independent kings. 

Zaf'ar Khan proclaimed his independence and established, the 
reign of the Sultan at in Gujarat in 140? l.D. The kingdom 
saw illustrious kings like Ahmedshah and Mohammed(popularly 
known as Beg ado) , but the Sultanat could not retain its

■ . -73. d • J>'. '

power against Akbar. It was ^n thewwsBtest 1578^that, 

Gujarat became a Province of the Moghul Empire. The rebellion 

of Muzaffieridign proved abortive arid once again Ahmedabad 
became the seat of the Moghul Viceroys, from an independent 

country, Gujarat turned into a Province of the Moghul Empire, 

The period, immediately following this am.exation, was that 
of peace and prosperity. The Viceroyalty of Mir Aziz*£okat 
Shah Oehan and Pare. Shikofa added to the security and 

prosperity of the people, and. even though there have been 

occassional incidents like the plundering of Surat by Malik 

Ambar in 1G09 A.S.aml the feuds during the reign of 
Aursngzeb as Vice.roy ^£0the pictui-e on the whole

is decisively bright, It was in this age that Vallabha- 

Samprafaya spread in Gujarat and its neighbouring areas.

Vallabhacarya in his travels visited Gujarat very often 
and moved at various places. He is said to have visited Burnt,
Broach, Morbi, H avanegar , Khambhali a, find tar ,Dekor, Bvarka, 
Junagadhjprublias, Godhra, karocia and many other villages a/ll 

cities. The visits are recorded in the literature of the

Sampradaya. The propagation of the Ssitpradaya in Gujarat, 

however,goes to the credit of Yitthaleba, who visited
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Gujarat six times: (l)fle came to Gujarat from Adel in Y.S.lfflO 

(g)He repeated his visit from Adel in Y.S. 1613(3) In Y.S.16B, 

he came from Gadha (4)From Mathura he came to Gujarat in 

Y.S. 1623(5) end from Gaknla in V. 8.1631(6) lastly,he came to 

pay homage to Dvsrjakadhl^a in Y.S. 1638. It appears that he 

exercised his influence over Gujarat for nearly forty years.

The visits of Vitthalefea to Gujarat were incidental to his
visits to the holy shrine at Bvarka. Yaliabha himself
visited Dverka thrice and installed the image of Dvsrakgnatha

at Bet Bvarka. Fortunately, however ,Vitthalefea could get

enthusiastic and sincere associates who were devoted to him

and who were working for the propagation and expansion of ifee

Sampradeya. Vitthalefea initiated one Mag^ji Bhatta, a

Sathodara hagar brahmin,who was an influential officer

of the Government in Godhra. BsgajT Bhatta was an intelligait

pupil, who asked many questions to Yitthelesa and got their

answers, fie not only accompanied Vitthale&a during his trails

in Gujarat but even himself went to idel for paying homage to

his preceptor.Bhaila Eotheri of ASarva, near Ahmedabad, was
_ who

another devotee, fiis Son-in-law Oopaladas^was dumb got the 

powers.of speeeh by chewing the betel-leaf offered by 
Yitbhale^a. This Gopafdasa is the author of Kavakhyana, a 

popular Yaisnova poem which is responsible for the most tender 

feelings,with which the Maharajas are looked upon in Gujarat. 

Whenever, Vitthalefca visited Bhaila Kothori, many people



came to see him arid embraced his faith. la Cambay also 

there was one JIva Parekh who contributed much to the rapid 

spread of Yaisnavism in Gujarat. The wave of Yaisnavism, thus 

begun in Gujarat, went on for years that came and rosny 

people belonging to various sects accepted this faith.

'The peace and prosperity, which the Province enjoyed 
under the Moghul rule, was largely instrumental in setting 

a particular standard of life. This naturally led to a very 

happy life fall of luxuries and comforts. The fail in the 

moral standard slowly crept in and there were voices of 

protest raised against this from various quarters.The most 

prominent among them is the poet-ssint Akho. (c. 1615-1674 A.D). 

Popular works of devotion and pur-enic tales were,however, 

written and sung. The most important of' those poets was 
Premauanda.(c. 1636-1734. A.l>) ,who was followed by &amala 

*Bhatta(c.l7Q0 A.D)They were contemporaries of Purusottama.

‘The age of peace and glory of Gujarat,ended in the reigi

of Aurangzeb when the great Shivaji plundered Surat,and 

Gujarat became a scene of a hundred feuds and fights.

.Religious and social life was in peril and though prosperous 

and wealthy, the cities of Gujarat were not very quiet.

Surat, was the head quarters of Purusotiama, was no 

exception to this.
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Surat enjoyed a unique place not only in Gujarat but in the

whole of India. Its wealth and prosperity lay in its being on the 
Bank of the river Tapti. Tinayovi jay ag&ni vara} who flourished 
in the later part of the seventeenth and the earlier part of 
the eighteenth century has written a poem induduta, gf^ in which 
he hap given a beautiful description of Surat.- He compares the 
Tapti with the river in the heaven. He says: 

potahreniparicayamisat tiravellad vimana 
M«j jadvrndarakavaravadhiaiagarair nagsribhih:
Svadusvacchasphptikaruc irambhobharair uttaranga 
Tapi tatra hr ay at i tatiffil Svargaganganukaram. -(v.8'/.)

It had a beautiful garden full of various kinds of flowers. 
Vinayavijeya says;

DTpta puspair aviraladala mendall campakanam 
Tatrodyane tulayati plialair laksita pallavaih ca;
KagahrenTm amasrnasrnim hemaghantavalidkam 
Citrain gucchair vividhabharanair menditam vastraidiandeih. 
UdySnanak nagaram abhitah santatir bhati nina 

< Yrksair laksair vividhasumanahsamvitanam latanam; 
hridad dampsiyucita-kadalimandirair baiakinim 
Gehaih krid abba van a s ar asidfrghikavapikabhih. (-y.91-2)*

Surat had a strongly built fort full of all types of weapons: 
Durg© bhargojjvalavapur ihotksndharas candrasala- 
Hsmbhat saudhacohadir upa^ito mauktikaochatrahali;



Manayantrapraharaiiadnaro yuddhasajjografeastrail 
Ksatrasyaisa fcrayati susamam dhairyagarvoddhurasya.(Y.94). •

There was a mint also in Surat, which is aptly described ty •

Yinayavi jaya:
Rupyasvarnaprakaraghatanaprotthitais tankafeala 
Garbhodbhutapratiravafeatais taratarais takaraih;
Ratra k/vapi prabhavitum alam dustadaurgatyabliutsh 

Putsh ksaudre hyupabamavidhau ■mmtrasarastakarah. ( ¥.98).

The prosperity end pelf of Surat was due to its being one #f 
of the prominent centres of business in India.Merchants of

Surat entered into.business transactions with businessmen 
staying in distant places in India and abroad. Ships sailed 

in and out of Surat to Africa,Iran,China,Japan,Arabia and 
Turkey. Surat had many market-places like Kenpith,Danapith, 

Maohhalipith, etc,where various commodities brought from 

outside were sold. Every year some twenty to forty thousand 
persons came to Surat with a large number of caravans* The 
inhabitants^1 Surat were rich and their , life was colourful.

Inspite of ell this they were not very happy.They were 
always worried*about the protection of their wealth that 

they accumulated with tact and toil. After Shivaji’s attack 
they were always afraid of such onslaughts. The Subas of Surat 

also extracted money from them for paying their dues to the

Moghul Emperors of Delhi. Even then there was freedom of 
religion and the Hindus were not subjected to harassment
simply because they were hindus.



CHAPTER- II.

PHRH30miAfS LIFE.

a) ;/

Ceneology. •

Unlike the founders of other systems, Vallabha was a
householder. He became a sannyasi in Benaras only in his' 
last days, hot only so but in his small work’Sannyasa-nirnaya*,

he 2’evealed his , thoughts on asceticism as such. As a result 

of this ,while in other systems tire have the line of teachers 
and their disciples who adored the pontifical chairs,here ■ 

we have the line of direct descendants.These descendants 

have done much to propound and explain the Samprsdayio 

theories and practices. Yallabha*s system has given us three 
orders of scholars, the Yaisnavas who were follomrers of the 

School,the Bhattas who were related to the Oosvamis by 
matrimonial alliance,and the direct descendants cfTallabha.

Out of these, the last have served the system most. They had 
the right of service of the images that they kept in their 

own possession. Many of them were great scholars. Again they 

were- looked upon with very high regard by their followers, 
perhaps because they were direet discendants of Tallabha.
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1She title’Gosyemi’ which was assumed by them and which is 

retained by them even to-day, Soes not appear to be the 

original title of Yallabha himself. Yallabha calls himself 

just’Diksita’. lYen Yitthalesa calls himself’Diksita’in 

some of his works. Yitthalesa however, was allowed to
• V

graze his cattle at Gokula,Mathura etc. by the imperial 

firmans issued by the Moghul Emperors-Akber and Jehegg ir. 

It was an account of this that Yitthalesa was called a 

Oo-SYami-'the owner of cows’and this title went on for 

centuries. Even to-day the Maharajas are called GosYamis.

Yitthalesa had 7 sons.The .third son ivas Falakrsns, 

who again had 6 sons. His second son was Yr a jane the while 

the fourth son was named Pltambara, Yrajanatha had a son

named Ersnacandra. Pltambara has two sans’Byacmlala’ and
• - *

’Yadupati’. Sylkalala was the father of Yrajapala and 

Yrajaraya, Yadupati’s son was pltambara whose son was

Purusottama. Purusottama refers respectfully to his
1father and his grand-father in his works."fe do not 

know the name of purusottama1s mother.The geneology is 

giYen on the next page.
1. Bhaktya naumi pitaml^^a Jadppatim tatam ca Pi timber am.

akdxA-v.

A.B.P.Intro.Y. 7.p. 2.
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(II).
Date and plaee, of Birth,

The generally accepted year-of Purusottama1s birth is 
Y.S.1724. Shri.Chimanlal Shastri of Bada Msndir at Surat —^

however told me that this did not appear to be correct.
I, tJierefore wrote to Pandit Kanthamani Shastri of .

Kankroli,who directed me to write .to Shri.JSrisimhalalji

Pandys of Sathadvar,who supplied me with; the horoscope of

purusottama. He has informed me that his ancestors were

appointed Jyotisis and family-priests of frosvami Yitthale-

-natha and he has got a thousand such old horoscopes. We

would like to suggest that apart from the astrological
importance, if these horoscope are published, they will

f
be very helpful in finding out the exacft dates of many of 

the Gosvamis, and thus in tracing the history of the 

family of Yallabha, Purusottama's horoscope is given in 

the appendix Mo.l. On the strength of that horoscope,^ 

we can be definite that Purusottama was born on the

10th day of the bright half of the month of Bhadrapada - • 

in Y.Si 1714, corresponding to JUD.1658.

We do not know definitely where he was born,It is 

quite likely that he was bom in Gokula, as tradition relates.
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(in).The Temple at Surat.

We do not knew anything about Purusottoma until he 
came to Surat and settled in the temple of Balakrsna as

an heir of Yrajaraya. le may here note the history of the 

image of Balakrsna till it was installed in Surat by 

Yrajahaya.

The image of Balakrsna owes its origin to the sacred 
river Yamuna. Unoe when Yaliabha went to the river for a

a bath,the image came out entangled in the sacred thread
s

worn by him, and told Yaliabha that it would come to his 

house. Yaliabha welcomed the Lord and taking the image to 

his house7 placed it together with other images in the 

Seva. There is another tradition also stating that the
1 t , i

image came from the Ksrnakupa in Yraja.it that time 

Yaliabha had five images and he was spending his time in 

their devotion 'at Adel near Prayag. .

A curious incident has also been recorded in connection 

with this idol. Yaliabha*s son Yitthalesa was just a 

child at that time. He also served the small image of 

Balakrsna,he decorated it,played with it,served it with 

the Bboga end did alsorts of things. Once he served
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f Thora’(3?R }as the Bhoga.To his surprise he found that 

the image began, to eat it.Yitthalesa thought;^that if 

the Thora.-is eaten by him in this way,nothing wiii remain 

fop him. He than tried to take it away from the image but 
Balakrsna also pulled, it in another, direction. In the mean 

time Yallabha came there and was delighted to see this 

friendship. He asked Yitthalesa to give away.the Thora 
to the idol and another dish of thora was prepared fcr 
Yitthalesa himself.

This image of Balakrsna remained with Yallabha at 
Ide^l, Kashi and Gokula.After Yallabha,it came to

Yitthalesa. Yitthalesa had sewn images in all and also 
had seven sons. So he distributed these images to his

sons thus:
Heme of the son,
(1) Oiridhara
(2) 0-ovindasaya
(3) Balakrsn&
(4}{Jokulanatha

(5) Raghun atha

(6) Yadimatha

(7) 0henasyam&

Mame of the image. 
Mathuresa. j

i

Yitthalanatha.
Bvarakadhisa.
Gokulanatha.

Gokulacandrama.

B'alakrsna.•* • •

Madanamohana.



It will be seen that the image of BalakrSna thus

came in the possession of Yadunatha,the sixth son of 

Yitthalesa. Yadunatha kept this image together with that 

of Dvarak adhi s a, an d stayed with Balakrsna,the third son 

of Yitthalesa.We do not know why Yadunatha took such a 

steps. One of the possible reasons may be that the image 

of Balakrsna is verv small.Ifter Yadunatha his son 

Madhusudana also stayed with Dvarakesa,the son of Bala- 

-krsns. Sifter sometime however Madhusudane wanted to be 

independent of Dvarakesa and hence he demanded the 

image of Balakrsna from the latter.Dvarakesa however was

not inclined to comply with that demand.‘fhe matter was 

referred to Gokulanatha, the fourth son of Yitthalesa. 

C-okulanltha told Dvarakesa that the image of Balakrsna 

belonged in fact to Yadunatha who stayed with his father 

only due to affection. Again Yitthalesa himself had 

ordered that whenever Yadunatha or any of his deeeendant 

de/sred to serge the image independently,that desire 

should be fulfilled. Madhusudana could thus get this 

image of Balakrsna. After one year’s service,the Lord

wished to remain in the company of another- image of 

Bvarakadhisa. Madhusudhna thereupon brought it to
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Aft Dvarakesa who accepted the image on the condition that 

Madhusudana should -mot demand it in future .ludhusudana 

agreed to this in writing.. Thus the images of Bvarakadhisa 

and Balakrsna were kept .in Ookulo together.After 

Dvar-akesa,they were served by his son Siridhara.Giridhara*e 

son Dvarakaaatha possessed the images after his father,He 

served them together with his sister Hahgabetljl and 

his wife Jsnakivahuji.Dvarakanatha went‘to Kashi for study 

and managed to get the SarasvatTmantra an his tongue.

He became a profound scholar and then returned to his 

father at 0-okale. But the same night, the God Bvarakadhisa
Z£

informed him that he had committed the fa^rft of1 Anyasraya* 

by resorting to the Ssr&svatimantra and therefore he 

was no longer fit for devoidon .He had to leave his house. 

Similar such incident^ is also reported in connection with 

his father Siridhara.His wife Jan aid therefore with the 

help of Gahga adopted Yr8jabhusana,son of SrTvallabha,,

,in the year 171?,V.S.6n the eighfi&ay of the bright'half 

of Bhadrapada.

This deed of adoption was challenged by Yr a jar ay a, 

son. of liyamalal0,1^0 recently returned to Gokuls from 

Kashi .He demanded one of the two images served by the
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trio of Oangn, Janaki and Yrajsbhusana. The demand .of, 

Yrajaraya was refused. He thereupon approached the 

Emperor but without any result.He then went to Gokula 

with festfe some associates slid took away both the images 

by force. The matter was referred to the Emperor 

Aurangzeb,who ordered that the images should be returned 

to Vrajabhuswaa. Yrajaraya again met the Emperor in a 
forest and pleased him. He reiterated his demand in

the form of a request. The Emperor however deed not qgrea. , 

Yrajaraya then asked for only one image,that of 

Balakrsiie as a right.The Emperor accepted the request 

and issued the necessary order, ifi/ith this oraer in hand*

Yrajaraya came to Gokula,but Gang! and JInakT together 

with Yrejebhufeaa went to Agra. When Yrajaraya went to 

Agra,they left the place for Ahraedabad,taking away with 

them both the images. They stayed there in an underground 

room and served the images secretly. Yrajaraya came to 

Ahmedaoad and began his search for the images. After four 

months he could find out where the images were kept.Cb.ee 

he found that thousands of betel leaves were daily purchased 

from me shop. He thereupon asked the shop-keeper who 

informed him that those betel leaves were purchased far 

the images,that were kept secretly in a house in the
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Saipur locality. Vrajariya took the help of the Moghul 

Viceroy in Ahmedabad and went to that place. At that

time both the images were lying in a cradle,and Grange,., 
Jahaki and Vrojabhufeana were serving them. Vrajariya 
showed to them the imperial order and took away the
smaller image of Bala krone with his own hand from the 

cradle. Jahaki was very angry at this and cursed 

Vrajariya to the effect that as he was taking away the 
image from the cradle, there would be no cradle in his 
house. Vrajariya accepted the curse and. left Ahmed abed.

From Ahmedabad'Vrajariya came to Surat. On account 
of his scholarship and his devotion to the Lord,he
could exercise ^ery good influence on the local Veisnavas. 

Be settled in Surat aid built a temple of his own in 

Y.S.1727. As he had no sen,he adopted Purusottama as his 

heir, Purus attains, thus occupied the pontifical chair of 
Surat after Vrajariya.

The account given sbotsrb is according to the 

tradition current in the Sampradaya. It seems to have 

a fairly large degree of historical truth. There is 

another tradition current in the Sampradaya,explaining 

how purusottama could secure the image of Baiakrsna.lt



is said that pnrusottama tooK away this image from Ookiils 

and brought it to Surat,hiding it in the locks of his hair. 

On account of this the Maharaja in Gokula cursed 

Purusotiama with childlessness.This tradition does not 

appear to'be correct. That Purusbttama could secure the

image of £alakrsna from Yrajaraya, is borne put by the 

statement of Purusottama himself. In the introductory 

verses in his Snubhasyepraka^a, purusottama pays homage to 

Yrajaraya and says;

Yande tarn Yrajarajam anvayamanim yadrocisa madrs'o- 
Pyasin murdhni krpaparah Prabhuvarah Sribalakrsnah svayam.2

The historicity of the feud between Yrajaraya on the 

one hand and Gangs, Janaki and Yr a j a bKu s an a on the other 

is corroborated by documentary eTidonce also. In the 

Sudden Diwaui Adaulat Case No.43,was produced a release 

executed by Gsnga,JahakX,and Yrajabhusana to/ Yrajaraya. 

The document which is given in appendix No.2,bears the 

date third day of the bright half of fche first Asvina,

Y.S.1737,corresponding to 1681 A.P. It is stated m the 

document that they had settled their old dispute regarding

2. A.B.P.Intro.Y. 7.p.3.
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the two images and the Paduka of the he crya. The idol of

BHakrsna should bs given up to frajaraya,while that of 

Dvarakanstha should be kept by them. Ganga should keep 

the Peduka till her death and after that the Padaka would 

devolve to frsj-areye. It was stated in conclusion that 

no cause of dispute remained between the parties after this. 

The document ires-signed by Harireya.san of ftalyanaraya and 

others as witnesses. -

It appears from the document that the quarrel between

fra jar ay a on the one hand aid Gahga, JdhakT, and fra jabhusana 

cm the other went on f or- a long time. Hariraya,who was a 

famous personality laving at that time in the Sampradaya, 
seems to have used, his good offices to'work out a 

compromise solution.

On^mportent point should however be noted in this 

connection. The year,given in the document is ¥.8.1737.

The traditional aef'ount given above informs us that Vrajariya 

came to Surat after receiving the idol of Balakrsna in 

f.S.1727. In the Gujarat Sarvasangraha prepared by i£avi

Karm8dsshankar,it is stated that the temple of Balakrsna
3at Kanpith was1 built in 1635 1.1).

3. Gujarat Sarvasangraha p.531.



In the fiist-rry of Kenkroli, Pond it Kantbamani Shastri 

expresses certain doubts about the authenticity of this 

document cn the following grounds*-

(1) The script of the document is Gujarati;and it is 

quite possible also but as Gahgabetiji herself, used Hindi 

(Yraj) in all her dealings, the language of the document 

should have been Hindi(Yraj) and not Gujarati.

(2) Ten years before the date of this document all of 

them left Gujarat and settled in Mewed.

-(3)Gahg8betlji was not alive in V.S.1737.

(4)When all of, them were in jjhmedabed.in Y.S.1727, 

there is no evidence to show that Hariraya also stayed in 

Gujarat.

Gn these grounds,Kanthamarii Shastri says that the 

document is doubtful. It is likely that Vrejaraya might 

have settled firmly in Surat by about T.S. 1737 and might 

have got this document prepared so as to avoid any problem 

in future.4

Shri.Chimanlai Shastri of the Bada Mandir at Surat 

is writing a history of the idol of Balakrsna and the

4. Kaakroli.Part.II.appendix Mo.2.pp.154-155.



Bad a Mandir, Surat. The work is not yet published. Shri.O. H. 

Shastri informed me of his arguments which are as follows*. -

(1)The correct year in the document should be Y.S.1.727 

and not 1737.According to mathematical'consideration the 

additional month of Alvina 'is found in Y.S. 1726-2?.Be also 
supplied me with a table showing the adaiticaiai months.The

relevant portion of the table is given below:-

Ssmvst Year: 
beginning 
with Kartika.

-Ssmvat year 
beginning with 
Caitr-a.

Saka^ year. Additional
month.

1723 17,24 1589

1724 Vkh 1590 Jyestha.
1725- 1726 1591 '

1726 17^7 1582 Alvina.

1727 1|38

r|29

1593

1728 1594

1729 1730 1595 Sravan a.

1730 if 31 1596

1731 1732 1597

1732 1733 1598 Jyestha.
1733 1734 1599
1734 1735 1600

1735 1736 1601 Yaisakha
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Sam vat Year;
beginning 
with Mrtika.

Samvat year ; 
beginning ’with 
Oaitra.

§aka year ; Additional 
month.

1736 1737 1602
1737 1738 1603 Bhadrapsd a
1738 1730 1604

1730 1740 1605

1740 1741 1606 A§adha,

(2) The document was produced before the court ill 

the Sudder Oiwani Adaulat ease'So. 43.

(3) Hariraya had mastery over Gujarati language,as can 

be seen from the Padasthe composed in Gujarati.It is likely

that as the writer of the s&id document was a Gujarati,

Hariraya might have got it written in Gujarati,and Gahgabetiji

and others signed it.

(4) Gahgabeti ji died in V.S. 1736. Hence the date of the 

document cannot be V.S.1737.Aurangzeb attacked Mathura in 

Y. 8.1726 and so the trio of Gahgabeti ji, Jahaklvahujl and 

Trajabhusana could not stay in Gokula.ln Y.S.172?,Hariraja

was about 80 years of age.Sri Bathaji was shifted from ,

Giriraja to Mewad in Y.S.1728 and that is why the Pitotsava 

/*of Sri fsthajl was celebrated in Mewad in V.S.1728.There is



a possibility that Hariraya lived in Gujarat in Y.S.1726-87,
ce

because Mathura was not peaceful and the resident in lewad 

was not yet established. In the letters that Hariraya wrote 

to his younger brother C ope £ vara, there are references to 

Surat and to one'Gujarati gentleman named Premaji. liar in ay a

visited Gujarat very often.The news 'of the death of 

Gopesvare’ s wife was known to him when he was in'Gujarat.

It appears from all this,that the idol of Balakrsna 

was brought to Surat in Y.S.172?.As regards the date given 

in Gujarat Sarvasangraha,it can be understood as the year 

in which the temple was built completely.

We do not knoiv when Purusottama came to Surat.Any way 

he did not come to Surat before V.S.17B7,¥e also do not 

know when Vrajaraya died and when purusottama succeeded 

him,.After Purustttama, the image was given to another 

Purusottama,son of Muralidhara and great Grandson of 

Vrsjalamkare.This purusottama had a son called Govardhana.

As he died without any male issue, his wife Maharanivahujl 

adopted Gokulotsava,who belonged to the family of . the 

fi-r&% son of Yitthslesa. Thus the image went to the 

possession of the first house.On the next page we have

shown how the image.of Salakraaa has changed hands.,by means 

of a chart.
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Chert showing hcwr the idol of Balekrsna changed hands.

I. Ysllabke.
I

g.Titthale^a.
* *

I
S.Yadunatha.(Sixth son of Yitthale^e).

I

4. BSl8krsna.(Third son of Vitthalefia).I •'* ,

5. Bv8rake48(Sor!. of Belekrsna).
I *‘_

6. Madhasuflexia(Son of Yodunathe,).

7. Dvarakeka.(Saroe as Bo.o).
I

S.Giridhara.(Son of Ovarakeda).
I

9.Dvarak8hntbe(SGn of Giridhera).
I _ '

10. GehgFf(Sister of CTerakenatha), Jsaakl^vyife of Dvarakanatha),
Yt a j abhus an a (S or. of 'SrTYallabha).
I

II. Yrajaraya(Son of feyamalgia).
I

12. Purusottaffle(Son of Pitarobara).
I

13. purusoti;ama(Soii of Mnrairdhara),
I

14. Co?ardhaneda(£on of purufottsjiia,iio. 13).
I15. M ah sr an fy aim j f(W i f o of GoYard.haj3.eda),
I

16. Gakulotsava(Adopted by IsharaiUYahuii).



(IT).
Study and Scholarship.

{■«’

We do not know much about the childhood of Puruso^tamC 

His teacher was Krpnacsncira, whose date of birth is probably

¥.0,1651. He was the son of 7rajaaatha,the second son of 

Balakrsns, the third son of Titthale^a. He was a, very great 

scholar. Kirbhayarlme Bhatta in his Kalpavrksa calls him 

,Sastrsvitt8/i)&,! ' We do not know much, about the life of

this Xrsnaeandra. The £ ha va pr ak a s i ka vr 11 i is ascribed to
* » • ■

him, Purusottaraa pays homage to him as his preceptor in the 

beginning of his .Anubiiesyaprakasa. Shri Telivala things that 

very probably Purusottama owes much fco Irsnacandra for the 

profound scholarship, which is revealed in his works. 

Telivala says that Purusottama is obliged by 'two Qosvamis , 

Yrsjariya end Krsnacandra. A camper is on of the works of 

Trajaraya with those of purusottama would show that there is

5- Svam Sri Bflskrsiienam jvesthosyaavaya Iritah* •* * * * ■ * Ji

YrajanathabMdhaSyatha dvitTyatanayssye tu ;

Irspacandra iti kbyefto aandanah s astra.vi ttamah.Kalpavrksa. 
quoted by T'elivala in fenunada Vol.IJio.S,

i

6. Tatputfan Saha suhubhir ni jagurun Irikrsnaeandrahveyin.,..

A.B.P„Intro,Y.?.p.2.



a basic difference in their respective methods of presentation. 

Naturally the profound scholarship of purusottama does not 

owe its origin to the genius of Vrajaraya. It is likely

that it may be due to the teaching of nrsnacaadra. The 

argument of Telivala appears convincing,but the term fturu 

fflay^ mean only the initiating preceptor end nothing more. 

Teliwala also refers to the Bhavaprakesika vr11i and compares 

it with the Anubhasyaprakasa. The Bhavaprakasikavrtti is 

a very suspicious work aid we will discuss its relation with

the Anubhlsyaprakasa in the next ohapter.lt is difficult to 

say anything for or against the view of Telivala'that the 

scholarship of Purusottama owes its origin to the teaching 

ot Brsaacaadra'.

There is one curious tradition in the Sampredaya,which 

tries to account for the scholarship of Purusottama.lt is 

said that when purusottama was only seven years old,one 

great Pandit (Appaya DTksita according to the Sampradaya) 

came to Surat and challenged the scholars for the SBIstrlrtha. 

As the elderly persons in the Surat temple were absent, 

Purusottama’s mother accepted, the challenge and said that
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her son would he prepared for the Sastrartha after three 

days. Purus Ottawa then went to the underground room in 

the Surat temple and continuously muttered the Sarvottama- 

-stotra for three days and nights.(According to seme he 
muttered the Trividhahasavali.) At the end of this the

Lord Balakrsnajfallabhaearya and Vitthalanathaji presented

themselves before him end blessed him with a thorough

understanding of all the works,if he saw just the beginning

and the end of the same. When Purusottama pays homage to

Balskrsna in the Anubhasyapraka^a he says;

ifrldan Sribalakrsnah paramakarunaya manmanah prerayatva

BKasyartham yo' tigudham prakatitam akarot ssmpradtaye-
-nivrtte...?

The verse is' taken as a proof for the tradition by some. 
After the blessings that he received,purusottama received 
the blessing from his mother also. He was thus fully 

prepared for the Sastrartha and defeated the Pandita in 

Surat.

Whatever may be the value of the traditional story, 

Purusottama’s scholarship is really profound.He had a 

th©rogfeh study of all the Bhasyas. He refers to almcfet 

all of them at the end of the Sutras or Adhikaranas in

7.A.B.P.Conol.Y.l.p.1441.
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his Anubhasyaprakasa. He knows of six Bhasyas,of Samkara,

R8m^uja,&aiva,Bhaskara,&ladhva,and Bhiksu. At one place 

when Yallabha refers to someone by 'Ka&cit parasabdena 

dehadia iha’,Purusottama says in his comments,’Idam

cana prasiddhasadbhasyastham... Ata idanim utsannasyaiva
8 • ' ' ■ ;

Kasyacin matasyollekhah1. It may appear rather curious 

that Purusottama does mot refer to lumberks at ail, 

not only so, but even does not' appear to know of him. -

He also refers to Yacaspati,laystirtha,and Yedaritadesika, 

the famous followers of Samkara,Madhva,and Ramanuja 

respectively. Regarding the literature of his own 

school,his study is so very deep that he points out 

where and what exactly Yitthalesa added to the bulk .of 

his father's works. Even in minor commentaries,such as 

those on the sixteenth tracts,he shows a thorough study 

of the interpretations given by the elders of the^ school, 

like Dev8kInandana,fiaririya,Caca G opl s a, D var ake § a, etc. 

Apart from the Vedahtic works,he reveals & profound 

study of the authoritative wopks of other systems also.

He refers to the BKattas,the Prabhakaras,Kapila,Isvara~

-krsna,Gautama, Ransda,tTd©yana,Partiiasarathimisra,

Maithili Bhavadeva Mi£ra,Y8naraalid'asa,the Bauddhas,

8.A.B.P.lII.ii.6.P.885.
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the JainaSjIadhusudaaa'Sarasvati,Appaya DTksita and many 

others very often.He also refers to pan in i, P a t an j al i, 

and BhattojT DTksita,and even Ramakrsna, the author of 

Siddhantaratnakara. He shows his study of rhetorics and

refers to Kavyaprakasa,Bhvanyaloka and similar standard 

works on the subject. He refers even to Arkaprakasa,a ' 

work on medicine and discusses how the Oihiya^pots are 

manufactured.His study of the Pharmasastra-nibandhas is 

simply astonishing as can be seen by the scores of references 

to such works in the Dravyasuddhi and TJtsavapratsha.He is 

thoroughly well-versed in the sacred lore.His passages 

beam'with the references to the Srutis,the great Epics,

b'mrtis and Pur an as. From the classical literature, he .refers
« *

to prabodhacandrodaya. He also refers to Marasimha Mehta 

the famous Gujarati poet-saint.The above is not an 

exhaustive list of the works referred to by him^but it 

would be sufficient to show how great a scholar Purusottama 

was. There is a traditional verse in the Sampradaya,showing

that he was a very great scholar and composed about nine 

lacs of verses.The verse runs; ■ ,

Kasld ena samah samastanigamasmrtyiditattvarthavid •

?akta capratimah sadahsu vidusam adyapi bhumau budhah,
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Yah sarvam navalaksapady&kamitapraudhaprabandham vyadhat 

Sa Srlman Purusottama vi jay at am Aearyaeudamanih.

Purusottsms was not only a greet scholar himself, 

but be also kept so many other scholars with him.Purusottama 

does not appear go have been a man of very narrow outlook.

Whenever he found a pandit,irrespective of the system which 
that particular Pandit followed,Purusottama treated him 

with due respect. It is perhaps because of this that 

Purusottama is very exact in his references to other 
sys terns..aVd

(?)

Travels and Digvijaya,

purushttams is said to have travelled all over India.

He went to various provinces and challenged all the great 

Pandits of the time for the (Sastrartha. This is the reason 

why he was given the title of Dasadigantavijayl. It is said 

that he won over many of them and received mitten stefcsnts 

of his victory form them. My efforts to secure those 

statements have not been fruitful.If they ere found out, 

it may be possible to trace the account of his travels.

He is also said to have gone to Pumas very often.
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Dumas is a piece of resort on the Sea-shore,about ten 

miles from Sarat.lt is, said that purusottama wrote many of

his works there.Prof.M.O-.Shastri goes still further and, 

says that after finishing the daily work in the mornix^g 

and serving the Lord Bilekrsna with Rajabhoga,purusottama 
went to Dumas every day .He -stayed there for* the whole dey 

and returned in the evening to serve the Lord Balakrsna 

again .When he. went to Dumas,he kept with him cartloads of 

Boqks.lt is impossible to believe that Purusottama went 

there every day in those days when the means of communi- 

-cation and transport were not speedy.

Shri.Telivala in his account of purusottama*s life 

says that purusottama used to go to Dumas very often.Many 
of'his works'were written and copied there. Telivala further 

says that Purusottama gave some sort of a letter to a 

Brahmin Devotee of his at Dumas and the descendants of that 

devotee are still alive.

Though I have not been able to get any definite 

information regarding this* I could get some hints from 

Dumas,which I visited often in connection with this purpose. 
There is ^temple of Ranchhodji ,built in December 3956.
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The image however is old by centuries.lt is made of black-

stone and is similar to that of Dvarakadhisa at Dakar with
v

the order,PadmafCakrs,Oada and ISamkha. Below this image 

certain letters are inscribed. The first line could be read 

with difficulty. It reads*.

The second line could not be read because it is below the 

pTtha,upan which the image is fixed. There are five other 

copper images and also a conch.All of them appear to be 

very old.

Shri.Chhaganlal -Dslpatram Upadhyay,Popularly known as 

Chbaganlal Shestri,offers his service to the image.He stays 

just near the temple.When approached,he readily showed his 

eagerness to give me as mush information as he could. He

informed me abopt some hearsay in Duraas that one hosvami 

TiaKaraja ,who wes perhaps a very great scholar,used to 

come to Dumas before some two hundred and fifty years or so. 

As regards the image of Ranchhodji he told me that it was 

quite possible that some one might have brought it in a ship 

in the Barm days of Hinduism. His family was in possession 

of this image since centuries,and he was not in a position 

to inform me when and how exactly his ancestors came to
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possess/ this imege.It/diff'ieult to make out exactly what 

is meant by the letters which are inscribed under the image, 
iecording to Shri.tJpedhysy ’&rl Sutra’ means that the image 

is of Laksmlnarayana.j^’iaharaula’ can not he understood by 

us.It may perhaps signify that the image is from Rajasthan 

or Hutch .The image does not appear to owe its origin to 

South Gujsrst.Shri.Dpadhyay further informed/ me that in 

the Talar Falia,where his ancestors were staying at first, 

there wes a fairly large number of liagar Banias living in 

Dumas in that street. The hagar Manias are generally 

Taisnares belonging to the pustimarga. Thus there appears to 

have been some sort/ of Faisnavite influence of the Pusti- 

-marga,exercised on the ua;tires.of Duraas.lt is very likely 

that the said influence .sight hare come from Surat which is 

the nearest centre of the Pustimarga.Shri.Upadhyay-also’ 

informed me that his ancestors possessed many Sanskrit 

manuscripts but unfortunately they could not be preserred.

He showed to me one old manuscript of 'the Ramayana of

VaLaTki. The manuscript is now deposited in the manuseript- 

-library of the Chunilal Gandhi Tidyabharsn,Surat.As the

manuscript is important for our purpose,! have given a



short description and the colophons of the manuscript in 
appendix Bo.4. The following points should be noted in

this connection: -

(1) The manuscript was copied in V,S.1786#Purusottama 

who was born in Y.S.1714,lived a fairly long life end 

inspite of his gift deed in Y.S. 1781,we can say that he 
lived even after that time.The question will be discussed 

later in this chapter,but there is nothing wrong in 

assuming that purusottama was living in Y.S, 1786.

(2) The handwriting found in the folios of the nlnda 

YI,were seen by Shri.Chimanlal Shastri,Secretary of the 

Balakrsna Suddhadvaita Maftesabha,Surat.He told me that 

-there are manuscripts in the Surat temple,with a similar 

handwriting and it is very likely that the scribe might 

be one and the same.

(3) That the manuscript has been found at Dumas leads
us to/fairly reasonable conjecture that it might have been 

copied at Dumas. Had it been copied elsewhere,it is not

-likely that the ancestors of Shri.Upadhyay might have 

possessed it.

(4) In the very beginning of the Banda I vie have*0m 

namo Bhagavate Vasudevaya* which precedes the salutation
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$0 Rama. It is really Curious in a manuscript of Hamaysne*

In the beginning of the Kanda 1 we have one verse!

Jit am Bhagavata tena Earina lokadharins, 

i^jona vifevarupana nirgunena gunatmana.

This verse is followed by the usual langala,1Jayati 

RaghuvenSstilakab...f. The verse shows the contradictory 

attributes of the Lord.That Brahman has contradictory 

attributes is advocated by Yaliabha slotie and by no other 

ItfSrya. What is the use of this'additional verse In the

manuscript of Ramayana? Both these points show that the 

owner as well as the scribe must have been definitely a

follower of the Sudclhadvaita.

Thus it is clear that Puruaottama was present in 

Dumas when the manuscript was copied out,and it is very -

likely that he stfev it,if he did not own it.Be might have 

given it to his followers in Dumas and perhaps some one

ancestor of Shri.Upadhyay might have got it.It is also 

likely that Purusottame might have had some connection with 

the image of Ranchhod ji,but about this we do not know any- 

-thing.
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.in).
Private Life .

We do riot know much about tie private life of Purusottaraa,
t. *

Ee had three wives,RanT,Candravali,end padmavatT.He had

two sonSjYedupati and Darnedere end one daughter named
/

Ilaripriya. Yadupati was born in Y.S.1749,and Tiamodara in 

Y.S. 1760. Both of them died during his life time. Trad it ion 

runs that as Purusottama brought the image of Balakrsna 

concealing it in the locks of his hair,tbe R-osvami Maharaja 

©f Ssnfc that place became very angry and cure.ed him with 

childlessness. lienee e^en though-Purusottama had two sons, 

both of them died very young.

purusottama seems to ha\re passed most of his time in 

the composition of his works. Many of his works were written 

in Dumas. In Surat,it is said that he used to write

in an underground room in the Surat temple .He kept about 

nine scribes with him. He dictated to them whatever he 

thought at a particular time.Thus some three or four works 

were being ?/ritten simultaneously.This perhaps is the reason 

why there are mutual references found in many of bis works, 

as Shri.l'elivala thinks. It is said that he used to prepare 

three copies of all his works.One was kept for himself,



while the other two were sent to other Gosvoiais. He had 

cordial relations with Gosvarai fitthalaraya Campasenivala 

and one of the copies was sent to him. Whenever he went out.

he kept with him cartloads of boo&s rather than clothes or 

ornaments and things of luxury. Teliwala says that he 

kept some about SZ carts. Purusottama again had a very big 

library of his own. Ke used to study the works of Yailabha 

end Vitthalesa very often and used to copy out those works 

in small handwriting, Telivala saw one such Manuscript of 

the Subodhini on the first ten Adhyayas of the tenth

Skandha of the Bhagsvata. He found it very clear end the 

handwriting was quite good, purusottaoia was a very good

scribe himself. Sbn.Telivala who saw .many of his 

manuscripts while preparing critical editions of his 

works, says* « From his manuscripts we find him putting 

point where we usejf ^"a, comma; for a fulls top he makes
a

one
stroke,and for a complete idea lie makes two perpendicular 

strokes.When he wants to begin a fresh paragraph,he puts 

two perpendicular strokes and leaving s space of about 

half an inch he puts another two strokes and then begins

a fresh paragraph.Important words are coloured with red 

senna.S^ri.purusottsmejl has revised his manuscripts



atleast three or four times.. Where he thought that an 
addition was necessary he would affix a fine slip and 
re-write oyer it.Where the angle mark was above the line, 
we had tc look for the addition on the top of the page on 
the mar gin, counting the number of lines mentioned at the
end of the addition.Where the angle was below the line we 
had similarly to look for the addition at the bottom of 

9the page.*
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It appears that Purusott&ns was always busy writing 
something.This perhaps is the reason of his being called 
* Lekhavala1 .Another title given by the contemporary 
aosvamis to him was 'Vedapa^u’.It was a jeer at him.

Purugottama led s very simple life,even though like 
other nosvamis he was blessed with Vast fortune.He was 
staying in Surat,which'was at the height of its glory as
the chief emporium of trade on the Western coafct of 
lndia.lt was a main centre of business not only in fug arat 
but in the whole of India and it attracted the famous 
Chhatrapati Shivaji for plunder.purusottama was untouched 
by the pomp and glory, of the c ity .He was an author and 
scholar,end liked to remain a real author and real scholar.

9. Telivale,quoted by M.C.Parekh in 5Shri.Yaliabhaeharya.!
p. 311.
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We do not know much about him as a devotee,as much as 

we know about Heriraya. He is however said to have been a - 
very good Artist. His Holiness Hosvami Shri Yrajaratnalalji 

Maharaj of the Surat temple Obliged me by showing certain 

ar tides, whidh are kept in the Seva" and-which contain one 
picture .said to have been painted by Purusottama and five 

paper-cuts said to have been prepared by purusottama ..A sho&t *

description' of them is as follows; -

(1) The picture is of MuralTmen ohera.lt has three 
iscolours.Lard hrsna/ painted as playing upon his flute. •

There are two female deer at his feet.Above the head are 
painted the peacock-feathers.The picture is painted on the
basis of the verse*Dhanyas te mudharaataye ...etc.* ^In

the verse the G-opikss describe the female deer which are at

the feet of the Lord,bearing his Yen utn ad a with rapt

attention and worshipping him with loving glances. The idea

in the verse is aptly revealed in the picture.

(2) Paper-cut of a Palm-ii?e£,with two men ascending 

the tree with pots.below at ike root of the tree are 

designed one cow and one pot.There is a border design also.

10. Blfags'vat a Parana X. 21.31.



fhe cutting is very minute and exact. The leaves of the 

tree,the helmets of two men,and all the details,are 

quite clearly visible. The paper used is white.

.(3) Paper-cut of four rams with one face.The four

rams are shown asN / and the one face which is designed
/ \

can he'fitted to any of them in different postures.There 

is also a border design. The, paper-worisjis minute and 

the design is artistic and beautiful. The paper used

is whits.

(4) Paper-cut of a Sara tree with an artistic border. 

Below the tree are shown four birds,two cai either sides. 

The paper work is minutely executed. White paper is 

used.

(5) Paper-cut of a leafless dried up tree.The work is 

done with fineness.The paper is not white but has the 

dark colour corresponding to that of the trunk and 

branches of the tree.

(G)paper-eut of a Kadamba tree.Two apes are shown 

in the work.One is mounting the tree,while the other is 

plucking the leaves.The work is so minutely designed

that even the tail of the monkey can be seen easily.



fhe tree is fairly big.

IBider the Saru tree and the Kadambatree,the words 

’§rl’ and *&rih’ are written respectively ink.Oosvami 

Shri Yrajaratsnalalji Msharaj told me that the hand- 

- writing was of Purusottama,and that this is a proof fop

the paper-work being done by Purusottama himself.He also 

informed me that according to requirements of the 

tradition of their family,if *§rT’ is not written-on 

the paper,it can not be included in the Seva,Jiny way, 

it should be stated that the designs are fairly well 

preserved. ^

(Til)

Contemporaries.

By the time of Purusottama,the family of Taliabha

became a very big family and his descendants spread over 

almost the whole of Western India.Thus purusottama had

many contemporary (rosvamis.

11.Besides what has been described above,there- are two 

copies of the picture of Yitthale^a,said to have been,

drawn by himself .There is also a picture of Srmathajl.

In it are seen Covindaraya and others.There are alsofour
tkZero

manuscripts,/ in the handwriting of Taliabha and two m 

that of Titthale^a.



The most important and famous of the contemporary 

Oosvamis,¥Jas Hariraya»who was born in Y.S. 1649 and ififeo 

liired a fairly long life of about one hundred and twenty- 

years or so.It is said that he was alive in Y,S.l?72.He 

was thus a senior contemporary of p ur us o 11 am a .Beg ar d ing 

the connection of Bsriraya with purus ottama, two stories 

have oeen preserved by tradition;both of them,are intended 

to establish the superiority of Hariraya to purusottams, 

as a devotee and as scholar.Both of them are narrated 

below.

Since the time of Yitthalefie, there is a convention

in the Sampradaya that,whatever wealth is accumulated 

by a Posfami in the first round of his travels,should be' 

dedicated to Gcvardhanaristhajl.Aceordingly.Purusottama 

travelled all over India and with all his wealth went 

for dedicating it tofecihathajT.lt was the summer season, 

and as a rule shoes can not be presented to the Lord.

But Pur us ottama brought with him* very costly foot-wear 

studded with pearls,Looking to this,the Gosvami of that 

place allowed purusottama to present the same to SrTna tha jf 

far the limited time of Rajabhoga only.The young Oosvlmi
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Purusottama. wen ted that the shoes should be kept-for the 

whole day sad attempted to do so by giving briles to 

the chief servant of the temple.He did not think that 

this would be trouble some to 6od.Harii*aya,at that time 

was staying at Khun or,not 'very far from Nathadvar* ■ 
^rTnathajl informed him about this.Harirays immediately 

came to Fsthadvar on horse-back and ordered that the ■ ■ 

shoes be taken off.The story thus shows' that Bariraya 

was fortunate// enough to obtain the grace of Pod, who

informed him of what Bethought and felt,while Purusottama 

was not blessed with similar favour.

.toother story runs that once when Purusottama was 

dictating to a scribe his Prakasa commentary on the 

Siibodhinl,he had doubts about the exact significance 

- of some particular point. Even though he pondered over 

it for a long time,his dloubts could not be resolved.

One old lady saw him in a sorry mood and on inquiry 

could know the re as on. She said that she had heard tie 

explanation of test particular point from Ear iraya and 

she was prepared to explain the same to Purusottama.

Purusottama thereupon asked for the explanation and on 

hearing the same he was satisfied* This story suggests
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that Purusottama had to take the help of even an 

ordinary lady who just heard from Hariraya,

Both these stories are current among the followers 

of Hariraya.We do not know if there is my historical 

truth in either of them. So far as.Piirus&ttsma is concerned 

he shows the same respect to Hariraya a£ he shows to " 

others.

Another Gosfibi with whom Purusottama s'eeas to

have had special relationship,was Yitthaleraya of 

Capaseni.He was horn in Y.S.3751 and' was thus much

junior- toPurusottema.lt is said that Purusottama sent 

one copy of all his works to him .He actually commented 

upon his own Prahastaveda at his request.12

.Another Gosvami,wiih whom Purusottama seems to 

have had cordial relations was ISrivallabhs, the author 

of ’iekha'on Subodhini.Purusottaina refers to him in his 

Subodhiriiprakasa on Bhlgavata X.ivuPQ by: *Yathanevamvida 

ity atra.Yedanam wit.Bhave kvi£ ...ity artha iti

1 fo.Krtaven efam Prahostafcikam. Yittlialar'ayapramodaya'.

Prh.Yivrti.p. 846.



Wivallabhah. Tan raamapi s animat am iti’.fhe singular in 

’ferTVallabhah1 as against the plural.used in the references 

to other Goa van is, would show that ISrivsllabhaj/ was junior 

to Purusoitama.ferimLiabha’s father was Yitthalarlya 

He was bcxrn m the dark eleventh of the month of Karttika 

in V.8.1729.

Shri.11.O.Shastri could get from Yaisnava Manila! 

of .Jamnagar a list of Hos vnrois,who were contemporaries

of purusottama.T
•

be list is very long and does not appear

to be conclusive .We have given below the same with certain

subtractions;

H auie. Place. Sam vat Year.

1, GopikMhl^a — 1699

2. BaLakrsna
■ • * #

0-okula* 1700

3. Irene
* *■. *

C-oicule. 1700

4. M^dhavafeya Shergadh, 1700

f-. Yitihala^
► «

bankroll 1700

6. Yrajavailabba C-ckula. 1701

7. isfikinta 
(Son of Cabs Copies)

1701

8. Bansidhara Kashi 1702

9, Kakavallabha Mathadvar 1703

10 .it amelia la 1
•(Sen of Cacl Gopi&a)

1704
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Kane Place. SamYa

11. Gokalamsni
*

Shergadh 1705

12. Raiysharlya Shergadh 1706

13. Rauachoda Burhanpur • 1707
(Son of Yitthalanatha)

14. Ookulalakara
A

0-okula 170?

15. Yr a jar-ay a Snrat 1707

16. Dfarake^a — 1708

1?. RYarakmatha — 1708

18. Hsrirsya (lokula 1709
' (Son of Yra je&vara)

19. Baburaya Jamansgar 1711
20. Daaodara SathadYar 1711

21. Baghunatha 1711

22. Raghunatha — 1715
23. Yitthalanatha Shergadh 1715

24. Gopinatha Ookula 1717
25. Yitthale^a Shergadh 1718

26. Kalyanoraya ShrijidYar 1718

27. Muralldhara Bankroll 1718

28. 'Sfigopala — , 1719

29. G-hanabyama t 1720

30 . YrajabhUsana Kankroli“ 1720

31. YrajilankSra Gokula 1721

Year.
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32. fSlakrsna Kankroli 1721
33. Mohana ShriflidYar 1722
34. Dvaricanatha ShrijidYsr 17^2

35.0-iridhara Ookula 1725

36. GopIla Kankroli 1725

37. G-oplnatha ShrijidYar/^ 1725

38. Balakrsna • Ookula 1725

39. Jayadeva — 1725
(His descendants began the Jayogopala sub-sect)

40. Rsghunatha Rota 1'%'

41. Mathurahatha.M agarthattha. 1728

42. G-iridhara. Shrijidvar 1728

43. Oqkulaeandranfa.-----  1728

44. G-iridhara. Kota 1728-

45. GoYardhane&a.Jamnagar. 1728

46. JiYanl^l Bundikota 1729

47. Muralidhara. Kashi 1731

48. Krsnecandra. Gokula 1732

49. DYarakahatha.fiuteh-jnandYi. 1734
50. OoYardhaneha.ShrijidYar 1735

51. Ookularaya. Ookula 1736

52. Giridhara. Kashi 173?
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53. Vrajaratna. Pakula. 1737

54. Oopiiiatha Shrijidvar 1737

55. Purusottania —, 1738

(Son of MuralTdhara)

56. Vrajapala Kashi 1739.

57. Vrajanatha Shrijidvar 1740.

58. Yitthalariatha ibareli 1741

53. Mohan a Kashi 1742

60. Yehkatesa Ookul 1742 -

61. Dvarakanatha Ookul 1742

62. Yitthalanatha Shrijidvar 1743

63. Yrajan'l'tha 1744

64. luralldhara Shrijidvar 1744

65. Piridhara Dhandhuka 1745

66. PopTnatha Kota 1745

67. nokuladhi^a
V

Ookul 1745

68. MuralTdhara — 1747

69. Yisj abh ar an adlks i t a Ookul 1747

70. Yitthalaraya Shrijidvar 1747

71. Jagamiatha Shrijidvar 1747

72. ladupati Surat 1749
(Son of Purusotiama) 

73. I)i*i vats a Capaseni 1749
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74.Madh0variya Ookul 1749

75. Ookulaoatha Oiriraj 1750

76. Dshiraya Shrijidvar 1750

77, Yitthalaraya Capaseni 1751

78. purusottama Shrijidvar 1752

79. G-opala Kota 1755

80. Yadunatha Shri^fidsrar 1756

81. Vr a jar am ana Jaipur 1757

88. JTvanalal Shrijidvar 1758

83. Yrajadhlia Jodhpur 1760

84. Dsmodara Surat 1760
(Son. of Purusottama)

85. D’amodara SlirijidTar. 1761

86. Ookulacendra ShrijidTar. 1762

87. Raghuifatha — 1762

88. Prafynimna Shergadh 1762

89. Oovardhana Shrijidvar 1763

90. Yrajab&usana Ik agarthattha. 1965

91. Oopendra Ookul- 1769

92* Ramakrsna Ookul 1770

93. Jagsnnatha Kashi 1771

94. Kaiyliaraya Shrijidvar 1771
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95. Kslysnaraya Ookul 1772
96. Is kernel! a

* * 1

Ookul 1774

97. Gbsna&yama Shrijidvar 1774
98. Madhusudana Shergadh 1775
99. Balakrsns 1775

100. Msthuranatha Shrijidvar 1.775

101. Jivsnaial Kashi 1775

102. Balakrsns lathadvar 1777

103. Yrajananda Shergadh 1778
104. Balakrsns — 1778

105. Prsimhalal Ookul 1778

106. fiimanlal — 1779 “

107. Rajivalocens — 1779

108. Ookulanatha Kota , 1780

109. 0opal a Porbunder 1781

110. f-ovindaraya Shrijidvar 1781

111. Yitthalanatha Oirirsj^ 1781
112. lEJrTvallabha Kankroli 1781

113. Povindsraya Kota 1782

The original list,as I have already stated is sufficiently 

long and runs upto Y.S.1799. This much however As sufficient 

for iis to show how- big the family of 0 os vain is was at the time 

of Purusotterns.
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Coming to the scholars who did not belong to the TaEabha- 

Samprad¥ya,we find that a host of scholars and authors flourished 

in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth centuries.The famous authors 

on Dhsrmsslstra like Kamslakara Bhatta,Mitramifcra and Taidya- 

-natha Payagunda alias Balam Bhatta flourished at about the 

same time. Similarly Dinakara Bhatta and his son Gaga Bhatta 

ware also famous coin temporaries of Purusottama.Both of them 

were proteges of Chatrapati Shivaji end it is said that Gaga- 

-Bhatta was actually called upon to officiate at the coronation 

of Shivaji in 1674 A.D. BhattojT rjTksita,hoge^a and Konda- 

Bhatta were great grammarians. Gadadhara Bhatta jGoplhatha 

Maun i, Ann am Bhatta,Laugaksi Bj&Iskar a, and many, other writers 

on Eyaya end great scholars like Panditaraja Jag ami a the also 

lived in these centuries. In fact many of them were all-round 

scholars and contributed to almost all the branches of knowledge. 

Thus the'age in which Purusottama lived was an age of activity, 

though me may perhaps feel that many of the works written at 

that time were more of the nature of commentaries and compila- 

-tions,.rather than original independent works. tJew theories 

were propounded only through the medium of commentaries aid 

compila3tions.lt was thus not the creative but the interpretative 

period in the history of Indian thought.

It has been maintained according to the tradition of
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the Pustimarga,that Purusottama had direct contact,with Appayya-
^ '2r&^3r

Diksita.lt is said that Purusottama had Sasta&fes with Appayya- 

DTksita,when he was only seven years old.DTksita was a prolific 

writer and wrote some about hundred works,His father was 

Rahgara ja aid his grand-father,(according to some his great 

grsnd-father) was Yaksahsthalaearya.The gretest' question how- 

-ever that has baffled scholars,is his date.The generally 

accepted dates of his life are from 1554 A.B.to 1626 A.l>* 
Shri.Mahalinga Shastri who is a descendant of Appayya himself, 

gives his dates^s 1520 A.B to 1593 A.I). MM.Dr.P. V. Kane has
13ably discussed the question in'his History of Sanskrit Jtoetics. 1

Shri.H.0.Shastri in his Hindi Biography of Purusottama ^ has 

tried to show that Appayya was a contemporary of Purusottama.

He says that in 1657 A.D.there was a meeting of scholars in 

Kashi in the Mukatimandapa and the decision was arrived at 
there to the effect that the pancadravida Brahmins could sit 

in the same line with the Devarsi Brahmins of Maharashtra at 
dinner.The decision was signed by scholars like Khandadeva 

Mi&ra,ahd others who were present in that meeting.One of the 

signatories was Appayya DTksita. The Hirnaya-patra has been 
published in the ’Citale Bhatta Prakarsna’ of Pimputkar.Thus

IS.Behityadsrpana .Intro.pp. 307-309.

14.Avatlravadevali.Hindi Intro.pp.12-13.
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Appayya DTkgita was present in Kashi in 1657 A.B.Shri.H.O. 

Shastri further argues that Appayya is said to have met 

Jagsnnitha in Kashi,Jagannatha who was s protege of Shah Jahan , 

must have come to Kashi in or after 1658 A,D,when Aurangzeb 
put his father into prison.The point is really a complicated

one.Even if we rely on all that H.O.Shastri has said,can we 
agree that'there was a meeting of Purusottama with Appayya 

DTksita? Purusottama was born in 1658 A.B'.We should also' 

hear in mind that according to H.O.Shastri he was horn in 

1668 A.D.Yrajariya came to Surat in ¥.8.1727.i.e.1671 A.D1.

The meeting could have been possible only after that. Thus

we shall have to assume that DTksita came to Surat after
*

1671 A.D.Again according to the tradition,Purusottama was 

only seven when he discussed with Appayya and defeated him. 

Hence it must be in 1675 A.D,as the traditional account should 

tally with the generally accepted year of Purusottama’s birth 

i.e 7.S. 1724.It can not tally with the correct year i.e.V.S. 

1714,because in’that case Purusottama himself could not have 

been in Surat at the age of seven.This is too much to assume* 

The whole tradition of the Sastrartha between Purusottama and 

Appayya DTksita seems to have arisen on the strength of 

Purusottama’s composition of the prahastavade,which was a 
’slap’ to the Waives and which was intended to he a rejoinder
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t o the Sivatattvaviveka of Appayya DXksita.I am inclined

to belies that the traditional record of Sastrartha between 

Purusottama and Diksita does not appear to have mf element 
of historical truth.

Another scholar with Msom Purusottama is said to have 

direct contact according to the tradition,ifas Bhlskarafaya. 

Shri.E. O.Shastri says that some works of BAlskarayaya 

are preserved in the Babu Dixit Jade Bollection of Bensras. 

The said collection also, contains some letters written by 

Bhaskararaya.In these letters Bhaskara has passed caustic 
remarks against purusottama. H.O.Shastri says that,it 

appears from this that Bhaskara,who was defeated in the 
"Sastrlrtha by purusottama,might have referred to him with 

fangeanoe. %

I have gathered some information about Bhaskararaya and 
his teacher^ >3ivadatta Sukla from various sources.^

15, Avatar a vadevall .Hindi. Intro, p .9.

16,Sources*. (i)Bhavaii no ?ad alias Bahucerakhyati.Id.M.T. 
Jarmanvala.

(ii) Purvarnimahsa:0anganath Jha.with a critical

' bibliography by Dr.Umesh Mishra.
(iii) Lalitasahasranama with Saubhag^fehaskara.ld.

T. L.S,.Panshikar.
(iv) Sarvajanikeai-M.T.B.College,sad Sarvajanik Law 

College Magazine.October, 1941ipp. 104-107.



'Sivadatta Sukla belong to Surat and stayed in Guj jar Pali a, 

HaripurasSurat,where even today there is a street bearing 

the name of Vedabhai Sukla, as Sivadatta was popularly known. 

Isivadatta’s father was Ishadeva and his mother was Ganga, -

They were iudicya Brahmins and were deeply devoted to God 
ISiva.They had however no son.Once God Siva appeared in their 

dream and asked them to go to Somnath.if they wanted a son. 

They went cai a pilgrimage to Somnath and pleased God Siva 

and Goddess Parvatl,who blessed them with a son.The couple 

teen returned to Surat, A sen was born to them an account of 

this blessing.He was named Siva Datta or Sivaolarsy an a. When 

he was five,his Upanayana ceremony was performed and he 

married at the age of twelve.it the age of sixteen,he finished!

his study of the Yedie lore and mastered Sanskrit and 
Persian.He began teaching students even/fSat young age,

(hoe while ISiva-Datta was teaching student's,a login 

belonging to the Tripura Sampradaya of the Hatha Pantha 

came to his place.On seeing him Sivadatta could understand 

that the guest was a Sidaha login.He served him as his Guru 

for a fairly long time.When the Guru was pleased,he bestowed 

upon him the Purnabhiseka and Mahasamrsjya Diksa,which is
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considered,to be the highest honour in the’hatha Pantha.

.After attaining to this status ,feivadatta was named'Svami 

Prakasanandanatha.He soon became well known in the whole 

of India' and was honoured by all .His preceptor then went 

away,when he found that his work was finished.

So many miracles are recorded round the name of Yedabhai 

In the beginning of the sixteenth century,someone sent two 

Bunyan trees and one Palm-tree flying in the sky.Prakisa- 

-nendsnatha got them doxm with the help of Bali Tripura-- 

-sundarl.One .Bunyan tree came dam at Haripur8,Sivadstta 

placed there the Yantra of Bahucaraji for its protection.

That is known by the name of Bhavani Tad.The other tree 

came down at Begumpura and'was known as Mumbai Vad. The 

Palm-tree got down at havsari Bazar near Bhed Talavdi”.

ItsetrajseTla Bhairava was established there for its protection.

Yedabhai used to go to the river Tapti every day at

dawn for taking his bath.It is said that the Bangi was' 
calling out for prayer every day at that time.Yedabhai

used to hear it and every time he said that it was wrong,

The Muslims who heard this became very angry and complained

to the Sub a. The next day the Suba himself came there at
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dawn and as Yedabhai was going away after passing Ms usual 

remark,he was presented before the Suba,who demanded an - 

explanation from him.Yedabhai said that it was useless to

sheut when in fact it was necessary to call the devotees of 

Allah to gether to-gether for prayer.The call should be 

such that a sacking child,a grazing calf, a grinding woman 

and even the flowing water would leave their respective 

activity on hearing it.&hen Vedabhai was asked to prove his 

statement,he spoke out the Sufctas of Aihervaveda so loudly 

and seriously in the presence of o sucking child,a grazing 

calf,and a grinding woman,that all of them left their work 

and even the water of the Tapti ceased to flow for a while 

and meditated upon (tod with complete concentration.Yedabhai 

was thereupon released and he went home.fie became very famous

on account of this incident. The jealousy of other Brahmins 

however led Mm them to complain to the Sub a that as Yedabhai

was following the KaulamSrga,he used wine and such other 

things.The Suba thereupon went to Bhavani Yad personally 

on an elephant with his large retinue.Yedabhai came to

know of this and asked one of his disciples to place a blade 

of Darbha-grass on the road.The elephant of the Suba and 

the horses of his servants could not cross over this blade
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and proceed further,inspite of all their attempts to do so. 

The Sub a then sent for Yedabhai, who sent a reply that as it

was the place of Mother Goddess,one could come there only cm 

foot. The Suba thereupon went on foot to the temple and asked 

Yedabhai to shew him the contents of the pots,which were kept 

there.Yedabhai shewed him the pots in which there were only 

roses,and rose-water.The Suba was pleased at tliis,gave him 
a. valuable shawl and left.Yedabhai could not accept the

Shawl,which was given by a non-hindu.He therefore threw it 
sway in the fire-alter. This was reported/lfie Sub a, who again 

visited the.temple and demanded the Shawl.Yedabhai took out 

some shawls from the alter and asked the Suba to find out 

his own.The Suba was thus convinced of and awed by the 

superhuman powers of Yedabhai,and bowed to him with respect.

He requested Yedabhai to ask0 for whatever he wished. 

Yedabhai just said that the Suba should arrange for the 

protection of the temple.The Suba granted the wish and left.

Another miracle,said to have been worked out by Yedabhai 

is regarding the drawing. of boundary line of the crematory 

at Ash/vinikumar. At that time people were very much afraid 

of ghosts and evil spirits,which hsunted in the dark.There 

were some communities in which they observed a convention
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of carrying a dead body to the crematory within a short 

time after death.lt was again very dangerous to.,go to 

ishvinikumar at night. Once a brahmin belonging to the 

community of' Yedabhai',died at night.Yedabhai also went with 

the corpse,In the way to the crematory,the corpse was carried 

away invisibly by ghosts.Vedabhai,with his spiritual power 

could know that the body was in the possession of -ghosts,

and he took its possession from them.The Brahmins then 

requested' Ysdabhai to find, out a remedy for this.Yedabhai

then fixed nails on the ground at various places and this 

marked the boundaries,which the ghosts and evil spirits 

could not transgress.

His meeting with Bheskararaya is also said to have 
contained some miracle .Biiasksra was a very great scholar,

who wished to enter into S&strsrtha with the pandits of 

Surat. They however directed him to go to Yedabhai.When 

Bhlskera went to Earipura,Goddess TripurasiindarT was playing 

outside the house of Yedabhai,She told BKaskara that as

Yedabhai was busy with Puja,he would better itttk talk with 

the coif which was grazing there.That cot talked feith him

in Senskrit.BliSskera was so much awa-inspired at this tha t 

he bowed down -to Yedabhai when he met him and became his
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disoiple.Sifa&atta iSukla then taught him,for some time and 

gave him the Furn. abhiee ka-j^anhsamr s jys~pad a^alfm|Shim 

Bbl^brsnandanatha. '

Bhaskararaya was the second son of G&mbhTraraya and' 

Kcnambika'.He was born in Btlsg^nagari(Sangii?) and went to 

Aashi with his father .He studied the 18 lores under 

Brsimhadhvarim and Tarkasastra under G&hgiidhara Yajapeyin.

His first wife was JnandldeYl and bis second wife was named 

Faxvatidevi,who was a daughter of the brother of the Jearya 

of Msdhve * s school .He wasyfvery great scholar and defeated 

the Jgbtjss of all the schools .He wrote so many works, like
_ _ 2~c you _

Ssubhagyabhaskara 5$etubandha s Wdakaut^hala,Yarisyarabasya, etc.

Some miracles are recprded eran for Bhaskararaya. In 

the Saubhagysbhaskara he has written about 64 crores of 

Yoginls.Soiie pandits from Bon or as objected to this by saying 

that the Yog inis are 64 and not 64 crores. They went on 

discussing it with Bhalskararaya for three days,when sage 

Kumkuiaanande finally applied the water of the holy rrrer 

Gangs in the eyes of the Pandits.They could then see Mother- 

Goddess discussing with them.They then left the discussion.

It is said that he was doing the l.'libasodha Byasa.Gne who



performs bhis osnnot bows/down to enyone except his teedisr 

end istadevata. This being the case,Bha3kara generally did
mm.

not go out of .his bouse.Gaee^ however- the Aearya of Samkara’s 

mutth came to Beasras and all the Brahmine went to salute . 

him.Bhr,share, did not go there but he was .called- by the Icarya.

He went there but did not salute him.The Acarya said that 

the' Brahmins who were householders generally paid respects 

to the^fscatics and it therefore did not behove him not to 

pay his respeets.Bhaskara explained to him his position but
■"-S

the Acsrya wanted &,proof.BKaskora then put bis Benda,

Ka.manda.lu and Piduka before him end bowed down to them.
* *

Immediately all of them were rendered to pieces and were 

scattered here and there,

?.L,Psnshikar in his Sanskrit introduction to Lai ita- 

sshasrenama says that BHSskara was a contemporary of Harayana- 

Bhatta,(?-rand-fatfesr of Kamalakara Bbatta.Kama!akara finished

his ftirnayasindhu in 7.S. 1668.Hence BK&skara must have lived 

soas about fifty years before it-.Pannhikar has however

relied upon the tradition about the Vivada between liar ay an a
— — YiBhatta and Bhaskararaya. '

1?. Lalitisahasraaama with Sauohigyabhln bar a .Sanskrit Intro,



Br.Umesh Mishra in his Critical Bibliography,suffixed 

to ’PurvajnTinsnsa in its sources’by Br.Ganganath Jha says 

that Bhasksraraya lived- in the first quarter of the 18th
s _

century .His o orient &ry Satubandha on the B i ty as cq. sji i karn sva 

Tantra was written in Y, 8,1783, corresponding to 1732 A.D.

His Saubhagyabbaskara was written in-Y.25.1785?corresponding 
to 1728 i.D.^Ww Bhaskara refers to §ivaciatta l>ukla in his ' 

Saubhsgyabhiskara in the first verse thus:

Yafe ca Bri §ivadatta-Suklacsrmaih Furnlbhisikto/bhavat.1'9 

Hence he vast have come to Surat before Y.8.1 785.Burnsohtasm 

came to Surat after Y.S.172? and lived there for almost 

the whole of his life,except ecea&siaaal travels .Hence the 

possibility of direct contact between Purusottama and 

Bhaskera and even JJivsdatta <Sukla can not be ruled out.
(

(

¥e have seen above what Sbri.H.Q.Shastri has to say 

regarding the 'Sastrirths between Purus Ottawa and Bhiskara-.

18. Of.PurvamimansstCriticai Bibliography p.65.Jiso see;

Modacchiy^itayam Merabi saradrtsv asvine kalayukte,
<XX&urrYves^

Sukie sauroye n avasiysm atanuta 1c 1 i t¥s ah asr abhasyainv 

SaubhegysbhHsksra.concluding Y.l.p.240,

19. Ssubhagyabhaskara.Intro.?,l.p. 1.
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The followers of Bhaskararaya say that Bhaskara defeated the

Icarya belonging to the Yallabha Sampradaya.In the Bhaskara-
^ /

Yilasa Kavya of Jagannatha,printed in the beginning of 
the Lalitasahasran1aia,refer?to above , there are two verses 

which are important for our purpose.They are:

(t) Sivadatta §uklae aranlsadit apuraabhisekasamr a-jyah,
Garjaradebe Yidadhe jarjaradhairyam sa Yallabhaearysm.

_ _ _ _ Y.30.
(2) Lilaroatreritaya nilaealapurvaya capetikaya,

Yimatadrtam prahastam vyatanist^ vihastam abjaaibha-
—hsstsh. Y.43*

, Y.30 shows that Bhaskara defeated the Icarya of the 

Yallabha Samprsdaya,while T.43 shows that the Prahasta was 

rendered futile,by Bhaskera.lt is very likely that the second 

line of Y.30 refers to Purusottama or Yrajaraya,and Prahasta 

in Y.43 refers to Prabastavlda of purusottama.lt is likely 

that the words' Wilie aiaptcrvaya capetikaya* may be referring 

to his work,bearing the name B llacalacapetika,which might 

have been written in reply to Praha st avid a of Purusottama. 

Together with the references to purusottama^ seen byE.O. 

Shastri in the letters written by Bhaskara,both these verses 

show that Bhaskara and purusottama must have come in direct
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contact with each other and their contact was. wry probably

hot a very cordial one. As regards the result of the 

'Sastrartha, one should not be surprised to find that the 

followers of both the scholars have claimed victory for their 

side.

(Till).
Disciples of Purua6ttama.

• 1

As & Yaisaava Icarya,Purusottama naturally must hate 

had a large following in Surat.Sone of his pupils were well
t

known scholars.Unfortunately we do not know much about all 
of them. (Me such pupil was Bhatta Tula jaranjwho as his 

name indicates was-a Gujarati. Tul j aras^ was a great Pandit 

himself .Bis IJtsavanirnaya,also known as Yratotsavanirnaya

is written in Traj. It is a summary of the Utsavapratana 

of Purufottama.Tulacompiled this work at the instance

of Oovindariya.He refers in this work to Purus ott-sma as hi s
WGuru, thus: .» lia eva Utsavanirnaye asmadgurucaranair uktam.1

This is followed by a quotation :’Purvaviddhapra^astyat...etc.’
21This is found in the itsavapratena. It should be noted, that

20.I.P. p.16.

21.IJ.P. p. 112.



Ut-savsiiirnoya as well as Utsa?apratans( this/also named

Utssvsnirnaya)has been mentioned by MM.Dr.P.Y.'Ifene ‘in the

22list of works on Bharmasastra. The Sodasagopikasankhya- 

tatparyavarnsne of Tula jar alphas been printed as an appendix 

by Telivala and San kali a in the Subodhini Dasamapurvardha- 

tamasephaiaprakaraaajWith tile Lekha of §rlvallabha.The work 

is incomplete,since the first two folios of the manuscript 

were lost.In the Colpphon,Tula jar calls himselffSri-

p ur us o 11 am a j Te ar anfn t e ys s inT, The work tries to show some 

significance of the number 16 of the Sopikas,engaged in the 

lias a. in other work ‘Viruddhadharmasrayatvavivecana has been 

found in the manuscript form in the Library of Pandit 

Pettulalji in Bombay.The manuscript hears ho.168 and has

6 folios. In the beginning,the author refers to Purusottama
* \

as his Huru,’Saputran Srlmadaelryan gurUn SrTpurusottamen’. 

it the end he calls himself ,f ItrIg os vami? ur us ot t aman teras in ’ 

The manuscript was copied in Saka 1784.The said library also
i

contains another manuscript of 12 folios.The work is

K averetnasamakliya of Tula,iarlEuThe manuscript bears lo.59.
A,

22.‘.History £3 Bharmasastra. Yol.l.p.5££.



Mother manuscript $ 0.68,dated Saha 1792, contains the work

Ser vaipTabha vanirupsna.Th ough the colophon does not mention# 

the name of the anther,in the body of the text we have one 

sentence; ,fIvam samodlUnam ?Ba mataa devadevasya’ iti Siddhlnta-
/i s

rahasyatikayam asmadguruc aranaSrimatP urusottainagos vamibhir 

eva krtgjit,.It is very likely that the author is Bhatta 

Tula jar am tf--

Shi-i.E. O.Shastri says that Yenidatta Vylsa Tarkapahcm ana 

Bhattac¥rya was on eg scholarly pupil of F ur us ott ama. This 

Venidatta was a descendant of Mahidhar.a,the famous commentator 

of the ISukla Yajurveda.Be made a thorough study of the 

Madhyandina Branch of the &ukla Yajurveda,and became a great 

Pandit in sacerdotal work.Be worked as an Adhvaryu in many 

soma-sacrifices.He stayed at Bhasitola in Xashi.He studied 

Prgmmer,Vedanta,end Mimfnsa from the Paneadravida Brahmins„

He was a greet scholar of the i! avya-ny ay a, wh ie h he learn e3

from the logicians of Bengal.Be went to Bengal himself and 

got the title HJarkapsEcsheas Bhattacarye.Re wrote many

Yadagranthas and Krodapstras,mostly after a style; of the 

Mavys-nyaya.Be was at first a devotee of Radhakrsna,but

after his contact with Purusottamaslie was converted to the
%
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Pustimarga. It is also said that Venidatta accompanied 

Purus ottama in his tours.he stayed in Ifeshi for a long time 

and wrote many letters to purusottama.Sosie them have been
t

preserved in the Sarasrati Bha van,Ben eras. In these letters 

fen id at t a used to address Purus ottaaia th us: ’^rI jnan ava t arln am 

PoruvarasriPurusottaffiagosvaminam earenesu YenTdattasya kotisah 

pran atayah. ’When fenidatta’s daughter married ,Purusottama 

sent cne person with a letter to the faisnavas of Kashi,

stating that venldatia was a great scholar of the Sampradaya 

and therefore he should be helped by'them. It appears fraa 

this that the relation between Purusottama and fenldatta was 

very cordial.

icccrding to Ralpanji Shastri,{as I am told by Prof.P.H.

Bh a 11) C- op sla j T Sic ora was also a pupil of Purusottama.Some 

of his works are preserved in the manuscript library of 

Pandit Gattulalji in Bombay. One of them is May a vac! am at a kha n d an a* 

The manuscript is numbered 160.The colophon runs; ^osvsmi-
/

&r iprabhggigosvamisrivr a j an atha j imaliar a japr asadana Ramanska- 

dvipasthena Sic ora Popala jihamna... a tc. ’The manuscript is 

dated 1,8.1922 and belonged to Posvami Yadunatha.lt has 33 

folios. The work is written in prose,having the extent of’
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JL
sbout 840 slokas.Another work BhaktijSrohimukharaardana is a 

fairly long work. The manuscript So. 161 has 101 folios and 

bears the date V.S.1873. Tbs colophon runs:*Iti...Bhakti- 

dr oh im ukhamard an o... Sr oh khoddhar as thi ten a Sacors jnatiya 

OopalajHilmna...krtah? .Besides there is one more..manuscript 

K 0.178 of the same author.The work is Abaddhavadimughabadha. 

The extent is 12 f oiios.Prora all this we can say that 

Popalaji Saeora belonged to 9ahkhoddhara and lived earlier 

than T.S.1873.lt is likely that he might have been a pupil 

of Puru$ottama but one can not be definite about this.

(II).

Ending years.

fe do not know when Purusottsma died.We have noted 

above that purusottama had two sons,but both of them died 

during his life time.Purusottama therefore gave hia Seva - 

togetter with all his wealth to another Purusottama,son of

MuralTdhara who was his nearest heir.This purusottama was 

the great grandson of Vrajalankara,the fifth son of Balakrsna,

the third son of fitthalesa.iha document executed in this 

connection is given in appendix Ko. 3. Accor ding to this 

document,Purusoitama,whilst in full health and of his own
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free will gave to another Purusottama, sen of Muralidhara,

all his property,being the idol of Eaiskrsna,that of Yrajeivara
\

arid another;also the FIduka and all the ornaments and utensils 

connoted with the care and worship of these idols,with a 

house and other property situated at Surat.The document bears 

the date Thursday,tenth of the bright half of the Second 

3sadha,Y,S.1781,corresponding to 1'725 A.B.

.Some scholars are of the opinion that Purusottama did 

not live long after that.The document however cannot be taken 

as an evidence for drawing any "conclusion that Purusottama

died in or immediately after Y.8.1781.H© might have lived long 

even after that.Some scholars like lallubhai prsnvaliabhdas 

and .others are of the opinion that purusottama lived for 45 

years only.The said document is a proof against the said view, 

because in that-case he would not have lived even upto ?.S.

1781.1’elivala says that while he saw the manuscript library 

of pandit Gattulalji in Bombay.he found one manuscript dated 

7.S. 1810.The manuscript contains the HSrikaa of the .twelfth 

Skandha of the third chapter of Tat tvadTpanibandha.On the- . 

manuscript is written:’Purusotisoanam.fAgain the manuscript 

has marginal notes,containing explanations written in very
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small .handwriting,This was the practice followed by 

Purusottesa.The manuscript thus belonged to Purusottama,who 

was therefore alive in T.S,1810,

The tremendous work that Purusottama has.done,would 

also require a long life,We may say that Purusottama died 

not earlier than 7.S. 1810 corresponding to 1754 A.B.Thus

he lived a fairly long life of about 96 years,fe can not 

however be definite about this.It is really unfortunate 

that we do not know much more about the life of .such a 

great scholar and author.

)



CHAPTER- III.

vmmcmmA'S works.

I1) . .
Introductory.

Yallebhs and his followers have enriched the 1/edantic 

literature with a large number of books. It would be no 
exaggeration to state that purusottama tops the list of 
the authors in the Sampradaya. He wrote on almost all the 

topics connected with the Suddhadyaita school. Over* and .above 

a series of independent works,he has written extensive 
commentaries on almost all important! works of V&llcibha and 

Yitthaleda. The fame of this prolific writer so reached 1he 

scholars of the school,that the commentary of Purusottama 
came to be regarded as a standard to judge the authenticity 

of a particular work.Thus the authorship of a work which has 

not been commented upon by purusottama is considered with 
some doubt. Shree H.O.Shastri records a case of this type. 1 

One work Bhagavat-Pithika has not been commented upon by 
Purusottama, nor is it referred to by him in any of his 
works. Hence some seholors in the Sampradaya doubt whetha- 

Yellabba himself-wrote Bhagavat-Pithika.

1. Of.Avataravadavail:Hindi Intro.pp.5-6.



iSlorks of purusottaua are listed, by Sliree H.O.Shastri 
and Shri. M.T.Telivala.2 I am giving below tte list as 

given by H.O.Sbastri.

(I) Bha sy a-pr a kas s..

(2) Suvarn a-sutra.

(3) Avaraaabhonge. ,
/

(4) 3 ub odhinI-pr a kas a.

(5) pras thenar atnakara.

(6) Oomnentaries on sixteen tracts.

(?) prahastavsda.

(8) psnditakarabhindipalavads.

(9) Srstibhedevada.

{10) Avirbhevat ir o bhava vad a..

(II) iihyativsds.

(12) pratibisbsvsda.

(13) Andhakeravade.

{14) Brshmaaatvadidevstavada.

(15) JivavySpskatvakfc and snaveda.

(16) Jivapratibimbetvakhandan avada.

(17) ijirdhvapundraairnayavada.

(18) Tulasi.iribladhapap avid a.

(19) Sail 'disc tikr adliar an a vida.

(a^Murtipujenavada.

2. Ibid.p.4: 'leli vala’s artieal on Purusotiama’-s life in 

Pustibkaktisadha.Yol.T.P o. 3.



(21} Bhs g a va t as p.hkan ir qs ayad a.

(22) IIpadesassfikaiiirasaTada.

(23) Bh.aktyatkar's&Tada0 

(24} YasiraseTavada.

(25}BliedabhedaTlda.

(26) /ibkaTaTada,
(2*7)ltma¥ada.

(28} S vaYrtti vid'a.

(29) JayasrikrsnaeearanaTida. *'

(30} Utsavaprata&a.

(31) DraYye'suddhi.

(32) Bh ak t ill aks a vi yt t i.

(33} Biia kt ihei un irn aya Yi yt t i.

(34} Pur vaiaimansabhasyaviYarana.

(35) lys.sade£aYi-yrti.

(36) (liyatrikirik&YiY^ti,

(3?) TcllabhastakaYi vareo'su

(38) Kaivalyopaaisatid lpiika. '*

(39) Brahiuopan issdu ipika.

(40 )B rs iiiba t apinyupsja is addipika.

(41) Cliand ogy&dipika.

■ (42) S Ye t aSYat ar adipika.

(43) IJpanisadarth&sahgraha. .

(44) PYatrimsadaparadiiaksafliapaiiatiki



(45} Adhikaran. arnala.

(46) Bhavaprakasi kivrt-t i

Shri.M.T.Telimla gives almost the same list.He adds the

Khalilapanavidhvafnsavada and the Mandukyopanisaddipika.

As regards the Blpika’s on the ICaivalya,Brahma,and 

hrsifflhatapiniye Uponisads,Telivala calls them Arthosangpahas, 

Regarding the DTpikas an the 8 veiasvatars^nd Ohindogya, 

he says that they aro not available.

To study the 7/arks of purusott&Tja,we may divide^ 

them into two broad divisions-independent works and

commentaries,Ivan here the division cannot be followed

fastidiously,because a ’work which,strictly speaking,can

be called a commentary may have close connection with m

independent work or vice versa. Thus for example,

Purusottsme’s own commentary on. his Prahastavada is

considered together with the Yada. Similarly the 

Sodasaprakarsnagrenthasengati which is an independent work 

will be dealt with while examining Purusottama’s glosses 

on the sixteen tracts.Some of the works are, again,not 

found by me.I have simply referred to them In my account 

of the works/:fchatxto^sxfc©gn;afesBritelxxxx>:coniiectea with

them.for the sake of describing them it will be convenient

to deal with them in four sections dealing with the 

AvataravadavailjPurusottama1s other independent works, 

bis commentaries on the works of Valiabha and Yitthalesa 

and those on other works.A list of the works that have



been described in the following pages is as follows:-

Avatar avadsvali .

(1) Praiiastavada.'
(2) Ooinrseiitery upon pr alias tavada.

(3) panditakarabhindipalavada.

(4} Bhed abhed a-Svarupsnirneye. 

(5)pratikrtipusannvada.

(SjSi’Stibhedava&a.

(7) Ebyetivada.

(8) Andhaksravlds.

(9) Bralir*isnatvddidovatavada.

(10) -JIvaprotibirabatvaidiendaiLavada.'

(11) Avirbhavatirobhivavads.

(12) pratibimbavada.

(13) Bbaktyut ekar s avad a. ,

(14) Khalalapaiiavidhvsmsevs&a.

(15) lfaisavada.

(lG)Murtipujao£vi.da.

(17) Urdlivapundr adnaranavada.

(38) Sahkhac akradheronavada.

(19) Talas imaladbar an avada,

{BOj Up sde s avi £ ay as an kan ir as a1/ad a.

\ 21} Ehagavstasvarupsvisayakasahksnirasavada. 

(22)Svavrttivada.



(23} Ji vavyspakat vakil and an a¥aa a.
(;?4) iibiiavavlda.

(25) VastraseYaYada. • '

(26) Atjiiavad's-.

(27) BhaktiraSatTaYads.

Other independent works. . ,

(£8) pr as thsaar atnakara.'
(29) Samarpan an irnaya.

(20) iiuictiointamani.

{33) Dr avyaiuddhi;

(32) UisaYapraiStia.

(33) UtaaYabhavoaukBania.

Commentaries on the works of Yallabha and Yitthalesa. 
{34) m ub.h isy apr aitas'e.

('35}h yay&mala.

(3S)Suvarnasutra.

(37) Avar an a bhang &-Yo jana.

(38) Sodasaprakaranagram thasangati. - 

(33) Commentary on laamnastaka.

(40) Commentary on Balabodhs.

(41) Commentary on Si ddliantemuktavali.

(42) Commentary on pustipraYahamaryada.

(43) Commentary on Sidahantarehosya.

(4-4) C ommen tary on Bavaratna.

(45) Commentary on m taiikar an apr ab odh a.

(46) Com^itary on BhaktiYardhini.

(47) Commentary on Jalabheda.



(4-8) 0 Oiiunentsry -on p anc apaclya.

(49) Consent ary on Sannyasanirnaya.
(50) C o.®pient ery on n ir odli&laks&Ba.

(51) Commentary on Ssvaphala. 
f 52)
' . |-Commentaries on the Bhaktihsnsa.
( OoJ

{54) Bhavar thsdlfec,ran abhssyaprakasa.

(55) porvaaims® sakar ikavivar ana.

(56) Subodliiriprakasa. •

Minor Commentaries on the Bhagavata.

(59) r-ayatryadycffthaprakasakarikiviYai'ana. 
(60 jIyaSadeEavivare.il a."

(BlJPatrsvaiambanatika.* ’ *

- {82) Yallcihh as takaviver ana.

( _ Consent cries m other works.

(63) Mand uky open is add lpifca.

(6 4)K r o imli o 11 ar a ft? p i n y up an i s add ip ika.

(65) Kaive.iyopaai&ad arthesahgraha.

(66) Er ahm op m i sa d ar the s aiigr aha. ,

(6?) Introduction to Jtirtetai-ahginl.

fee shall now attempt a short description of thee
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(II).
Avatar avadivali.

Par us Ottawa’s Avatar a vada val I is not one work, but it 

is a collection of many Vida-Cranthas. Purus ottema is said 
to have written fifty two Vadagranthas; According to 
tradition. There is also another view that he has composed 

twentyfour Vidas. The number twentyfour seems to have 

some connection with the number of twentyfour incarnations 

of Yisuu and therefore the title given to this collection 

is Avataravadavail.''All the Tada-Cranthas have not been 

printed and some of them which are mentioned by bhri.M.T. 

Telivala and Shri.H.O.Shastri in the list of Purusottama's 

-works ore not found. Again,while the colophons of some n 

of the Vadas bare the number of the Veda, many of them do 

not bare the number and' so it is not possible to be 

exact in that matter. The numbers that are found in the 

Colophons of some individual Vadas will be given while 

dealing with them. It is,however,impossible to treat them 

all in a definite order because while we know the numbers 

of some Vadas,we cannot fill in a large number of

3. o.f... .Purusottamssya (tfkrtav Avatsravadavalyam... etc
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gaps that still remain.

In the beginning of the J^ataravadavalijPurusottamas seg®

that he has composed the string of Yadas after carefully going 
through the Upanisads, the irutis, the Smrtis, the Bhasyas 
and the Sutras together with the various prasthaass.^*

He further says that the Tadas which ere subtly incorporated 
in the works like the Tattva-dips-nibsndha, the hnubhasya etc

are revealed by him by means of reasoned out sentences, after 
suggesting them in verses.0 pursuttoma thus explains the 

method which has Been followed in these treatises. A Tada- 
grantha is a short treatise which discusses e particular 
topic fully, Puru.sotia.ma begins his 'treatise with the— 

introductory verse, the contents of which are challenged by 
the Opponent and then the discussion starts. .All these topi® 
he says,ere discussed on'the basis of the suggestions that 

are found in the major works like the Anubhasya and Tattva- 
alpcnibandha. Meny of these discussions are found in 

Purus ottema* s commentaries an those works.

4. S era vl fce y op an i s ac e in t i sjrir tig an am bha§yani sutrlnyapij
pres than air vividliair yutany aia« maya vadavall tanyate.

’Prh.T.S.p.2.

5.Ye tettvadipebhisyapraShrtisu oauks.myena susthita vadeh; 
Pad ye tan avatarvn prckatikurve1 tra yuktimadvakyaih.

Prh.T.4.p. 3.



(1.2), Prahastavada end its comm eat ary: -
The first Vada is called praliasta.lt is one of the well- 

known works of Purusottama. The word *prahastat means a 
slap. The rather curions title of the work owes its origin 
to the circumstance in which it was composed, end the aim 
it desired to achieve.ippayya Dlifsita ,who was a prolific'

twriter was also a staunch follower of Saivism.Ke has written.
a metric el -work Siva-tattva-idveka in 64 verses. In this

#work be maintained that Siva is the highest lord,greater
even then .Yis^u,and Brahma. This short work roused e great 
deal of controversy in those days of sectarian enthusiasm 
and the followers of Taishavisa could not tolerate it. The 
work was helled by the Saivas and condemned by the 
Yaisnavas. Purusottama reacted against it sharply end,in his 
youthful zest,wrote out this ‘slap*,passing as many strictures 
or.perhaps more on Saivism,as has been done by Biksita on
Yaisnavism.

The Prshnsta is divided into three Sub-vedas. .The first, 
is Vedan t a t a tp ary an irupan a, the second is Bh^rontasaiva-
-niraksrana, and the last’ is Mularupanirdhara. The introductory 
verse of the Prahesta contains starting joints for all the 
three discussions, .

The first part discusses and proves that all the Yedintic

tests teach of Brahmen. Brahmen is possessed of



supramundane qualities,the negative descriptions in the

sacred texts refer to the worldly attributes, which Brahrnn

is devoid of.liere the author attacks the Upadhivads and tie

Kayavada and explains the avikrtaparmma vada as the connect

theory. The secend chapter is the most important part of

the works,because here the gather strongly repudiates

almost all the statements of DIksita. He refers to all

the authorities, referred to-by DIksita and many more. He 
©throughly difleusses ail' these texts and proves that

according to him all of them extol Yionu rather then
/ 6Siva, who is the Chief vibhuti of Yisnu. In the third port

Purusottama says that Krone, is the highest leaxity.

Purusottsma proves this on the basis of the TapaiiTyas,

Bharsvatapurana, Brahmavaivartapur-Ina and the Chsndogya •

Upanisad. He also refutes the charge that hrsna-Sverupa

illus/ory.ht xhe end.,again, sx ter the cus^tornery

salutes,lie says that there are rogues who call themselves
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6. pauabrahsianas tad eva muithyam s\farupsm,itaraai tu 
taratsaabhavapanhani vibhuti rupani, tesu hivo 
Kukhyavibhutiruuc ity eva sakalosiatrTyeniscayob-Prh.jf.

f *

p. 833

\
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Veidikafl and who harass the good. This slap is hurled at
?them so that they may lose their strength.

That Purusottaraa gave importance to this work can be 

seen from the fact that he has himself written a commentary 

upon it. He says that he is commenting upon the Yada for

the understanding of those who do not possess mature—
8. intelligence. The last verse of the commentary,however, 

informs us that Purusottama wrote this commentary for 

Yitth&lsraya. The pertinent point here is whether purusottama 

thaught of writing similar commentaries upon all the Yadas. 

The first verse of the commontery shows that he thought 

of v/ritiiK, v'ivrtis on all the Ytdas.^The verses at the
i ■}

end. of all the three ports confirm this view.' The

7 .prh. Y. -3. p. 246.
S.^alafeodhavidhaye*dhuniiaya vadavaravivrtir vitanyate.

Prhvvi/vrti.p.l.
also
folovabodhanaicrte5raeayee ca biklm.Prh-vivrti.p.246. 

S.jfrtavan^ etaraprahasts-eikam Yiti'.halaraya-prumod'dya.

Prh-vivrfci.n. 246.

lO.Yadavara vivrtir vitanyste.Prh-v i vr t i. p. 1.
P

11.Adyaffivadcm ni jakrtau vyavrn oi purusott ameh-prh- riveti .34.

dvitlyam vyarnod vadasi svakrtau purusottam8h-Prh-YivriiP.833 

TrtJyevBdam svskrtau vyavrnoi Purusoteameh. prh-vivrti P.846.• ’M, ' ” e '



question here is about the exact meaning of the term 
nijakrtau, or svakrkau. Does it meon Avstaravadaval 1 or

Prahast evade?! think, it means the former, because while 

the prahasta really begins with the werse: *Sr4tisirasi yssgra 

mahiroa etcf, the commentary begins with the introductory . 

portion, which consists of four verses. hot only so,but for

the above-mentioned verse Purusottama says that-Idyam

Vadam avatar ays ti irutity Idi 1 think that Purusottama

first thought of writing a commentary an all the ’hadas, 

but finding it unnecessary, he commented upon the Prahasta 
only,which he thought important.It was probably after he^ 

stopped writing, commentaries, that the Yivrti was dedicated 

to Yitthalaraya. This view is,however,open to objection. 

Svakrtau. or lijakrtau may be said to mean the Prahasta 

and the numbers ady&,dvitTya and trtlya at the end of each

part refer to the Yadae which form part of the prahasta. 

This brings in the question of. the structure of the ' 

Prehastnvada. "

’ As we have seen above,the worn, contains three parts,sod 
this has been made clear in the commentary also. •'^Ctoly one

12. Prh-Yivyti.p.S.)
13. Atrajavahtaras tray a Vadih. Purvam Yedahtat^paryanirupana- 

rupah. Sarvaiaulatvad asya prathamyam. DvitTyas tu 

bhrmtaSiiiYanirakararutrupah. Trtiyas tu Bhagavato 

mularupanirdharakah. Prh-vivrti.p.3.



introductory verse is given in the text' for starting ail the 

three discussions. In the fivrti again,Purusott ema says that; 
the fada is ba/sed upon the Tat tvadipanibandha. A careful

A o
perusal of all the three parts sjiws that except for their 

having only one verse as the starting point,they are indepeident 

of one another. Some sort of connection can be established 
era on g them by pointing out that,while the first discusses 

Brahman as the subject of the Yedoiitic texts,the second is 

negative in epjiroech, since it proves that Siva is not the 
highest Rod;whereas the third again discusses the original'' 

form of Brahman viz.Xrsna. The fad a, thus, not only rejects , 

the contentions of DTksita,but reinforces the position of 
the Vaisnav8S.T3ie argument,however, is not so impressive fcr 
in that way all the fades have some connection with one 

another. I believe that the praliasta is a composite ,rather 

than an integrated work ena the three component parts are 
independently understandable.The term gvakrtau or 

hijakrtau should better refer'to the Avataravadavail. In 

faet,Purusottama himself is not -essod, on this point.

There is not much to be said.about the.commentary, as 
such. It explains the text,but more than that it fills in • 

the fj aps by adding important discussions. It does not repeal;' ' 
or unnecessarily elaborate the statements made in the text.



(3) panditakarabhindipalavada:- ^

It is a shorter work written with the same purpose. In fact,

it supplements the second part of the Prahasta. Wsimk is This
is made clear by Purus ottama himslef in his pr ah as t it- vi vr t i

when he says that whatever regarding the puranas has not been

stated here,is stated in the other ?ada,the Bhindipala.
he refers to the Bhagavata,Surma,Siva,(raruda and Padma .

Purah as. He also explains how even the highest Lord is said

to warship Siva. He refers to the Srutis and corroborates his

statement^ oy tke.Lrehms&utras. Purusottama himself explains

the word Bhindipala, which,here means a sling. He says that

the good should take the Bhindipala in their- hands and easily

hurl stone-balls for protecting the line of fields which are
orby bad twioe-barns.^ot only that,but he ewen asks

the ’wise to challenge his arguments if they find any dr aw-back 
.16in his reasoning. Both Prahasta and Bhindipala are written by 

Purusottama in a challenging mood.

14. next eat pur an avis ayeyad. ikaprasahgad
Vanin tare tad uditsrn kiiolu Bjdrdipale. prii-vivrt i. p.. 233.

15. I;ur-dvijesamajasarikulanigamaksetraliraksanayelam; 

LdayaBhindipalam santo galikeh sukhad ajai-s. Bhindipalaj^ 277.

. Bhindipala means a jevelin or an arrow that^ean be shot, 

by hand or in a tube.lt also means a sling.The word ’

Pulikah in the verse has led me to understand the term as 
mealing a sling.

16. Bhindipala:last verse p.2?7.
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(4) Bhedsbheda -8var-upa-h irnaya:«

'Bis is known as Bhedabhedavida also. It is a short 

work Tdiich discusses the theory of Tadatmya vis.
'k
Bheclasahispur abhedah-identity which tolerates diversity.

This is pure ifsaism- Suddha Adavaita.Purusottsina proves

it at the authority of the Sr fit is. while refuting the

absolute Monisia of Samkara. The number of this Yada is
17six,as given in the'colophon. "

, (5) Pratitcrtipujaaevada: ~

Also called Bhsgs^atpratiicrtipuisiiavlda or 

Bhagavatpratipujana,it discusses how the worship of an 

idol is & source of uplift for a Brahmavadin,while this 

is not the case with these who follow other systems.

Again, the worship of an idol does not presuppose the

want of intellect in a worshipper;on the other hand 
it is better from the point of view of iferma and Jffaha 

also.He argues out at the end for his preference of -fee 

idol of Arena.The lest verse informs us that the Yada 

depends upon the eleventh book of the Bhagavat end

___Purusottamena fceto' vstarsvadavalyara
Bhedabhedssvarupanirnayo Barca Sastho vadsh...

Yadav all. p.23.



the Sarvanirn&ya chapter of Tattvadlpsnibsndha. $e know 

from the colophon that the number of the Yada is fifteen ,18,

(6) Brstiblisdavada: -

It is a small bat very important work, from the point 
of view of the? Snddftadvaita. It discusses the various

views of causation. Purusottoma refutes the atomism of 

the Yaisesika end the parinamavada of the An is vara ; ' 

eimkhya.Ee gives the refutation of the Samkhya as given 

by the Meylvadins and then refutes the adherents of 

isayavada also, finally,pircusottama explains the Brahiaamda 

and proves it, on scriptural and other grounds.The Yada ,

as said by our author is based upon the h ihsnuha .and
iqother works. Its number is five. "

(7) 'Hiyativada:-

Like the Srstibhedav£da,it deals with the theory of 
Ihyati. Here the author discusses all the different.

theories of Khysti, as advocated by the Buddhists,the 

illmansahas,the ^ayivad&ns,the Samkhya,and the followers

18.1ti....purusottamaviracito Bhagavat^ratipujanah 

pencada^o vadah... Yadavall.p. 81. ,

IS. Iti..,P anc aaahers t ibhedavad ah.... Yadavail. p. 118.
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of ISsdhvc, Ramanuja and other teaohers.purusottama refutes 

all these theories except.that of Ramanuja,which also is • • 
not accepted in toto.In the SadoJiadvaita.pJdiyati is accepted 

for those who have obtained knowledge end sjiyakh#eti for
i_ those who have not. The Vada is based upon hubodhini and 

does not bes© any number.

(S) Andh skaruveda: -
This Yade is a short work proving that darkness is 

a substance. Other- theories are discussed and rejected.
g!

The Vada is based upon Subodhini and. bears number nine.

{9) Br ahm an at'vad i&evat avad a: -

This Vada is an interesting work,which tries to pro-re 

that Brahrainhood is some Devata. A man is a brahmin or 

otherwise according as this deity is present or not. It is
g].based upon SubodhinT:. and is tenth in number,

(10) Jivapratibiffibatvokkaadsaavada: -

Also called Pratibimbetvakhandanavada ,it is a 

polemical work direr ted against the Protibimba-theory of 

the followers of Seiners.Here all the six explanations of

83.1 ti.. .h avamo' ndhakar avadaii. 

Sl.Iti... .BrVthiJiana t vsdidevstavade

Vadavali.p. 141.
dee amah.. .Vadavsii.p, B5 .



the theory are thoroughly refuted.lt is proved at the end

that the

Brahman

revive.

individual soul is a part of Brahman and yet 

is not partite. The number given to this Vida is

(11) 1 vir hlivat i r obhava vad a: -

It explains ,in eleven pages ,how Ivirbhava and 

fir obhava are powers of Brahman. ’While so doing ,Pur us ottama 

refutes the positions of other systems. This Vada bears no 

number and like the previous one,is not based upon any 

particular work of Yallabhu.

(IE) Pro tibiifibavsd a: -
This is a short discussion on the real nature of

on image accord Lug to the Budahadvaita.h umber eight is
23given to this ?ida. J It is based upon Tettvecupanibendha. 

(13) Bhaktyatkars avid a: -
t

is its name indicates,it is intended to show the

superiority of devotion to other means of emancipation.

It is based upon SubodhinT and bears no number. 

(14) Xhaia i.apan avidhvsms a vad a: -

This is a metrical work in ICE verses.Ju I *h 
3 U as' the

’rahasta and Bhindipaia are written against the fc’aiva

2S. I ti..", ,uv ad as ah Pratibimbatvakhandanavadab. V'adavall. p. 18E.

23.1ti....Astemah Pratibimbavadah. Yadavaii.p. 201.
* ... *
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system,this Yada ia written against the Saktas. M 

important difference between the two cases is that whiie 

the Prahasta and Bhindipala are offensive in character, 
this work is def.ensiTe.The Saktas have contended that 

Yaisnavas are really speaking Saktas because the ornamenta
tion^ on the image of God leads to its being understood 

as that,of Sakti.The arguments is further corroborated 
by the composition of a work styled Snaministotra by 

Yitthalees and by the-consecration of the image of 
Saras rati during the lavaratrl days, purosottama refutes 

all these arguments. The Yada can be divided into three 

parts as has been done by some.The first part consists if 
89 verses, in which the author emphasises the masculine 

character of God. The second part begins with the fortieth 

verse and ends with the sevsntysixth. It deals with the 

Sveministoira. A separate title has been given to it 
by some. viz.Svemiayastakavisayakasahkanirasavadaa The 

■third part dealing with the Sarasvatlsthapana begins with 

the seventyeevanth verse and is continued till the end.
To this also a title viz.Sarasvatisthapariavisayakasahka- 

~n irasav ad a, has been given.The Yada bears no number,nor 

does ft mention^ any work upon the basis of which it is 

composed.
{15) Bamavada: -

It is variously known as JayasrTkrsiiacearanavada



or h amaphaladiprakaravada. The last is given by Purusottema 

himself in the colophon0 The doubt here expressed is 

whether the name of God,known or otherwise,will bear fruit. 

The conclusion arrived at after discussion is that the 

nain fruit can he secured only by knowing the name of (lode 

The Yada is based upon SubodliinT, Yid vanmarid an a aid Tattva- 

-dlpaniban&ha. It bears no number.

(16) Murtipujanavada:-

This Yada is intended to establish that■the image 

of Lord Srsna should be worshipped by the Vaisnavas.This 

Yada is not numbered nor are we informed about its basis. 

(1?) Urdhvapuniradharanavada:-- -

. It deals with the Sampradayie.practice of having 
a vertical mark on the forehead with Candana etc.The mark 
with the ashes is a ^aivsit^js^ custom and so that shrikld

hot be adhered to by the Vaidikas. The Yada bears -no

number.

(18) Senkhacakradharanavada:- ■

- .It also deals with the Sampradayic practice of 
marking the conch and the disc with clay. The. prohibitions 

against such marks found in other works do not.hold water

during the actual- worship of God. The Yada is eighteenth 
in number and is^based^upcn^the^Kibandha.^*____ >____ __

24. Iti... .Sahkhacakradharanavadah Astadasah.. .Yadavali p.BBl.



(19) Tula sima ladhar an a vad a; -
Also named Maiadharanavada,this Vida intends to

prove that the followers of Vaisravism should invariably " 

wear the string of TulasI beads. The discussion more or less 

follows the same pattern as in the previous two Vadas.The 

Tads is seventeenth in number.lt is written on the basis 

of various Bibandhas and the practice followed by the 

Vaisnavas.

(20) Upadedavisyss'ahkanirasavada:-
A. 4

Also called Bhaktimargiyopadesavisyasankanirasa, .
A .

this is not a very short work. It deals vdtli the topic <£ 

initiation in the Suddhidvaiia. Purusottaiaa first states 

that the Gayatrl brings in only the Brahminhood which is a 

prerequisite of karma. Devotion to God. is necessary for 

an individual soul, and the Bampradayie initiation is a 

prerequisite of devotion. In the path# of devotion, 

therefore, the Bar an am an tr opades a is required. After 

discussing this Furusottama says that there is no harm 

if both a husband-and his wife have only one preceptor.

The devotees are of, various types,out of which a Buddha- 

bhakta is the best. The Vida does not beer any number.

(21) Bhagavatasvarupavisayakasahkanirasavads: -

It bears number thirteen and deals, with the Bhagavafea



Parana,which is accepted la the pustimarga as. one of 

the Pr as than as .lie says that the Bliagavate is a iiiahapurana 

and should be included in the list of eighteen Puranas.

Ee also quotes references from various works to prove that 

the Bhagavatapursns is very ancient. The work is based <n 

the Tattvadlpanibandha.

(22) Svavrttivsda:-
It has been published in the pustibhaktisudhl Yol.III. 

ho.9.The work deals with the Yrtti of the Maintenance, of 

a teacher. It is a verjr short manual (I i go us sing the Yrtti 

of a Guru which should be in keeping with the useal practice 

of the sect and the purity etc. of the pupil. The Tada 

appears to be based upon tiie Tattvadlpanibandha.

(22)Jrvavyapafcatyakhandanavacia „ (24) Abhlvavada and

(25)Y8Strasevavada could not be traced. Over end above tihse

ope (26) Jitfiiavada has been ascribed to him by Shri.

Telivaia and Sbri.H. O.'Shastri.

Jivevyapakatvakhandsnavsda has been referred to by
25Purusottams himself twice. ( $© shall see in the next

25- Id am Sarvam Hay a Jivanuvade sarayak prapsneitam 
ato nairooyate. A.B.P. IIUS'.32.p. 735 and 
Ity Anvatmavadah.T8. Ab^53.p.95.



chapter how many of the Yada-granthas contain the same 

arguments and even the same phrases found in other importait
- 'vnworks of the seme author.And again,the sentence-Ity Anvatpia- 

-Ydd-abT in the Avaranabhaaga coming after the refutation of 

the' Jiva-vyapakatva is very suggestive.We osn safely say 

that the said Yada should therefore be considered,as dealing 

with the problems connected with the atomic measure^of the 

soul; and must be containing the same arguments which ere 

found at the places where the work is referred to.

Similar is the ease with the Abhavavada.In the

prssthanare.tnakara,8 thorough discussion on the concepts

of pragabhava and other Abhavas is followed by a remark-

'Ity Abhavavadah. The arguments that are found here,are

also found in the Avaranabhahga on the Sarvanirnaya
28chapter of the Tattvadipanihandha. ‘It thus appears 

that the Abhavavada contained a refutation of various 

Abhavas as separate concepts.
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26.In the Manuscript-Library erf Pandit Gatfculalji in,Bomber 
there is an incomplete Manuscript of Jivanuxvavada.
It has nine folios.lt ends abruptly.lt is dated Saka 

1796.The number of the manuscript is 147.It begins with - 

Atraa nityas citsvsrupah... etc.

27. Pr.p.123.

28. f Sn.A B.117.pp.89-92.



Yastrasevavada could not be found,and the present 

writer Was unable to find any references to it in the 

works of Purusottama,he .studiedv It may' however,be 

conjectured, that it may be dealing xvith the worship of • 

the clothes of the .Ac ary a and not of any image of God.

Even today,there is a section of Yaisnevas who worship 
the clothes of the Jcaryas. Ihe followers of Gokulanatba 

do not worship an/ image of God,

The word Atraavada has been used by Purusottama while 
discussing the Saticlryavada. ‘He argues that the invisible 

(Adrst a) should not be understood as regulating the rise 
of a particular offset from a particular cause,because 
’Itmavade tasyapi dusyatvSt.’ It is difficult to state 

whether Atmavada, here,should refer to a book or a 

theory. It seems that the reference here,is to a work 
rather than a tehory,because Purusottama does not argue 
out against the Adrsta here.One Atm&vada of (Topesvara 

has been printed in the Yadavali.Purusottama, seems to 
have been written one 5tmavsda,but unfortunately we have 

not got it..

One{ &7)Bhaktirasatvavaaa is printed in the Tadavalx.
It is ascribed to pi timber a. inis short work is written

with the intention to show that devotion is a Rasa,
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different from the nine Eases accepted by the rhetoricimg.

The work is also published in the pustibhaktisudha,where 

the editor Genpatiram Ifalidas Shastri says that this is . 
in fact composed by Purusottama.^If the style of the 

writer is taken to prove the authorship, the opinion of -

P-. K. Shestri seems to be correct because the analysis that 

we find in the worWof purusottama, is found here also. - 

The way in which Sneha is differentiated from desire, 
knor ledge and all that, is found in the Suvernasutra. ^'The 

phraseological and ideological similarities may thus be 

adduced in support of purusottama*s authorship.

We have already referred toAabsence of . any authentic 

information regarding the number of the Tall as written by 
our author. It jfuite passible that he might have composed 

more Vedas than those which are known to us. Any way,we

know of twentysix Vadas.

h short analysis'of the Vadas, that we have seen 

above, would reveal that out of the twentysix Vadas,

30. Iyam kr-tir vastutah Srlie atp ur us o 11 amag os vam ic ar an am ■ 
e va.Pn. P. B. 3. Vol. Ill .H o. 5.

31. Compsre-Saebas go isecchevisesnh. * , etc„Vad avail. p.204.

with Snehab oatraano pi anas o va yogyo dh arcaavi.se sah 
na tv ichlia.-. .etc,.-S.S-.p. 7.
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we have referred to, four are not extant. Oat of the 
regaining works,which are extant,twelve are numbered.

The highest number is eighteen given to Sahkkaoaki*adharaia 

Yada.Ptirusottama himself informs us about the basis of 

thirteen Tadas. One of them Tulasimaladhhranayada is 

based on various works and the Sainpradayic practice, the 

prstikrtipujanavada is based on Subodhini .and Tattvadlpa- 

-nibandha.Out of the remaining,six are based upon 

Tattvadlpani.bandha, aid five upon Subodhini.

Prom the point of view of contents,these works can 
be classified, as follawsj-

(i) Works dealing with philosophical concepts: -

The first part of prahasta'vada,
Bhedabhedaveds,
Pratikr tipix jsnavada,

Srstibhedavada, ■ ■;
indhakaravada, ,

nhyativada,

Pratibimbavada, ,
Avirbhavatirobhavavada, - -
Bheifcjutkar § avati a, ’ ’ , .

a _Ohaktirastvavada, eno.A 7
Atmavado. / 1

(ii) Works mainly polemical in character:- 
The second part of Prahastavada,

Bhindipelevada,



Jlvapratibimbatvakhandanavada,

Khalilapan avidhvamsa mi a,

JIvaYyapakatvaidiandanavada, and 
Abhavavafia.

(iii) Works dealing with the Sampradiyic beliefs and practice s: 

The Third part of P rah as t avals.,

Br ah oi an. a t v&d ids vatavad a,

Kimavada,

M ui* t i p u j an s vad a,

Urdhvapun dr adKaran a vad a,

Bah disc akrsdliiraaaTyd a,

Taras 1 cullat*hsu cutswana,

Up acl es &vi say as an lean ir Ss avgu a, 

Sva vrttivada, and,

Vastraseva vale.

(iv) Work dealing with o.ae particular book: 

bh&g a v a t a vis ay as an. kan irasavada.

(Ill)
Other independent works.

(28) pr as than aratn akar a: -
This is one of the most important works of our author. 

Unfortunately, it is not complete. The part of the work, that 

is extant,includes the first chapter called pramanapraksrana, 

and a part of rhe second chapter named prameyaprakorsna.



fhe second chapter is not complete.
'A short analysis of the con tents of the first chapter 

and a-part of the second will show how the work is planned 

and hew it is carried out by purusottema.

After paying homage to the God Hcmodarspaims baddhah) 

Purus oitsme says that whatever is found scattered .explained 

or unexplained, in the authoritative works has been described 

here with reasoning. ^ life says that Yyasa has first discussed 

the principles on the strength of Sabnapramane and has tba 

thought of the praitt€>ye,Sadhanti end I-ha .la. v .ill s bh a c sr y a. 

has done'the saw thing io his Subodhird. This as quite 

proper, because the ifeya depends upon the hah8. Hence in 

this work also preman a is described in the beginning, ikfter 

explaining that the word pramena means unde on trad ic ted 

knowledge, as also the means for obtaining such Knowledge 

purusottsna begins,the discussion cel the theory of knowledge. 
This/! oil owed by a full-fledged discussion .cm the Eramanas, 

Ssbda, pratyaksa, and nnumana. He discusses other Pramanas 

.end rejects them, finally ho enters into a discussion wheiher

33. Yet prameyaw urudha'kore of bit am

H opepsu i tarn ui op op ad i tern;

Tipraklrnam iti tattmanisayod-

Orhya yuktibhir ihopavarnyste. Pr.V. 2.p. 1.



the pramsnya-of knowledge is directly understood or

indirectly* .At tx.ie end he says that whatever is left
*6 ‘ '

undescribed end whatever is described, but was lying scattered

in the authoritative works regarding the Pramaaa has been

put together here-by him. °^ln the beginning of the

Prameyaprakarana Purusofcama says that Brahman is the min

pramoya. He explains the Brstiprakriya and then gives the
j*

three divisions- Bvarupaketi,Earanakoti aid Edryakoti.

He thoroughly discusses the t^wantyeight principles which

are included in the Earanakoti. At the cc&clusion. of thin 

the extent pare of the wor& comes to an end.

Prom the foregoing short sn'aLyKsis of the extant
i

pcrtioiiB of prasthpiiaratnlkurs, we can understand quite 

clearly the plan of'the work as thought out by our authcr.

?yesa,th.e author■ of the HrshmaSutras

: carried cut hi.b work according to

ianss, Pr>‘toys, Sadhsrs and phaia.

This is also the position in Tellabhacarya’c Subodhinl. 

We may add hr re that in the Sarvaniriieynpratrarriiia of the

33. Svam pramffilavisaye, nupapaditam yat,

Yed viprakiriiam upspaditam Ikarsflu 

Samgrhya tad gaditam stra mays tathanyst

prasshgiKain. ca suj anavra.]s tosonaya. Pr.p. 155
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Tstivadlparibandha, Yallabha lias also followed the same 

plan. Purasoitaaa'thus thought of writing four chapters 

dealing with Pramana, Prsmeya, ’Sadhana and phala.He 

actually refers to the Gaclhauaprakarane in the beginning.

That the second ^chapter in not finished can also 

be easily understood. The chapter does not contain the 
colophon, or any concluding worse. Again ,it does not"

discuss each’and every problem connected with the Prameya, 

e.g. the Karyakoti, the Jivasvarupa,the distinction 

betv/gea the Tag at end the Samsars etc. These points ere 

really important end we con not believe that PurusottffiHa 

has neglected then.

34

The pertinent point,which remains to be seen is 
whether ?uru set tame finished the work and some^/ils

portions were- lost or that he left the work unfinished.

Then p urn sot tam a has written, so many works, it is difficult 

to imagine that he sight have left unfinsihed so important 

& work. The work is really a treasure,, a Rainskaro and 

quite naturally Purus ot tarn a must have completed, it.

Again, many references to it are found in his other works 

like Bhasypprekass ant Tvaranebhaiigo.:If these references

34, Siddhente Prakaras tu s&uhonaprakarane vaksyate,

Pr.p. 3.
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are a clue to the earlier composition of Prasthaharatnakara , 

we should accept that it was finished by our author and 

it is oar 'misfortune that we have not been able to obtain 

the complete text,

(29) Ssmarpananirnaya:-

In the manuscript Library of Pandit dattulalji in 

Bombay, there is one work of purusottama called 

Samarpsnanirnaya or liman i red anapaddhati. The manuscript

bears number 150 and consists of 16 folios. It is a small 

wens which contains, as its name indicutes,the discussion 

on the Samemenp or surrender to Pod.

( Sky) LiUltllC 1j . tSlflciL ii

In the seme Library we have one work Luktieintamani, 

also called BhagavatpTasadamahatmya, The manuscript has 

11 folios and is dated V.L.r72y. Lumber. of the manuscript 

is 1 ”6 and the name of the seri&e is VSgbhsta. The' 

colophon runs ;5 ltd Sri muJfcticintamanau Jaipur usot tamadevena 

Sabgrhya viraeatah.* It is not improbable that Sri.

Pu.ruso11amahera is our author, .The work is just e 

- compilation and purasottams might have written, it at 

the young- age-of 14,which would have been his aga in '

y.s.rras.
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(31) Dr avye.suddhi: -
Bravyasuddlii is an important contribution of 

purusottama to Dliarmasastra. The work,apart from collect 

-ing the rales'of purification,ab its name indieatea,is 
written with an express purpose. While the rules of

purification have been laid down by the works cm i>harma- 
sastra,for the -purpose of maintaining purity and sanctity 

of things and men ,i urusottama felt it to be his duty to 
review them and bring them in line with, the Sampradayic 

practices. The devotion to God, than ms to the imagination 

of Titthalesa, has been a Jlfeirly long procedure in tne 
Pus timar-ga, involving the use of a lot of things and 

repairing a good deal of time. It was thus necessary 
to preserve the purity of all the utensils used in the 

iisriseva. Hence the rules of Suddhi had to be so adjusted 
and explained as to get sanction for the beapradayic

traditions. Purusottama me&es this quite clear in the

first verse.
35

Another important point is also to he noted. 
parusottaae.se we have seen, flourished at the time when

35. hstva SrlvaHabhacaryin herisevopakarika,
hahyscha&hyantarl dravysiuddhir atra 'vioaryate. '

Dravyasuddhi.p.4.



the throne of Delhi was occupied by Auranzeh,under 

whose reign the Hindu society was always in, danger.‘The 

Hindus who had to struggle for their existence became mure 
gad more conservative; all the rules formulated and 

observed since centuries hau to be reviewed in the 

context of the new situation that arose. Purusoitama felt

it to be his duty to put together and interpret the
36

rules which appear in different works.

The work contains 29 sections as follows;' 

(i) Shenl'Camaasr imittavicare,

ii)?astradyenter!tasparss buddhipurvaussparse ea

on en sd i vie' or a.

{ill) Sitosn odafesiTjhlHeara,

(iv) Retro u JEnsnavieo.ro,

(v } Rltrau l edyddijalssnenavicere,

(vj.) -Fhtrau joriws-iijrtirajehsu kaLavioLsgauivicara, 

(vii)0aturthsdinsd&u raposvalasud'ihivicax a,

(?iii)paripitphinottaraifi puna ra.jccarsanevicara, 

(ix) Tie jas-ralsyi asncyai•.paroepnrso rejasv&bsyoh 

•pai Caspar- g.sparse ca via are,

36. Mibsndhesu vivioyoktipy adhuna budohidosetah,

YeSam sa bhosats samyag tata ess samudyamsh.

I>r avyas uddh i. p. 4.



(x) Ksjasvalssnsnadivicara,

- (xi) /tab per am eiGclvystiriktasuanadiycgaiiimittaYielka 

(xii)S psrse dosabhavavieara» -

(xiiij j.aagavatsevayam Jaivapitryeksriaasu saaaaaina 
suddhasya ke yq asueihetsvsh kite® kathan va

tat ah. suddhir iti Yicarypl-s,

(x i v) Ta s trad :i. vi saye sad ah i v i o ar a,

(xv } Pahrad isaddh i vac are,

{ 3t1 ) licchi b taSDrstapatraff aclcih i vie ora,

(xvii) 'imedhj'rBprptapatrG»audclh.i\~iGoraj

(xvii i)Sayyidisaddhivicara,

(xix) Dhai-v'adiead iMricsr*,

( tk) Giddhacu &g uidhivio nr a.

(:or i} r hrt obey a s ad lulijn saddhi vicnr a,

(xx i i) Gbrtapae itadiriara. bhaksyabhaksye vicar a, 

{yxiii)UdakaB'.id ihivicara,
(xxiv) ?, i > la-'^ayasuddlii vicar a,

(xa? ) Bha&Vibhivicora,

{ ax■vi) hesudu11ivicar-o,

{xxvii)P:oihya sudd h ivies-'-?,

(xxvi i i}?rakirj.:armi.-.hivpcare., and 

(xxix) .A til] a sii do hi viesra.

The wars is full of quotations from standard 

treatises on the subject,like the Sortie,birij ay a sin dim,



Binakarodyata, Bhagavad Bhaskara eto.purusottama tries 

to make it as complete as possible by leaving out . 

nothing that is important.

(32) Utsavsprfctsns:-*

Festivals have played m import ant pert in the 

parti 3asipracayt.. We have get many works of the

scholars of the Sampradaya,discussing when and hov? 

certain important festivals are to be celebrated. The 

utsavapi’atijia enjoys a very high position in these 

works. It begins in the form of a commentary on the 

Jan^astamiairnaya- of VitthaIeso,and after it is 

finished.purusottama begins to discuss other festivals

independently, ^ While so doing,he also includes 

a comneotary oh the Hamanovcmiairnaya of Titthalesa.

Apert from the description of the festivals,

purucott8Tia?G purpose ic to decide the exact time when
fothese festivals ore to be celebrated. This/wbot he 

himself seys in tne first verse. He says the same

37. Atali par am svantaatratayanirniyaate. H.P.p.107. • 
33. hr-imed acavyacarena n prabhmi Srivittliale^vai’sn,

Pi at -v o t a a ven am saaayah oopapattika uoyate.U.P.p.90.
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thing at the end also. Thus the Utsavapratena is acre or less 

a Kalanirnayagrantha. It should be noted in this collection 

that the title of the work,as given in the Colophon,is 

S&mvatsarot save.kalan irnayapratana. The work contains a critical 

discussion on all the festivals referring to the views of many 

authoriiative works like ialamadhavasBhagavad Bliaskara, 

Dinakarodyota, Mirnayasindhu and many Pur an as and other works. 

The work sometimes makes an interesting reading,especially in 

the description of various festivals. Thus for instance, white 

dealing with the Balipujavidhi, Purusottama refers to the 

tug of war(Haj jvakarsana) as described in the Mitya Parana. ^ 

Sri. S. H.Shastri i'f Surat has edited a collection of

the available works,on the subject by the writers in the 
Sampradaya. The title given to it is lavatpra^ya-utsavanirnaya- 

granthasarnuceeyah.In this we find another work of Purusottama 
named Jijayanirnaya,dealing with the festivals of Yijayadas'sm. 

jSastri Oangadharaji in his Utsavapratsnodaharana says that 

Purusottama has written two works, on the Yijayadasaral,and
he has commented upon both of them.4'1 One Yijayaviveka of 

fiahgadhara ghastrl is printed in,the collection stated above.
__ ,m. m, twi mm mm mm **-■•+ aifnrr -rr r"—«»—. «■» ■»«» — W»

39.Samvat-sarotsavanehonirnayo yam mays i£®tah.tLP,p,1560

40. B.P.p.116.
41. F.P.p.65.
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It explains the portion of the TJtsavapratiaa,dealing with
i . ' \

- , ’ 's

the Yijayadasaml. As for the other, work dealing with the\^ 
Tijayadasami, which is printed in the said collection, and

f
which,Gahgadhsra says, he has commented upon,I could find 
after a careful study that it is just a larger version of , 
tbs relevant portions in the Uts&va-pratsha. 1 do not .think, 
therefore, that it deserves separate consideration.

The high esteem in which this work was held,can be seed
from the fact that it was actually.abridged and explained
either wholly or partly by the followers of the Sempradaya.

‘ - ‘ / \

A short explanation of difficult words - and Sentences has
been named pratens-tippanl. The manuseript of the work
together with the Tippanl Is dated Y.S.1758 and was copied .

■ > . * ' ‘

in Surat, The Tippanl. refbbs to. Purusottama as*Guru* \

it thus appears to have been composed by one of his
. *.... • •dispaples* ** fe have already noted that one Gahgadhara 

iSastrl wrote commentary called Yijayaviveka on the portions
of the pratina,dealing with the Vijayldasaml. The Yijaya- 
-dasamlvada alias Yi j ay ad as amin irn ay a of G-ahgadhara Bhatta 
is also based upon the same. The Yr at ot savan irn ay a of Bhatta 

• Tulajarama-,-written in the.Yraj^ dialect is based upon .the

42. U.p.p.156. ' . .
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43 —Uisavapratana. Similarly there is one Utsavapratana-

sandoha written in the Yraj dialect, The manuscript is ^
44 N'

dated Y.S.1Y85 and copied by Yaisnava hrsinhadasa. ^

Govardliana,son of RSmakr.sna, commented upon the C and ana- 

yatrotsava in the Pratana, She Utsavapratanodahar ana of 

Sastri Gahgadhara is also written in the Yraj dialect. 

Ramakrsna’s son Q ovardhana wrote one Yi jay ad as ami- 

pratanasayaprakas'a and’ the Bolotsavapratanaprakasa in 

Sanskrit. lagannatka Shastri has translated Utsavapeatana

in Hindi.

(33) Utsavabhavenukrama; - ' .
It is a short compilation of verses appropriate fer

different festivals that have been described, and discus©d 

in Utsavaprataha. The work is also called IItsavakramabhavana. 

It is published together with the* prakarananam sangaii'in 

the collection of Yrata-works, referred to above, .

43. Iti SrimatPurusottamajikrta-utsavapratanaiaate
fae an as ahgr ahapur vaka Htsavanirnaya.. .ite. U.P.p.86.

.44. U.P.p. 2?.



commentaries <m the works of Yallabha aid Yitthalesa. \
- '"V

(34) Anubhasyaprakasa;- .

This Toluminous coimeatary on the inubhasya of

Vallabhacarya is the magnum opus of ?urusottama.Yallabha wrote 

his Bhasya on the Brahmasutras .which are taken to be one c£

the prasthanas of the Tedantic philosophy. He. thus tried to 

explain through this his theories of the Siiddhadvaita. ,

The Apubhasya,however,was written in a laconic style and stood 

in need of commentaries for its explanation. purusottama, 

by carrying out this great work, has supplied to us more than 

what was. needed. 7

The Anubhasya is a work of dual authorship. On the. 

authority of Purusottama, we. knew that the Anubhasya from
3 _

the beginning upto Ill.ii.3# was composed by Yallabhacarya,

while the remaining portions were written by Ms son
. , 45 'Yitthalesa. Purusottama must have definitely noticed the

distinction between the two portions. In the beginning of 
the fourth Adhyaya there'are eighteen verses while, there are

w wwm mmm* — ^ iwn—aw«—^ ^ mmim-m* <m mm iwi'» m —i»»i fi«» — —> — »i>— m**

45. Ita arabhya.prabhunam iti pratibhati. A.B. P.III.ii.34

p.96'?.
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only five in the beginning of the third, and there is ' 

no such metrical introduction to the first two Adhyayas. ' 

The style of Yallabha is terse and laconic.,almost 0 
epigrammatic while that of Yitthalesa is more explanatory,

and tends to be ornate with long compounds,and descriptions 

full of imagination, sometimes uncalled for in such a 
work, further, ,the former part of the Bhisya contains ■ • 

violet attacks on other theorists, especially Samkara; 

this is not the ease with the portions written by yitftialesa 

Yallabha often refers to, the older bpanis ads,whereas 

Yitthalesa refers more to the minor Upanisads and the 

Pur anas. The second interpretation of the Sutra I.i.ll. ji 
is from the pen of Yitthalesa, as has been pointed out 
by Purusottama. ^‘Purusott ama* sjd commentary itself jfOUM, 

on a careful, reading,show the case of dual authorship ^ 

very clearly. Purusottama has to explain, much more while 

commenting upon the portion written by Yallabha. than 
upon thod^ by Yitthalesa. ' . ,

We have noted above that on account of the laeonie 

46. Sampratam tu prabhucaranair akhandabrahmavadena... etc .



style of Yallabha,Anubhasys stands in, need of an h 
explanation for its complete understanding.A host of 
commentaries, besides the Prakasa of purusottama,have 
been written with that purpose. Giridhara( born in Y.S. 
1819) has written Yivarana on the Anubhasya,while a ' 
similar work of Muralldhara is called Yyakhya, One 
lathuranatha who was a great mimansist has written one 
Prakasa. ©1© pradipa of lecherema Bhatta and the 
Yojana alias Gudhsrthadipika of Lain Bhatta are 
easier explanations helpful to a student. Besides these 
there are other commentaries also like Yedantacandrika, 
probably of Vrajaraja,Yagisaprasada of B&lakrsna,the , 
Msrlcika of Bhatta Yrajanabba etc* -

Of all the commentaries ban the Anubhasya, the best 
and the most important is that of Purusottama. He
introduces the Sutras,explains the Bhasya fully, and
then notes the interpretations of other Bhasyakaras
and views of other theorists on the particular topic

\ ,

at the end of. the Sutra or the Adhikar-ana as the case 
may dq. He discusses the views of others and refutes 
them if §o required.Thus Samkara,Ramanuja,ladhva,Saiw, 
etc. are referred to a hundred time s. ifd ay ana, Yac aspati- 
mi&ra,JayatTrtha and many others are often mentioned. 
Thus the commentary is moredritical than explanatory.



Sometimes we feel that the Prakas'a is' very scholastic 

and difficult to be understood. Gopesvara has writtenr\ 
a fairly long sub-commentary over the same called 
Rasxui, in which he explains the prakas'a and adds many 

more discussions which, he thinks, are necessary.

One very important question has been raised with 
regard to the larger version of the inubhasya'called 

idle Srlmadbhasya or the Brhadbhasya and the Bhavaprskis'ika- 
-vrtti. The problem requires a discussion here, in as 

much as it has some bearing on the Anubhssyaprakaaa of 

purusottama. ’ ' .

A case has been made out by Shri. Telivala^'lnd

Prof;M.G.Shastri to the effect that Yaliabha wrote two

commentaries on the Brahmasuiras; the one known as

the hnubhlsya which is extant and we 11-known, and the

other which has been lost to us but which was voluminous

and consequently called Brhedbhasya or Srlmadbhasya.

Prof*. Jethaial G-. Shah does not agree to this and refines

the arguments advanced by Shri.Teli?ala and prof.M.G.
48ShastriT The important arguments and counter-arguments

4?, A.B. with P.and fi.III.i.Intro.p.5,6.

48. prof; J.G-.Shah: inubhasya: Gujarati Translation

Yol.I.intro.p.Sff



are as follows.

The title of the Bhasya- Aaubhasya-itself, shows

that this commentary is smaller than the other, which 

may be named Brhadbhlsya or Srlmadbhisya. Prof; Shah 

s&ys that the term Anu stands for the atomic measure 

of the individual soul as against the ITibhutva of the 

same as propounded by Samkara. It should be remembered 

that Yailabha considers Samkara as his chief adversary.

It is necessary for us to understand exactly what Sfeft. 

Teliwala has to say in this connection.. In the 

editorial note at the end. of the jin ubhasya( with prakasa 

and Ks&niJIII.iii.he says It seems fltttialesjsrara gob 

Yallabhacerya* s Bhasya on the Brahmasatras up to III.ii.33. 

It seems this was the only portion in his possession 

when he composed the Y id v anmsnd an a. It was at a late 

stage.... that he undertook.to complete the Bhasya- 

fragment of his father on the Brahmesutras. In order to 

distinguish this Bhasya from that of his father, he seams 

to have named it Anubhasya. In Subodhini,Vallabhacarya 

does not refer to his commentary cm Brahmasutras as 

'Anubhasya, but only, as Bhasya without the word inu,tt 

The argument thus based on the word Ajiu, does not appear 

to be plausible,because if we believe that Yitthalesa



has given the name Jjaubhasya,naturally it does not mean 

that the portion written by Yallabha himself also 

represents -a smaller version of the original text.The

explanation of the term inn, as given by prof: J.0. Shah

may not appear to be satisfactory, because it is!

unbelievable that Yallabha, even if he wanted to
/

distinguish his' System from that of Samkara, would have 
hit upon not so very important a point.

Yallabha in his Prakasa on the Sastrartha Prakarana 
of Tattvadxpanibandha says: Dakaran MIroensadvayabhasyam. ^

This, says Telivala,would rather suggest an accomplished

fact. Similarly in the Subodhini on Bhbgaratapurana.IL i.5

he refers to the Purvamimin.sabhesya also, as an ...
50accomplished fact. Telivala further points out that

in the Subodhini on the Yede-stuti,Yallabha says:Bhasye
Yistarasyektatvat., No such Vietara has been .found in tie

\

extent inubhasya.Similarly in the Subodhini on the
u ^

Bhagavata III.iv.7.Vellabha aaysiPtsny eva guaopasamhara- 
pade sodasadhiKarany a pratipaditlni." This means that

49. T. S .P . p . 33.

50. Bhavanapaksas ca purvamlmansabhasya eva nirakrtah.

Subodhini on Bhagavsta.il.i.5. '



sixteen Adhikaraaas of the Brahsasutras III.iii.are 

regarded as f'isessnss. There is no such reference in 

the extant ihmbhasya. Purusottama does not seem to loans 
known this in the beginning. He knew this after writing 
his Prakasa an SubodhinT on the third book, of the 

BhSgavaiapurira. So he added the required references 
in his 'inubhasyaprakasa in the revised version. •

In reply to the argument of Telivsla that the 
references to the Bhisya suggest an accomplished fact, 
Prof.Shah says that When one author is writing 

commentaries on various works Mmultaneously,he may 
think of discussing a certain point in a particular 

work and may furget the same thing while actually writing 

that portion of that particular work. The argument of 

Prof. Shah is convincing. Naturally, the references to 
the Bhasya in other works can not prove an accomplished 

fact.

Shri.Teiivaia has farther pointed out certain 
inconsistencies in the extant inubhasya. Jn the 

Its a ty acihi kar an a, there is no refutation of the Samfehya 

theory: however, in the beginning of. his Bhisya on 

Brahmasutras I.iv, it is said that the Bamkhya theory 

is refuted in the Iksatyadhikarana as unscriptural.
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Similarly, the Tsdanenystvadhikerena should contain a 

discussion on the the theory of Avirbhava-1irobhava, but 

it is silent. Prof. Shah says that even though the word 

Saniichya is not used in the Iksaiyadhiksrana, the refutation

is ,in fact,implied. As for the second case prof.Shah just 
says that the argument// is equally weak. It is surely too

much to imagine a separate Bkasj*a on account of these 

inconsistencies. The explanation of the inconsistencies, 

given by Prof.Shah is very farfetched. Inconsistencies,if 

they are there, should be accepted as such end it is useless 

to give a farfetched explanation to prove otherwise.

Shri.Telivala has further pointed out that we find W 
some Sutras of the thirl and -fourth Adhyayas of the Brahma* 

sutras, explained in the Subodhini, the•explanation of

these Sutras as given in the Subodh.ini,is different from' 

that given in the Anubhasya; hence the explanations as 

found in the Subodhini must be concurring with those-in 

the Brhadbhasya. Prof'.Shah says that' the explanations 

should be viewed in the context in which they ore, given. 

One important point, which we should note, is that such
i

.Sutras belong to the portions of the commentary written
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by Yitthalesa.

Shri.Telivala argues that oa a perusal of the

Aaubhasya itself,we find that it is an abridgement of 
a bigger work and that almost all the works of Vallabha-
-eirya have double editions, prof.Shah eorreetly dismisses 
the first argument cm the ground of the laconic style of 
VaLlabha. He also says that the argument^ of double 
editions is not conclusive, because there are other works 

which do not have two editions e.|. Patravalambena M 
and the sixteen tracts except the Bevaphala.

The whole discussion has enjoyed prominence by the
/

publication of some parts of the said Srimadbhasya or
Brhadbhasya in the pustibhaktisudha Yol.Yl.Yrof.M.Or.
Shostri wrote an article about it 1 praptamxmsnsa-

51bhssyavibhagartha’ in Pustibhaktisudha. 'In this

article prof. Shastri says that the parts of the Bhasya

published in the Pustibhaktisudha,are really speaking
#

portions of the said- Srimadbhasya or Brhadbhasya. Shri. 
Telivala,however, observes fin conclusion .we ought not 
to omit reference to one work which passes in the name

51. Pustibhaktisudha ^Yol.YIII.Kos.5-6.p. 7^,-fa by IT Gj. • SL-°JL: Afi-auoicfc -
C^uv, irfuja^s±- VW-X-



of Srimad Bhasya of 8rl.VaiiabliMarya.... Prom the style 

this seems'to be a clumsy attempt of a writer of recent 

times, All copies seen by us are new. The style is such as 

leases little doubts in our' minds as to the spurious nature 

of this production." Thus,the proof, that has been-made

much of , loses its value.

All this rather long discussion has a direct bearing 

cc. the study of Purusottama. It has been stated by the 

scholars of the Sampradaya that the erudite performance 

of Purusottamaji,seon in the comparative method as found in 

the Anubhasysprakasasis an abridgement of the said 

Srlmadbhasya. * One thing, that we must note in this

connection is that never in his works, Purusottama refers 
to the alleged Srlmadbhasya. Purusottama, as the study of

his works reveals, is not a plagiarist end if he has 

borrowed bodily from the Srlmadbhasya of Vallabha himself, 

there is no.reason why he,should not refer to such a work

52. Anubhasya with Prakasa & Raemi.III.i.Intro.p. 12.

5-3. Srimadbhasye Samkaraparyadinam purvabhasyakrtam 
samiksa krtasti, saivs SrTpurusottamakrtaprakssa 
Udaiekinti sampradayiklh. An ubhesya-Ed.S. T.Pathak'

Vol.II.Intro.p.48).
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at all. ■ s •_ , ,, \

The Bhavaprakasikavrtti,ascribed to j&saacandra, is

a. work, that poses a problem for a student of the
Suddhedvsita. Is it written by purusottaaa or Krsnacandra?

If it is written by IrsnaGandra, hew much,does p.urusottaaa
/

owe to it? Is it based upon the SrImadbhasya,other then
the extant Anubhasya? All these questions require a

/

careful study.

The Bhivaprakisikavrtti is an independent commentary .. 

on the Brshmasutras, based upon tbs Bhasye of Yallabha,

It explains the Sutras in line with the emigrations offered 

by Yallabha and Yitthalosa in the Bhasya end also discusses 

some other important points. The explanation on the first 

Adhylya appears to be critical though not,so much as the 

Prakiisa of Purusottama.Thus, for instance,in the very

beginning there is a discussion cm the adhyayanavidhi and 

the views of various-thinkers on the .same,, Again, there
A

are references to Samkara and others, while explaining' 

I.i.2. etc. This, however, does not go on for a longer 

time,and after some Adhikaranas, the Vrtti is more or less 

explanatory. Thus the Yrttikira does not criticise 

Samkara in the An and am ays Adhikarana and the work is, 

on the whole free from polemics. The Trtt.i on the



Adhysyas II, III, and IY is still leis critical and some tie es^ 
barely explanatory.Bius,for instance ,the Yrtti on the 
Tsdaaanyatva-adhikarana is less critical even than the

Bhasya of Yallabha. The strictures which have been passed 
agein/iJmksra by Yallabha in II.i,15,II.ii.8 etc. are 

totally absent. Thus the nature of the work is that of 
a short explanatory imitation of the Anubhasya.

As for the authorship of the work,we should M take 
into account the colophons. The colophon^ at the end of

«i fthe first pack of the first Adhyaya reads:...Srikrsnacandra-

-viracitiyam tacchisyapurusottamssamgi’hltiyam Bbavaprakasika-
" 5k-bhidliayem brahma.sutrav^ttau...etc.' "That at the end of 

the second Pida substitutes^Taechisyapurusottamalikhitayani"

instead of Samgrhitayann Thereafter,there is no reference 
to Purusottama in any colophpn. Shri.M. T.Telivala in his

t

Sanskrit introduction to Adhyaya IY says that the 
manuscript of the Yrtti is written by Purusottama himself.
The last folio is written by cue Irsnadaita in Y.S.1850. 
Someone has written on it*,nIyaio Trttih ^osvairdparusotta'isih 
svagurunamna krteii srutaml1 Thus the Sempradayic tradition

54. Bhavapraka3ika I.p.45,



is that the work has,actually, been composed by Purusottama 

end fathered upon his teacher Krsnacandra. Purusottama has 

actually done so and used the names of his father and his 

grandfather as the authors of his own works,as we shall see 

in .this chapter. It- does not however appear that the 

BhSvaprakasika is really a work of purusottama. We should 

not forget that the frtti,ao it is,is more critical in the 

first .Adhyaya than in the other three. Mot only so but the 

comparative and argumentative style c£ Purusottama is not 

found in the three Mhyiyas, Again,the word hSamgrbita' 

in the colophon is a pointer for this purpose. It seems to 

me that the work,especially the beginning of it, is reviffid 

by purusottama,when he prepared a manuscript copy of the. - 

work,The later portions do not appear to have been even 

revised.■

The relation of this work with the prakasa can be 

and should be discussed,because it jt£ has been argued that
r i

Purusottama owes much to his teacher Krsnacandra. It has 

beep, said that purusottama has been obliged by two 

descendants of Yaliabha. It was due to Yrajaraya that . 

he got the service of the image of Balakrsna but the . 

profound scholarship that purusottama shows to have . , . 

possessed is'due to his teacher Krsnacandra. Thus,it 

is said that purusottama* s frekass contains so many



passages, that are found in the Bhava-prakasiKa.If they 

are not copied out,they are. a tie as t summarised or expanded.

1 careful comperative study of the too works,has, 
however, led Ae to quite another conclusion. The Bhirva- 

-prakssika very rarely contains the references to other 

commentators,which is the chief merit of the wopks of 

Purusdxbtama; and even the references ,which are found,are 

suspicious,because they might have been added by Purusottama

himself.One instance will be sufiicient for this.In the 

very beginning, we have a discussion on the Adhyayana- 

vidhi, which is found in both the works. In the Bhava- 

-prakisika, the author first refers to the Bhsttas,the 

Prabhakaras,Ramanuja, Samkar8,Saiva,Bhaskara,Madhva and 

Bhiksu. Out of them the Saiva,8arakara,Bhiksu and ladhva 

are just mentioned. Then follows the siddhants. ihe 

views of others are put in as less words as possible. In 

the prakasa we* have a complete explanation of the
r

theories- of the Bhettss, prsbhakares, Ramanuja, Ssiva
t

and Bhaskara* Purusottama does not refer to Samkara,

Bhiksu and Madhva separately,perhaps because they follow 

one or other of those views. .After xhis, follows a detailed 

explanation^ of the Siddhanta, accompaniect with the 

refutation of others* views when required. Last comes a 

definite refutation of the Saiva. If we compare the two,



we find that the Bhavaprakasika does not refute the views, 

held by others end that it mentiones Samkara,- Bhiksu and 

Madhva separately. If now Ersnacandra has written these 

portions himself,why did he not refute the views of

others? Is it that an author like Ersnacandra should have* « •

thought of enumerating the views without arguing against

them? It seems that these portions have been added to

the Bhavsprakasiki by Purus of, tama himself after finishing

his Prakisa. Hence he might not have thought it necessary

to give the arguments all over again. He,again, might

have thought of mentioning the names of Samkara,

Bhixeu and Madhva also whan he revised the Bhavaprakasika,

so as to make the list more complete and up-to-date.That

comparative study of various Views is actually added

by Purusottama and does not belong to the original,can

be made out by some more arguments also; Firstly ,at two

places I.ii.32 and I.iv.2?,the references to others* views

are not found in the earlier manuscripts, while they are

found in the later ones.These passages ©re again.found

ad verbatim in the Bhasyaprakasa.This is said by Shri.
55Telivala himself. Secondly,we say actually compare a

55. CinKantargato biiigo mats ami idhau vidyaasnesu Praclna- 
-hastalikhitatrisv api pustakesu nasti.Bhaeya-prakasV 
yam bhago' ksaraso muarito drsyate.Sa evatra nivesita 
iti pratibhati.Bhavapraklsiki I.p.71.footnote.See also 

footnote on p.lES,
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passage or two.Let as take,for instance,the discussion on 
the Adhyayanavidhi. In the Bhavaprakasike the views of 
the Bhattas is given in only one long sentence with 
neumerous clauses and phrases. The same is given at some 
greater length in the Prakass, with'shorter sentences, 
Similar is the case with the views of the pribhakeras,
Rare an uj a, and Bhiskara. This,however, is not the usual 

style which we meet with in the Blifivsprakasika, It thus 
appears that thesej^ passages are actual summaries of

• y

those in the Anubhesyeprekasa. Thus* the lack of uniformity 
in style is an additional argument.

It is stated ,that the' BKivsprskssika-vrtti is based 

upon the alleged Srlmsdbhisya or Brbadbhasya. fe have

discussed the various arguments end counter-arguments 
for the Srimadbhasya. As regards the Bhavaprake&ika itself 
we have to note the foilowing,points.

In the beginning the author salutes Yeliabha and

56. purvoktasrimadbhasyam anusrjftyaiva Bhavaprakasakhya 
vrttir vartate- Anubhasya: Id.S.f. pathsk. Yol.II. 
Intro.p.48.
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Vitthalesa and says that he intends1' to speak outr the .
' _ 57 ;Sutrsvrtti in accordance with the Srlraadbhasya; ‘What is 

aeant by Srimadbhaisya here? Is it the title of some work 

or is the term Srimad just hcmourifio? It three places,, 

the author refers to the Bhssya* In I;i.3; while srg.uing 

against Ramanuja the author enters into a discussion and 

then says -l Visesas tu Bha&yavibhsgad avadhetavyah; ^Uader

the seme Sutra again at the end-, we hare the sentence:-
/ 591Yiseso bliasyavibhege prapsncitah-. ‘Here the author is

arguing for the Semavayitvs of Brahman; Under I.ivlO he

seys that some persons understand the Iksatyadhikarana as a

refutation of the Samichya theory; Then he says; Id am yatha

talha matantoranam dusanem Bhssyavibhagad avsgantavyamy

Before that',however-,he says that even the refutation of $ 
the Semkhye view may be accepted.DJ-*Which Bhasyo-vibhaga

57.Srimadbhasyinu3ai*ena sutrevrttim bruve' dhuna..

■ Bhivaprakasika.I.p.l;
58-. Ibid p. 18;
59; Ibid;p.14;

60; Ibid;p;21;
61. Tsdapy aausahgikatvehismak&m abhimatam.

Ibid. p. 21.
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is referred to here? It con not W surely be the Anubhagpa 
which does not contain any such discussion.

It may appear that the references here are to the
Srimadbhasya. We may,however, note here that,while the
attempts to prove the composition of a larger version of
the Bhasya have not been found conclusive,as we have se®i,
there are certain other points also particularly regarding
the Bhavaprakasika. The coLpphons of the Bhlsysprakasa
end the verses in the beginning and at the end would shew
that purusottama himself refers to the Bhasya, simply as

_Bhasya and not Anubhasya. ‘Only at one place the name
Anubhasya is mentioned. ' ‘Thus even purusottama does not
appear to make any distinction between Bhasya and Anubhesya
as such, Again, in the Bhavaprskasikavrtti,in the
Anandamaya-adhiksrana the interpretation of Vitthalesa

64has been summarised and separately noticed. Again,

68.See Anubhasyaprskasa: Tam Yyasas&ysgoesrem prsthayitun 
yair bhasyain abhasitam. Y.4,p.l;Bhasyaprakase prayate' 
tidino.. .Y.8. p.8; Bhasylriham yo' tigudhaa pr ska tit am 
akarot....Y.l.p.1441,All the colophons readsPurusottma- 
-sya krtau Bhasyaprakase...

63. Sri.Yit th ale s ap ad ab j apr asld avaralabhatah
prakasam toubhisyasya Yitanvan Purusottamah.A.B.P.Y.4.

' P.1441.
64. prabhucarsnas tu armamayadluim api...tebhyo bhedam 

varnakintarena sadhayanti. Bhavaprakasiki.X.p.23.
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the Bhivaprakasikavriti clearly distinguishes be tureen the

portions of Yallabha end Vitthalesa. At the end of III,ii,34
it 65we have ; Its arabhya Prabbunam iekha iti pratibhati, further

we should note that the interpretations of all the Sutras, 
even the latter part,fully concur with those given in the

Anubhasya. Thus if we believe that the Vrtti follows the

alleged §rlinedbhasya,we shall have to accept that the said

Srimsdbhasya also has dual authorship end is in complete

agreement with the Anubhasya. This would cut the very

basis upon which the super structure of the krim ad bhasya, 

i.s worked out.

It thus appears that the, Bhasyavibhiga to which the
✓Vrtti refers,cannot be the Srimadbhasya. What else can it 

be? I think that the reference here is clearly to the 

Anubhasyaprakasa of Purusottaiaa. The reasons are as 

follows; - v

These discussions are actually found in the Anubhaspe. - 
prakass. Again the term used’at all these places is

Bhesyavibhaga and not Bhisya.lt should also be noted that 

such references are’found in only the first Adhyaya and 
not in the other Adhyayas of the Vrtti, and as we have seen 

above, there is every reason to believe that only the

65. Ibid.III.p.30



first Adhyaya is revised by Purusottama and not the other 
three. At the end of the whole discussion we may arrive‘at 

the following conclusions*. ~

(a) The Bbavaprakasikavrtti was written by Krsnacandra 
end its first Adhyaya was revised by purusottama.

(b) It is not based upon the ^rxmsdbhasya,the composition 

of which is more or.less a piece of imagination of some ' 
scholars rather than a fact.

(c) The revision of the Yrtti by Purusottama was 

undertaken after the composition of the Aa ubh asy apr akas a.

(d) There is no evidence of value to show that the

Anubhasyaprakasa is based upon the Yrtti end is an expansion 

of the same.

Another important point also requires consideration 
in this connection. Shri.Teliveia has found out one 
commentary on the Gunopasmmharapada,which he has printed 

as an appendix in the Anubhasya with prskasa snd Rasir.illl, iii. 

In the editor’s note he says; ’We beg to draw the attention 

of .the scholars of the Sampradaya as well as others to the 

Perisista printed here. It is almost a complete commentary 
on the Gunopasamhara Pada of the'Anubhasya...On a comparison 

of the same with the Praklsa, we find that almost, the 

whole of it is incorporated in the prakasa. It seems 
possible from the style of expression and method of writing
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that Purusottamaji Gwes much to this. Its style resembles'
that of Irsnacandraji's Vrtti. If so,the comparative 

« * - •method of exposition followed by him in Prakasa owes its 
origin to the genius of Krsaacsndraji. ...It is possible 
that Krsnaeandrajl wrote his comnentary from the very 
beginning and the same is incorporated in the Praklsa...
The copy of the Gunopassmharapadavivarana.... seems to be . 
the original in Ersnaoandrajl1a own hand.*

The portions which have been published are not 
'complete. The commentary breaks off in the middle and
runs upto III,iii.53 only. The Vivarane does not contain 
any colophon, and naturally bears no date, tfe have no means 
to understand how Shri.Telivala could find out the hand-
-writing of Krsnaesndra. There may appear to be some

• * *

truth in the statement that the whole of it has been 
incorporated in the prakasa, because the similarities, ere, 
surely there. But even here, we find that the Vivcrana is' 
very short and its references to the views of others are./ 
not so clear as in the'prakasa. The Vivarana ,for instance, 
does not contain any refutation of Samkara and others 
though they are mentioned at the end of the Sutra Ill.iii. 4 
The Prakada contains such refutations.,The,Vivarana is 
again not Sutrawise but, Adhikarana-wise and it, does not 
explain the whole of the Bhasya. The author seems to be



more interested in bringing out the arguments contained
in the Adhikaranas rather than writing an$ explanatory

commentary. The distribution of the Sutras in to

Adhilvaranas in the Yivarana is also different from that

the frakise.,as will be seen from the following table;.

Yivarana. An ubha syanr a kas a.
• •

Adhikarana Sutras. Adhikarana. Sutras.

1 1- 4 1 1-15

2 5- 8

3 9-11

4 12-IS

5 16-17 .. 2 ■ ■ 16-17

6 • . 18-19 3 18-23

7 20-23

8 24 4 24

qV 25 5 25-26

10 26

11 27-28 6 27-28

12 29 n( 29

13 so 0 30

14 31 9 31

15 32 10 32

16 33 11 . , 33-34

17 34

18 35-36 12 35-37



Yivarana. inubhasyanrakasa
- *

•

idhikarana. Sutras. Adhikarana. Sutras.

19 3?

20 38 13 38-^

21 39 ■

2 2 40-41 14 40-41 •
28 42 15 42
24 4-3 16 43
25 44-53 17 44-53

If Purusottama would have followed this Yivai’ana,
V

we can not understand why he did not follow the Mhikarana*
♦

vyavastha also. The Yivarana' need .not be compared with the 

Bhavaprakasikavrttijfor, while the former is critical and 

suebint,the Yrtti is more explanatory. Its style of course 

dees not resemble the Yrtti though it may be said to resemble 

the prakasa. My way,it is difficult to arrive at. any 

definite conclusion on account of our scanty knowledge.

The only thing,which I went to point out,is that had there 

existed an old commentary like this,purusottamaSs words- 
* Sekpradaye nivrtte’ at the end of the PrakIsab°would h&ve 

lost all their force, perhaps he might not have made such a' 
statement in the face of such a commentary written by his 

own teacher.



Thus the Anubhasyaprakasa does not owe much to the 

Bhavaprakasikavrtti. The so-called Vi varan a is doubtful 
in nature. The Anubh asy apraka sa is really the lagn^unjdpus 

of Purusottama and we should fully endorse the high praise 

of Pandit S.T.Pathak that Purusottama by composing the 

Anubhasyaprakasa has become the very life-blood of the 
Suddhadvaita.^*

(35) Hyayamala:-

It is a short work , written with the express 

purpose of summarising the Sutras according to the 

Anubhssya and facilitate the undertssnding of the same hy 

those, who are unable to go through the whole of the 

Bhasyaprakasa. This is stated by Purusottama himself in

the beginning. Be repeats the same thing at the end also.^* 

The \vork*is popularly known as the Adhikaranamlla or the

67. Vayem tv etatkathane'pi na sahasam ahgikurmo yat 
Bhasyapr akaiapranayanena Srlpurusottamamaharlj a 

-iivatubhufa eva suddhadvsitamstasyeti.
Anubhasyajld, S.T.Pathek.Vol.il.Intro.p.45.

68. BhasyapraKase vistirno' rtho' vagantum na sakyate,
Sarvair a to' nth am samgrhya Kyayamala vitanyate.

69. vVedantlyanyayamalam Anubhasyanusarinim 
Saukaryiyirthabodhasya oakira Purusottamah.
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Vedentidhikaranamala,but the author himself, gives, the, 

title lyayamsla or Vedantlyanysysmala in the first sad... . 

the last verses respectively.That is why I have accepted
i ' '

that title. -

Shri.Ielivala and Sankalia believe that the work seems 

to have been composed by our author at an advanced stage.

We can be sure that the work must have followed the 

Anubhasyaprakasa rather than preceded it. We cannot say 

whether it follows the revision of the Bhavaprakasiki: 

also, though it is very likely.

j Ordinarily an Adhikaranamala is a summary explanation 
•of-the purport of each Adhikarana. Purusottama however, 
gives the purport of all the Sutras except in Ill.iii.&iv.

Inrthe very beginning he gives the purport of the whole 

ISastra. In the beginning of each Adhyaya*he states the 

purport of all the padas, In every Adhikarana he clearly 

shows the five component parts-Visaya*Vis‘aya»Purvapaksa, 
TJttarapaksa and Sahgati.

The Adhyayi IV of this work was not found by 

G-opesvara,who thereupon wrote a Oaturthadhyaya-adhikarana- 

-mola himself* It is interesting to compare the two. 

Gopesvar a, though a very great scholar,does not appear to

be as vigorous or pointed as purusoltsma.



(36) Suvarnasutra; -
Suvarnasutra is a commentary of Purusottama on the 

Yidvanmandana of Yitthalesa, Yidvanmandana or ’The ornament
of the learned * is one of the independent works of 
Yitthaleia. Besides finishing the incomplete work of his 
father,Yitthalesa wrote some independent works also out of

' « i*

which the Yidvanmandana is the most important.lt is divided 
into 58. sections. After the usual Mahgala^verse the 
author immediately discusses a questicm of Brahman and 
its attributes,including the problem of the Brahman being 
the material as well as the efficient cause of the world. 
(Sections. 8) This is followed by a discussion on the 
theory of lescience and Superimposition as advocated by 
Samkara’s school. (Section 4-5).Then follows the discussion

on the theory of Avidya,as related to the individual soul 

and a spirited.refutation of the bimbapratibimba bhava ' 
and the imaginary nature of the individual soul. (See ticns6-9). 

Yitthalesa then proves and fully explains the theory of 
Avirbhava-tirobhlva,replying to the objections raised 

against it. (Sections 10-13). He explains the Mahavakya. 
(Section 14). Titthalesa again attacks the theory of 

Avidya (Section 15).,and the lalpitakartrtva of Brahman 
in connection with the individual souls. (Section 46).
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Thus the author introduces the problem of the individu al

' j t

soul which is an U^sa of Brahman, (Section 17)and,which 
has the faciatmya-relationship with Brahman. (Section IS-19)

This again brings in the question of variety in the 
effects of only one cause. After answering it on the 
ground of the desire of God,the author uses the same 
argument to remove the contingency of the Krtahani and 
Akrtabhylgama and to show that Brahman is not dependent 
upon the actions of the Jivas.(Sections 20-£8)The A^sstva 

of the soul is not ^metaphorical but real and the spark- 

fire analogy shows that the individual souls have emanated 
from Brahman and not created by Him.(Sections 23-25).The 

size of the individual soul is atomic,.It is discussed 
with all the arguments based on scriptural authorities, .
(Section 26-29). TitthaleSa then enters into a f8r<$ly# 

long discussion that Brahman is endowed with contradictory
pattributes,which are Su^raworldly end which are not 

illusory or imagined. (Sections 30-40)All the remainiig 
sections are devoted to the consideration of the LTla of

God. This Lila is eternal and real,there by implying the 

reality of the world. This includes a discussion on 
the Bhakti, (Sections 41-57) In these, 4 sections 53-®



are used to show that, the PrabhasTya Lila is illusory. 
The last section is tnade/oP the verses in which 

Yitthales'a pays homage to his father and God. (Sections?

According to Shri. J.K.&hastri,who has written 
a Sanskrit preface to the work, the Yidvanmandana is 

worth comparing H with the Khandanakhendakhadya of 
Srihsrsa. Just as that is an important work of the 
Kevalad-vaita system,this is an authoritative (treatise 
on the Suddhadvaita. In"the benedictory worse Sri^arsa, 
by saying :Y8nde'’numaya pi tarn’,’ implies that Brahman 

is an object of inference while for Yitthalesa Krsna 
is an object of perception. That is why he says; 
'ismadrsam visayah sadi,in the benedictory verse.

Similarly the second verse in the Kh and an a implies 
the love in separation by the words ’man ap an od an a vin od a * 
while Yitthalesa expresses the love in union by 

* prabhuh prakatibhavat pratiyuvatisambhedena*.

Whatever it may be,perhaps the subtle and acute ,
dialectics found in the Ehandana cannot be found in the 

« * *
Yidvanmandane.

The purpose of this work , as stated in the 

Suvarnasutra by Purusottama is;Here Prabhucsrana, who



is not able to bear the grief caused by the non-propagation

of the main path of devotion and the theory of BrahmavaSa,
/

necessary for the same,has composed this ornament/ of the 

learned. These words of Purusottama reveal that for 
fitthal/e&a the propagation of the path of devotion was

* * 'i

the main thing and the Brahmavada was subordinate to it.

A glahe at the analysis of the work,as given by us above ,

will show that Vitthalesa cared more for the refutation'
✓of the theories of Samkara rather than the explanation of

his own doctrines. He launches a violent tirade against
§amkara for whom he uses condemnatory words as has been

done by his father. At one place he jeers at Samkara
72

. by using his own words against him. Even in the first

of the verses at .the end,he calls Samkara and his
73followers as Buddhists in disguise.

Inspite of all this ,it should be admitted that

Vitthalesa is clearer in his writing then Vallabha.

Whereas Yallabha is too laconic and can not be understood

70. S.S.p.2.
71. ©racchannahastika.M p.63,Pracchannabauddho' si... 

Atidhrsto'si.Yl.p.56.etc.

72. Badham br avisi,nirohkusatva t te tundasya.YM.p.57 '

73. Pracchannabauddhas tu te.YM.p.353.
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without the help of a commentary,this is not the case with
Yitthalesa. Especially when the objects of devotion are

74described he is even verbose. One may not perhaps like 
the fantastic interpretations of the Yedie verses given by
him. One should however note that there was a tendency 
among the mediaeval teachers to give flaggrantly wrong
interpretations for their own purpose and Yitthalesa could 
not be an exception to this.

The Yidvanmandana,because of the authority it enjojed 
/in the Suddhadvaita,was commented upon by many scholars.

The guvarnasutra appears to be the earliest end the most
important commentary. Many other commentaries are also
found. (xiridhara,son of Gopala and Ersnavati wrote a

commentary called Earitosini alias Eipika. It explains -
the words of the Yidvanaandana and sometimes elucidates the
topics.Bhatta Gshgiihsra Sastri’ s commentary^ is very
short end concise. The colophon seems to call it

76Yidvanmsndsnavivrti. The verse at the end however suggests

74.. Cf.YM p.280,289 etc.

75. Cf.YM p.293,296, 305,313, etc.
*76. Gittopahvagahgadharabhattasya krtih Srimad Yidvanmandena- 

vivrtih sampuraa. YM.p.355.



the name (xshgadharabodhini,while tF.K.Shestri cells it

landenaprakasa.Siddhqntasobha is .another commentary,which

is unfortunately anoaymous and incomplete.The commentary
ends abruptly while explaining section/ 32.It is full c£,

discussions which are critical and scholarly. The

commentary is surely not explanatory.!,ICShastri says that

though the manuscript of the work seen by him bears the

title Lekha,the author accepts Siddhantesobha as the title,
77as can be.seen from his own suggestion. A short anonymous 

commentary called Yidvanmandanavakyartha has been seen by 

J.K,Shastri.lt just giyes the meanings of words and doss 

not elucidate the tppics.

One Sadananda,at the end of the nineteenth century, 

wrote a work/ Sahasraksa with the express purpose of 

refuting the Yidyanraandana.M // a rejoinder Yitthalanatha 

0-osvsmi of Kota composed a work called prabhanjana.Pandit 

Oattulalji wrote a critical commentary on. this called 

ffiirutasakti. In-both these works many parts of the 

Vidyansnandana and Suvsrnasuira are explained.Important 

explanations from these works hays been collected together 

and compiled in the TippanI,which is also published 

together with other commentaries.

77. Asyam Biddhantasobhayam vis adikar isyameh.
YM.Siddhiatasobha.p.1.



Of all.the commentaries,the Suvarnasutra of
purusottama is the most important and authentic .Purusottama

calls it Suvarnasutra or the Golden String which may be

used for holding the Yidvanmendana or the Jewel of the
Learned.?8The commentary,as is usual with purusottama,

notcmly explains the words and sentences but whenever

necessary adds discussions to elucidate the knotty
problems suggested by Vitthaleda.As a true comentator,
he even shows the figure of speech in the benedictory 

79w&rke. While explaining dozons of scriptural passages 

he gives the interpretations of the Suddhadvsita thinkers 

side by side with those given by Samkara and others.He
QA

also shows the distinction between the interpretations.

Purusottama again refers to the six views regarding the 

pratibimba quite independently of Yitthalesa and refutes 
them.^’He refers to Samlcara,Ram5nuja,Iadhva,feaiva,Bhiksu,

78... .purusottamas t anute;Yidvanmandanayuktau Suvarnasutram
S.8.Introductory.Y.4-.p.2; also 

Yidvanmandanadharane sukaratasiddhyai yathibuddhyayam 
Tsddasah Purusottama Yyar&cayat Sauvarnasutram muda.

S.S.Yerse.4r.at the end p.357.
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79. S.S.p.7.

80. S.S.p.12-19.

81. S.S.p.61-68.



Yanamalidasa ,Bhaskara,J ayatlrtha,Bdayanaearya,Yae aspati Mi^ra, 

MImahsakas ,SImkhya iruktamata avinamata, S ampr ad ay i Kama t a, 
Abhinavamata and a host of such schools/and authors. In its 
dialectics Suvarnasutra is comparable to the Siddhahtasobha 
but while the latter does not care to explain the text, 
purusottama does,It is therefore quite proper that J.K.8hastri 
has given it the first place.
(37) Avar an abhanga-Yo j ana: -

Purusottama commented upon the Tattvadlpanibandha 
of Yallabha .It is an authorithrive metrical treatise divided 

into three chapters* S. as.tr ar tha- pr akaran a»S ar van irn ay a-pr akairan a 
and Bhagavatartha-prakerana. Yallabha has also written a 
commentary called prakasa on the first two chapters and a 
part of the third,upto Y.33. on Skandha IY.Yitthalesa tried 
to finish it and began writing the prakasa from Y.34 an 
Skandha IT,but he could write only up to, Y. 135 on Skandha.Y.
It is quite possible that-.Yallabha might have’finished the .. .
whole of the Prakasa and Yitthalesa would not have been able 
to secure it in its entirety. Similarly there is. a possibility 
of Yitthalesa1 s having finished the prakasa,but the portions • 
after Y.136 cn Skandha,Y.might have been gradually lost.Any 
way Purusottama had before him the prakasa only up to Y.135.

83. Tatraitasu api premanyaprakarsava^ena Suvarnasutravivrtih 

Sarvatah prathamam sannivesya sabhajita.YM.Yol.III.Intro.p.9,



on Sknindha Y.Purusottama wrote his Avaranabhanga on 

the TsttvadTpsnibandha and the prakasa up to Y.135 on 

Skandha Y. As for the remaining verses of the third 

chapter,he wrote an independent'commentary which he 

called Yojana. All these chapters have been treated below 

separately.

Chanter. I.

The Sastrarthe prskarsna consists of 104 iCarikas. A 

brief analysis of the contents'll given below;-

In the introductory verses 1-6 Yallabhs pays homage 

to Lord Krsna and states his plans for writing the three 

chapters. This followed by a breif mention of the 

praiaanas as accepted in the Sudcthadvaita.(T. 7-12).

Yallabha then discusses the 0adhanas— Jnsna,ivsrma and 

Bhakti,and the Adhikara.(Y#13-SE) *The regular Sastras

begins with 1,22. Yerses 23-53 contain the Sat-prakssana. 

It begins with the oisoriitiinsrion oecween t>ags.t and 

Samsara, and an explanation cf Avidya.( V. 23-24) .Then 

follows the description of the nature of Brahmen,the 

JadajJTva* and An t era tin an ( Y. 25- 30) , the Samsaraprekara

of the Jivas* Yidya and Avidya*(V* 31-34),the Yilaya- 

Prakara of the Jivas as also their Brahmabhava.(V.35-36).



This is followed by a discussion on creation.(Y. 37-41).

Tallabha explains the nature of devotion (Y.43) and various 

forms of the Highest Lord{Y.43-44) .followed by the five 

divisions of Yidy£.(Y.45-46)FinalIy Ysliabha discusses the 

question of einancipation,firtlms,love to God eto.(Y.47-52)

From Y.53 begins the Cit-Prakarana dealing with the 

individual, souls. They are atomic in measure. (Y.53-55).

Their sentiency is known only by means of the divine 

sight.(Y.56). The Abhasavada and the Pratibimbavada are

wrong.(Y.57-60). The Maiiavakaya is discussed,it does not 

teach the Mithyatva and- Jiva-brahme-aikya as taught by 

Samkara.(Y.61-63). Yallabha again brings in his theory of

devotion (Y.64) .From versed 65 begins the Brahma-prskarana.

The nature of Brahman is -explained as possessed of 

contradictory attributes(Y. 65-67,71) and as the cause of ( 

the world'(Y.68).Brahman is everything(V.69- 70),and it is 

because of its capacity wf Avirbhava and Tirobhava that it 

is manifested in various woys.(Y.73-75)Becsuse of self- 

creation the contingencies of partiality and cruelty do 

not arise,Brahman is the larta and is yet not Saguna* (V* V6-77). 

Yallabha then enters into The rei iruaoion of other theories.

The Mayavada is refuted in verses 73-91,dualism in Y*9E, 

the Samkhya'and Yoga are dealt with in verses 93 and 94



respectively. While Y.95 refer© to the means of liberation, 

Y.96-100 refutes others' theories from the point of view of 

pralaya.The path of love is established in V.101-103,while 

Y.1Q4 gives the conclusion.

lie foregoing analysis will show that almost all the

theories taught by Yaliabha are found^in this vwrs® work.
He calls it the Sis trar tha-prakaron a and explains feastrartha

_ 83 _as Qatar tha. It is also stated that the Oita is the ally
f 84Slstra. The chapter however does not seem to be so 

closely connected with the Gita,as the third chapter is 

connected with the Bhagsvatapurans.Siiri.H.0.Shasir i in Ms 

Sanskrit introduction has tried to show how the doctrines 

taught in the Gits are incorporated here and he has given
85a list of 25 topics of the 051 a that are dealt with here. 

But it cannot be said that the chapter necessarily deals 

with the Gita.If we are to depend upon the list of topics 

dealt)! with in the G-ita and in this chapter,we can as well 

say that almost all the Sastras,the scriptures,the Sutras, 

the Puranas and all that can be shown to teach the same 

thing.Just as two verses-25b-26a,90-are direct quotaticns

83. JSIstrartho gltarthah.T.S.P. V.5.p.31.

84. Efcam~»3a8tram DevakIputragitam.T.S.Y.4.

85.T.S.Sanskrit intro.©.11



from the Gita,three verses 43,44,and 69 are bodily quoted

from the Bhagavatapurana.7.27,58 contain references from 
86the Upanisads. y.58 speaks of the Jiva as fGendhavad

vyatirekavan* which is very close to the Brahmssubra II.iii.26. 

*¥yatireko gandhavat* .¥.83 runs j*

* Vacsrarobhanavakyini tadanenyatvahodhaaat, 
ha mithyi.tvaya kalpante jagato Tyisagauravat.’

It Should be placed by the side of the Brahmasutra II.i. 14. 

’Tadansnyatvam arsmbhanasabdadibhyah1 .Similarly ¥.61-62 

explain the famous Mahavakya; 1 Tat tvam asi.‘ Many more 

such instances may be found to prove that the chapter is 

{jsuite independent of and is in no way closely connected 

with the Gita so as to be even an independent free 
exposition of the frita. The term feastrartha thus should

/ onrefer to ell the Sastres.Even B.O.Shastri admits this, 

silhj then should Yailabhs have explained the ISsstrartha 

as Gitartha? My explanation is just this;It has long beai 

the tradition in India that the founder of a new system 

of philosophy should comment upon all the Prasthahas. 

how,?alIabha has commented upon only the Brahmasutras 

and the Bhagavatapuraiia, which also is a TrastKSna in his

SS.'Bshu syim prejsyeya* in ¥.2'? and ’Dva suparna' and 

’fruham pravistau’ in ¥.58.
8?.¥astutas tu liSastraSabdah sabdapramSnabodhaks eva.

T.S.Sanskrit.Intro.p.H.'
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opinion.. He has dealt with the important passages of
the Upanisads, while explaining the Brahmasutras. Though.

>

the Gita has been referred to in the Brahmasltrabhasya, 
ansf explanation of the same cannot be taken for granted.

Yellabhs did not write a separate commentary on the Gita
/_end that is why perhaps he stated that the Sastrartha 

given .in this 'chapter is the Gitartha, or it is not 
different from the teachings of the Gita.

prakasa is Yallabhsfs own commentary written to 
explain the verses and elucidate the arguments contained 
therein. The prakasa is of course in the usual terse 
style of Yal.labha and very often needs an explanation.
Iwe are also informed fey Purusottaoia that the Prakasa on 
Y. 75 beginning with ,’Yad va evam nirupatvena, nirikara- 
tvaa brahmany ayati- ty‘arucya paksahtsram aha- athaveti.’

is from the pen of Yitthalesav It is actually a
different interpretation given by Yitthalesa to make 
his father’s point more clear.

Four commentaries are available on the Prakasa.The
Tippani of lalyansraya and Satsnehabhajana of Gattulalji

/ _ _are available on only some portions of the Sastrartha-
88prakarana, as said by prof. J.G.Shsh.Lalubhatta has

88.T.S.Preface, p.5



written a commentary called Yoa'ana, Burusottama* s 

commentary is named Avaranabhanga. The last is the best of 

all because it is the most scholarly and exhaustive. It ' 

not only explains the verses and the Prakasa, but gives so 

many other discussions with arguments and quotations 

to corroborate the position of Vallabha. ’Thus by adopting 

the method of camper is on, elucidation, corroboration and 

argumentation, it proves to the scholars of immense value 

for thethrough understanding of both the Karifeis and the
/ Oq

Prakasa.'* ’The very name of the commentary is -suggestive, 

purusottama himself says that he wants to break open and 

uncover the meaning of Yallabha'b statements.^

The question that arises in connection with this 

work is that of authorship. The Avaranabhanga in the first 

chapter is fathered upon Pitimbera, and not Purusottama.The 

colophon reads*'I ti ... „. .G-osvamiSrl.Yadupatisutasya 

Sr IP it mb ar a s y a krtau Tattvadipaprskisavarsnabhange
r ’ ____

Sastrarthaprakaranam prsthamam sampurnam.* We should also 

note that in the Suvarnasutra Purusottama refers to this

89. T.S.Pre#^te . p.8.

90, Yivecayann asayam atra fattva- 
Dipaprakasavaranam bhana jmi.

T.S.A8,Intro.Yerse.4.
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91work as a composition of his father. The Sampradayio 

tradition however records that Purusottama,out of respect 

to his elders,passed on some of his works to them 'and this

is one such case. We shall thus have to depend upon the, 

internal evidence for the authorship. The last verse of 

the commentary reads;

Bhagavata iha saktya Tattvadipaprakasa- 

Yarenabharavifthange prakriyadya samapnot. ’ *

It shows that the author planned to write a commentary on

all the three chapters.That on the second and third is 

written by Purusottama, so we would naturally conclude 

that purusottama wrote the commentary on the first chapter

also. It may be argued that Pitambara might not have been

able to finish all the three, and the second end the 

third might have been left to Purusottama, but it is 

difficult to understand- why in that case Purusottama does 

not state a single word for it. In the last verse of, the 

commentary on the second chapter, it is said that the 

Avaransbhenga-has been finished even on this chapter,

93. Tad asmatpitrcaranair Avaranabhange samyak pradarSitam 

iti neha prspancyate. S.S.p.34Q,

82. T.S.Ab.p.168.



be,cause of, the merciful glances of the Highest Lord.
; ’ ' • f ‘

The force of the word 1 api* is a pointer to the single , 
authorship with regard to both the chapters.,

; Further,, the remarkable characteristics,of ;

Purusottama^s,comparative stylearid i treatment are
.found in the *4varanabhanga on the feastrarthaprakarana.
fhe same style is seen in the Jvaranabhanga on other
two chapters and in other works of Purusottama. We,

94find here references to purusottama1s own works.

Under Y.53 the author discusses that the individual

soul is atomic and not pervasive. At. the end of the
95discussion he says ;*Ity Anvatmavadah.1 Purusottama 

is said to have written a Ylda dealing with that (topic. 
Under Y.57-58.there is a discussion on the nature of 
an image and a refutation of all the six theories of

93. Yet tasya purnaih karunakatiksaih 
purno'bhavat Sarvavinirnaye pi
....Avaranasya bhangah. T.Sa.Ab.p.332.

94. See T.S.Ab.Prahasta and Bhindipala are referred to 
cn p.48;Prasthanarathhkara on p,94,95,97,125.

. Andhakaravida on p.l£6;Tapahiya-prakala on p.136,146;
commentary on Cfaudapada* s Karifeas on p.X58.

95. T.S.Ab.p .95.
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pratibimba of the Jiva. The same discussion is found . 

almost bodily in the pratibimbavada and the Jlva- 

pr 81ibimb at va kh and an avad a,b otb of which are written by 

Purusottama. All these arguments,as also the phraseological 
and ideological similarities that tM$ work bears with 

the other^ works of Purusottama,lead us definitely to 

believe that the work is actually written by Purusottama 
and dedicated to his father by writing his father’s name 

as the author.
Chanter.II.

The second chapter,Sarvanirnaya,is fairly longer than 
the first. It has 329 verses. It has four sections,the
Pramana(T. 1-83), the Prameya(¥.84-184) ,the phsla(7.185- 294), 

and the SSdhana(Y. 295-329). We may analyse the eon teats 

SS follows; —

(a)Pramanaprakarano; The first 32 verses deal with the 
?edie Literature viz.the §rutis.He gives a general

interpretation of the PUrva and the Uttar a Kind as.

Terses 33-48 deal with the Smrtis,their importance, 
their contents, their has is, their authority in realties 
to the Ssmtis and their purpose. The subject matter <f 
verses 49-71 is the Purer as >, their subject matter, their 

number, their relative authority in respect to the 
ISsutis and Smrtis,.their divisions according to the
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Kalpss etc. Just as the Gita is the leading Smrti,the . 

Bhagavaia is the foremost among the Purenas. The six 

Vedangas are touched upon in verses 72-78,the Opavedas 

in ?.2?9,the XsTyes in Y.80,BImayana in Y.81,the 

Ya^istharemSyana and other works in Y.82-83.

(b )?r ameyapraksr an a: Har i is the only Prameys,for

the sake of convenience it may be understood in three 

forms.(Y.84-85)The causal form has 28 elements, but the
t>b _

causality is only of the Sat and not^cit or an and a.

(V.86-87) The effect form is manifold.(Y.88)The Sararupa 

is fthree-fold. Its description and Praafanas are given in
V;

V*89-92. The., effects are many and need not be enumerated.
«

(Y,j93)Yallabha mentions 28 elements and says that the .:

Sdllyitmika is the same as the 5dliidaivika;siid the

MaYa etc are not separate categories* (Y*94-97) .Yallabha -

then’explains ; the i\ksara(Y.S6-108) *hala(Y* 109),Karma 

(Y* 1108112) and Svabhsva and the theory of Ivirbhava*

Tirobhava.(¥*113-116)The Abhavas cannot be included'in the 

causal form(Y*!17)The effects are than discussed with 

their elassification*(V*118-119)¥ith all this there is

complete unity in all these forms.(V*120)There is a 

discussion on the Idhidaivika,ldhyatmika and
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Jdhibkautika. (V. 1 El-134) Yallabha then explains, the Jnana 

and Kriya(Y. 135)He refutes the theory of pratibimba(Y.136).t 

and describes the Yrtti of Buddhi,Jnana-Phala etcv(?.13?-X39). 

Then follows an explanation of the theory of Ivirbhawa-

Tirobhav©.(T.140-145)Tlie Prakarabhedes do not pose any 
problem.(Y. 146) Ordinary perception is not a pramana but only

the Yedas should be depended upon.(Y.147-149}Even the Yedas 
are praiaeya.(Y. 150)Here Yallabha enters into a discussion 

on the iiamaprapalTca. (Y. 151-161)Be refers to the Purlnas, 

the poems of Kalidasa etc. (Y. 162-163)Only that whihh 

cancers ¥/ith the Yedas should be accepted as Prsmana(Y.364-165) 

Then follows the problem of Yarnanityatva etc.(Y. 166-176). 

Irsna alone is the gravsrtaka and not the words. (Y177-182) 

Yerses 183-184 conclude this section.

(c)phalaprakarana: it first is giyen the Phala according 

to the dharma of men,belonging to a particular varna and 

a particular a6rama.(Y.185-195}Then the author touches the 

point of Bhskti. (Y. 196-197) fallabha discusses the Sadyooukti 

and Kramanukti according to the Samkhya and logs.(Y. 198-207); 

and says -that there is only hell for those who do not .follow

the path laid down by the Yedas. (Y.208-214)8o only the 

Bhagavatemerge should be adhered to(Y.215-216).The fruit 

for those who are born sudras is explained.(Y.217)Yallabha



speaks of the fruit in the Bhaktimarga first (V. 218-219) and

then in all the remaining paths. (Y. 220-223) He then tellspf 
us about the Sattvikas, their Gurus,how they should worship 
their connections in the family, the tlrthas etc.(Y.224-2S5) 
He then shows the phala in the karmamarga,the worship of 
other Gods etc .(Y. 256-273) He explains the result in the 

Samkhys and Yoga(Y.2?4-276)$the feta (Y. 277-285). The

explenatioix of sukha end duhkba follows; -(y. 286-292) The 

Bhoktr is treated at the end. (Y.293-394).

(d^adhanaprek&ranej The chapter begins with an 

explanation of and a discussion on the Jnana as the means 

of liberation. (Y«295—302)Bhakti is stated to be the best,

(Y. 30'3-307) Other Sadhanas are not helpful. (Y. 308-311) 

Yailabha again discusses JiTana and Bfcakti and finally says 

that ’Lowe* is Highest.(Y.312-328)The last Terse (¥.329)is 

just a conclusion indicating the next chapter.

The foregoing analysis will show that the chapter is 

carefully planned ana written. It contains Yailabha*s views 

on many points which are not touched upon in other works, 

Hurusottama has enriched the work with his scholarly

commentary.. He informs of that the passages from £ YadTukt am
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_ 96 _ 97kino a........taBnirupanam* and. * AtreSam..........sadhika* are

added in the prakase by Vitihalesa.

Chanter.III.

©ns chapter called the Bhag avatarthaprakaran a contains 

1920 Verses divided into 12 chapters according to the 12

Skendhas of the Bhagavatapurana. Vellabha gives in this work 

a summary exposition of the meaning of the Bliagavata. He says 

that the meaning has to be understood in seven ways; (i) the

Sastra, (ii) the Skandha, (iii) The prakarana, (iv) The Mhyiya,
. q«(v) The Vskya, (vi} The Pada,and(vii)The Aksara. ‘In the 

chapter,under consideration,Vellabha explains the Bhagavata 

from the first four points of view. It is thus something 

like an. independent interpre fcation of the Purina,while 

Subodhini is 'a regular commentary.

Vallabha wrote his prakasa on the karikas only up to 
k&rika S3 on Skandha IV. The work of finishing the Prakasa 

was undertaken by Vittbalese. purusottama informs us of this 

when he says-.* Itad sntam Srlmadacaryaih krta vyakhya,eta! 

agre prabhaviya.’ There are ether proofs also for this.

96.T.Sa.Ab.p.24.

9 7. T. Sn. Ab. p. 114.

98. T.Bh.V. 2.

99. T.Bh.Ab.p.170.



The Prakasa on Y.6 reads; ’ Tattvesu sarvesam asaktyabhavaya 

Acaryaih kalas ta&fevesu pravista...etc. ’ The mention of 

learys found here shows definitely that Yallabha has not 

written it.Similar mention is also found in the Prakasa on 
Y.lSg.^3

Even Yitthalesa could not finish the Prakosa.He could

go only up to Y.135.So, from Y.136 Purusottaoia himself began
, . „ — 10S •his iojana.

Purusottama’s Avaranabhanga in this chapter is hot so
long but is comparatively short. 'Hie reason perhaps is that

there are not many discussions in this chapter,which explains

only one work. Eis Yojana is more extensive,because here he

explains the Yarikss and he has no Prakasa to comment upon.

He begins his Yojana with a separate iangala and says that
103the Yojana was shown to him by pre.bhuoarena. ' 'It is very 

likely that there might have been some s^ort of traditional 

explanation of the unexplained verses handed dam orally by

100. T.Bli.P.p.351.
101. Tarhy Acaryair adholokamanoja kuto noktam iti ced...eto.

T.Bh.P.p.305.
10a,Iyad avadhy evs Prabhue arena nibandham Prafcasiiavantah.

T.Bh.Ab.p.307.

103.Cf.Iti Srimatprabhucarsnaih Purusottamasya iarsita ... 
Hibandhayojana.... in all the colophons.
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Yitthalesa and his sons and Purusottama might have 

incorporated it in his Yojana.
/

It will not bg out of place here to consider the inter

relation of the three chapters. Yallabha says in the

beginning of the first chapter that he will compose the
• _ - 104Sastr a/r tha, Sarvanirnay a and Bhagavatar&a chapters.

He explains the term Sastrartha as the GY tar til a in his 
prakasa. As for the second chapter,Purusottama says that

it is the Kirn ay a or decision of the knowledge and the

like as means of liberation,and of the things as found' in

the world,such as this is of this nature,this is,the fruit
105or means of this etc." Yallabha also says that the second

chapter is for removing the assmbhavaha and viparitabhavans. 
The Idastrirtha is a smaller chapter and so the Bhagavatartha 

is for its vistara. Purusottama says that the Sattvikas 

are of. various hands,those who are bent upon the pramana 

are satisfied with the first,while the second chapter is

104. T.S.V.5.p.30-32.
105. Jnaaader moksasadhanaaiargasya ibrapaKcikadipadarthaja tasya 

vs yo'yam nirnayah, idem evamrupam evambhutaphalssadhanam

iti nibcayah,sa$arikarah svarupanifccayo va.

T.S.Ab.p. 30-31.



for those who prefer the prameya and for whom asambhavana
.., 306is possible, ' in the Prakasa on the last verse,Vallabha

says that he has explained the ISastrartha by taking

recourse to the pramaaabala,and now he will speak out the
107Servenirnaya by resorting to the prameyabala, purusottama* s 

explanation here is almost the same as given above, thoigh 

here he adds an explanation of the Pramsnabals and 

Prameyabala.In the Avar an abh sage, on the second chapter,

Purusottarna explains in the beginning the sahgati and the 

purpose of this chapter at some length. He explains how , 

the Asambhavana end Yipar itebhavana are possible.Thus for 

instance,the Srutipramana cannot prove something which is 

contradicted by perception. What again of the Smrtis?

.Again,when the scriptural authority is established whatabout

their teaching? Is everything entirely one with Brahman 
or has Brahman something more than the Jlvas? So many 

Sadhanas have been taught,why then accept devotion only? 

What is the difference in the fruits obtained by pursuing, 

various Sadhanas? All these questions would naturally

106. T.S.Ab.p. 33-33.

107. Prarninabalam asritya sasirartho vinirupitah; 

Prameyabalem asritya sarvanirnaya ucyate.

184

T.S.P.p. 168.



arise, to those who are of Mediocre intelligence or who are dull.

As for those who are wise,such decisions as of these questions
. 108

would just reinforce the theories m their minds.

The connection of the third chapter with the second is 

easily found out by Yallabha. Yallabha ends his second chapter 

with a discussion on the prema-bhakti.By knowing the meanting
i

of tbe Bhagvata alone,such devotion can arise,If the Bhagavata- 

rtha-is not understood or is wrongly understood,there can be

no Bhakti.Hence Yallabha finds out a remedy for this and

x 109
explains the Bhsgavata.

To s modern reader,the distinction between the Pramanabala 

and tbe premeyabala asalso betv/een the Uttajaa on the' one hand 

and the Jffadhyama and Manda on the other may not have a stsfin^ 

appeal.Both the chapters may be taken quite independently.

Some of the questions that may arise in the first chapter and 

that are not answered in it are found in the second,The sec end

108.T.Sa.jftb.p.l-2.

109/Srlbhagavatatat&vartham ato vaksye suniscitam

YajjHanat parama pritih krsnah slghram phalisyati.

' T.Sn.Yerse.329,See also:

Bhag avatar the ajnate, anyatha jnate ca bhaktir na bhavatiti. 

Mhikare' £i jate plialam na bhavisyatiti may/opayah kriyate, 

Tattvartho vivicyocyate. T.Sn.P.p.231,



chapter is definitely more elaborate and goes into the

details of various problems.There are however certain' 
points in the first chapter,which are not found in the 
second.Thus for instance the Jagst-samsira-bheda,the 

Jiva-parimana,and the whole question about the individual 
soulyd-ali these is not touched upon in the second chapter, 

Thus the chapters mutually supply the missing links of 
one another, Sven then, jfc# they are independently under

standable.

Similarly the third chapter is also something like 
a long appendage very loosely connected with the first ' 
two chapters.While the first two chapters are of the 
nature of an independent composition,the last is a summary 
as also an interpretation of one particular work. If we 

have to take into account the connection of chapters II, 

III as given by ?allabha,we can say that the summary-cun-

interpretation of any of the prasthsnas can be easily • - 
tagged on with these chapters and connections can be,found 
out. The work is thus not an integrated whole,but a

composite one made up of three independent units.

(38) Sodasaprskaranagrantbasahgati:
Before dealing with this work we may make some 

preliminary observations,regarding purusottama’s
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commentaries on the sixteen^/ tracts. Yallabha*s sixteen 

tracts known as the Sodasagranthas have remained very 
popular among the followers of PustimSrga.Pursuttoiiia is 

said to have, commented upon all of them. I have not however 
been abie to trace all the,commentaries,and I doubt whether 
he' actually wrote Yivrtis on all of uhem. Ihu.s for instance 
in, the Introduction to the Yivekadhairyasraya, the

Editor Shri.C.H.Shastri says that only four cOMoentari® 

are available .an this work,those of Cop isa,Ookulotsava, 

Ragliunatha and frajaraya. As Shri.Shastri'had at his 

disposal a good deal of manuscript-literature,! don not 

thinfe we should doubt his statement. It is very likely 

therefore that Purueottama did not commend upon all the 

sixteen tracts. Before however taking a short notice of 

the tracts and Purus ottama*s commentaries upon them,we 
.should note one independent article,not even a work of 

purusottarna,
In the Pustibhaktisudhi Vol.VJo.8~9 is printed tte

Sodasaprskaranagranthansm sahgatih of Purusottama.A
similar Sshgati is also printed in the,collection of

110
Yrata-works, edited by Shri.C.H.Shastri,Surat. Here 

purusottama has explained the inter relation-not the 

chronological order-of these tracts in two ways .Hie

HO.TJ.P.p.52.



Lord of the world has ordered devotion to Krsna by mind, 

speech end body. After explaining the removal of sins and 

love to Miihand a in the (1) Yam lines taka, and deciding the 

'sistrarthe in the (2)Bilabodha,devotion as a principle is 

expounded in the (3)SiddhhntamuktavalI.Devotion is two

fold, ex tern si end internal.For the former it is necessary 

to maintain' the purity of the external objects as taught"'

by the A eery a in the (4) B iddhsn t ar ah. asy s. F or the internal 

demotion purity and steadiness of mind are required.The 

(5)14avsrataa and the {6}Antahkaranaprabodha are for

teaching this.The( 7)Viveksdhairyasraya -describes both 

the types of devotion. The (SjKrspasraya makes our

denendaiice on Krsna steady,while the(9)0stubs!oki explains
isin short the sarvanigemana. This/foilowed by the{10)

Pusti-pravaha-maryada-grantha which expounds the three 

different pathsjtevotion begins with this and its

increase is told in the {13.) Bha ktivardh ini, Bh a j an a 

requires the speaker and the hearer,for which'we have

the (12}Jalabheda and the (13)Bbaktalakseaa.(Js it 

Paneapady a? denunciation is determined in the (14) 

Sannylssnirnaya.Then comes the (15)Mr©dhaiaksan8 which 

tells of ‘Bhivo bhavsnaya siddhah* .Finally we have the

(16)Sevo.phals.
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toother way of under standing the inter-relation of these 
works is this:The(l)Y&wmSstaka is the first followed by the 

(2)Balabodha for acquiring the Svsrupayogyata.Svakiyata being 

established,oneds om way is preached in the (3)Siddhanta

rn ukt avail. For s description of the. Jiva in that path,the 

teacher has written .the (4)pustipravahamaryadi.This is fdlow-

-ed by a desire to know the duties -which are told in the 

(5)Siddhahtarahasya,taught by the Lord himself. Then comes 

tlid |6)Ie.varatna to remove the worry as to whether or not the 

Lord has accepted the JIva.The ahtaropadesa is taught in the

{7)totahkaranaprabodha and the t^dahgopadesa in the (8)Viveka- 
dhairyasraya. Thi s/ioll owed by the(9)Srsnasraya which4hould 

be,adhered to even without the upadesas. The(10)Catuhslokl

serves to remove the doubt that this is the path of others. 
Afjer thus teaching demotion it is increased in the (11) -

Bhaktivardhini.The hearer and the speaker are described in 

the (12)Jalabheda.The (13)PaScapadya is independent.Hie 

(14)SennysS8nirnaya is for knowing the time of remunciation

as taught in Bhaktivardhinl.Its sadhana i3 told in the

(15 )K ir odh ala ks an a. The fruit of one who follows this path 

is explained in the (16)Sevaphala.
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The Bangsti printed in the collection of the Yraia- '

works corresponds to the second order given above, $e shall

now iurn to those works which have been commented upon by 

our auiher.

(33) Commentary on the Yamunlstaka:- .

Yamunefltaka is a small tract in nine stanzas in 1he 
Prthvij^W^ metre. It is written in praise of the river 

Yamuna.In fact it is an astaka bub the last verse is something 

like the phalasruti.lt is & good piece of work,having some 

poetic qualities also,so rarely found in Yaliabha’s siting.

The commentary of Yitthalesa is more or less explanatory, 

Purusottama in his sub-comment ary has,however,made good the 
loss by bringing in a halo of sanctity -and explained fully 

each and every word trying to fit iifs in with the accepted 

principles of Yaltabha’s system. He refers to Hariraja 

twice in Y.l,7 and under the first verse shows how according 

to Harir-iya these eight verses bring out sight kinds, of 

Aisvarya of the river .Ee points out what has been left un-

-explained by Yitthsles'a, — and explains it fully.

(40) Commentary on the Balabodha:

Balabodha has nineteen verses and a half.Yaligbha 

says in the'very first verse that he waits to decide the

111. Hamatu Krsnetury8priyexai..eto.Y.3.



Siddhantassngraha for the enlightenment of those who are 
132ignorant. Purusottama explains that the Bala here refers

to those who are confused on j& account of the various-ways

of worshipping many Gods,various ways of liberation and 
113all that. ' H© begins with s statement of four Purusarthas 

and then discusses only Moksa.He refers to the concept of 

Moksa according to the Sahfchya and Toga.He then explains 
the Parssraya^ Koksa.Yisxm gives Moksa while £iva gives 

Bhoga.Finally Yallabha comes to the point of devotion with 

love and surrender.The commentary of Purusottama is . 

critical as well as explanatory.He refers often to the 
other commentators Dvarakes'a and Bevakinandsna and shows 

how their explanations differ from his;he does not 

refute them.His Vivrti is definitely more expensive then 

those of the other two.

(41) Commentary on the Siddhantamuktavali:

Siddhantamuktavall in 21 verses begins with the teaching 
of Irsnaseva.Srsna is the Highest Lord.Yallabha then

112. ............ Sarvasiddhlntasaagraham,
Bal&prab odharfar thays vadami "suviniscitam. Y. 1.

113........ Iti Sandihsnaham svahsm sandehajanakara tatra

tatropadeyatabhramam varayitum...etc.Under Y.l.
V
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explains the Aksera which is manifested as the world and 
which is meditates up cm by those, who follow the path^ of 

knowledge.lt is explained with the long dram oat metaphor ' 

of Gangs.The seme metaphor is continued through. &ht the

work to explain the distingtions between the Pusti,Pravaha
/

■ and Mary ad a also in the course of which Yaliabha says that

devotion is higher than knowledge.Thus according to Yaliabha
/ _ 314

the work explains the mystery of the Sastra.

It would-be interesting to note here that while Yaliabha 

himself says nothing regarding the title^of this work,

\]it thalese calls it Siddhantafsrmala.lhe colophon of the

work reads-Iti ferlvallshbaoaryaviracita Siddhantamuktavali 
' sampurna.The last verse of Yitthalesafs commentary runs;

Iti Srlpitrpadibj aparagarasgsiktahrt 
tjrivitthalas tatsifidhsntavaiimllem hrdaye dadbau.

Purascttama also calls his work S id dli an t a van® a lipr ale &s a.

The colpphan reads -Iti....,Purusottamasye krtau §rlmad- 

Iclryasiddhsntavahmaraprakasah sampurnah.In the Isat verse 

also he says -Svlyasiddhantavahmala krpaya samprakisita.
v

Kslyaharaya in the last verse of his commentary gives the 

IM.Evam svassstrasarvasvam may a guptarn nirupitam.

Y. El.
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title Siridii an tamuktavalT. Other e omen tat ore generally f; 

give the seme title. It is very likely that originally 

the title might have been Siddnant avshmala.

The work is commented upon by Yittheless, frokulanatha, 

KalyanrirayssParusottama,Yallabha, Yraj smiths and Lalu Bhatta 

have written sub-commontarfes. Dvarakesa1 s commentary .is 

not complete. One H arid as a has explained verses 15 b-l?a.

Of ell these the commentary of Purisottamn is very helpful 

in understanding the work, purustttams is as usual notcnly 

explanatory but also critical.

(42) Commentary on' p us tipr avaham ary Id a:

This is an incomplete work. Yallabha here' sets 
out to explain the characteristics of Pusti ,Pravaha and 

S'srys&a, He differentiates them in tie beginning and then 

explains the preyojsna, sidhan'a, ahga,kriy5, phals etc .of

the Pusti souls. The work then breaks off. O-okulanatha in .** • *

his commentary says that only this part of the work is 

well known, Raghunatha' says* * Ita urdhvam granthatrtih.’ 

Purusottama says ; ’ Itadagre pravahamarglya prayoJanasadhanir 

hgaphalahi maryadiisarglyaprayoj snasvarupahgakriyah 

Sadhanam xjhalem. es yavata jnayate tavan grantho'peksita 

iti jneyaffi.’He is thus the only commentator who informs 
us about whalfis wanting.It is not possible that Yallahte



might have hims4if left it incomplete. It is likely that 
the portions might have been lost on account of a quarry

between the wife of OopTnaths and Fitthalesa. It may also 
be possible that the portions dealing with the Pravaha sad 
Fsryade being uninteresting to the exclusive tendencies of 
Vitthalesa might have been neglected with the result that 
even Hokulenatha was not able to find them.

The commentary of Purusottama is very helpful and

critical. The oply problem is that is goes under the name 
of his father PTtambara. In the editor’s note Shri Telivela 

sjpys that the Yivrfci of pitambara is actually written by 

purusottama who seems to have dedicated it to his father.

The style, he says, is- evidently the familiar one which 
we meet with, in the other writings of Purusottama.

Teliwala adds that a perusal of the six manuscripts of 

the Yivrti reveals that the author has revised it sometime 

after writing it.As Purusottama was a great authority 

in the Samprndaye,both the revised and the' original versions 
became current. It is difficult to come to any conclusion 

regarding the authorship. The analytical approach as 

found in this commentary is the s ame as that found in 
other works of our author. The discussions on the term 

Pusti under V.S,on the reality of the world -under Y.9
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bear the same arguments and phraseology as found in the 

works of Purusottamao The author of the commentary refers 

to the Yivrti of G-okulenatha, Brahmasutras, Yidvsniaandaie, 

etc, but never to the works of Purusottama.At one place 

there is s reference to the explanation of the last Sutra 

in the An end amay s~ adhikar ana, as given in the Yidvanmandana 

and Vitthslesa*s interpretation of che first Sutra of the 

same Adhikarana. It should be noted that here the 
interpretation of Vellabha are not referred to.Thus we' 
have no reason to disbelieve the tradition which fathers 
the -work upon Purusottama, though it is very likely that 

Purusottama might have revised hie.father1s work.

(43) Commentary on Siddhin tar ahe.sy e:

Siddbantarehasya contains only eight stanzas and 

a half. Inspite of it,its immense popularity has led to 

the'composition of many commentaries upon it.Vallabha 
here says that he is speaking out ad verbatim what the 

lord told him at night on the bright eleventh of the 
month of Havana. All the five faults of the individual 

souls will be destroyed by the Brahma-sambandha. Hence 
everything should be surrendered to the Highest Lord.

In the last two lines Yallabha gives the analogy of the



river Gahga. Yaliabha in this work teaches the doctrine of 

Ssmarpana or self-surrender.

The work is commented upon by Gokulanatha,.Hughun a ifea, 
ilalyinaraya, Yrajotsava, Gokulotsava, Harirays, Yitthald3vara, 

Giridhsra and Lain Bhatta, besides Purus ottama. There is 

also one anonymous'" e omentary. purusottama has abely 
discussed the problems regarding the Brahma-samSandha aid 

has fully explained the text.

(44) Commentary on Lsvaratna:

laveratne is so called perhaps because it has 
nine verses. Here Ysliabha things of the devotees,, who

should merge themselves completely in the service of God.

After they have surrendered themselves they should not worry

at all. Everything will be done of them by the Lord. Thus

the grace of God is the gretest sadhsna for such a man.

The text has been explained by Yitthalesa in his 

Vivrti, upon which four sub-commentaries are written.

Purusottama’s sub-commentary ,is critical and explanatory.

He explains the term einta(Y.l),differentiates between Dana 

end hivedana(Y. 2) ,the nature of surrender(V. 3), and shows 

what should be done when a conflict arises between the 

desire of. the Lord and the orders of the Guru(V.7) etc.



(45) Commentary oaf intahkaranaprabodh a:

intahkaranaprabodha is a small tract written fa? 

enlightening the internal Spirit.God is independent and 

the devotees are dependent upon Elm. he aan not know what 

Goa desires and so we must obey His commends.The devotee 

should think that ’whatever is necessary for him will be - 

done by God. He should oaiy carry out His orders. He is mot 

like a worldly boss who gets engry at the faults of Ms 

employees .He knows that the devotees ere likely to commit^ . 

mistakes. They should not care even for their own bodies.

A total unconditional surrender is the best remedy for 

crossing over the Maya of the Lord. This is the teaching 

contained in this work,. It however reveals a personal tens, 
asyf fallabha refers to the commands of the Lord to himself 

in V. 5b -6~?a. Pm*usottamaa commentary/^ contains all the 

merits which are found in his other works. He gives the 

summery of the work at the end. He also discusses fully 

the various ijnas(Y.5b-6-7a). On these however he has 

written an independent Lekhs which is also printed in the 

same book. Here he gives a different interpretation.

(46) Commentary on BhaktivardfcanT:

Bhaktivsrdhini in eleven verses is mainly for

the increase of devotion for the Kin a- adlii fear in s. They



should live the life of a householder and. observe the. 
duties of varnss end "asramas. Worldly pursuits should be 

given up. They should worship irsna. If the worldly pursuits 

cannot be given up, their minds should be concentrated on 
Eari, until the seed of Bhakii is germinated and. love, and 
passion are produced. The destruction of the worldly 
passions is the test of divine love, the, test of asekti . 

is rrha-aruei„ and that of vyasana is inability to live 

without Devine presence. Bad association of evil food may

make the attainment of this stage difficult. Such a 

devotee should therefore stay near a temple and should 

keep the company of devotees, so that his min'd may not be 

defiled by external forces. Yallabha says that.one who is 

always engrossed in the service of the Lord or* the 

conversation regarding Him will never perish.

The work is so popular that it has called for 

14 commentaries, of BIlakrsna,C~okulsniths,A8ghanitha, 
Kalyinarsya, Harireye, 0ope6vera,Purusottama, Valiabha,

Jay agon ala Bhatta, lilu Bhatta,Baiaio£sna son of Yallabha, 

Giridhara,Dv¥rakesa and one anonymous cammentery.Every

commentator has explained the text from his own point of 
vie?/. Purusottarns*s comment ary, writ ten in his usual style
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explains the text and elucidates important points. Tims, for 

instance he explains the word Bhakti(V.l)fully-from all 

points of 'View, He also refers to the explanations of 
others, (V. 5)

(47) Commentary on Jalsbheda;

Jsisbheda has 21 verses. It gives the characteristics 

of different teachers of religious subjects. The Taittirlya- 

Samhita 7.4.12. gives a mantra stating 20 types of waters.

On the analogy of these 20 kinds,Vailabha has given 20 
kinds of teachers. Br.Eajendra Lai Mitra says that it is a 

work on hydropathy.Tsiivala rightly says that it is not so.

JFour commentaries ere written on this-work, of Kolyana- 
-raya,PurusottaEa, Valiabha, and Balakrsna.fhe term Agni 

in Y.j4 has raiser; a controversy.Some thought it to ref?r

to Hudra while others to Yallabha himself. Furusottama does 

not enter into this c cm trovers} at all but explains Agni 

as ’ The speaker of the Agni Purina. *

(48) Commentary on, pancapadya:

Panc&padya has 5 verses, &s its name indicates.

It explains the five types of ’Hearers’,those who are 

purely of the ?ustimergo (Y. l),of the pustimarysdamarga (?.?.),



Maryadapustimarga (Y.3-4) sad finally those who are generally 

adhikarins for Sravanabhakti.(Y.5) .Two commentaries, of 

Herfrays end purusottama are available.There is some 

difference of opinion in their explanations.

(4$) Coilmentary on Danny asanirnaya:
This work gives Ysllabha’s ideas regarding

renunciation. He says that Sennyasa should not be taken in 
the K&rmsffiargf.. For those who follow the path of knowledge,

Ssnnyesa may be taken for desire of knowledge .Similar is
who

the case with those/are already learned. Both of them are 

however not commendable. Regarding the followers of the path/ 

of devotion,renunciation accepted for the sake of sadhana 

is not likely to produce happy results.If it is for the 

Phala, it should be done only for experiencing the 

separation from the Lord,if the Lord so inspires.

Of all the commentaries on this work, that of Purusottams 

is the best. He refers to the views of C-okulan atha,Raghuaatha, 

Ookulotsa^a, Dvars-kesa,PopT^a etc and states his own opinion. 

(Y.l)He also explains why renunciation should not be 

accepted in the li'erm&mirga by referring to Jaimini.(Y.2).

He shows that the term 'Virslianubhava* can be understood in
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three ways(Y.7)purusottama shows after Yallabha the distinction 

between the paths of knowledge and devotion,in favour of tie 

letter(Y.10-ll-12s14,l? etc.) At the end he describes how 

Yallabha himself took the Sannyasa.

(50) , Commentary on liirodhalaksana:
liirodbalaKsana explains the .Mirodha which means complete

attachment to the Lord by a devotee who has forgotten the world. 

Thus the work is intended to lead the service of. the Lord m 

a divine level. The work is explained in six${ different^ 

camiiieiitaries,Purusottama's Vivrti is-surely very heipful.He 

explains the In irodha as5pr-spareavisiartipurvakcbhagavailsakti - 

rupa.’(Y.l)He explains the utility of the work in the beginning. 

He also,, refers at the' end to the different order in which the 

text has been .read, by Caea GopTsa end Eariraya and says that 

he has foil owed the text of Trajaraya. He also says that he 

has not referred to different interpretations.

(51) Commentary on Sevaphala:
Sevaphala-is s very small work of seven verses and 

a half. It explains the- fruits of Seva. Yallabha has himself 

written a commentary on this. The work has, become* difficult

on account of the terse style of Yallabha. Eleven commentaries

are written on/this and commentators have widely differed on 

the meanings of particular words. Purusottama refers to
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tie views of hie predecessors often (e.g.Y.l).puru§ottama 

generally followed the sastriya method in interpreting the 

term Sayujya,while Hsrireya and others followed the point of 

view of Bhaktimarga.

Purusottama does not seem to have commented upon the 

remaining three traets-YivQkadhairylsraya,Catuhsloki and 
Hrsna&raya. Any way, I have not been able to find his 

commentaries on them.

(52-53) 'Commentaries on Bhaktihoisg;

Biian till sms a is an important work of Yitthaiesa
* * «

explaining the nature of true devotion,as' the principal means 

of emancipation in, the Suddhadvaita system. .Yitthaiesa here

fully discusses the paths of action,knowledge and devotion/. 

He also explains the trip of pr8vah,a,Maryada and pusti. 

Besides this he also shows the distinction between, the 

UpHsaba and Bhakti,pu.ja and Bhakti etc.Pusti is solely 

dependent upon the grace of Cod. .

Haghunatha,borr_ in Y.3.1611 commented upon it.His

commentary is called Bhakci-tar&hginT.Purusottama has 

written a sub-commentary on it called firth.a,so that people 

can enter the river of devotion through this passage and



happily see'the ’swan of devotion’ purusottama. has also 

written an independent commentary upon it called Yiveka, 

Though purusottama does not say anything expressly,he '

might have in his mind the famous llraksiranysya of the 

Hens a, while naming the coiBKe^n^try. It is interestidgto 

compare the two' commentaries of the s ame author. There 

are naturally so many similarities and almost every idea 

of the one is repeated 5n the other in the same manner 

though not in the same place. To take an example we may 

note that the explanation of the-nine steps of devotion 

in the Tlrtha is cm page 42,while in the Yiveka it is on 

p.5?. In the Tlrtha si the end purusottama gives seven 

verses for the Granth sirthasamgraha, They are not found in 

the Yiveka. In the Yiveka however purusottama .gives an 

additional interpretation of the last verse of the Bhakti- 

ha&sa so as to avoid the yati-dosa. It is not found in the 

Tlrtha. It is rather difficult to explain why Purusottama 

would have written, two works, when one could have been 

sufficient. ,

purusottama ks& is also said to have commented upon 
the Bhaktihetunirnaya of Yitthaiesa.lt has not been found 

by me,

115. pravisyanena tlrthena n iron am Bliokt i t ar anginirs , 

Gahamlnah prapaiyantu Bhsktihsassa randan vital).

Tlrtha.Last Yerse p.72.



(54) BlCsvartli^fe&efeBftbKesyaprakasa:

Yallabha is' said to have commented upon the

PUrvemYmUnsasutras of Jaimini also. Unfortunately ho?/ever, 

only a part of the same is available. Yallabha1s commentary 

on the PUrvarnimarisis utras II,i.,known as the Bhavarthapada 

has been published in the Pustibhaktisudhi Tol.YIl_.no.2-4,

The Viversna alias p? aids a thereon has been published in 

the seme journal Yol.VII. nos.5,6,7,8 and 9. There are 49 

outras In all in this Pada. This work has been examined by 

Prof.G.H.Bhatt in two articles from the point of view of

Tell abb a’s interpretations as also from the textual point
. , . 116 ' 
of view.

The commentary prakase bears the name of Yadupati as 

the author. This Yadupati was the grandfather of purusottama. 
The colophon of the commentary ruas;‘Iti &rImedvs.Ilobha- 

Eendanae er an adasinudasa^r ipitambaratac uja&riyadupati viral i tarn

^rlrasdacaryaviraestajaiminiyabhasyabhavarthape'davivariinsm 

ssmpurBsnu* Tradition however informs us. that the author is 

Purusottama himself,who,out of respect for his grandfather 

passed of this work in his name.The commentary though short 

reveals the special charaoteristies of purusottama*s

116.1 TaliabKacirya and purvamimansa* Journal °f the
Oriental Institute,Yol.I.no.4.p.853ff.and 1Tallabbacarya* 

text of the Jaimini SUtr as *11.i.* Yoi.11.n o.1.p. 68f f.
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authorship.There is a reference to the theory of jiityatvavada, 

and to the Vedantimate under Sutra l.The commentator also 

refers under Sutra 5 to those who arrange the first five 

Sutras in only one Adhikarana end says ’Tad .etab sutra-

-viruddhom*.Besides,there is one strong ground to'accept
j \

that purusottama is the author of this comment ary. In the 

prakasa on Anubhasya I.i.3 a similar discussion occurs .

There porusottama makes a reference to these Sutras and

. . n?then refers to the present work as his own.

The beginning of the Vivarans is note worthy.lt runs*

1 Sr imatpr abhuc ar anakr pay a" fchavar thacarsnabhasyam yathaeisti 

vivriyate.’It appears from this that though Vailabha might 

have finished his Bhasya J>.urusottema could secure only this 

portion and hence he commented upon it.One cannot be definite 

about this because it may be that Purasottamc might have 

secured and commented upon the-whole of the Bhasya,which is 

lost to US.

{55) p urV8JnTnfsns aker i kavi var an a:

42 purtamimensfkarikas of Vailabha together with 

the Vi var an a of Purusottaida have been published in the 
Pusiibhaktisudhi Vol.V.no.2. A short analysis of the contents

117.A.B.P.I.i.S.p.lOS.
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is given here. The author explains the Inubsndhac01ustaya 

in the beginning. (If.l-12a),folloved by a discussion on 

the cuestion whether the lUmansa is svatantra or. vidhimulaka. 

(V.! 2b-83a) The relation of the two KImansas forms' the next 

topic of discussiorj»(Y.23b-25s)Yallobha then discusses 
the meaning of the word1 stha^ in the Sutra’ A tbs to dkarma- 

jijnasa,’whether it should be understood in the sense of

adhikara or in any other sense. If the latter,we shall 
have to agree to the vidhi-adhyiKira.(T.25b-3S).Last six 

verses again discuss the inter relation of the two Mman&as 
in the light of the meaning of the word vatha' from the

point of view of those who understand both the Mlmsnsas as 

forming cnlv one Sastra. (73?-42) .Veil abb a is so brief and 

his style so compact that it is rather difficult to .under- 

-stand the verses without tne help of the Vivarana of 

purusottama.

Yallabha has written the purvaiaimansabhasya which,as 

we have seen above,is unfortunately not gully extant.The 

liar ikes which we have a something like a metrics! 

commentary on the first of t liepur va m lb fan s a sH tr as. p ur us 011 ema 
says in the beginning;Srlmatiacaryacaran^ah purvamimshsabhafysm 

ciklisantah ts±ra vistarena pretipipadayisitara
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ji jn&sasutrortham sanksepena karikabhih san jighrksantsn fc 

Me.1 At the end lie says; * Iti Srimadvaliebhacaryae arena 

viracitadharmaj i jaas8su.tr arthan irnsy akakar i kavivarsneiJi 

Srrpltimbarstariujasripurusottsjaakrtam sampurnam.’It is 

important to note that the forty second karika does npt 

seem to contain any suggestion that it is the last.It is 

again doubtful as to whether Vailabha has lully discussed 

even the first Sutra.I am rather inclined to believe that 

Vailabha 7/rote some or many kariitas more than 12 and 

perhaps he wrote or intended to write a matrieal summary- 

ciimvcommentary on the pTirvaiiiimansisutras.This is what ' 

Vailabha has done for the Bhagavatapurana a Iso, when he 

wrote the hex-ikas m the last chapter of tht latuvadipa*" 

nibandha over and above the Subodhim com.menxary.Any vsy 

Purusottsma had before him only 42 verses. He commented 

upon them and called them1 lirnayakakarikas* on the first 

Sutra.

(56) SubodhinTprakaSa;
Vailabha mainlined a very high regard for the' 

Bhseravat ap ur eh a which was raised by him to xhe status <£

a Prasthaha. Vailabha wrote his commentary Subodhinl on the 

first three boqks, on xhe xenth book and began writing the 
came cm the eleventh. On tn© eleventh book be could comment



only up to the sec and Terse of the fifth Mhy ay a. Yal iahh a

is also said to hare written a shorter commentary oh the 
Bhegavata called SuksmatTka hot it is not extant.Yallabha's

SubodhinT on Skenchaa IT.-II and on the remaining part of 
II and the Sk&ndha III is unfortunately not available.

Tbe Sainpradayic tradition relates that Yallubhn was asked 
by God not to open the mysterious doctrines in the

Bhagavata.He did not obey the orders in the beginning but 

when the command cama forcefully,he had to carry it out. 

Thus there is kramebhshga and spurnata. ,

Yitihalesa wrote a sub-commentary on Skandha 2 called 
Tippjfsnto p nr us ot tamo is said to hare written his Prakesa.

on the whole of the SubodhinT including the Tippani,but 

his Irakis a on the llttarardha of the Skandhs X has not 

been found .Even in the Sksndha XI his prakasa is found 

on the SubodhinT only up to T. 20 of Mhyaya 4. The extant 

pert of the prates3 on the Skandha X is fathered upon 

PTtiiabara. Tradition however runs that it is also written 

by Purusottaiaa.-Evidentiy the style is that of Purusottama, 

es can be seen from, his comments on the interpolated 

chapters( Adhyisyas between 2.1] end 12.)

We have noted above while dealing with the last 

chapter of the TettvadTpanibsndha that,while that chapter



is a suBan©ry-cum-‘COi0ineiitary'written' independently though 

related to the Bh ag a va t a, S ub oaia ini is-regular ruiming 

commentary. Here he has dealt with the vakya,pads, and 

aksara of the Bhsgav&ta.This is what PurUsottaaa says 
when he informs us; *iyaia airs nibaridhad vise s gh.Yakys- 
padaksa'fhrthansa atra vaictatyaivat; tatra tu fesatrarthafiy-

_ _ 3J8',
upeyogina evarthasyoktaivad .■ ti. ’ Tall sobs. also says

in the beginning of the SubodhinT: ’ Arthatrayaa tu vaksyimi

u ibaiidhesti catustayam. 119

(57,58) Miner coomeatgriee on the Bhegsvata:

(I)/f!atha imuste’ ity etacl vi varan aksrikavyakhyi: 

Yitthalehas written 20 verses cm the Bhagevata 211. 

iii.14. discussing the concept of has a in the Pustireirga. 

Purtisottama has explained them in his usual,style.

(11) l?rtrasuracetuhslokTvivrti: The f our verses known 
as the Yrtrgsuracatuh^loicl ac curing in Bbagaveta TI are 

said tc deal with the four Purussrthas. The first three 

verses are commented upon by Yiithalesa while the last 

by Tallabhs.lt is on the last verse that pur us o.t tarns, 

Rarirsya and Srlvsllabha have written their sub-commentaries. 

The verse is explained in two ways so as to belong to the

118.3ubcdliio.iprakasa III. i. 1. 

119. Sub oclhinl. 1. i.



Msrys&apusii the one hand and the Pustipusti on the 

other. Purus ottoma^ commentary does not o on tain anything- 

quits peculiar.

(59) 0/ay etryaby artheprakasakskara kev i van ana:

/n attempt has been made by Taliabhe and his 

followers to explain the well-known Savitri tic. in such a 

way as to suit their own theory. T/ollabha himself has 

written a ecMmentary on this Terse. VitthalaSa wrote on it 

a aetricsl commentary in 35 verses. Purusottama has commented 

upon it. Besides these,there is also one prose passage by 

0-okulesa alias or!vallabha.Though Prof .M.G.Shastri calls 

it an independent work it is not different in nature from 

a commentary on Yallabha’s Oayatrlhhaaya. further there is 

also one fay a ti^or t)i a vi ¥ ar sn a in 76 verses by on unknown 

author. There are also prose worics of Indiresa end Bovardhana 

Bhatte trying to explain the purport of the G-ayatrT.kll 

these have been printed in a collection of the Sampradayic 

works on Qayatrl,edited end published by Prof .M.B.Shastri.

The Savitri verse is a simple prayer to the gun Bod .

Savior,the inspirer. It was slcwly aurreonded with a halo 

of sanctity and became the Voda-bTja or bhe seed of the 

scriptures, attempts were then made to interpret the v®se 

so as to suit the interpreter’c own beliefs and there grew



a tendency to mystify each and every syllable of the 

verse. Yallabha shows how it teaches the doctrine of ('race.

Titthaiesa goes a step further by explaining each and every
- •

word, the metre, che rsi etc vail explained by means of 
fanciful etyxaoiogy end fantastic imagination. Yitthaleia 

says that here the teaching is not just of the doctrine of 

("trace bub even of love,of Srng¥re.purusotcaraa explains 

all the 35 verses in his usual analytical method. Under 

y.25 he refutes the interpretation of the Waives. Some of 

his explanations are also equally fanciful.

(60) byssadesevivrtivivaranaj

•The Liya'sade^o is one verse explaining the famous 

verse in the Bhagavdd Oita; ’Sax-'vadharman parityajya.. .etc.*

(Bhagavad Gita 1Y1II.66) The verse runs;

$b"e fh1 yasadese s u dharma ty a j anavac an a to kinc anadh i la* iyo-
-kta,

Karpsnyam vadgam uktam jsaditarabhajanapeksangm va
vysjjodham;

Buhsadhyeccliodyamau va kvaeid upasamitav anya-
sammelane va;

Brahmas tranyaya uktas tad iha na vihot© dhaima
ijnadisiddhah..

In the Bhagavad Gita the Lord tells Arjnna of 

Liskema karmayoga and performing one&s dharma without
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attachment. How can the verse XVIII.66 be reconciled with 

this teaching? The Nyasadesa verse tries to solve this 

riddle in various vays.Vitthalese has written a comment ary- 

on it expleiidng it in two ways. Purusottama has written 

a sub-commentary on it. purusottama does not say much 

about the pusti,Msryada, and all that,as does Vitthalesa.

He refers to Hainan u j a am kor a and Madhusud an a. refutes 

them all except the first with|«hom he shows just the 

difference of approach. Purusottama also refers to the 

Semprs&eyika iirfens&kas and their method of reconciliation,

He does not agree with them in toto.

Who is the author of this verse?Scme scholars in the 

8 em preday a thioK. that it is written hy Vallabha.This is 

not correct. It is the fifteenth verse in the Eyaslvimsati 

of leery a fedantadesika.who was a follower of Ramanuja.

I-t is difficult to state what is the opinion of Vitthalesa, 

and Purusottama about this.Vitthalesa begins by saying:

*.... .viCsrakshtahicaranakalilem apnnayans tad vakya -

Taiparyam skens f iokenaha__ etc. ’He ends with:!.. Iti

f,itrcaranskrpato goplpe tic arena r-enu dbanina yah.

120. Cf.Rehasypratoajatam iPyaSavimasti.p.90,
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'Srlvitthslena vivrto bliavo mayi sa sthiro bhavatu.*

purusotiama begins his commentary with: -

Srlrnad. vollsbha-nand.anac aran ambit o je/ nussndhaya,

Kya side'savivaranaeygsayam atra sphutikurve.

The last verse also has almost tfce same purport.Thus there 

is no reference to Valiabha..Agaiji,whenever Yitthaiesa.refers 

to the author he says* aha5 end noirUiuh{ v&ich he might

have used,had he thought the verse to be- of Yallabha.fhus 

probably even vitthaissa and p nr us bt fc am a did not me on that 

the verse was written by Vailabba.

-{61) p otravalambara tike:
j

The PatrsvclembcsttE is a work in 40 verses with 

nrose passages coving between verses 29 and 30,and between

34 and 35.ft the end of the prose passage after 128

Puruso'ttsma says that there is something wanting in the

text. Y.3Q has only the second line and the refutation of
. 121

the ft%Ivida which is referred bo in ¥.36 is not found here.

121 Atra yedyapy etavateivs nirvaho bhavati tathopy 
ups sans hare mayavscio jairakrta iti katlisLsd atra cs

prpthemapaded ito'gre etavati tr-tir iti pratibhati.

, PabravalambanatTka. p. 29.
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The work is intended to show the correct theories according 

to the Brahmavada and to refute the theories of Bbedavsda 

and May a veda.

The title P a tr e.ve 1 amb an a has & curious origin. As 

purusottama informs us,when Yallabhs was staying at 
Caranadri,various followers of Mayaveds and the BKatta-

school of Mimsnsa went there from Kashi for discussion. 

This resulted in obstruct ion to his work of devotion and 

service to God. He thereupon came to Kashi hinself and
wrote this tract,placing it at the doors of Kasivisvesi 

temple .Hence it is called ? a tra v e lam ban a. Y all abb. a * s idee 

seems to be that others scholars should first read this

end then alone should approach him if their doubts are 

not resolved.

Purusottama'e commentary is explanatory.It is very

helpful in under-standing the text.
\

(62). , . VsllabKsstakavivarena:-

The- Yallsbhastaica in .eight verses was written by 

Yitthalesa. It describes the nature of Ya.llab.ha as

* fire'.in. the beginning and,as *Krsnsr at the end.It 

is said that the name of the Aearye is explained in the 

Sarvottsmsctotra.his qualities in the isdtbtkr snc.prernancta3 ' A



and Ms nature in the Tallabhastaks, Purusottsma’s 

commentary is faithful and explanatory*

(T).
Qomre nteries on other works.

(63) Manduky open isad-dipika:
Before dealing with this work we would like to 

write a fow Lines or the commentaries of Purusottama on 

the Upenisads. Vail aoha himself did not write oommantaries 

on the Upon isads.pur as ot terns is however credited with 

some such commentaries.He is said to have written the 

Mpikas on. the Laivaiyopanisad,Br8hmopauisad,Krsimhottirs- 

tapiny upanisad,Gh7yidogyopaaisadfMahdukyopanisad and 
kvetasYavaropanisad.Be is also said to have written tte

Upanisad-artha-samgrahso. I have been able to find out 

his irtha-samgrehsc on the Kaivalya and Brahma,while 

Bipikas on the Mendukya and Irsimhottaratspini.lt is 

possible that purusottama might have written the 

Seamen turies, which ha has been credited with and might 

have composed Arthasomgr alias on many fjpnnisadstand they 

might have been lost.

Shall Baaaasth Shastri published in Y.S 01-9S0 the , 

ManduiiyopenisaddTpike of j?urusottsma, in Bombay.lt non'tains 

the commentary not only upon the prose passages of the
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ffliadukya but also upon the first two chapters of the 

ifirikas ascribed to Craiidapaba.lt may appear rather curia1, s 

that purusottama should have commented upon the verses of

Gaudapada,the grand-teacher of Samkara.Purusotisma has 

explained the Upsnifad and the Kirikas from the point of 

view of Saddhaflvaita.

While Quly the commentary upon the first two chapters 
of the JCSrikae is ex tan t, we should admit that he commented 

upon the other two chapters also.At the end of the second 

chapter ha says; tSadhanaht?»ranaiit smarten am upesananam ca

sattvat kirn iti Jebacaoryeayupadesa ity eteddveyamatam
1 tiPadvaitafchye vib’erayisya,T °rlhus he intended to write on

the third chapter also.'In Avar m a bh eng a he refers to his
12pcommentary thrice,' '"All these references,especially the

122.lend tiky opanisaddipike..p-55.
123.(I)Yet tu Ooudavirtike-’Bhogartham arstir ity snye krlde-

rtham iti cap eref ity ev«m pray o j an am vikelpya-^evssyaisa

svabKaYCS^am optaksmasys ks aprhi’-iii siddhanta uktah.Tatra- 
pi krtdaksransm era sysbliavc vakteyy ah, T.S. Ab. Y. 19.p. 116e

(2) Siena Gaudavartikanurodhenapi ye grahilatvamj/ vidadhati,

te'pi prstyuttarita b odhyah .Gaud a var t & kapr akar an ac a t us t * _
rthas tu maya tadvyskhyTine sopapettiko nirupi ta iti iato'

vadheyah. (r. 3 .Ah. V.91 .p. 1X3. (3) Ten a Gnudavart ikokifea- satkFry a-

vadadosa api ^ikaranahgikarad evn psrihrtah.(T.Sn.Ab.¥. 140

p.117.



second,make it quite clear that Purusottama not only 

intended to write but actually wrote his commentary upon 

all the four chapters of the Gaud spade-karikas.lt is 
really unfortunate that we have not been able to

secure the commentary in full.

(64) Krsimhottaratapinyupanisaddipika:
The, Rrsiikhot tar a tapin'! is a minor Upanisad bolong-

-ing to the itharvaveda.lt begins' with the four divisions 

of ’Qm’in the fashion of the Iandukya.lt has nine kkandas, 

which it appears to teach the absolutism of Ssinkara.

The influence of the MSadukys and the Uaudapadakarikas is 

distinctly traceable. It also combines with this 
absolutismjthe theistic trends as seen in the elevation 

of Rrsinhs .Purusottama has commented upon this work from 
the point of view of Suddhadvaita.He seems to care onJy 

for proving that the Upanisad does not teach the Kevala- 

-dvaita of 'Samkara.That is -why his commentary is very 

short.lt is strange that he does not explain so many 

passages,
Regarding the Arthasamgrahas of Purusottama,

Telivala makes an interesting observation at the end of
,, . , 124Ee says that

the Kaivaly opanisadarthasangraha.

purusottama is said to have written 52 Yadagranthas.lt 

124.Of .pustibhaktisudhs.Yol.YJi o.6.



does not appear to be eorreot.lt is likely that purusottama^ 

might have written 52 Upanisad-arthasahgpahss.and they , 

might have been styled Yadagranthas by some.Daysram, the 

well known Gujarati poet has said in his Guru-sisya-samvaday( 

that the Upanisads are only 52.Henee it may be,said that 

Purusottama wrote 52 Jrthasahgrahas.lt is difficult to 

say anything for or against this view.

that is the difference between an irthasarigraha and 
a Dipika? The two terms do not appear to have any wide

divergence in their eannotation so far as the works of 

purusottama are coneerned.lt may be said that the Jrtha- 

-sahgraha is a shorter commentary while the Dipika is 

an extensive commentary .But the K rs iihet t sr atapinT- 

upanisad-dTpika is surely not a long commentary .Purusottama 

seems to have used these words without any difference in 

their meanings.

(65) Kaivalyopanisadarthasahgraha:
' It .has been published in the Pustibhaktisudhi

Yol.Y Mo.6.The Kaivalya is a small Upan is ad, which like 

the hrsinhottaratapinx,appears to contain the absolutism 

of tamkara with the theistic tendencies leaning towards 

Saivism.Purusottama has interpreted the same so as to 

find out the Suddhadvaita and Ysisnavism from it.
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(66) Brahmfflponisad-arthasangraha:

' It has been published in the Pustibhaktisudha 

Yol.III io.l.The Brahmopanisad is a short work with'the 

idealistic doetrines.purusottama has explained it in such 

a way as to show that the first khanda shows the grandeur 

of Brahman,the second gives the four states of consciousness 

as found in the Msndukya,the YiruddhadharmaSrayatva etc.

Shri.0.j£.Shastri at the end in a foot note says, that 

this appears to be a part of a bigger work called Opanisad- 

erthasahgraha.This is similar to the suggestion of Telivala 

referred to above.

(67) Introduction to Amrtatarsngini:

The AmrtatarahginT commentary on the Bhagavad Oita 

raises a question of authorship.lt has been printed together 

with other commentaries in the publication of the Gujarati 

fress. Prof.M.G.Shastrijin his introduction to his

collection of the Suddhadvaita works on the Gita says *

1 Irina t pur us o 11 ama vir ac i t a (Brim od vr a j ar a y ag os vam i vir ac i t e t i 

vrddhih)&ltamrtatarahginl -...etc.1 125 Thus according to 

some the work goes under the name of Purusottama,while in 

the opinion of others it was written by Yrajaraya.The last

125.1rIfflad Bhagavad GTta with TattvadTpa etc.Bhuraika.p.5.



ten verses are not usef.al in throwing light upon this 

problem. It is a really a difficult point. We shall have to 

rely solely upon the internal evidence.

The commentary begins with an introduction which gives 

various views regarding the purport of the Bhagavad-Glta, 

of iSamkara, ladhusudana SarasvstijSrldhara and. Ramanuja.

The author refutes the.opinions of the first three and shows 

partial agreement with that of the last.The author then gives 

an important; discussion on the purport of .the (fita as 

understood in the Suddhadvaita.

The regular commentary is however for different from

the introduction in its spiitt.lt explains only the words 

of the (rTta at almost all the places. It does not refer to 

the interpretations of other commentators even though some- 

-times it may be necessary .Rot only so but sometimes it may 

appear that the meaning given in the commentary is far 

fetched.We may just take an instance or two.The CTtill.28 

reads*. * ivy aktadini bhutani...etc.,It may be understood in a 

simple way that the beings are invisible before they are 

born, they are visible when they, are alive and they are 

again invisible when they die.So in the beginning&at the end

they are• ivayakta,in the middle they are Yyakta.This, is the
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meaning generally accepted by the commentators,except the 

author of Amrtatarahgini .He says that Avyakta means Aksara, 

which is the "adi or utpatti of the bodies^which according to 

him is the meaning of fehutani, Tyaktamadhyani is explained 

asjVyaktam jagat tad eva madhyam sthiiirupam utpattilayayor 

madhyam yesam tani* .Similarly’ Avyaktanidhsnani’ means;

* .Avyakta aksara eva nidhanam layo yesam tahi te’.Tke 

commentator then adds ’Atrayam arthah.Iata utpattis tairaiva 
ngse soke4 svasyariueita ity artha&.Bvasya|3i t anmar anan t ar am 

na n ar akadis ambhavan a yata utpattisthala eva svasyapi na^o 

bhavisysti.1 ^T'he commentator* s meaning is not convincing . 

The commentator again brings in the topic of Bhakti every now 

and then,even at places where it is entirely uncalled for.

Thus for instance in ff-Tta 1.36,He gives two interpretations.
In the second interpretation he says ’Tavaka pntih syad*

and thus bringiin the idea of Bhakti.He adds after some 

discussion;’Atafayimarane dosabhavas tu dharmasastra vicarena* 

r tha s as tr avic'ar en a va nirupita na tu bhakti vie arena , bhakti” 

rnirgat tu tayor durbalatvat tanntaranenasmakam papam eva bhavet 

papae ca bhagavatsambandho na syad ata eva naranam xcsina- 
papanam iti niirupitam.^l^ is really very dixficult to agiee

126. llrimad bhagavad Gita with seven commentaries.p.9i.

127. Ibid.p.SO.



with this.We need not take many more instances to show iha t • 
the explanations given in the commentary are not convincing.

A perusal of the works of Purusottams will show that 

the body of the commentary does not contain anything.which 

may enable us to say that the work is from the pen of, 

Purusottams. Hot only so,but the essential characteristics 

of Purusottama* s style and M4 treatment are totally absent. 

Purusottams is ne^er unreasonable,especially when he is 
commenting upon some important philosophical work and if 

we look to the instances referred to above,we are not 
inclined to believe that it is written by him.lgaih the 

present writer has not been able to find references to this 

commentary in any of the works of Purusottams, though 

references to the Oita are very often, found.Some, of the 
explanations of the verses in the O-Tfa as given by Purusottams 

elsewhere,are different from the explanations given in the 

said comment ary .While explaining the 7.21 of the second-

chapter of the TattvadtpaBibandha,Purusottams explains the
termt?ed8vadar8tlh, Qccaring in the Guta 11.42. aSj-s *7adara tah 

__ ^__ 128na tu tatparyajnatsrah1.“ In the commentary on the other

hand it is stated :s Yedavaciarata iti vedoktephsiakar.01aKaranam
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__ - _ 129evoeitam na tu niskamataya te tatha* 4 Similarly purusot&ama 

explains*Tr aigiicyavisaysh* accuring in the &Tte II.45.as 

* Traigunyam g un a tr ay as m ad ay o visayo bodhyo yes am te tatisV?®

The (Jommeaiary however explains it as; *Traigimyah triguna-

srstsu srsta ye jives tadvisayas tadartham svargaphalaka-

karmabodhaka- vedahj* and »Vedas traigunyavisayas trigunataaka-

svarupaphalapratipadakah na tu saksad Misgavetsarabandha- 
131 *

pratipadaklh.* i^gsin the tirade against the Vedas in the

05tl is .explained by Purusottama in his ivaranabhahga as:

— 132’Laukikim pratitim adayaiva, vaktii1 lio such explanation^ 

is given in the iimrtatarahginiiThus it may be said.that ttie 

ismrtatarmginl is not, written by purusottama but by Vrajaraya. 

The introduction is however quite differently eohcieved aid 

contains all the characteristics of purusottama* s peniThus 

we think that it was prefixed to the commentary ythy Purusottamai 

It is very easy to undersatnd how the work passed off under 

the name of our author.Purusottama has written many

129.Sr5mad Bhagavad O-Itl with 7 cemmentaries.p.107,,• 

130.Tg§a.Ab.?.21.p.22. . . . • .

ISl/SrTmad Bhagavad G-Iti with 7 eommentariea.p.111.

132. T.Sn.Ab.¥.21.p.22. , --
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works end fathered them upon his elders,so the AmrtaiarahpinT 

also,to which he has written only an introduction,might have 

been understood to be his.

(¥1).

Remarks.

We have described above 67 works of furusottama in all. 

purusottama might have written many more independent worJs 

or commentaries then those which have been noted above by me. 

The Sompradayie tradition has attributed tq him such 

literature that can not be described as anything but vast.
• -i ' -TOO

He is said to have written as many as nine lacs of verses.100

Some of his works might have been lost to us.It is also

possible that some of his works might have been known and 

studied by some one or other scholar of the S amoral ay a and 

J may not have been able to secure the same.The eoramentary 

on the I) vatriniadsparadhsksamapena-stotra was not found by me. 

It is possible that there may be some such other works also.

Any way,I have' given an account, of as many works of

purusottama'as I could get.I think that I have reviewed 

almost all his important works and many of his minor works.

133.Gf.*Yah sarvam iiavalaksapadyakamitaprsudhaprabandham

i/yadhat1

3rd line from the Sampradayic verse fegarding Purusottama.



they are more than sufficient to show how Purusobtama was 

a prolific writer who triech to explain almost ail the 

important works of his great ancestors and who also wrote 

dozens of independent works to elucidate clearly the primipies 

of the 'Suddhadvaita system, and to criticise the theories, 

which were unacceptable to him. -

Ib it possible to find out a chronological order of his 

works? We have one piece of evidence for this purpose. 

Purusottama very often refers to his own works and we can 

easily say that the works which are referred to are definitely 

earlier than those in which the references are found.The 

eYidenee is however not conclusive. It is possible that 

Purusottama might have been writing some works simultaneously

It is also possible that Purusottama might be referring to 

the works which were being written or which he might have 

only planned to write at the time of referring to them and 

might not have actually" written them.Henee the argument^ 

based on these references does not appear to be sound.

Is it necessary to find out the chronological order 

of his works at all?The question of the chronological order



of the works of many authors has been discussed and debated,

but I may be excused to say that more often than not the 

discussions of this type appear to be without much value.

The chronoiogicol order of the works of a particular author 

should be attempted if and when we are in a position to point 

out the development of the genius of the author and if we 

are able to study how the author attained to that particular

state of maturity.If we can not do this, hue whole question 
of the chronological order loses its importance and value, 

that is the position of purusottama? A study of the works of 

purusottama reveals no such development or attainment of 

maturity. $© nave the same author,the same dialectician, 

with the Same manner of presentation through out in all Ms 

works,whether they may be important commentaries or independent 

works or just minor tracts. We do not therefore think it 

necessary to enter info -such a-discussion at all.



DIALECTICS MB 3UTEKPRBTAT1CH.n

(I).

Introductory.

Writers cm §astras in Sanskrit have adopted a style* 

peculiarly their own,It can be called the discoursive or 

dialectical style which presents the arguments and counter- 

-arguments for and against a particular theory*advocated by 

the vjriter. Thus there is not much scope for the literary 

embellishments,which are thrown in the background by the 

tiresome frequency of fnsnuf andHu*. The best thing fora 

writer in this branch of literature is to be as simple'as

possible,so that he can be thoroughly understood. Even then 

there are some writers like tSamkara who can be called stylists, 

but that combination of literary merits in a Gastric work is 

very rare and cannot be found in other s .Raman uja writes in a 

style which is mature and dignified but which may appear rather 

diffieultoYallabha is too sparing,too laconic to the extent 

that the exact meaning which he intends to convey cannot often 

be understood without the help-of explanation.Vitthalesa is 

surely clear in his writing,he can be easily understood but
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he shows a tendency for ornamental style/as found in some 

of the long sentences and compounds in his works.

Purusottama,as we have seen in the preceding chapter, 

is primarily a commentator.In the independent works also 

his mission is not just to refute,what others have said and 

thought,but. also to explain clearly his own view point.He 

thus adopts the style suitable for his purpose .He is simple 

and clear.He never embarks upon long passages studied with 

long compounds and difficult words. His sentences are well-

-balaaeed. He never tries to be ornamental,though he has at
A

his disposal the wast j/ir|iich vocabulary of the Sanskrit 

language.He does not even appear to pause for a word, 

suitable words come to him and his pen goes cn easily.He is 

a Gastric writer and naturally we will find his language 

full of all the technical terms in Sanskrit literature.To 

one who is not conversant with the terminology,may find his 

works a hard nut to crack,but after the terms are understood, 

one will find the ease and even grace with which he writes.

His explanations are often brimming with homely analogies 
like’Sarvam Padam hastipade nimagnam’ ^ and proverbs like

1. JuB.p.p. 318.
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2*Gaja yatra na ganyante maiaksham tu ka katha’. The

seriousness of the subject naturally requires some amount of 

dignity and maturity of style.Purusottama Has the depth and 

profundity,dignity and maturity combined with the ease and 

grace in the language .Purus ottama howeYer does not attempt 

to be a stylist,he is an interpreter and argumentator.'fje 

should thus be studied from that point of view.

(II).
■ Method and approach.

The tradition of the ^uddhadvaita thinkers recognises 

two methods of exposition,the pramaha,method and the prameya 

unethod.purusottama is said to have followed the former,while

Hariraya arid others the latter method.What exactly is. meant
/

by this? The words pramanabala and prameyabala are used by 

fallabha himself,when he says in his frakasa oa the Tattva- 

-dipanibandha at the end of the first chapter that he has 

expounded the meaning of the Sastras by talcing recourse to 

the pramanabala,while he will speak out the decision on all 

the topics by resorting to the prameyabala. The distinction

2. A.B.P.p.415. ...
3. Pramanabalam airitya sastrartho vinirupitah, 

prameyabalam a&riiya sarYanirnaya ucyate. T.S.p.p. 183.
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between the pramlna end the prameya methods seems to have 

started cm the basis of this reference.The distinction 

however does not appear to be a very well-known one,and 

both the terms premanapaddhati and prameyapaddhati appear 

to have been very vaguely used.Purugottama explains the 

term premanabala as the decided implication of the pramanas,

i.e.the prasthan as,foilowing their mutual reconciliation 

and harmonisation, ^urusottama gives two explanations for 

the pramayabala.Firstly prameya is the Highest Lord,who is 

known by all the Vedas and the like.He is omnipotent,even
i

then He is capable of particular actions in particular
5forms,which He assumes. This is the praraeyabala. Secondly 

prameya may be understood in the plural referring to the

.objects of our knowledge,obtained by means of our eyes etc. 

Their bala means their capacity to produce the particular

effects.® What should be understood by the term pramana?

' 4.Pramananam vedadinam tribhagavatlntanaxa balam paraspars- 
-virodhena nifecitam tatparyam ity arthah.T.S.lb.p.168,

5. Prameyasya sakalavedadivedyasya bhagavato balam sarva- 
-samarthatve'pi tattadrupema pratiniyata-tatt|karya- 

-kartrtvadirupam,T.S.lb.p.168.
6. Prameyanam sastrsnugrhltacaksuradijanyapraraavisayioam 

artharfam va balam tattatkaryajananasamarthyam.
T.S.lb.p,168.
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In this particular contest it is to he restricted to, denote

only the verbal testimony.IMs would lead to the considerstion

of the svatahprimanyavads and the sabdabalavicara as against 

the ■ paratehpfsm'sriyavads and the arthabalavicara respectively. 

On the basis of these two distinctions,purusottama says that 

for those who accept^ that the means of proof are self-valid

and who understand the Sastrartha on the' strength of the word,

and who do not entertain any doubt regarding the theories

taught in the Sastras,the first chapter of the Bibandha is

written.Those who folio?/ the paratahpramanyavada or who do

not accept the pr anion as to be self-proved, and who approach
the §astras on the ground of the Arthabala,may doubt the

theories,that have been propounded,or they may accept wrong

theories;for them the sec end chapter is written by the 
— _ 7Aearya, It will thus be seen that the pramanab&La is for those 

who follow the svatahpramanyavada and the sabdabala,while 
the praraeyabala is for others who adhere to the,paratah-

-pjfsmanyavada and the ar that ala. When one proceeds on the - 

strength of the prariiana,one ?/ould just make the statements 

regarding what is taught in.the scriptures.When on the other ' 
hand,cue takes recourse to the praraeyabala,one would discuss

the whole point from the point of view of the prameya or 

?.Gf.T.S.Ab. p.168.
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prameyss which are accepted to have certain characteristics

/ ■ " ‘ . 
whereas one is srutitsntra, the other is vastu-tantra.This

difference can be seen clearly from Tallabha’s on treatment

as found in the two chapters.

The difference between the two methods can thus be 

explained-.The pramana refers to the authoritative scriptural 

texts. One who follows the texts, the in junctions,prohibitions, 

meditationjknowledge and even devotion,according to the texts, 

is called a pramanaraargl or a meryadabhaiita.But one who,is-

-reepective of Tfedic rules^approaches the Lord in th^manner 

of "the GopISjdepending solely upon the Lord(Prameya) ,is called 

a praraeyamargi bhakta.In other words pramanamarga is the

maryedamsrga, and the prameyamargs is the pustimarga.The former

completely follows the constitutional rules,while the latter 
solely relies upon the will of the Lord^irrespective of the

constitutioniWe can thus say that Purusottama is out and out 

a pramsnamargijwhile Hariraya is a prameyamargli Hariraya and 
others who have followed the prameyaraarga,have something of 

mysticism in them:this is not found in Purugpttama.

, There are however certain distinguishing characteristics 

which are found in purusottama’s method of presentation and
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discussion of various views.purusottams comes very late 

in the philosophical field in India.As we have seen in 

chapter ll,he had many well known contemporary scholars,

who contributed some view or other,while commenting upon the 
works of others or by means of independent compositions.

Apart from that he had before him the works of scores of 

illustrious predecessors,whose views were considered

authoritative.The ^uddhldvaita again was a epmparatively

modern system.Purusottama therefore adopted a comparative

method.When any particular point comes up for discussion,

Purusottama is never contented by giving his own point of 
*■. *
view regarding it.He refers to almost all the scholars,who 

have expressed their views on that particular topic;he
i

refutes tliem if he thinks it proper or otherwise he just 

keeps qui&t after giving their opinions and stating his own. 

Thus for instance,in the. very beginning of his prasthin 

-ratnaksrs,purusottama deals wilh the determinate and
,‘j

' . t

indeterminate knowledge,He refers to.the Bhattas,the Bahyes, 

the author of Yedentaparibhlsg, the 1 aiyay ikas end the

Prabhakaras and gives the -view according to the tSuddhadvaita 

after that.Again after, stating the view of the Bhattas,he
j * t

also shows how the nirvikalpaka jn aha as understood in the
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Bhatta school can be explained from the point of view of
the SuddKadvaita.^He refers to the Nihilists and shows how

9they should be refuted, while dealing with the savikolp'aka

he refers to the Sampradayika K aiyayikas and Raman athe, whom 
30 _ _he refutes. In the Ehyativada he enumerates and explains 

all the theories of erroneous perception and* shows hpw they 

are acceptable or unaeceptable.Purusottema keep’s in his mind 

not only the different views expressed by the scholars ,but 

also the refutations that they have given of the rival 

systems.Thus for instance in his Prakasa on the hjiubhasya.
I. i.S.Purusottama gives the argument^ of those who think that 

Brahman can be inferred,He then refers to BKasfcara,who refutes

this position.The arguments that have been advanced could not 

satisfy^ Ramanuja,who gives his own refutation,The statement 

of all this is followed by a reference to Udayanacarya,who 

has given independent arguments to prove that Brahmen or 

I^vara can' be established oa the ground of reasoning.

porusottama then refers to the Bampr adayikamat a, the
- 11Abhinavamata and to Yi jnanabhiksu and finally refutes them.

8. Pr.pp.8-10.
9. pr.p.10.
10 .Pr.pp. 13-14.
II. A.B.P. pp.^j&L. 70-81.
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Similarly under the next Sutra,he explains the Bhedabheda?

-vada of Bhaskara* states its refutation. as given by Wcaspati
12Mi&ra and attacks Tacaspati himself for this refutation..

This is the position not only in discussing a particular 

theory,but even in commenting upon the .Anubhafya and other 

works.In the Praka^a on the inubhasya at the end of almost 

every Sutra or J|dhikarana,we find a statement of the inter

pretations of that Sutra/ or set of Sutras as given by 

other commentators.While so stating the different inter

pretations,}^ shows how and why Vallabha differs from them 

end how they are faulty.Sometimes he just gives these inter

pretations and does not make any comments.Thus for instance 

under sutra. II. ii. 18. ^purusottama gives the interpretations 

of Ramanuja and Bftiskara, The letter is similar to that of 

/Safoksra. The same thing has been said with some minor 

difference by others also,says Purusottama. It should be 

noted that purusottama here makes no comments of his own. 

Similarly at the end of the Tarkapada,Purusottama refers to 

RamSauja’s. interpretation/ of the Sutras.II. ii. 4-2-45. ,in 

which, Ramanuja defends the' Bhagavata system.He also refers

12.A.B.P. pp.92-95.
* ' ' *■ !

13.1 tad eva kineid vailaksanyenanye'py ahuh.h.B.P.p.635,
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to Msdhva who interpretas the Sutras so as to repudiate the 
§akta system.But he does not say anything for or against 

them. That is what we want to point out when we say that 

Purusottama adopts a comparative method .He compares the 

interpretations,theories and statements made by the scholars 

of his own school with those of others,and this he does, not 

just for the sake of refuting the other systems,which he 
very often does not refute/.What he puts before us is a 

thorough comparison of these views and interpretations with

or without his comments.This is very helpful for a clear 
understanding of the §uddhadvaita,when compared with other 

systems.

Secondly we should fee: note that Purusottama^ approach 

to the problems,he would like to discuss,is analytic.fhen- 

-ever a certain point comes up for discussion,he does not 

skip over it by saying that this has been so ordered by

Jeirya or that this does or does not appear to be so.He 

would like to go to the root of the problem and with a 

thorough presentation of the original texts,he would proceed 

analysing the v/hole topic.M interesting illustration of 

the same can be found in a very scholarly and very
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difficult discussion of whether the affix,1 may at* means 

*Tikaraf or ’pracurya*,15idersSutra I.i.l2*Purusottsma 

refers to many grammatical works,right fromTen ini’s 

Astadhyayi upto the Siddh enterathlkara of Ramakrsna.Similar 

• is his discussion of- almost all the iopics.lhcnever a certain 

word is used,he explains the exact implication of the term, 

if -it is very important for the theory,that is propounded.

He wants to give us a clear picture of what is implied by 

the particular terin;he .is never confused or confusing.We 

shall here take certain examples to illustrate this,point.

Individual souls are said to be snfeas of Brahman.In 

the Bhagyapraka^a at the end .of the third plida of the second 

idhyaya,Purusottama discusses the exact implication -of this 

term.Ee says that the term anla is used in the l3mrtis and 

the Sutras’ while the term pads is found in the Gratis.Both 

are homonyms and tire therefore vague.The' word m'sa may he ' 

used for a limb,a son,a piece,a part of something specific, 

and a constituent part in a bundle.is the Smti passage 

’Irdho va esa stma#o yat patnlh1 shows,even a wife can be 

called an an^a. Similarly the term pad a also means a part or
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a limb. Sven though any of these meanings can be used without 

being afraid of the contingency of resorting to laksana,the 

relation of the ansa and the ansin should be understood so 

as to be in accord with the analogies of the spider and his 
web and the'fire and sparks. This being the case, the bh'sq must 

be something like a part or a piece,the nature of which is not 

modified;it is therefore not completely or eternally separate
!

from the enfein.nor is it just an attribute of the same.14-

The term msya is also similarly discussed and explained.

Bhlskare says that mays is a revelation devoid of its object. 

According to Ramanuja it Implies surprise and wonderment.

In the §uddhachraita however maya is a special power of the

lord.fee proof for this is found in the Bhsgavats passages

like, atavan mud ha maysBhir, may e§!a no jigisasi*15 ftfayi .
Ifithus means the deluding capacity of the Highest Lord.

The berm Bhakti in the Suddhadvaita means service and 

love to the Lord i.e.premaseva.Taking, his clue from the 

cryptic statement of Vai labile- TBhaktihabdasya prstyayerihab

14.,A.B.P.pp. 766-767. ‘
15. Bhigavata.vni.il. 4.
16. A.B.P.p.8?@. -
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17prema,dhatvarthah seva* ,purusottama developes the idea

thus; The meaning is expressed by the affix arid the base 

together sod primarily by the affix.So the affix ’Ktinfwhich

is capable of expressing the ordinary meaning of a root , is 

here combined with the root'fihaj1 and so primarily expresses

the act of worshipping.This is of the nature of service.The

word seva has the conventional sense of physical activity,,

preceded by constancy or frequency,as can be- seen from the

usages like striseva,ausadhaseva etc.From the passages like

’Matsevaya pratitam oa* the said activity can be stated to

be of the nature of service, jig ain these passages inform us

of the purnatva on account of the seva.It is possible only

when service is mixed with love,otherwise the trouble that

it would give would prevent if from being called, a purusariha.

This being the ease,love is the motive and as such the

dominant factor in the seva.Thus it is the meaning of the

affix,while the bodily service,which is subordinate to love,
•18is the meaning of the base.

While explaining that the Highest Lord is^asarupa* #

r^T.Sn.p.p.75.

18,T.Bn.ib.p.75.
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Purusottama enters into a discussion of the term Rasa.The

term Rasa, he says,is used for the taste,viz.the quality 

which is grasped by the tongue,the mobile substance,the’ 

quintessence and that which produces happiness which cm be 

enjoyed.The scriptural passages,*Rasam hy evayam lebdhva-
19 _ _nsndl bhavati*, TICo hy evanyat kali prenyad yady esa Ikasa

_ , , 20 _ 81ananao ne syat, ’k§a hy eva ansndayati* ana others show

that Rasa is the bliss,has the purpose' of keeping the life-

-breath,has its place in the cavity’of the heart end produces

joy.Thus Rasa is ’Hrdayasthapranitanandajanaka manda.1 The

joy which is produced of this,can be enjoyed in all the limbs

and so it can be said to pervade the whole body,even then

passages likefsa mariasiha atiia jansnlm’sbow its place to be
the mind.Thus the sentiment which produced in accordance with

A'

the theories of the Rasafeastra,is also an effect of the same 

Rasa.

An analysis,though short,of the concept of sneha or

love is also similarly found.Purusottama says that sneha is 
an attribute of the mind or the soil,it is not desire.

lS.Teittirlys Rpanisad.II.fj^
50. TaittirTya 1/pan is ad. II. 7.
51. Taittiriya ITpanisad.II. ?.
82.SoS.pp. 252-853.
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*1 like it,I have love for it,I am glad at it,but I do Dot
r

want it1,such sentences are used.Similarly,it is not just 

knowledge,because ,knowledge may be also of our enemies,for

whom we have definitely so sneha.Thus sneha is a dharma-

, 22-visesa.*

Important concepts of other systems have also been 

discussed by our author in the same way. One such concept is 

sshgati.Purusottama explains sang at i as:? .An an t ar abb. idhan a- 

-prayojakariksajanakajnanaYisayo/Hthah, .This means the desire 

to know why a certain statement is made after that which has

already been made.That which is the object of knowledge , 

required to satisfy that desire,is called sahgati.lt is 

sixfold,as stated in the werke:

Saprasshga upodghato lietutavasaras tatha, 

fiirvahaikaikakaryatve sodha sahgstir isyate.

prasahga is that which can not be avoided,when remembered. 

Upodghata establishes the topic in hand.Hetuts is the 

relation he’tween the dependent and that upon which it depends. 

Avasara is something,which must be stated to satisfy the 

desire,which does not hinder the progress of the work.

22.S.S.p.7.



Nirvahakatva serves the purpose of advancing- the topic.

Ekaicaryatva produces an allied effect.This is the explanation

of the nature of sahgati,and not its definition.purusottama

himself would like to explain saihgati as the upeksinsrhatva,

(not proper to be neglected) of that which is remembered,while
23the discussion is being carried on by an intelligent man.

Hetuta and others are the attributes of th^ipeksinarhatva

and are included in the sahgati because they are related to

.the same.Again there ie no limitation that sahgati is only
24sixfold;other divisions can also be accommodated.

These and many other instances can be adduced to 

illustrate the analytical approach of Pur usottama.purusottama’s 

style and method would show that there is something of a 

modern scholar in him.He has some sense of history,which is 

said to be so very rare in the works of Indian thinkers.

A pointed instance of this is found in th^tamous Bhagavata- 

-svarupavisayakabahkanirisavada,where in Purusottama discusses

23. Savadhsuapur usapr ay u jy&msnavikyaprsyo j akatvena 
surtasyopeksenariiatvam eve sahgatih. A.B.P.pp.130-131.

24. ' A.B.P.pp. 130-131.
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whether the Bhlgavata purana is an old wooEk.Purusottama 

says that if the Bhagavata was a modern work,many authori-

-tative writers would not have referred to it in-their works.
25He than proceeds with a list of those authors and works, 

beginning with feamkara who in his Caturdalamataviveka refers 

to the Bhagavata.He also refers to the commentaries on the 

Pedmasahasranama and Upad eh asahasr 1. Samvatsar apr«aT$a of 

Prlcina CraudaCOaudapada?) ,Hemadrivratadahakhanda ,®r akr iya- 

-kaumudi of Ramec andr a, Hsian irn ayadTpikavivaran a of ErsimHa- 

-clryo,Baocsritrarntmansa of Yidyanivasa Bhattaoarya,Bhakti- 

-rasaysna of Iadhu.s*udana Sarasvati,BhaktirathavalT of Yisnu- 

-puri,Ksemendrapraka&a of iC§ e rn endr a, i vs t a 11va viveka of 

Appayya Diks ita,li irn ay as ind h u, B hag a vadfcKas kar a, D in a kar ody o- 

-ta, and Gaturvimkativyakhya of Bhattoji DTksita. The list 

found here shows that Purusottama has in him something of 
a modern scholar,who/liniPout such references to prove the 

antiquity or otherwise of a particular work.purusottama thus 

can be coaroared with a modern research scholar.

25. Bhagavatssvarupavisayaka&ahiCanirasavada.

T.Sn.p.3.
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(in).
Dialectics.

The term dialectics has been used by most of the modern 

scholars for describing the philosophical method,as found in 

the Bhasyas,their commentaries,and other works of philosophy. 

Baldwin’s Dictionary explains the term thus;

Dialectic:.In ancient philosophy and logic:pertaining to 
reasoning and argument,and (as a noun)a system or course of 

reasoning or argument....
Dialectics:(In education): The Art of teaching by means of 

discussion as seen in Plato’s Dialogues and involving as with 
Socrates inductive appeals to special instances,*®

Dr.P.D.Chsndratre in his thesis on Methodology points out 

certain important distinctions between platonic dialectic and 
Vaaa-paddhati,as followed by Sanskrit writers.^hile we my

not here enter into a discussion regarding this point,it will

be sufficient to say that the term dialectic has been loosely 

used for the Toda method.

Tatsyayana-Bliasya on the Hyayasutras of H-eat am a informs us

26-Baldwin.Dictionary of philosophy and psyehology.Vol.I.p.278. 

27.Chsndratre.Methodology.p.238 $£.
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that there sre three types of Ketha or debate,Tada.Jalpa.and

Yitanda. Yada proceeds with the sole purpose of arriving at
ggthe ascertained truth. Gautama calls, it a discussion with

students,teachers,co-students and persons,who sre interested .
30 ' 'in reaching at right conclusions, Yatsyayana describes it

as a collection of statements made by various speakers for

arguing out various views leading ultimately to the acceptance
31of one of these views as the demonstrated truth. Gautama 

defines Vsda as ’ Pr amTjn a tar kas adhan opalambhah siddhanta- 

viruddhah pancavaysvopapaimah paksapratipaksaparigraho 

Yadah. ’ ° Chandratre translates it as: *Yada consists m 

nutting forward (by two persons) of a conception and. counter- 

-conception, in which there is supporting and condemning 

by means of proofs and reascnings-neither^ of which is . ■ 

quite opposed to the main doetrine(or thesis) and both of

SS.Tisrah katha bhavanti,vado, jalpo vitapda ceti.
Yatsyay an a-Bliasya .p. 70.

29. tattvenirnayaphalah kathaviseso vadah.Sarvadarbanasangraha.
p.239.

30. Tam sisyagurusabrehmacarivibistasreyorthibhir anasuyi- 
bliir sblfupeyat.Kyayasutras.lY.ii.48.

31. ^adah khalu nenaprsvaktrkah pr a ty adhi kar anas adhan o'nya- *
-taradhikarananirnaysvasano#vakyasamuhah.

Ya tsy ay aha-Bliasya. p. 6.
32. Nyayasutras, I.ii.l.



which ere carried on in full accordance with the method

33of reasoning through five factors.*

C-autama defines jalps as : ’Yathoktopapannai ehala- 

jai in igr ah as than asadh an opa1ambho jalpah.1 explains

viiand'a as • *Sa pr atipaksas thep an aliin 0 vitands.**' In 

jalpa the disputant tries’ to overthrow the opponent and 

repudiate him in any way right or wrong.The vitenefa is 

purely destructive,wherein the opponent is just refuted, 

while no alternative thesis is offered.Thus the Yada is 

healthier than the other two.

The Platonic dialectic,as explained by Booking, 

comes very near to this.“Socrates and Plato developed a 

mathod of mental experimentation,which Plato called the 

’Dialectic’-a method well-fatted for use in conversation 

or dialogue.lt consisted in taking up any belief,one of 

the speakers chose to present;treating it as an hypothesis, 

and following it ruthlessly to its extrene conclusions.

If for one reason the consequences of the hypothesis were

33.Ch andratre.Meth od ology.p.31.
34 .ilyayssutr as. I. ii. 3.

35,1 yayssutr as. I. i i. 3.
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unacceptable,a new hypothesis must be tried;and the process 

may be continued until one is found which leads to no

error.Thus the dialectic is a progressive thinking process...
36 tfThe true hypothesis would be the dialectical survivor.* 

Coming to the Indian V ad a, we oan say, following Dr. 

Chandratre,that according to the definition of Gautama, 

quoted above there are three features that constitute a 

Tad a. .Firstly the contrary view points should; be supported 

and condemned by means of proofs and reasonings. Secondly

none of the view points,accepted or repudiated aust be 

entirely against the main thesis.Ys&syayana explains the

significance of this condition when he says that the 
fallacy of contradiction(Hetvabhasa) of Siddhantavirodha,

can be used in the ¥ada,but the proper place for the 

clinchers or nigrahasthanas is the jalpa or vitanda,and 

not Tad a.’' Third condition of the 1/ada is that both the 

supporting and condemning roust be ^accordance with the

36 J/.E.Hocking; $ypes of philosophy.p.SS9.Quoted by 
Chandratre:Methodology.pp. 83-30. .

37,SiddEantaffi abhyupetya tadvirodhi viruddhah iti hetva- 
-bhasasya idgrshasthinasyenujffa vide ,Tatsyanafehisyb. p. 70. 

’.Also see.Jslpe nigrahastlianaviniyogad vide tatpratisedhah, 
Tatsyayanabhisya.p. 70.
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reasoning of five-membered syllogism.lt should be however

noted that mostly all the writers on the Vedanta carry on 

with the three-membered syllogism sansisting of pratijfta, 

hetu and udaharana. , , . ;

In the light of what has been stated, above,we would 

like to examine the Yadagranthas of p ur us o 11ama. The Yada- 

-grsnthas would in themselves provide for a very important 

study of Purusotteras's dialectic^because they are indepen-
'-V

-dent, compact and to the point.A glance at' these Yada- 

-granthas will show that purusottama begins many'of his 

Ysdas with a verse, in which he makes a certain statement, 

according to the accepted hypothesis of his view.The said 

statement is challenged by_ the Opponent,who does not 

subscribe to the view and 'thus argues against it,Thus the 

discussion starts*An analysis of some of his Wdas is 

given below;so that we may be able to find out the 

.salient features of,,his Yad.agranth.as*, ,■................... ...

The prshastavada,as we have, already said,is a

composite work of three actions or' avail tar avid as. It begins
" ’ , , . 1 * ’• *

with the verse;- • ;
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ISrutilirasi yasya mahima nirupadhir 

iSo'pi yasya khalu mahima,

Tam Krsnam adimurtim namaki
opKiravadyasadgunam brahma. *

the first quarter leads to the discussion cm the 

meaning of the Yedantas.The opponent asks as to how the 

first quarter can be explained.Purusottaraa replies that 

all the Yecfantas teach Brahman i.e.they are Brahma-pars.
The follower^ of ^arnkare points out her.e theVA-vastavika- 

brshma-paratYa’, to which the author says that this is a 
srauta system and qjly the Srutis should be accepted as 

the valid Pramana and the thoughts,which go against them, 

should be countered on the strength of reasoning,which does 
not go against the feru/fcis.Tbe author then goes on to shew 

how the belief in the Sopadhiks-brahma-paratva of the ISrutis 

is untenable,as it is not vouched for by the scriptural 

evidence.That Brahman' has attributes is made out in the

'Srutis end oply the material attributes are rejected.Thus 

Brahman is an abode of contradictory attributes.So far, 

Purufottsma bases all his observations on the scriptural

38. Prh.p.3.
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■passages,hundreds of which are quoted and interpreted. 

Purusottama now attacks the theory of Avidya on logical 

grounds .He asks whether iividya is with or without beginning,

whether it is related to the jits or Brahman,and whether 
it is sat, as at, both sat and asat M or neither .sat nor 

asat.Purusottama points out that none of these alternatives

qqis acceptable. jPurusottama again comes back to the

scriptural passages which he explains in extenso to show

how they can not be. ceiled upon to prove the theory of

maya.Purusottama at the end proves the avikrtaperinamavada

on the scriptural authority and finally comes again to his

point,’Tasmac chruii&irahi nirupsdhir eva brahmano mahiMa
40prstipadyats iti supapannam.* ~

The second part of the JJrahastavada is said to be 

based on xhe second quarter of the verse quoted above.

Purusottama begins with a question.Accepting that Brahman 

has endless forms,should all the forms be accepted as 

equal or should fee think that one of them is principal and 
the others are subordinate? Somq4jhin|f that it is in fact

39. Prh.pp.21-32.

40. Prh.p.34.
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formless but assumes forms owing to maya and so, whether 

they are equal or subordinate in relation to one another, 

does not make any difference.Others say that all the 

forms are mayika,of them that of Yisnu is the highest.

Still others opine for &iva.The followers of Bhedavads 

make out that only one is Brahman,while the other/ is' 

five.‘The author then says that in fact Brahman is beyond 

the three qualities,regulates the maya, is an abode of 

contradictory qualities and is thus endowed with all the 

forms.lt is and is not an agent,it is thus not an object of 

any dispute,it is faultless and on the analogy of blind 

men and an elephant, it assumes various forms, to give the 

reward to various worshippers.The theory of maya has already 

been refuted.The Bhedavada is not taught by the Gratis.

Thus the difference of the forms should be discussed.Out

of these the Highest is transcendental and another is of

tfie nature of Viblmti,the others are still inferior to it.
_ 4iWhich of them is Mahamahimayukta? This is a sort of 

introduction to what Purusottama really wants to write.

He then states the views of Appayya Diksita as found in

41. Prh.p,35,
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u>i vat add va vi ve k a, and refutes Mm thoroughly with a

Taisnavaite interpretation of the &rutis,Smrtis ,Purlnas,

and all that.lt the:end he says that Bhagavat is the 
0

principal form of Brahman,and l3iva is the main, Yibhuti.

Thus the proposition in the second quarter of the verse 
42is established. • '

The third part deals with the third quarter of the 

said verse.Purusottama here says that Ersna. is the Idi- 

-jffOrti and discusses it on the basis of the puranas and
T i

minor Tfpaaisads, and refutes the contention that Krsnatva 

is rniyika.

Panditakarabhindipala is something like an extension 

of the second part of the Prahasta. It begins with:

Vividhesu Yividhaphaladah bivadirupah sada svayam

tv agunah,
Bhaktesa nirgunatvam kurvaa hqrir uttamo jayati.^

The whole discussion is based1- on the first quarter and ■ 

is directed against SSaivism.The basis here is of the

42. Prh.p.233.

43. Panditkarabhindipala.lvataravadldrili.p. 247.
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Purlnas and minor scriptural texts.

Bhedlbhedasv&rupanirnaya begins with:

Brahmlbhedopasahaj jtfnanato va

Brahniatmaikye'py arc's ataia atyajsntah, . ,

lasyaisvaryad asate .yanniyamyas
_ . 44fern ISrikrsnam devadevam namami.

The verse thus states,the oneness of Brahman and stman, 

the ansetva of the individual soul inspite of the said 

oneness and that everything is controlled and regulated 

by the Highest -Lord.Thus it is necessary to discuss whether 

the sbheda tolerates the bhada or not.The opponent argues 

that it does not,and .makes out s, case for absolute Monism. 

Purusottama replies that the theory of Satkaryavada,whieh 

is based on the Gratis,shows that everything existed even 

prior to the creation.So the attributes like akara and 

kahyatva should be accepted as existing in Brahman.If they 

are different from Brahman,it would go against the 

Advaita&ruti/.IIence we should accept that Brahman is 

endowed with the required attributes and is the cause.

44 c Bhed ab hed as varup an irn ay a.Padavail. p.16.



The effects are one with' the cause,though they are 

mutually different f ran one another.Similar is the case • 

with the relation of Brahman and Jsgat.The relationship 

between Brahman, and the jahras is like that of gold and 

•a lump of gold.This is also abheda,which tolerates bheda.

As here the whole argument proceeds on the bases of 

Satkaryavada,Purusottama has to refute the isstkiTryavada, 

and the belief in the pngabhaYa.This is based on reasoning

and not verbal testimony.purusottaraa again comes back to 

his point and shows ho?/ the Bhedasshisnu-abheda is to be

accepted in the states of deluge and liberation.

SrstihhedavaTda is a very important work of Purusottama. 

It begins with:

To 11 lays kila gavam avaaaya go tram'

Baste'tikomalatame krpaya dadhara,

ladrupam eted enhilem yata asa yasmat
. . ,45Sad y ad vibhati tarn ajam sarsnam prapadye.

The statement of the third quarter is called in to 

question by those,who believe in the Paramanuyada.

45. Srs t ibhed a fad a. YatT5 vail. p. 8 2.
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purusottama refutes them by strongly attacking the very 

thesis that the paramuaus can be the cause.The definition 

of the attorn, as given by the Vaiisesikas, is criticised by 

him vehemently.He says that it is not from the subtle that

the |ross is produced,cn the other hand the gross cause 

gives rise to subtle effects,as can be surmised from various

instances .Purusottama also takes the opportunity to refute

the’ concept of /sbhava. After thus repudiating the arambhavlda,

Purus,ottama refers to the inifevara sahkhyas and their

theories.They ere pjsswered mainly on the scriptural grounds,

though the non-sentiency of the Prakrti is also pointed out.

Thus purusottama says that the sentient Brahman should be

accepted, as the material and the efficient cause as also
/ 46the agent of the world on the authority of the Srutis.

Bow Purusottama here refers to the Ekadefeixi who does not 

agree to the theory of Pariaima and who therefore advances

the Yivsrtavada,The author here details the arguments of 

the ,{nay1vadin,for rejecting the Slhkhyon parinamavada and 

accepting the Bfayafada.purusottama refutes the mayavads also

46,Tasmad br shins cetanam jagata upidaham nimittam kartr 

ceti brutibhys eva mantavyam. Yadavali.p.96.
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47cm scriptural authority,though he uses logic also. At 

the. end the 'Suddhadvaita views of Ivirbhava-1 ir obhava 

and Avikrtaparinama are fully explained.

In the beginning of the Ehyativada we have the 

following verse: ■ "V

Yanmayaya bahihksipfs khyayate buddhir arthavat,
_ _ 48Nivartste ca yadbodhet tarn nanmrni jsnardaaa®.

The objector can.not agree to the first line,but

Purusottsma answers his objections and says that he is

in favour of the Anyakhyati.Purusottama,refers to the

haiyayikes,who believe in the inyathaldiyati.This is

refuted on purely logical grounds.Similarly the Bhattas,

the Prabhakaras,the Maya via ins, the Sahkhya and Ramanuja
♦

are referred to.All are refuted except the last,whose 

view is also not, accepted in ioto.The difference in the

views held by the Vi'sistadvaita and the iSuddhadvaita is 

described and explained by the author .Purus ottama shears 

how both Akhyati and.Anyairhyati are accepted in his 

system.

47.Srstibhedavada.fadavali.p.104.•> *“

48. ’ Khyativad a.Vadavall, p. 119.



Andhakaravada is introduced with the Terse:

Dar&aya hatha guhayara tamo-vrtayam svatah saroagatya,
. 49lucukunda Its saysne mayi krpayanehasapi vapuh.'

\

The opponent does not agree to the terra tmovrtayia because 

the tamas which is just absence of light,can not envelope 

any thing.Pur us ot tarns refers to the view that the tamas is 

the separate, sub stance. According to the followers of KaiiMa 

darkness is not a substance.Similar is the view of the 

author of Pratyaktaitiad-Tpika. Pur us ot tern a says that Tamas 

is a substance,which is capable of enveloping .and which is 

an effect of may a, which is the raUia-sakti, In proving this 

he refutes both the Yai'sesikas and the author of Pratysk-

-tattvadTpika.

Pratibirabavada similarly is intended to prove that 

the image is a separate object altogether.The discussion 

is introduced with the verse:

Jyotis tamalanilam karunasilara rauda staumi,
■ 50Harati tamonikurembam yatpratibimbam svaklyanam.^

The second line is objected to by the disputant who says 

that the Pratibimba is not an existing entity at all.

49. Andhakaravada.YedavalT.p*131.
50. PratibimbaVada.YadavslT.p.133.
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Purusottama refutes the .arguments and says that it is an 

entity on the ground of verbal testimony and also on account

of pereeption.lt is different from other objects because of 
its mayikatva.Fe refers to other views also,though he does

not n any of the theorists.

JivapratibimbatvaMisndsnavada begins with,

Yac cidamfeesu j'lvesu pretibimbldirupetam, ■
✓ y 51Yadsnti matabhedais tam srikrsnaia sarvadasraye.

The Opponent does not agree with the theory of jtafeatva

and says that JTva is a Pratibimba or an 'abhasa.Purusottama
*

here enumerates sis views,held by the followers of Samkara. 

Purusottama refutes those views on the basis of reasoning 

and scriptures both and establishes the theory of Aa&atva. -

Jvirbhavatirobhavavlda is a very important work in as 

much as it deals with the theory of manifestation and noji- 

-manifestation,which constitutes the basic plank of the

Suddhadsrarita.The first verse runs:
Yadavirbhave 'anan.da avirbhavati sarvatah,

_ _ ,59
Tirobhaventi santapas tam 6raye gofculesvaranu ‘,J

51. JTvapratibimbatvakharidanavada.^/idavall.p.lTO.
52. YvirbKavatirobllsvavada. Vadavall. p. 182.
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The opponent says that one who does not agree to the 

production, and destruction of the effects can not also 

explain the manifestation and non-manifestation .Purusottama 

makes out a very strong ease for hisview.He discusses the 

Sstkaryavsda,utpettijprlgablilTa and all the theories 

connected with the Abhevas.vehemently refutes them and 

finally explains the ^udcihadvaita concept of manifestation 

and non-manifestation and how it is to be applied to the,

creation of the world and the jivas.

Lastly we shall refer to the Khalalapanavidhvamsayada, 

which is metrical and thus unique in certain respeets*It 

does not begins with a verse to which the opponent objects* 

Pumsottama here straightly plunges into discuss ion, when he 

says that certain followers of the Sakha system doubt the 

Saktitva of the Highest lord, looking to the ornaments worn

by him.Purusottama gives the authority of scriptures to 

prove the*masculine character of godJie also refers to 

the Sviffiiny as tana and the Sarasvatisthapona.

We will not give an analysis of other Yadas li,ke the 
IJrdhvapundradllaranavada or the T alas im aladhar qii aval a, f irs t ly



because many of thep are important only for the 

iSuddhadvaita practices and secondly because the Fades which 

we have referred to will be sufficient fox- studying the 

vada-paddhati of Purusottama.A study of the above Ifadas 

will make clear the following points.

Most of the Ysdas of purusottama follow a definite 

fixed pattern.The first verse in almost each of these tracts 

is written in the form of a benediction,bat besides,it also 

suggests the hypothesis,which is immediately tried.Some-

-times we find,as in the first part of the Pralmsta,tta-t 

logic is subordinated to scriptures,but that is quite 

in keeping with the accepted view that the &a’oda is the

highest authority in the Suprasensuous realms of 

metaphysics.lt must however be stated to the credit of 

Purusottama,that whenever he is against a certain theory, 

he uses logic if that particular theory is, advanced on the 

ground of reasoning and only when the opponent adduces 

scriptures in his support^,Furusottaaa meets on that 

ground.The i&pe&tf part and even the whole of the prahasta- . 

-bade is directly concerned with the scrip t or e s.’then liow- 

-ever* the oecassion arises the discourse is carried on



with' reasoning.Other hypotheses are also put forward,as in

Srstibhedavada and Xbyeiivada.They are however refuted by

our author ,who gives "various arguments, logical and script oral 

to support his own viiw and to refute the views of others.■

We may sa$ that this comes very near to the flat on ic 

Dialectic, as explained by Hoe king. There is however one very 

important point of difference.In Platonic Dialectic the 
first hypothesis which has been put forward need not be 

necessarily accepted and other views are tried when the 

first is found unacceptable.In the Vadagr-8nthas,as we have- 

seen,the hypothesis suggested by the benedictory verse is

the authors own view about the point,Thus the same is 

finally accepted after other rival theories are rejected.

It can be pointed out,though it is very rare,that the 

rival theory is not entirely repudiated,while it is neither 

accepted fully .Thus Ramanuja’s view about erroneous 

perception is not completely refuted'in the Khyltivada,

We can as well say that these tracts satisfy the 

requirements of the Indian Tad a. The contrary view points 

are supported and refuted on the basis of proofs and 

reasoning.We have noted above that proofs for a Yedantin
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include^ scriptures as the finsi authority.They are to be 

supported by tarka or reasoning.The ancient logicians 

classify tarka into 11 but the modern school accepts only 

5: Atmssr aya{Ign or at i o glenchi),anyonya6raya(Petitio 

urineipii)scakraka(circle),an8V8Stha(regressus ad infinitum), 

end premanabadhitarthaprasahga(reduetio ad absurdurn). The 

other sis ore:7y8ghata,laghe.Ya,gaurava,utsarga,apafada,and 

vaijatya.53feny of these tarkae are very often found in the 

Vedas of Purusottama.We may here takej^ some illustrations.

’The Praiaanebadhitarthsprasaxiga is found in the Bheda- 

-bhedasvarupanirnaya/ when our author says that if the 

attributes like aksra,icaryatva,and the like are not accepted 

as existing in Brahman before creation,the scriptural 

passages teaching of the satkaryaveda would be rendered

meaningless.If the effects are said to exist separately 

from Brahman,it would go against the passages teaching 

oneness.Hence for reconciling these two,we shall have to 

accept Brahman,which is endowed with these attributes, 

as the cause.54This is Prsmanab'adhiiihthaprasahga.

53. Cf.Sarvadarhanasahgralia.pn. 338- 333.

54. Vad avail. p. 18.
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The fault of anyoayasraya has been pointed oufc by 

Purusottame in the Views of those who believe that Tsvara

is the sentiency reflected in the impression: of the creatures, 

remaining'under the influence^ of mays,which has its abode 

in brahman;and jlva is the sentiency reflected in the internal 

organ imagined by mays.To this Purusottama says that the 

reflection must be accepted only of that wkich is not 

defiled by upedhis on the ground of the illustrations of 

ghsta'icsfea etc.This being the case,16vara cannot possibly 

be accepted as existing,because the mayatamas has its own 

solid canstitu&ats and the like and thus they would obstruct 

the impressions. (IDhTvisanas) if the constituents are not many, 

then the iietu cannot be explained and if one believes in 

the nature as such,it would lead to the contingency of 

svabbavavada.Besides there will be pititio principii in so 

far as the svabhava can be explained/only when reflection is 

established and the reflection can be accepted, only when the

svabhava is established.Thus there is aayonyasroys between
— 55svabhava and pratibimba. „

55.Tadavail.p.173.
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Atmasraya and anavastha are found together when 

Purusottame is refuting the eonoept of production in the 

asatkaryavada.hs it is with number,so with production sIbo 

we should believe that production is produced.This is not only 

without any proof ,but it leads to the fallacy of regressus

because uipsiti requires another utpetti,this again the third 

and so on.It should not be stated that utpatti is produced

from it self, on the basis of the usages like 'Utpattir jata?, 

because that would be atBSSfereje.^-’

Besides these which hare been illustrated here,there are

many other reasons found in Puru§ot tarns' s argument at ion. Thus
• b? _ — 58 59

for instance we find manabhava, drs tan tabftava,^ prasiddhatva,

. _ 60 .. _ , . 61 ,
Kalpanagaursva, ativyaptl, etc.
---------The second requirement of a Tilda, is that both the

view points should not be completely against the 'main. 

thesis.The idea behind this requirement is,as we have seen

58.Yadavall.p.189, 
57.Ibid.p.86.
58.Ibid.p.189.

59.1b id.p. 18'V 

60.Ibid.p.189.

61. lb id.p. £01.
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above, that the clinchers should not be used in a Yada,

the proper place, for them being $alpa or vitandl.In the 

fad as of our author the contingency of. Sid4hentabh'ehga . ;

is very often found used against the adversary.We shall , 

see one illustration of this.

The atom is defined in the Tsifeesika system as •
« Bhautikatve sati nityo gatiman psramanuli. * Wh a b is the

bhsutikatva hers?Is it thats-sambandhi t va?In that case

all the primordial elements liice earth do not exist in

the beginning of creation;there can be no question of

the bhuta-sambaadhitva.If the opponent takes into account

the existence of space,it would also include the mind,

and thus the definition will be too wide.If for everting

this contingency he refuses to accept the creation as
such,the atoms themselves can not exist end this would

ftpbe tent amount to Siddbsntabbanga.

The third requirement of a. Yada is regarding the 

five-membered syllogism.The writers cm the Ye dinta, 

however,do not generally give all the five but they give 

only the first three members viz.PratijHa,Hetu,and 

Ud ah ar an a. P ur as ot tamo.’ $ Va-iss afford us with many

62.Yadavail.p.85.



syllogisms.

One important point which \m should jest note is 

that tlie Tfiadas of purusottama never assume the form of

jalpa or vitanda.Most of his Yadagranthas are'intended 

to prove something and not to disprove'some thing. The 
pretest a and the KhailalapanaTidhvanea Vodas are specially 
directed against the halvas and the 'Shittas respectively,,

but there is not just m attitude of putting down an 

adversary.In the prahasta Purusottsma1 proves that 
Brahman is the teaching of the Yedahias,that feiva is 

the priiicipel Tihhuti and that Xrsna is the oularura.

In the Shalalapsnavidhvansavada we find that Purusottama 

tries to emphasise the personal aspect of Bod.One may 

perhaps point out that the JI vapr a t ib imb at vaifh and an a vad a,

as its name indicates,is m<$it to - refute the theory of 

the followers of sSajikarsuThe1 last verse of the Yada also 
lends support to this.^Rut we should bear in mind that 

after refuting the theory of prstibimba,Purusottama 

shows how the theory of an&atva is faultless.The 

Prasenga dialectics is often found in these works,when

63.1ti hrivailabftacar yavocm a-sayagocararo,
Pratibimbadir’up&tvaltbarvdanara. viiadikrtam.

Yadavali.p.183.



Purusottama- offers different alternatives for under- 

-stending the opponent1s theory and rejects all of them.

But the trend of arguments is never destructive for the 

sake of being simply destructive.The alternatives are cm 

the other hand offered to chow the inherent inconsistencies 

in the theory,which is attacked,Thus when he says that 
the may a is neither s at,'nor as at ,11 or again both sat and - 

asat and not even different from both sat and asat,he 

points out how the theory of maya cannot be logically
/

explained and accepted.

The observations,which v/s have made regarding the 

VadagrantliGfl,are equally applicable to the discussions, 

that are found in other worms of our author.

.As regards the fallacies of reasons (hetvabbasas) 

the author himself dismisses the topic, in his prastliana- 

-ratnakara.We would like to give here his awn explanations

and illustrations.The laiyayik 

reasons into fiv'e,savyabhicara

asiddha and babbita.

;as classify fallacious 

,viruddha,s a t-pretipoks a 5

Savyahhicara is the straying reason which is explained 

as;SsdhyatadabKovasldhakataya pratlyamaxsah.lt is twofold,
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comm<m{Sadharana)and unoommon(asadharsna).The former is

that whioh proves both the.sadhjra and.its absence by 

positive concomitance,e.g.l>hliraavan Ifahneh.The latter does 

the same by negative coneomiteace,e.g.&ahdah anitysh. 

ISabdatvat.The logicians give a third variety also called 

non-conciusiim (tttupasamharin)}which is explained as, 

Ivrttis’adiiyekatva.e.g.Skasavan.bifeah.Sometimes it is 

understood as kevaianvayidharMovaechinnapaksaka.e.g.

Servant anityam.Prameyatvat.The. fault here lies with the 

obstruction in understanding the negative concomitance.

Adverse reason or viruddha beta is explained as,
i

sadhya-asamanadhikarano hetuh.The hetu is not coev^al 

with the sadhya but is entirely different from it.e.g. 

Oauh.A&vatvat.This,says purusottama,.is.not different from 

the svarupasiddhi.

Sat-prr.tipaksa or opposable reason is that which 

obstructs the understanding of the sadhya.e.g.Jalam 

urn am .'Bp sr<3 a va 11 vat .W osn am. A te j as t vat.

Tinestablished reason or asiddha is. explained as:

1 Vyabhicaredy any apara® art sprat ibandhakatavacchedakadharma- 

-tvam asiddhih.’It has three varieties.(1)Svarupasiddhi,
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e.g.Ghateli prthivi .P at at va t. {g)Israyasiddhi,e.g.(r8ganakamalam 

surabhikam alea.SurabhifcaffiGlatvat. (S) Yy opyatvasiddhi,e.g.the 

DhliBieij.isthsiryapti is absent in a cloud of dust.It can also 

be said to exist when the Saflhye or tJie hetu is unknown.

Badha or stultified reason is explained as; *Pakse sadhya- 

-IsTbiyatvamt/Thus for instance fire does not'exist in water.

Besides the five,which have been enumerated above,

Purusottsms says that upedhi is also a fallacy.lt is defined

as : ♦Sechys/^'opakstve seti s Idhana vy apakat vam upadhih. ’Thus
for instance the syllogism like,’Ynglya hinsa adharmaSSdhajfom

hin sit vat.* has this fault because it does not take into account
64the nisedha of hinsa when enjoined in the scriptures.

One important point,which we may here note with regard to 

the dialectical method of Purusottama,is that as an honest 

debater,he does not resort to the unfair means of argumentation

as employed in the jalpa or .vitanda.Dialectic quibbling or

ehala is one such way which means a wilful misrepresentation
65of the views of the opponent. It is classified into three, 

vak-chala,saman^ya-chaia and upaCara-ehala.In the first,the 

meaning which is not intended to be conveyed < is assumed,when

64. Pr.pp.144-146.
65. Yacahavaghat o' rthavikaipopspsttya c ha 1 am .h y ay a slit r a s. I. ii. 10.



the statement of the opponent is vague.In the second an 

absurd signification is urged by using too generic a term. 

rihe third is based on the secondary meaning of the words.lt 

is necessary that the views of the opponent should be correct- 

-ly presented before they are at tacked, and we find this 

particular virtue jn the discussions of Purusottama,who has 

ne-er taken recourse to any of the chalas mentioned above.

Not only so, but at many places we shall find the quotations 

of the view-points of others .Thus for instance- the catuskot-
•6n

-iks dialectics of the Baucidiias, the theory of Syadvada,
- 67as explained by jinantavirya, the views of logicians,

Mimensakas and others given in the we&ke of Purusottama 

would show that Purusottama is always careful in the

presentations of the opinions of others Jot only so but ‘ 

at some places he would also show the contents of certain

books.Thus for instance he says that the San kfaya,we11-known 

by the name of Eapilasutras,has two versions.One has 28 ' 

Sutras and is commented upon by Pan©a§ikha,the other is 

Sa&khyaprevsoaaasutra in 6 Adhyayas.While the fiwst version

66. A.B.P.p.658.

67. A.B.P.p.664.



just aentions the topics taught in the system,it is the
68second which explains them fully.

We have noted above that Purusod&sma has the dignity

and elegance of style. As a result of this he does not 

often jeer at his opponents. The accusations against 

Ilamksra found in the works of Tallabha end YitthaLesa are 

almost totally absent. He treats Samkara, Ramanuja and 

Madliva , all the Acaryss with equal respecdr, as can be seen 

from the fact that he never uses singular number for them. 

Singular is used by him only forsr £rikantha and Bhiksu, for

neither of whom he seems to have much regard. For &rlkantha

of course the sectarisn&pirit might have invited criticism 

gtnd lowered the position of his schoolurnsottama also has 

adopted a critical and liberal attitude.There is however 
sometimes some caustic criticism from his pen,^ but they

68. A.B.P.p.l54.
69. Cf.(l)Ata evam satyapi yat t ad s vicar enhh and am aye duhkha- 

-stitvaKathanam tad grsnthakrto mahaduhkhasemskarasya
prablyam eva g am ay at i iti dik.A.B.P.p.199.This is against 
feamkara.(2)Ata idam bhiksavaiyagryadahayam evavadid iti 
dik.A.B.P.p.23?.This is against Tijnanabhiksu.{3)Yai&esi-
-kadarfcanasye ulukarupina ksnsdena kstatvat...Tadavail, 
p. 140.This is against the Taifeesikas in the Andhakaravada

etc.
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ere very rare.Barring Rome stray passages we can say that 

Purusotta>aa maintains a high standard, below which he does

hot go.

The last point,which we should take in to account in 

relation to Purusot-tama’s argumentation is whether he/is 

himself* open to the charge of punarukta,which is a clincher. 

In many of his works the same arguments are repeated.-The

theory tbft darkness is an object is fomjd discussed in
_ 70 _ _ 71the Prasthanaratnaiore, *Andhakaravada, ‘and in the

hvaranabhanga.Similarly tne theory of jiva-pratibiinbatva

is refuted strongly in the Praetbanakatnekera, the Tada
bearing the same name,74 and the Avaranabhanga. /5That an

individual soul is atomic is proved in the Avaranabhanga,7®

77and Anubhasyapraka&a. The way in which God can be 
realised is explained in the Anubhasyaprakafea,^ and

*»» — •*»•«**«» —• m» mm m* ^ ^ wm mm mm m* im mt mm m* mm mm m» mm mm «m mm mm *m mm mm mm mm mm

70.Pr.p.lll.ff.
Vl.Andhakairavada.PFdavali.'p. )31 H> '
72. Tp.S.Ab.p.lSo.ff.
73. Pr.p.l29.ff.
74. jrvapratibiffibafcvakhendaxiavada.Tadivali.p. nt> ti‘
75. T.Sa.Ab.p.lO’2.ff.
76. T.S.Ab.p.92.ff.
77. A.B.P.p.?93ff,
78. - A.B.P.p.bOS.ff.



_ _ 79Prasthanaratnakera, ’ fh,e passages being completely similar. 

The Srstiprakriya in the Anubhasyaprakasa w should be 

compared with that in the prasthsnaratnakara. - The

refutation of the concept of Abhava is found at many

places. those passages have e close affinity no^only

from the point of vie?; of Arguments but even expressions, 
to the extent that one appears to have been almost quoted 

from aiiother.lt is quite lively that purusoitama might have

quoted in his works from other works of his own .But does 

this constitute the fault of repetition? Repetition would 

be a fault only when it occurs in the same work and not in 

different works. On the other hand Purus Ottawa* s intention

seems to be that even if one of his works is read,the 

reader can understand the arguments which lead to the

position accepted by the vJuddHadveits.The repetition may 

strike one, who reads many of his works.

79. Pr.p.l87,
80. A.B.P.p.SlO.ff.
Bl.Pr.p.lSO.ff. . .
82.pr.p.111.ff,T.3n.lb.p.35.ff,Sr siibhed aval a,Avirbhava- 

- tirobhavavada, etc,



» Import tat refutations*.

Tutus ottama has refuted almost all other systems in

one way or another.lt is difficult to show here how he has 
refuted all these theories,because it will make a Tolume 

in itself if we take down all his arguments,advanced by him 
against others.It will however be useful to see some^Eis 

important refutations.

While the Buddhistic theories are rejected by him, 

when commenting upon Anubhasya,lie has independently 

repudiated the Buddhistic theory of §unyavada.Ee asks 

whether the proof by which the nihilist establishes the

void,exists or does not exist,If it does exist the 

existence of the pramlpa would go against the accepted 

principle of void.If it does not exist,how can the 

principle of void be established 'with the help of a 

Pramena,which does not exist at all?

The Buddhists advance their famous four-cornered 

dialectics for establishing the theory of void.They giveb 

four alternatives, sat, as at, sadasat, and sadasadvilaksana, 

and reject them, all*That/which does not exist at all, can 

not be produced by the usage of words.Thus for instance
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the horn of a hare does non exist at all.That which exists

can not be produced eititer from that which exists or from 

that which does not exist.The pot or a sprout is produced 

only by the destruction of a lump of clay or a seed

respectively,and so it is not produced from bKav8.lt can 

neither be produced from ablfavs,because otherwise the 

essence of non-existence must inhere in the effect,but it 

is not seen inherent.lt can not be produced frpm itself, 
because that would be tantamount to the fallacy of 

ignoratio elanchi,and also that of absence of purpose.lt 

cannot further be produced from anything else because in 

that case everything will be produced from everything,in as 

much as the other thing,whieh is the cause, is not definite 

and thus may be anything.Thus when the concept of production

is rejected,that of destruction is also similarly refuted.

We can not again accept both sat and -asat,because as sat and 

asst are mutually different from e«ch other,one thing cannot

be both,The last alternative is also not possible because 

one thing cannot be different from both sat and asat,and 

nothing is seen corresponding to it in the world.Hence the 

vpid or SSunyatl which is Kept out of the four alternatives, 

is the only principle and the attainment of void is
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salvation according to them.

Purusottama gives a spirited reply to this.Is the 

principle of void arrived at by tile nihilist on the basis 

of any proof or jast on the strength of the vs Mu without 

taking the help of any proof?It can not be latter because 

then it would be well known to all like the space and there 

would be no dispute regarding the same..Again does that 

strength exist or not? If it does,then the suhya which is 

the abode of this strength must also exist and hence it 

cannot be kept out of the four alternatives.Similar is the 

case if it does not exist.Coming to the first alternative, 

even the praolana must be either existent|/^ or non-existent 

and this would again bring the whole thing in the four 

alternatives.What again is the proof, by which the void is 

established?Is it perception or inference?The former is

not possible, because the. object of perception is not well 

known to all.Inference is also not helpful.The syllogism, 

whatever is inexplicable is ^unya,is not proper,because 

of the wain* of illustration.I'or the Buddhists,everything

is included in the paksa.If another syllogism is tried, 

’Ghatah sunyah.ITktar i ty a viearasahatvai.pata#vat, ’ then



there is the fallacy of straying reason because in the case

of the piece of cloth or the golden ornaments,the theory of 

the production of an effect after the destruction of a cause 

(Upaiardy a predurbhavah) is not accepted by all .Hence we must 

accept the theory of ‘Bhavsds bifavotpattih1,and that would

go against the vicarlsahatvs,which has been made’ out. The

83nihilists are thus refuted by their own arguments.

After refuting the Jain theory of Syadvsda following 

Ysllabha ,Purusottama refers to one finantavTrya,who says 

that the seven statements ere based upon the vivaksa or 

the desire to express a particular thing.Thus when we want 

to posit a thing, we would say’Syad asti’,and if we desire 

to negate, it the statement would be *Syan nasti’.If both

positing and negating are desired in a certain order,we 

have ’Syad asti ca nisti ca’.If on the other hand both are 

desired to be stated simultaneously then the sentence is 

’Syad avaeyam’.If the positive is to be stated as 

indescribable,we have ’Syad asti cs avacysin ca* ,and if 

that is a case with the negative,then ’Syan nasti ca 

avacyam ca ’would be the sentence.If all the three are'

83.A.B.P.pp.658-659.



desired to be expressed,we have the last statement,*Syad 

asti eg hssti ca aVfcyam os’.

Purasottama asks whether the seven statements which are 

explained on the ground of ?ivaksa,are the natural 

attributes of the objects or they are adventitious or 

super-imposed or they have that particular thing as their 

object. If they are natural at tributes, they definitely exist 

and ' ths question of .any desire to express does not arise. 

They cannot be adventitious, because in the absence of 

definite natural attributes,the adventitious ones cannot 

be stated, as it would go against perception.14or they can be 

super-imposed, because the attributes, which are superimposed, 

can not make the existing ones indefinite. The last altera a-.

-five Is equally wron^because just- by imagining any such 

bhsaga,the natural, attributes con not be made indefinite.

The ancient scholars have already shown how they are mutually 

inconsistent .and contradictory."' "

purasottama is very critical of the Ysifeesika concept 

of param1inus.Ee has refuted- the vaifcesika theory.^/ of
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paramanus as the cause,while commenting upon hnubhasya., 

la the SrstiWisdavada, however, lie attacks the very definition 

of porsfienus, as given by the®.The paramanii/ is defined by 

them as : ’Bbautikatve sati nityo gstimsn paramanuh. ’What is

meant by bhauiikatva here?It can not be the quality of 

being delated to the premordial elements, because in the 

beginning of creation,we can not imagine the existence of 

elements like the earth,other then those/which are to be 

created.If the Yeifeesikas point to the existence of space,

the definition would os well apply to the mind also.If 1 

they do not accept the state in the beginning'of creation,

the permanus themselves cannot be accepted and this would 

amount to Siddhentabhengs.Bhauktikatva again cannot be 

bhutasamava/yitvOjthe quality of being inherent in the

elements, because tha premordial elements themselves do not
„ r

exist as shown above.If the definition is some how under- 

-stood because of yo£?yata,evsn then it is too wide and 

would include the mind also on the strength of the 

description of the manssa-srsti in the puranas and the. 

fogabastrs.If tost is accepted as istapatti,just as

85. h.B.P.p.SSO.fl.



the per am an us would be fivefold,the mind also would be 

partite and this would go against the eternal nature of

the,mind.If that is also an istapatti,then the &abdapra.raanya 

is left off b;» the Opponent and the accepted principle is 

nullified.The opponent is thus on the horns of a dilemma.

The Vaifeesikas argue that the whole world is produced

from substances having ieih and less of spheracity.This is

the ease of everything upto the trasarenu.The qyanukas are

also produced from still smaller substances because they
86are capable of producing the mahat and the dirgha. This 

would lead to the paramabus,which have infinitesimal 

sphericity and they are not produced from anything else.

purusottama says that apart from the question of 

definition,the argument given abojd# can be advanced further 

- and we can say that as the psramanus are capable of 

producing the objects of medium Sphericity viz. the 

dvyanukas,they must also be^i understood as produced aid 

this would go against their eternity.lt should net be 

argued that the point, where we stop,while going to the
■S

cause from the effect.,is the paramanu,because this would 

86.Tadavali.p.83.



run counter to the accepted principle.If that is done, 

so as to avert the contingency of regressus,it is better 

to leave aside the whole theory of 'arambhavada.

.Again the body is made of five elements in which, the 

elements like water are mixed with each other.At, the time

of separation they wo old be relegated to the position of 

atoms and so the clay and the like would not be visible 

a^all.Thus the theory is against perception also.

/•gain the substances are said to be produced not from 

the point, of view of having a particular form(Rupavattva), 

because this would include' the atoms of air also. They 

can not again be from the point of view of murtatva, 

because that ?;ould include the mind also-,but here the 

Vaifeesikas accept^ the spariavattva.Iven here it includes 

the mind,because the concept of conjunction has been 

accepted with regard to the mind and conjunction is not 

different from touch.Hence the theory is fallacious from
ft 17

this point of view also.

Purusottama has very vehemently rejected the concept 

8 7. Tadavali ,,pp. 85-86.
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of Pragabhava and other abhavas,as advocated by-the fabesi- 

-kas,at raany places.'00Abha-vs, says, Purusottama,need not 

be understood as an independent category but it should be 

included in the. Avirbliava and TirobKava.Z^ The Pragabhava

is the state of the inhering cause/favourable to the
/

manifestation of the effect and co-existing with the non- 

“laaiifest at i on. Dhvsn sable va is that state/which is not 

favourable to the existence of the effect.There is no other 

proof for establishing the independent existence of the 

abhavas.lt may be argued that the very absence of a pot 

in a■potsherd is a proof for the pragabhava.Purusottama

says that such an understanding,as understood by the
!

opponent,has for its object the Abhava/vhich has its 

counter-pert in the existence of a particular pot .low 

the absence of any sense contact with a pot is general 

and thus can not lead to the particular,which is required 

by the pragabhava in question.The cognition of the

88. T. Sn. ilb. pp. 88-90 ,Pr .po.111-123, Srs tibhedavada, Avirbhava- 
-tirobhavavad8,ete.Purusottania has also written one

Abh1vavada,which is imforifcaiately not extant.
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Pragabiiava M a pot in the said potsherd is not capable of 

being proved because no such appearance is possible.Even 

though the opponent may admit it,it is not accepted by all. 

Purusottama further asks as to whether the negation prior to 

production's envisaged by the said cognition,is only one

for all the pots or is different with different pots.The first 

alternative can not be* aceepted^ because the production of

any pot would lastroy the prlgabhava altogether and there 

: can be no particular pragebHava for a particular pot.It 

cannot be said that it is destroyed by the production of 

all the pots,because in that ease, the production of one pot 

will not destroy the PrSgabhava and the potsherds,which are
f

the parts of the said pot,will have to be understood as 

showing the Pragabiiava of the pot and not the pot itself.

It can not be argued that this is not a contingency^because

the existence of the pot obstructs such an understanding, 

if this is the position^the co-existence of the pot and the 

Pragabiiava at the same place should be admitted and the

contention of the destruction of the Pragabiiava by the 

production of all the pots would be futile.Further as
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the counter-parts are transitory,we can not reasonably 

speek of all the pots.Thus when that which destroys can 

not be explained,the definition of the PragabHava as 

the negation which can be destroyed is also wrong.The

Opponent^ points out that there can be a definition like,

• 0 andh adjKy an adh i kar an akalavrttyab havatve * ,or ’Adr^sta- 

-tvavacchinnmadhikaranakalavrttyabhavatva’ .To this

Purusottama says, that as there is no knower of the 

produce/hoaow ledge before creation,there can be no such 

abliivatva.The opponent says that Rod is there to see it 

all.Welljthen we shall accept what is said by God and not 

what is said by the Opponent.

The second alternative is equally unreasonable.The 

knowledge of the abMva is dependent upon that of the 

counterpart and so in the absence of the latter,the 

former cannot be known.If the knowledge of the counter- 

-part is accepted in the form of a pot,then the Prlga- 

-bHava will be common to all the counterparts and this 

would lead to all the contingencies urged above.lt should 

not be argued that the contingency can be averted by 

accepting the understanding on account of the subliminal
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impressions of the supraworldly knowledge.which has for 

its object.a thing of future, due to the common character- 

-istics of the Phatatva.K o such undeBstanding is possible 

because the subliminal impressions for a future object do 

not exist, when such an experience does not exist.As for 

the supraworldly knowledge,purusoitama says that it will 

have to be understood in a limited senseis the said' 

knowledge has, at first,for its object all the pots and

oXiowsd by ijDg pps-isiyoginasy^tTB of oh© Pi*sggibK8v&* 
Or it should be accepted that the latter comes in the

beginning and so the supraworldly knowledge is limited 

from the first instant.After that one should explain the 

knowledge of the Pragsbhava for a future pot.This is 

ignoratio elenchi,because the futurity is here made up 

by the Pragsbhava.If futurity^ is explained as the abode 

of production,which occurs after the present,then there 

can be no cognition of the Pragsbhava.Wheo we see that a

pot will be produced from this/there can be no cognition 

of the pragabhava of that ppt.lhe future existence of 

tbe pot does not require the understanding of the 

Pragabhava.
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The cognition of the pragabhara'can not again be 

inferred.The syllogism that can be formed is;1 Kapalam 

ghatsprag abKavavat. GhatlyacaramasamsgrimattTat.Io - - 

yadscaramssamagriraan sa tatprigabhaTaYsn. PatlyacaraiDa-

slImagriTihistatsutuvat.‘Purusottama objects:to this' 

syllogism by saying, ’pragabhaVsrupasadliyataTaochedaka- 

-Yacchinnasadhyaprasiddhya anumahasambhaTat. fHe says that 

there is nof proof for comprehending the Pragabhava and as 

the cognition can also be explained on the ground of the 

samayika- sty an tab ha va, the PragabKava can not' be established 

on the ground of cognition and the like.

The opponent changes his stand and says that he may 

agree that tiie'Pr’agabhava is not established by

apprehension.In the relation, of the.caiise and the effect, 

subsisting in the'potsherds'and the pot,there must be 

some regulation for the ,production of a particular pot 

from particular potsherds.The regulation can not be 

possible in the potsherds themselves.There is again the 

fault of G&urava in explaining'the pot as produced from 

many potsherds.Hence something that can regulate the



place of production/is required.This necessity can be 

fulfilled by the concept of pregabhava.

Purusottama replies to this that in the Satkaryavada, 

it is the sat,which is manifested,hence the desaniyama

is possible by the cause itself.Thus the establishment of 

the pragabhava, on this ground, is just * abhyupagamaika- 

-baranatva*(taking recourse to one’s own doctrines.)The 

question of fcaurava does not arise,since .many causes lead
t

to one effect.The pot ’which-is to exist to-morrow,is 

absent today;this involves the time factor,which is also 

explained in the same way by the satkarysvada.lt should not 

again be made out that if we do not admit the Pragabhava, 

there will be the contingency of the reproduction of that, 
v/hieijlhas already been produced.The factor of time involves 

a certain order .Hence the diffusion of the saiaagri on 

account of the Tircbhava,will account for its destruction 

and this bars the contention of the reproduction of what 

is already produced.Therefore the Pragabhava cannot be

established in this way also.

The opponent then argues that in a pot which is 

prepared on hearth,the touch,form,taste and smell are
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produced .Here the cause aud the time factor are common,So 
we should admit the pragabhava of touches tc .Purusottama

ssjs that such an acceptance is not necessary,beeause the

transformation of touch etc.follows from the nature of 

touch and the like helped by the phanominsa of paka.As 

svabhava is an attribute,there is laghava in its 

acceptance.

The opponent points out that the pre-existence which is 

found in the cause, can be-explained only on the ground of

our admitting the Pragabhava,because the said Purva- 

-vartitva is the same as existing at the time,which is

cowered by the pragabKava.Purusottama says that the purva- 

-vartitvs need not be necessarily explained,bee ause a' 

cause is just the abode of the manifesting capacity.If at 

all required, it can easily be understood by the knowledge , 

of the effect,which is produced later.Again the Pragabhava 

being the cause,what about the purva-vartitva existing in 

lt?Jor this we hare only the pragabhava as en explanation 

and this would result in the fallacy of atmsdraya.Thus 

the Pragabhava, which is suggested by the special 

condition of the cause,which is in the process of being 

known,is known on the basis of the knowledge of Pragabhava
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l‘his is the fallacy of circular reasoning or oakraka.lt 

can cot be doubted that the pragabhava is not implied by 

the condition of the cause.One does not Miink that a pot 

will be produced here and just now and there is the Praga- 

-bhava of a pot,when one does not see the condition of the 

cause,favourable to the production of a pot.It should not 

be contended that such an understanding ar/isss only by 

practice,for then it would arise even when the cause is 

not seen.Thus the Pragabhava is not different from the 

cause. .

bimiiar is the case of .Dhvamsa, says Purus obtains. One

who sees the condition of the cause,detrimental to the 

existence of the effect,things that the pot is destroyed. 

This does not go against the terminology Dhvansa and 

Pragabhlva.Both the terms can easily be used in relation to 

the cause,bearing in mind that they are relative terms like 

cause and effect.Similarly the terms bhavi and Uhvastd also 

can be used.lt should not be made out that ap the'effect 
exists in the conditions of Pragabhava and .Dhvamsa,it must 

kg seen;beeause the existence of the effect is subtle and 

subtlety here nieans that the form is, no’C manifest*

The reciprocal ncn-dxistence(AayoQyabhava)and’absolute 

non-existence (.A t y an t abhava) are like-wise not different
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While explaining the inutva of the individual soul, . 

Purusottama enters into e scholarly refutation of those 

who think otherwise.

■ The Jains believe that, the soul^ has middle measure or 

dehagarimana,on the ground, that otherwise,the sentienoy, 

which pervades the whole body,can not be explained. 

Purusottama says that the pervasion of the sentienoy dan 
be understood on the analogy of smell,which can spread to 

.other places also.If we accept the Jain theory,the — 
individual soul would be liable to transeiency.The eternity 
of the individual soul ws proved by Purusottama on the ' 

strength of curious and in testing arguments. A child/. 

which is just born,sucks the breasts of its mother,due to 

hunger.This activity, on the part of a child,can be explained 

only on the gr-ouud of the memory of the experience of 

everting hunger,that has been experienced before.This means 
that the souljif of the child is the same as that which was 

present in some other body previously.This leads to its

beginningles®ess and indestructibility and hence eternity. 

Another argument given is that of the ghosts,who speak of
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the previous life.

The soul again can not be said to have the measure,' 
capable of accretion and depletion.As the bodies are different

and many and the soul enters them,here also the same problem'1' 
of anityatva would arise.The jiva cannot have many parinfanas, 
for no such tiling can he seen in the world.If it is accepted 
as having a body,it will be partite.and hence transitory*

The logicians sr.d ■ others have used the same arguments 
to refute other theories and have proved the pervasive 
measure of the souls on the following grounds,Things,which 
are produced at various places for our enjoyment should have 
our pwn adrsta as the cause.So the cause,at the place of 
production, is the conjunction of the jlya joined with the
adrsta,This would lead to the Yibhutva of the soul,If the

+■ »

soul, is atomic,its-'attributes like desire and knowledge 
would be. suprasensuous as the attributes of an atom are.
And as an atom is imperceptible,the termvI 'would be countered 

by percept! on. ’The mind again is atomic aid the con junction 

of the mind and the soul would produce a third substance, 
as;the conjunction of two atoms results in the production of 
something exse.ihe conjunction of the mind with the sense- 
organs would require the disjunction of the soul and the
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Twind add thus there cad be no production of knowledge.fhi s 

being the case/the individual soul must be all-pervasive.

To this Purusottame. replies that it has many weak points. 
If all the individual souls are all-pervading , they would 

have connection with all the form-ed objects,all the sense 

organs,minds and bodies.This will result in the enjoyment of 

all by all end there will be no regulation of a particular 

enjoyment for a particular soul .'The opponent may here point out 

that there is a fixed place for the non-inherent cause regard

ing the distinctive qualities of the all-pervading jivas and 

so the enjoyment can be limited to a place, where the jlva and 

the mind are joined.Purusottama says that no such limitation

is useful.When pae eats a mango,it is limited in being eaten 

by the mouth, even then one may say,’I eat a mango*.Sven so

here one may say,*I am enjoying in the body of Uevadatta*.

Further just as one may say*There is nothing in my legs but
/ -

I have headache*,one would alio experience *1 am happy in

the body of Devadatta, but unhappy in the body of Yajnadatta. ’ 
As one jiva is present everywhere,the experiences/ produced

at the places of conjunction with'the respective mindS/will be 

inherent.There would he nothing to bar the after-cognition



(anuvyavaseya)regarding the different minds;then all would be

omniscient. This does not become an istapatti,because the 

opponent does not believe in only one soul but accepts many 

jivas.If for establishing the limited enjoyment,some limiting 

adrsta is admitted ,it would result in the middle measure of 

the jiva and this would controvert the accepted vyapakatva and 

nityatva,for which it is necessary to admit the enjoyment, 

limited by other bodies also.This goes against perception.Again 

all the souls would be omniscient and there will'be an un

warranted blending in all tfce three worlds.(Pratyaksavirodha,
' i

Sar va jn a taps 11 i and Ir-ailokyasahkarspatti) .This, says Purusottama, 

is *dbhayatah pas a rajjuh’.

Experience and remembrance have not necessarily the same 

field of operation.In fact remembrance does not require the 

consideration of the place of action,as often see the usages 

li ke, e trah by am adraksa® karlbhyam aspr4amt,cxr fYam aham 

adraksam tarn ant ah Biparami.1 ‘The logicians would have thus to 

face the ridiculous position of remembering the taste of a 

mango in the body of Yajnadatta , while it has actually been 

eaten by Devatttta’s body.There is again nothing to prove that

experience and remembrance would be limited to one body only,
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for the remembrance of the previous birth can be explained 

only by admitting only one soul, not concerned with a change of 

bodies.This can not be accounted for by the existence of an 

Stivahika.If one is dead in prayaga and born in Indraprastha, 

one may well remember one*s jiti;or one staying as a spirit in 

Srughna but dead elsewhere may remember one?s frifends and 

relatives ;but the Itmaprade&a limited by the Ativahika may not 

include Srughna,prayaga or Indraprastha.If for averting this 

the Itmapradesa is not considered but any place related to 

the'Ativahika is taken into consideration, then memory would come 

to the Ativahika and not the jlva.Further the Adrsta would have 

to be inseparably connected with the Ativahika,otherwise the 

sacrifices etc/performed on the earth,would lead to the 

production of Adrsta in all the souls.Thus even those,who are 

alive,will be able to enjoy heaven by means of another Ativahika, 

Many dtivahikas of liberated souls exist and thus they are by 

no means rare.The rarity of the Itivahikas need not be 

substantiated by pointing out their transij/eney,for ome may be 

able to enjoy by means of the Ativahika even of a fleity ,or 

that has been attracted by the Adrsta.

It is again impossible to accept the regulating power of 

the Adrsta.The Adrsta is due to the actions;efforts are made by
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the conjunction of the mind end the soul.The conjunction thus 

will be of all the minis with all the souls.Thus we will have‘ 

all the Mr at as for all.There can be no differentiation in the 

conjunction of the mind end the soul ,for that stands in need 

of a separate cause. If no -other cause is possible,one may

believe in the desire of God. for the regulation, .as to whihh 

soul would enjoy what end whose Mrsta would be produced .by 

which action.Similar is the case in the Anvatmavada.fhy then 

go a long Hay to establish the Vyapakatva by accepting the 

Mrstavadatmasamyoga?

If the jivas are all-pervasive,they would not be ruled by

God.They would be egoistic on account of their greatness and 

eternal nature.They are also sentient equally.How then is God

superior? So the atomic measure of the jivas is necessary for 

establishing the superiority of God.Sven though the jiva is 

atomic,sentiency can pervade the whole body,because it has the 

quality of gliding as is the ease with sisell.lt should not be 

made out,.says purusottaae,that in case of atomic souls, 

happiness and the like will not be percieved,as the perception 

of qualities requires a larger measure Me says that what is 

required for perception is the fitness- or yog.yata.Iven in the



theory of all-pervasive souls on the other hand, the perception

even of the Idrsta would be irrefutable on account of the 
* **

sasianadhikaran>a of large measure.The question of the perception
A

of the Parjaaanu will not arise at all, because there is no fitness 

in the atoms, which are not manifested.Again the pleasure and the 

like are not the attributes of the soul.

Is regards the contention,!Aham iti praty al^ls ahupepattih’, 

Purusottama says that it is not valid.The perception is oi$f 

the Jiva covered with the body..As this entails co-extension with 

the grossness and the like,such a perception is only of the 

nature of illusion.

The argument, that the conjunction of the mind and soul , 

which are of different nature,produces something else,is based 

upcn the theory of the production of a thing from the

conglomeration of two atoms.The theory is however wholly 

discarded by the Yedentin,who follows the Srhtis.Similar is 

the ease regarding the argument of the non-production of 

knowledge,as it is based on the same theory.

The jiva ,according to the followers of the Buddhadvaita,

may become all-pervasive,if Rod so wishes, when the aspect



bliss is manifested.

purusottama has refuted almost all other Pedantic theories 
onealso in^way or other. lor than,however#the emphasis is more on

the interpretation of the scriptures, rather than Reasoning alone. 
Even th/fn there are passages in his works,where reason finds

its way and we may note some of them here.
V

Purusottama after Paliabhs refutes the system of dualism as 
advocated by i8dliva,iliiansakas and others .He asks as to how 

dualism can be understood.lt may either be on the basis of 

the difference of Upadana,or that of the natural attributes or 

of the praufanas.The first alternative is not possible, because 

the scriptures tell of Brahman as the only material cause,

Even, in the world, if one wants gold,one does not take into 

consideration the effects of the lump of gold as earrings and 

the like.The contention that oneness can not exist between a 

pot and a piece of cloth is answered by saying that the

distinction of the material cause in this respect is mundane.
The second alternative is equally meaningless,for onee the

unity of essence is conceded the distinction of the attributes 

is immaterial.Otherwise a man on his seat will be different 

90.T.S..Ab.pp.98-95.purusottama has also written a Pada on

90 '

the subject,as we have semi above.
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from the same man on his feet, or a piece of cloth, when spread
ohi,will he different from tho same,which is rolled.Even the 
attributes,which do not exists at the same time,do not 
differentiate the substantive;the attributes that can exists 
need not surely differentiate the substantive.Thus a pot is not 
differentiated by taste and form.Even those,that do not exist 
simultaneously e.g.entrance snd exit, may have the difference in 
their counter parts and not the substantive.Brahman is 6ne and 
Great and thus is not differentiated by attributes.]# fact even 
the attributes also have no essential difference.The entrance 
ar»d exit having different counter parts may appear as different 
but are really not different,for there is no proof for this.
Even so at other place^also the difference is due to egoism 
and is not real.The third alternative is also wrong.perception 
is deluding and so is the case with other means of proof,which 
are based upon it.Thus we must accept what is established by the 
krutis.91

is regards the other iearyas,Ramanuja has been criticised 
often by Purusottama.The criticism however is mainly based on ' 
the interpretations and the spirit or burden of the attack is 
that we can not accept the Brahman,which/quaiified by the cit

91.T.S.ib.pp.358-159.
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end acit m the begin&ing of ereatian.lt should be noted that 

the followers of the Suddhadvaita have/soft corner for 

. Ramanuja.Piirusottama himself is not so vehement in his 

criticism of Ramahuja,because he generally usas,’Tae eintyaa’etc. 
instead of ’Tad asangatom* etc;which he uoes for others.^

The theories of iSrlkantha are almost similar to those of 

Eanisnuja.He is however ii'UMM criticised for his belief in 

Siva as the Highest Ood.himbarka is never mentioned by him.

The Bhedabhedevict,a of Bhaskars is criticised by- him. on 

interpretative grounds.The reasoning here is as follows:

The Srutis say that if the cause is known,011 the effects 

are known.If we Believe in the Bhedabheda,the point of view^ 

by which the hheda is accepted,can not be known by the knowledge 

of the cause,because the effect is different from the cause.

If it is known,then the effect is not different and we must 

accept the abheda completely.Hence we should aeeept only the 

ivssthsbheda between the cause and the effect and not the
, no

Svarupabheda.

Purusottama at one place ■'/'defends BHaskara against Tacaspati 

is the whole discussion is very interesting we have put it here

iilctCIXpIpTi^Ieter ““ “ ----
93.i.B.P.p.534.

94.A.H P.pp.93-95.
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BKaskara’s theory is contained in the well known Terse, 

which is as follows:

Earyarlpena nahatvam ab lied ah karanatmabi , :
Hematmans yatha bliedah kundaledyatjSana bhida. •

Tseaspati asks as to what is this abheda which exists 

simultaneously with the bheda.Is it mutual absenc'e?If it is, 

does it subsist between the effect and the cause like a 
'bracelet and gold?If it does not subsist,then there is oneness 

and no difference.If it does,there is difference and. no oneness, 

fhe bfcava and abiiava are not non?e on tradictory, because they do 

not exist simultaneously.If they do,the kataka and Jfardhamanaka 

also would be essentially identical,because in that c&se 

difference is not against identity;Again* if the bracelet is ' 

one with gold, just as bracelets,crowns and earrings are not

different from the point of view of their essence, which is

gold,even so they/ should not be different from the'point of 

view of their essence of bracelets.Hence only gold is the

substance aid not the bracelets and the like, which are not 

found to be identical.If it is said that the abheda is only.., 

ff-oio the point of view of gold and not bracelets,then there

surely is bheda from the earrings etc. If bracelets are non-



different from gold,why should they not follow in the earrings 
and the like?If they do/fah.ow3haw is it that they are non- 

different?T.hat one f which is removed when the other follows, , 

is different from the other,just as the string follows while 

the flowers do not' and are thus different. The earrings and the 

like do not follow even though gold does.Thus they are also 

different from gold,If everything is e®$e$ted to follow 

together,the distinctions-like ‘this is not this* etc.can not 

be maintained,as there can be no discriminating factor.Again 

when we know from a distance that there is gold,we will not 
wish lit© know whether they are earrings or something else, 

because there is identity between gold and its vifeesas and 

go.lu is known.If there is difference between them,they will not 

be known, when the gold is known.V/ell,says the argumentator,they 

are identic sj. slso,whjf are they not known? On the contrary it 

is quite proper that they should be known.,As a rule,when the

cause is absent,the effect is also absent.The absence of the 

effect is removed by the presence of the cause.So far as

identity is coneerned., wbsn=-3xs~~c^»optgdt the cause exists. 

Ifaeaspati says that if the earrings and- the like are known by 

the knowledge of gold,the attempts for knowing them are
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these two ere different.When a cub of an elephant-, is seen and 

an ass is not,the former is different from the latter.When gold 

is seen from a distance,its distinctions like earrings are not 

known and are thus different from gold as such.What then about 

the samanadhifearenya as found in »Hema-kundalam’-TIt' can not be 

explained on the ground of the relationship between the 

substratum and the dependent or'between the two hawing'a comm 

resort, .If the reference here is to the presente(hnuvriti) and 

exclusion(?ysrrtti) ,why should cne wish to know the earrings,

when gold is kaown?hbheda again, is not skahtika or anaikantika, 
from which both ere possible.Therefore when one of the two

can be repudiated,it is proper that the bhedakalpana has abheda 

as its upadana and not Tice Tersa,because the bheda depends

upon those, which are differentiated.If there is not oneness, 

the difference subsisting on many con not be possible,The one 

again .does not depend upon difference.When we -say- that VI is 

not B 1,the comprehension of difference rests upon that of the 

counter part,while that of oneness does not depend upon anything 

else.Thus the snirracan Ty a-kalpana is abhedopldana.This is also 

corroborated by scriptural passages.Therefore the kutastha-

-nityata is real and not parinaminstyste.
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To this purusottama says that it is all wrong.In the theory 

of Bhaskara,that is' refated,the bheda is not accepted as of the 

nature, of reciprocal negation^anyonyabKara) and hence to refute 

him on this ground is like imagining the smell of a sky-flower* 

Even if it is accepted,the pot and its absence,as also the pot 
and things which are different.from it,are seen as existing

simultaneously on ear$h and there is no contradiction^ it has

been alleged.The total non-ex istance(iltyrjitabhava) which is
\

constant end pervading^ exists everywhere,hence when the coimter- 
-psrt is brought,it is only an obstruction of the abhavs-buddhi.

Thus abheda can exist/even when there is bheda and thus there 

can be no contradiction.if both coexist.The contingency again 
of the oneness of kataka and vsrdhsjfainaka is not so sound 

because-non-contradiction is never seen as leading to oneness* 

Yacaspati’s attempts to differentiate the bracelets from gold 

are also futile. Bracelets are just states of gold-and are

therefore one with and also different from gold.Even Samkara 

has said the same thing regarding the ocean and its waves, 

is for the refutation regarding the pratitivirodha,Purusottama 

says that there is no such oontradition because even though 

difference is understood from the point of view of kundalas,
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oneness can equally be understood from the point of view of

Gold,This is corroborated by evidence,When that is conceded,

whatever Yaeaspati has said regarding the bheda and abheda^/hen. 

gold is seen from a distance,is of no significance.Both the 
blied.a/4nd abheda are comprehended,ana that is what the quoted 

ksrika means,.As the effects like'the crown and bracelets are

only states of gold,the s"amanadhikaranya with the gold is 

plausible,so also the vyavrtti-vyavastha and jijKasajanakatva.

So the difference is adventitious, and not inexplicable,This 

does not go against the Srutis which do not jseach mithyatva, 

purusottama cone'ludes by saying that the theory of Bhaskara 

is not faulty in this respect,

Samkara’s theory of absolute monism, has been the subjec t of 

the most severe criticism of Yallabha and his followers.Vallabha
i

thought Saiakars to be his chief adversary and attacked him 

very vehemently.The same is the case with Victhalesa and the 

array of writers/who followed him.Purusottama however shows a

balance of judgement.His references to Samkara are as respectful

— _as those to other Ac ary as and what is more is never discourteous,A-

Even then,he never- simply depends upon the interpretations of 
the/Srutis but supports his statements with sound reasoning.
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^Whatever may be the greatness of tallabha as a writer and 

founder of a system,Tallabha’s refutations of §amkara,iaany and 

frequent that they are,are more theological then logical.Some 

of the very important refutations of iSamkara’s theories, as 

given by Purusottsn^are noted below;

In the prahastavada Purusottaraa rejects the theory of 

Avidya.Avidya is said to be an upadhi of Brahman.Is it with or 

without a biginning?It can not be the former.The opponent believe 

-s that Brahman,which is endowed with the upadhis,is the Isvara. 

If avidya has beginning,Isvara would also have it; this would be 

similar to the theory of T^vara as an effect,as believed ty

the Sahkhya,and it would go against the Yedahtic theories.The 

later alternative is equally unacceptable,because that which has 

no beginning has no end also.Thus there arises the contingency 

of non-liberation end Isvara would then be inferior even to 

the individual soul.As Isvara is bound equally as the individual 

soul,nobody would worship him.If it is said that the avidya is 

without beginning but has an end,even then Isvara must be 

accepted as omniscient.He knows all the ¥edas;and there is 

nobody else higher than he as an Adhikarjft-Those,who believe 

in the direct realization,should admit that such a realization



of Brahman is required even for Isvara, then this Invars is 

liberated*this would result in the negation of the worlcttIf

I § vara does not obtain liberation,others, who are inferior to
0 1

him,can also not obtain it and this would go against the 

theory of direct realization.If we believe in the liberation

of others,while I^vara is not liberated,then Isvara/will be 

inferior to those,who are capable of self-realization.

As for the avidya, which leads to the imagination of
\

distinctions,is it connected with jlva or Brahman? It can not 

be the former,because then it can not imagine the attributes

in Brahman.As Brahman is not an object of the mind or spejlch, 

and as jiva‘has no knowledge of the adhisthana,the jlva cannot
GL

be related to it,and when there is no possibility of re/ltion , 

there can be no imagination either.The opponent may say that 

the souls, endowed with knowledge,see Brahman and thus a 

connection can be established. Purusottama says that this is 

wrong.As avidya is gunatiaika and as those, who have the required

knowledge, see Brahman only after the eradication of tile gunas, 

there can be no such possibility .lurther the advent of knowledge 

leads to eternity or non-destruction, while this leads to 

destruction.Should we accept destruction for those who have
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already reached the state of non-destruction?I£ the avidya in 

the jivas is to imagine the distinctions in Brahman,the latter 

must be seea.But Brahman can be an object of visualization only- 

after the distinctions are imagined.This is petitio principii .

If we agree to the visualization of the qualitiless Brahman,how 

can Brahman be qualitiless? The second alternative would lead to 

all the contingencies,stated above regarding the Isvara.

Again is the said advidya exlatent^,non-existent,both or 

neither?The first is not possible,because if it exists,as much 

as Brahman,this would result in dualism.lt can not be the second, 

because then like.rhe sfcy-flower it can not imagine anything.

It is not again the third,because it is imagine^!tself in that 

ease like the conch-shell-silver.It can not be imagined by 

anybody at first,since as the Brahman is qualitiless,even the 

jives do not exist.If it has no beginning, all the fallacies 

stated above would arise. If we believe tnat it has not a 

beginning but an end, then also the contingencies have been 

stated above.The f«&th alternative is equally unacceptable,
A

because in that case,avidya will not be different from Brahman 

which is neither sat,nor asat.Thus the belief in the upadhis
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95ia not plausible.

■ The pratibimbavada,as advocated by the followers_ of 'Samkara,

has been the object of a very severe criticism in the works of 
96Purusottama. Sis different view points are advanced by the followers 

of Samkara with regard to the theory of Pratibimba.lney are as 

follows:

, l.Maya is beginningless and inexplicable,is connected with

the cit and is the prskrti of the hhutas.lhe image of uiie cit m 

it is idvara.This mays has innumerable pradesas called avidya, 

having the capacity of concealing and projection. I lie image oi cit 

in them is the Jiva.

2. The mula -prekrt'^ which is trigunatmika, has two forms,mays 

and avidya.The mays has mainly in it the pure sattva unsoiled by 

rajas or tames.The image of cit in it is I^vara.Avidya has the 

satire defined by rajas and tamas.The image of cit in it is jiva.

3. The image of cit in the seme viz.avidya, called msya on 

account of its power of projection is the jiva.

4-. The image of cit in the avidya is I^vara and the same in

35. Prh.pp.21-23.

96. T.S.i\b.pp. 10S-103.See also dlvapratibimbatvakhandsnavada,

Yadavali. A./70



the internal organ is the jive *

S.Some believe in the four-fold sentiency of the kutastha, 

jiva,Brahman and I £ vara corresponding to the Qhatiklsa, jalakasa , 

mahakasa and meghakssa.Isvara is the image of the cit in the

dliifissaas of all the living beings remaining in the rasyiTtamas 

resting in Brahman.The image of sentienc.y in the internal 
organ, imagined by mays and remaining in the cai^anya^hich is 

delimited by the subtle and gross bodies, is the jiva.

6.The eK&itanya, which is delimited by the upadhis of the jiva 

like the internal organ is the Tivara who is the bimbs.His 

image (pratibimba) in the nescience is the jiva.Sven there the 

jiva has its specific place of manifestation in the internal

organ, which is the parirfama of ne/jicienee.

puriisottama says that for those^who think that Isvara is an 

image in that,which is without 'the capacity of concealment and

projection,the Isvara. can not be established.There can be no' 

image in.what is very pure,as it is seen in case of marble-stones. 

It is not possible to say that the substratum might have some

connection with impurity-from a distance,because even space was , 

not existing before creation^and we can not thus talk of
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distance.If we accept the external space,the Invars and the 

cit would be limited to a particular place; then they eannot 
‘ be all-pervading and the akasa also esinnot be accepted as 
being created,That jiva is an image in the pradebas of the 
Maya,those which are capable of projection etc,is also 
untenable.In that ease the enveloping capacity would pose 
an obstruction for the image,If it does not come in between 
the two, how can the jiva be , ignorant? Hi ere are. further 
fallacies like the absence of space.Thus the blew that the 
bhutaprakrti and its pradebas are upadhis is not plausible. 
The same argument counters the second view point also.

Again as both the maya and avidya ere all-pervading, 
the rajas and tamas do and do not defile the sattva every- 
-where.Thus there can be no discrimination between the 
maya and the avidya and consequently between the jiva and 
lb vara. If the maya and the avidya are not ell-pervading, 
the jiva and ibvara would similarly not be all-perbading 
and this goes against the accepted theory.If it be argued 
that the maya is all pervading and clear and. pure from fell 
sides and that the avidya,which rests in it, is not so clear

and pure,even then Isvsra can not be accepted,because no 

image can be seen in that which is ell pervading.The Same is



the case with the Jiva, because maya has three gunss and there 
may be an obstruction between the outer cit arid the inner gsjlya 

by virtue of the rajas and tamas. If tire eit is very near so as 

to avert all obstructions ,that which is very near can not be 

reflected.If some distance is admitted , then the fallacies in 

such an admission have already been pointed out.The third view

point has the same faults, &s stated before .Coming to the fifth, 
which takes its stand on the illustx’ation of the ghatakass etc,

Purusottama says that the reflection can be accepted only of

that,which, is unmixed with the upadhis,on the basis of the 

given illustration. Phis being the ease the intervening tamas 

of the mays,the tamas having many parts.thickly closeted,would 

obstruct the dhlvasahas.And there can be no IMvara.If the

parts are not accepted as thickly closeted,the purpose con not 

be explained.If it is said to be the very nature of the thing,

then we have the svabhava^ada.The svabhava can be established 

if and when the protibimba is accepted and vice versa.This is

peticfcio principii.There are'Similar fallacies in saying that

the internal organ does not subsist without the maya.

As against those,who believe that the reflection of the cit 

in the mays is I^vara and that of the jrva is the image of
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IsYara in the avidye or the internal organ,Purusottama says

that the may's will block the reflection of the image and thus 

the reflection will not be explicable.Even though the mays may

be clear externally on all sines, even then that aspect/which

is not clear, is intern el and will pervade the avidya" and the 
internal organ;thus the fallacy remains as such.If it is

believed that the avidya with the pure sattva is inside the

ma3ra endowed with the same'and that the rajas and teams are still

inside it,then ther can be no reflection in that which is very 

clear and pure.Doming to the sixth view point Purusottama says

that as I6vara is also mixed with the upadhis,as he is delimited 

by the upadhis of the jiva,there can be no reflection^ because of 

tne absence of any go-between.vara thus can not be a bimba.

If we accept something in between,then T>his would run counter 

to the accepted theory of omnipresence.The forth view point is 

also refuted by the arguments, that have already been stated.

Further the reflection can be possible only of that which is 

an object of our eyes;and as the cit can not be seen 'it can not

be a bimba at all.Purusoitama here discusses whether the echo 

of a sound is also a reflection.The opponent has made out the

same to prove that even though the sound is not seen by our
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eyes,it is reflected in an echo.PurusottanLa is howeTer not 

prepared to agree that echo is a reflection.

Ill these view points can not he admitted from the- point of 

view of- the nature of vrtti.Ii something eacists/ enveloping a 

certain place,it can not be reflected there.The cit,raaya, and 

avidya are all-pervading.Thus there can be no question of 

reflection or the refleeted.Thus there can be no Is vara,no jlva. 

If we believe in the reflection in the dhTvasanas,there will he 

multiplicity of iSsvaras,because the abode being not one the 

images^ also must be many.The pratibimba again is not co-ev^al 

with the bimba and has its existence, corresponding-to that of 

its counter part.Here we will have to accept the samanadhikaranya 

and bimbasthitivijFtlyasthi t i ka t vs, both of which can not be
07maintained.Purusottama then discusses the scriptural passages.

In the Prasthanaratnakara,while discussing the anumifna, 

purusottama refutes Bharmaraja DTksita,a follower of Ssmfcar©. 

Dhsrmara ja Diks&ta gives the following syllogism:’Brahmabhinnam 

sarvam m i thy a". B r alim a bh inn a t va t. Y ad evam tad e vam. S u kt i kar a j a t a- 

vat,1 for illustrating the use of the anumaha in philosophical

9 7. Wdavall ,pp. 17D-176.



thinking. Purusottama says that,as in the Pr as than as, the 

silver which is anirvacanTya can not be established,the 

illustration given here is not proper.Even if we may agree 

to the illustration,the falsity can be explained on the 

ground of the buddhyaksratva,and thus it is not proper to 

adduce the distinction from Brahman for the same.The hetu

again is implausible,because of the sentences.like,fIdam
98sarvam yad ayam atma.’ purusottama saya that if the betu is 

established on the' basms of appearance, then nothing is require

-d to be said.The appearance depends upon the buddhi and 

we have no objection in. accepting it as fils©.The syllogism 

would thus be t!Brahmariyatvena pratTyamanam avastu.Jdyanta- 

vattvat.Svapnikavst^.The hetu need not be called common on 

the ground of counter-syllogism,because the dream experiences 

are proved to be false.If a man dreams of connections with a 

woman or of going out to some other country,when he is awake, 

he does not find a woman or another country;thus the reality 

of the dream experiences is sublated.This however does not 

lead to the falsity of the whole worId,Purusottama gives a

syllogism for’ this.’Timatah prapancsh svotkrstssattakasedrsa- 

- .srstipurvakah.Mithyasrstitvat .Svapnikavst. ’ Scriptural 

passages can be cited to show that the .world which*has

98.K1 rsinhettaratapinl hpanisad.?.
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Brahman as its essence is not unreal.What is mithyatva?

It is that which though unreal,appears to be and is said to 

be real.The definition of mithyatva liven as ’Svasrayatve- 

-nabhimataylv8nnisthatyantsbhavapratiyogitvaIn, does not 

corroborate the advaitie theory of the mayavadin.lt rather

goes against him, as it will establish the world as a counter 

part of the absolute negation of the world, in connection with
* t

Brahman.The opponent has given a syllogism 'Patah etattantu- 

-nisthatyants'bh'avapratiyogi.Patatviat .Patsntarsvat. ’Purusottama 

objects to this by saying that the hetu is contradicted by 

perception.The opponent challenges this by saying that there 

is no fallacy in the hetu,because the object here as the 

existence of Brahman, which is the substratfxm.Purusottama 

asks as to what is meant by the compound Brahmasatta?Does it 

meai the existence of Brahman or Brahmen which is existence?

The first is wron^ because Brahman is not possessed of 8ny 
attribute.The second goes against the Jlrutis saying that

it een not be experienced by our senses.Purusottama thea 

shews how the scriptural passages do not go against the 
'Sudlhadvai ta.^

QQ---------------------------------------------- ------------------------------- '---------------------------------------------------------
, Pr.pp.$46-148.
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The most important criticism of 'Samksra is however 

given iiit the beginning of the inubKa syaprakasa.Here perhaps 

Purusottama is following in the footsteps of Hamah uj a, who 

has given a critical and exhaustive refutation of §amkara 

under the first Sutra in his SrTbhasya.Purusot tama is 

however more careful and does not indulge in the repudiation

of.'Semkara on a large sccle.Purusottama however thinks it 

fit to concentrate on the Mhyasa-hKaBya viz .the in trod 

ductory part of oomkara*s commentary.We need not here give 

the Purvapaksa,which is well known.Apart from the references 

to the f3rutis,Purus ottama’s arguments are as follows* .

JSamkara has tried to make out the conecmitence,that 

whatever is an object is non-sentient.This vyspti,says 

purusottama,is sublated by perception. The sentaeney of 

the soul is accepted by both the parties,it can be grasped

by’the pratyagvitti(Inner knowledge).The soul is thus an 

object of the pratyagvitti and is thus all-pervading.Hence 

only the yyapti viz.whatever is non-sentient is an object, 

can-be established by perception.The opponent need not point 

out that as the pratyagvitti does not apprehend the atmen, 

which is eit-ekarasa,it is not an object.Even if we agree to
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this, the atm sc. will have to be accepted as an object

in some form op another.Otherwise,if there is no object, 

how can there be any yitti?It should not be said that it is

the ego,which is the object and not the soul,According to 

the Nyaya system,it is the soul which is the object and not 

the ego. Accsording to the Saiikhya,8S the ego is non-sentient 

if this is the ease,the ahantva and the caitanya would 

^appear to be co-ey^ai.In that case,when the ego as an

object is removed in the praiyagvitti,only the atmendk’ 

remains as the object.lt should not be said that,when the

ego is removed,the atman is known as the very nature of 

the pratyagvitti.This can not be accepted in the absenee of

&r;y other means of realization.'That is what happens in the 

world at the time of testing a gem.Otherwise the mitya-nitya 

vastuviveka is possible even from the systens like the 

Sarlkhya; and thus it will not lead to the vicara-adhikara,

.as made out by the opponent.Hence even though the opponent

does not wish ,he will have to accept reluctantly that 

atman is known by pratyagvitti .This will not lead to the 

non-sentiency of the atman on account of its bein^ 

illuminated by on external agency,because one can fall 

back upon the ISruti passages like ’Atrayam purus ah^svayam
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jyotir bhsvati*. Thus the_atman should be understood as the

abode of sentiency and yet having the nature of sentieney;

and the contrast between the subject and object can be

explained-away by virtue of our experience. Thus when the 
relationship of the asraya and the airayin is established,
the ifean and samvid. will have to be admitted' as different 

and thus the substance as an object should also be accepted 

as distinct.lt should not be doubted that as the sattva is 

inexplicable,those which are connected with it are also

equally inexplicable.lt is necessary,even for the opponent, 

to explain the sattva,because otherwise even the samvid' wi 11 

be confounded with asattvs.If existence is to be of the 

nature of luminosity,then the atman,which is connected with

it,surely has the sattva.tf'It is not wise to say that the 

atman is of the nature of luminosity and is not connected 

•with it,as there is no pratyaktva there.’I know* or ’I sis 

endowed with knowledge?-,sentences like these show that 

knowledge is an attribute of the soul.‘Thus ’when the 

existence of the soul different from the luminosity is

100.Brhadwrenyaka hpsnisad.I?.iii.9.



conceded,the existence/ of the /artha as an object in the 

iform of not being superimposed * is also established,because

that which does not exist can not be an' object*There is no 

such c cognition as ’I see or experience's sky-f lower1 * As 

regards the phantom or mirage it is seen in a superimposed 

form.lt should not be said that there is the straying of 
existence in the abhava, because it also has the bhavatmThe 

abhava is stated to be there,only in the form of the counter 

part which is not being experienced.Otherwise even with a 

counter part,it will be cognised.lt should not be contended 

that since the semvit is inseparably connected with an object 

and as,it does not shine forth without the object,it can not 

be called self-luminous.fhst as the lamp has its nature of 

light,the samvit is of the nature of luminosity and this 

itself is the svatahpraka§a padartha.Similar is the case of 

the soul.The opponent may here point out that the atman/which 

is ail-pervadix^ exists every where. .Just as water is super

imposed on sand resulting in mirage even so the bodies etc. 

are superimposed on the atoan.If we believe in the Sattva, 

it is impossible to explain the limitation at a particular 

place.Thus we accept the sad-asad-vilaksanatva on the basis 

of its being seen,taking into account its asattva.This,says
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Purusottama,is improper.For those who believe in the vastu-

-pariccheda,the saraavayin and the like of the substance skist

and thus the de§a is easily established.Those,who do not

accept it,believe that everything is the effect of Brahman, and

thus the defea would be included in it.Thus when the deSa is 
established as also the bodies etc,it is easy to understand

their superimposition on the soul.Otherwise it is difficult to 
explain it like the sky-flower.The illustration given by the

followers of tdamkara viz.'Apratyaksa aka^e malinyadhyasavafl 

aprstyaksa stmani harlradhyasah’ is not correct.Ikesa is 

perceptible to the non-intelligent as space^, and to the intelli

gent on account of the nature- of the thing itself.Thus the 

illustration does not lead to the desired conclusion.At the 

aid of the discussion Purusottama discusses some scriptural
tn1passages.JUX*

ie have seen above some important refutations of the 

theories of others,as given by Purusottama.lt may not be 
possible to examine ell of them here because it would add

much more to the bulk of this thesis,but we may say that 

there is nothing wronjp in stating that many of his arguments 

are fairly reasonable.The repudiation of the Buddhistic
i

101.A.B.P.pp.13-16.



Catuskotika is really a;very good specimen of Purusottama* s
I

scholarship and capacity as an argumentatoriSimilar is his 

rejection of the concept of abbey a, the theory of the
i

pervasion of the soul, and that of the reflection of the 

soul and Brahman.The question however remains only with, the 
last discussion,in which purusottama attacks §amkara and his 

thesis that the subject'em never be an object.purusottama’s 

refutation as detailed above reminds one of the similar but 

more violent refutation ,given by Ramanuja*There are flaws in

Samkara’s theory,but it should be remembered that it is futile 

to aceept everything reasonable and logical in those realms, 

wtaelogic has no say of its own.It is rather difficult to

agree that the atman is the object of pratysgvitti,when there 

is absolute oneness and there can be no subjeet-object- 

relationship or duality.Sanikara could have very easily pointed

out to Ramanuja and Purusottama,what Purusottama has himself 

said to facaspati while defending Bhaskara.The Whole theory

of oneness ,adhyasa ,inability to explain the subject-object- 

relationship and all that pertain to the esoteric level and 

not to rhe exoteric realm of thinking.lt is useless therefore 
to argue that ’Ahara janami’ ande" similar sentences show that
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knowledge is an attribute of the *1* ,when §amkera is
i

thinking from the point of view of 'Kena km vijafciyat*,l02

It is again curious to note that all the thinkers would like 

to conceal their weak points by fallMg back upon the Srutis, 

while the same is denied by them to their opponents.Vallabha 

and after him, Purusottama have to take recourse to the Gratis 
very of ten.I'or ttemkara it has been stated that he first 

frames his system on the strength of pure reason end then 

tries:to support it by scriptures.In so doing he is some- 

- times compelled «juite naturally, to distort the scriptural 

pessages-a process,theologians can never tolerate.

(V).
Interpretation of the ferutis.

The ferutis have always been the fountain source of

Indian philosophical systems.All- the systems,especially the 

Fedantic ones,are said to be dependent mainly on the §rutis

and every Jcarya wishes to show that his theories are not 

new or invented but are the same as taught in the Srutis, 

which were not properly understood by others.The Bhagavad-

10 2 .Brhad ar any a ka Upanisad.IY. v.15.
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Gits and tile Brahmasutras also enjoy the same position of the 

Prasthanas or starting points of those systems.for Yallabha 

however the Bhlgaveta is added to make up the ?rssthanacatus- 

-taya,
Yallabha says that out of these four Prasthanas,the Gratis,

the Gita,.the Brahmasutras and the Bhagavats,eaoh former can be

properly understood with the help of the succeeding one,This
« 303has been illustrated by Purusottama thus. * The fer-uti says,

104
’Apenipedo Javano grahita’. Does this mean that Brahman is 

devoid of worldly hands and feet- or that it is without hands
105

and feet altogether? The Glia passoge’Sarvatah panipadam tad* 

would help us•in this respect and so the alaukikasamarthya of 

God is upheld by accepting the former alternative,Similarly
106

the Gita says’Bityah sarvagstah sthanur acalo'yam sanatanah’,

and ’Mamaivam&o jivaloke*. For understanding this the
108

Brahmasutras ’Utkrantigatyagatinam’ etc,would help/^X in

deciding the emsatva.The Sutras again say’Janmadyasya yatah’
109

103. T.S.ib.pp.-38-40.
104, fevetasvatara Upanisad.III.19. 
105., Bhagaved Gita.XIII.13.
106. Bhsgavad Gita.II,24,

10?. Bhsgavad Gita.IY. ?.
108. Brahmasutras,II,iii.25.

109, Brahmasutras.I.i.2.
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This can be understood with the help of the Bhagavata •
110

passages like ’ Jaruaadyasya yato'nvayad...1

The basic view point regarding the Vedas is almost the 
- same in all the orthodox systems of India.The Vedanta believe
-s in the Svatahpramanyavada of the §rutis.As Purusottama

says the Vedas are an independent Pramana for the meta—

-physical knowledge, on account of three reasons.Firstly

it is Sattva£odhaka.The Sattva which helps in the right

knowledge can be purified only by the means stated tn the

scriptures,and thus they' are an independent proof.Secondly

they are the sentences of the Lord Himself. The Vedas are

regarded in India as Apauruseya.Thirdly they^ are of the ■
111 ,

■ nature of the external breath of the Highest Lord. ihe .

fed as arejfchus eternal. The speciality of the feuddhadvaita 

is that they believe in a different .nTtoa-prspriffca altogether. 

We shall however discuss that point in the next chapter.

The Tedantic writers have throughout tried to find out 

their own theories from the scriptures.The scriptures are 

the works of different sages composed at different times and

110 .Bfe'sgavata.I. i. 1. _
11. Sarvanirapeksah svetahpriwifeabhute veda eva. Sattva- 

-feodhakatvat bhagavadvekyetvafc tannibvasitarupatvaAea.

T.S.Ab.p.35.
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different pieces.Naturally therefore the scriptures may not

appear to present a coherent system and the need for evolvhg 
Buch a syatem was felt from very early times.Sven BBdarayena
has said ’Tat iu samaajrayat’. ^Everyone has tried to find- 

-out 8 consistent system from a bundle of conflicting 

passages.
Vellabha and Yitthalesa have not commented upon the 

TJpanisads and though Purusottama is said to have written 

many DIpiJfas,most of’them are unfortunately not found.We have 

thus to depend upon the interpretations of the Srutis found

in the inubliasya and its prakase and other works.
✓Purusottama discusses how the conflicting Sruti passages 

should be reconciled end interpreted.If we accept one position 

and reject the other,then naturally the passage which is 

rejected would lo^se the Pramanya,though it mey form an 

integral part of the Srutis.This is undesirable because how 

can we declare that one passage is right,while the other is 
wrong?As a consequence,the whole of the Srutis would be 

113Aprarrfaiiika.‘

How them'should the contradictions be reconsiled? 

purusottama says that it can be done by accepting both as

llS.Brahmasutras.I.i.S.Vallabha’s interpretation of this 
Sutra is not taken into account here.

113. A.B.P.p.47.



equally correct and the contradiction is to be explained 

on the ground of the superior powers of tne Highest lord. 

This can be corroborated by the Srutis themselves,e.g. 

’Perasya saktir ^ividhaiva sruyate’114etc.Sueh passages 

show the capacity of the Highest Lord, 115ihus even if Hie

smtis may say that the fire is not hot,we should accept it 

because the Lord has the form of fire as also of being not 

hot. That is how the Jsrabrahmsn can be both sakara and

nirakara,i.e.wiih and without forms* it is thus the

expressed sense in the Yedas, which is to be accepted and

not gauni or lakssna i.e.secondary.The gauni vrtti Whenever
'117accepted,is only for the ordinary persons. ' jt is on the 

basis of this that Brahman is accepted in the &uddh¥dvaita 

os on abode of contradactory*attributes.

There are however three different approaches in connects 
-on with the .relationship of Brahman and its attributes. 
Firstly if we take into account the strength of the word,

114. kvetl^vstara Upanisad .TO.8.

115. A.B.P.p.47.
116. latha ca ohagavatah sarvarupatvena vahnirupatvad anusna- 

-rupatva® cahusnatvavahnitvayor aikadhikaranysc
chivatvadmam apy aikadnixaranyat vahnir anusnah

* * •* *

psram brahma brahafavisnufiivakSrem analcaram ity aviruddh- 
-am ity arthah. S.'S.pp. 124-125.

117. Hanv evam sati gauni sarvata evoeehidyeteti tatsiddhy- 
-adisutrani virudnyerann iti cet,na ,tesam inandamadhya- 
-mar tha tvat.T. S. 11$. p. 37.



then Brahman is an abode of all the contradictory attributes.

We may however think it out in another way also.Whenever

Brahman is described there are many attributes^, negative as

well as positive.The negative attributes reject the mundane

ones ,while the positive descriptions enumerate tbiose which

are supramundene.Thirdly if we go by implication,Brahman has
118the nature of all the contradictories. " we Gm easily under- 

-stand the distinction between the first two approaches.To

say that Brahman contains all the attributes,even contradidt- 

-ory ones ,oan not be reconciled with another statement made

in the seme breath,that it has all the supramundane 

attributes and the negative descriptions pertain only to 

those attributes ,which are mundane.If everything in the 

Vedas is slaukika ,everything must be elau.fcika and we can not 

explain one word from the point 6f view of the Isukika and 

the other from that of the alaukika.This is what Purusottama 

knows perfectly well end that is why he distinguishes between 

the two-approaches.
On the whole the approach of the ^uddhadvaita authors

118.ivamdca babdabalavicarena virudclhasarvadharmasrayam

brshmeti nirjsayah.drutyukta'yuktya vieare tu laukiksdharma-
rfeunyam alaukikasarvadharmayuktaja iti nirnaysb,.Arthabsla 
- vie are tu vir u<! dhasar varUpam iti nirnayah.h.B.P.p.933.



towards the Srutis is that of the acceptance of a devotee cf 

everything that is stated,whether it may or may not appeal to 

reason.In fact there should be no appeal to reason,because it is 

all beyond the world .-Hundred of passages are interpreted in this 

way in the works of Yallabha and Purusottama.

While the way, in which the passages are interpreted/ follows
generally the pattern of the rules of interpretation,generally

accepted by all,-it is necessary to note one important point.Yery

often the Suddhadvaita takes recourse to the Purahas for under-

-stending the parport of the Srutis. This has already been noted

above, while showing the inter relation of the four PrasthahsS ,
■i / __ /

In the Suddhadvaita.In trie Mubhasyaprakasa Purusottama quotes 

s verse for this;

itaantasskhasapekse vaidikarthasya nirnaye,
* 119.

Svabuddhikalpitad arthad baliyan upabrmhitah.

It is interesting to note here that the Pursnas may be understood 
as m aid to the interpretation of the ^edas,-especially for under-

-standing the development of mythology.Br.I.Winternitz at one 

place refers to*the efforts of scholars to bring the weisshsp of 

the Rgveda in to unison with the later narratives and to utilize

HS.l.B.P.p. 353. Similar case cn p.]068 also.
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the later la the elucidation of the Hgvedic poera. So far as
’ \

progressive mythology is concerned, Yedic1 legends can be 

examined in the light of the Puranic tales.Can the same thing 

be done for the interpretation of the Upanisadic teaching

also?
The most important point that re§uires to be considered 

here is the relationship of the Purva and the Uttara handas 

of the Yedic literature.Purusottama gives the different views 

held by various writers and gives the necessary refutations.

S star a says that the Purva and the Uttar a land as of the 

Srutis should not be taken together but they are rather ©gainst 

each other, because there is & difference in the subject and 

the purpose of teaching.Pur usottama says that in that case,

the TJttara Kmda can not be called the Vedanta at all.If there 

is no mutual relationship between the two, there is definitely 

no ekavakyata between them.The Uttara hands is not necessary 

for explaining the nature of a doer in the actions,for it 

expounds the nature of the individual soul which is neither a

doer nor an enjoyer.lt again does not lend strength to the'

Cf. Br. Min tern itz. History of Indian Literature .Yol.I.p.105. 
In the footnote ,he refers to Geldner in the fVedische

' Studieni 1.243-295, and Oldenberg,ZBIG 39,?2ff and *Die

Literatur des alten Indien »pp,53ff.
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121
actions on the basis of the passage:’Xad eva vidyaya karoti..l, 

since only the Udgithavidya leads to the ifsriaapauskalya and

this is not the case with the whole of the Uttara Kanda.The 

ekavakyata can not be established on the ground of accentua

tion and grammatical rules, because it is not the proper 

basis and goes against the well known limansa rule’Arthaikatvad 

ekam vs kym Sakafiks'am ced vibhage syat. ’The relation between 
the two can again not be ’established by arguing that sacrifices 

create a desire to knowjlere desire of knowledge is of no use. 

life iSruti* Tedam ahucyacsry o /n tevas in am anusasti1,' '"'‘and 

similar passages differentiate'between the Vedas and the 

Upanisads.The term Vedanta can again not be defended on the

ground of conventional usage,because it is not included in 

the Svadhyaya.(fBie view point here is of the convention and

not the compound’Tedasya an tab*.) In that ease its/d p$ study

and thought about it(Mhyayana and vicar a) would not be

enjoined,i.e.would be avaidha.Its study can not again be
«

included in the vicar a as found in the passages liie fTad

vijijnlsasva tad brahma* ‘because mere jijnasa can not ■
/

restrict it to the three upper classes,According to Samkara 

therefore the Upanisads can not be called Vedanta at all.

ISl.Chandogya Upanisad.I.i. 10.
122. Taittiriya Upanisad.I.xi. 1,
123. T8ittirTya.Upanisad.III.i.
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Bhsskara says that the Purvs and the Uttara Kahdas have

different subjects but have the same purpose.Phis,says 

Purusottama,goes against the iSrutis and Smrtis teaching’

Brahman as the meaning of all the Vedas(Servavedartha.)

VijSahabhiksu believes that the Uttara ICanda is subordinate 

to the Purva Kind a, as Brahman is the Pharma and all the 

Vedas teach of the Pharma.The Brahmavicara is .thus not useless,

but is for the purpose of a complete study of the Pharma and 

would thus be on a par' with the halpasutras.purusottama argues 

that this would go against the scriptural passages, which show 

that Brahman is the meaning of all the Vedas.This would again 

run counter to the view 4)1 the sages like Jaimini, who did not

complete the Dharmavicara and Vyasa, who did not begin with 

the Dharmavicara,The analogy of the Ealpasutras is not proper, 

because of the difference in the topic of discussion(Prati- 
-padyabheda) in the Uttara ifanda.The opinion of iBrikantha is 

also refuted.

How are the two parts related in the Suddhadvsita?Accord-
_ ]g4-ing to the passages like ’Warn vidhatte'bhidhatte mam.

The term Upanisad can be understood to Mean the knowledge of 

Brahman and Atman according to the Brahmavada.The term Tidy's 

means the negation of any understanding of distinctions as

124.Bttagavata Purana.II.xxi.43.
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per the passage, 'Yidjatmaai bhidaba/lhah.' ‘ So when, the
I

sacrifices ere performed with know!edge,they lead to the Karma- 

-pauskalya.The Yedahtas are thus required for the Purva Kanda. 

Knowledge again can be obtained by one, who has a pure- mind 

and the sacrifices and the like are instrumental in the 

purification of th^mind.Thus the Puirva Kanda is helpful .to the

V ed ail ta. Though in both of them Karma and Phan a are known to be 

respectively principal,the subject matter of both is cate and 

the same in as much as actions and knowledge are different 

attributes of the sane object i.e.the Highest lord.When they

are combined,the result is the Brahmabhava and the attainment

of the highest position.Thus both of them have the same

purpose.This being the case, it is meaningless jbo point out
126

any contradiction between the two.

.According to the &uddhidvaita all the words express 

Hod.Purusottama says that those/who take^ the scriptures 

as having the purport of action only, are completely ignorant 

of the fact that the scriptures .teach of the Highest lord.

$his is very nicely brought out by purusottama,whom we may 

fully quote here, "/itraivam bhati.Yedasyopakramo hi msntra- 

-devatastutyadav upayukteh.prakaranam ca yegasya.Sa ca 'yajno

125.Bhsgavata Puraiia.XI./xix. 40.

3 26. A. B ;P. pp. 46- 49,69- 70.
I



vai visnur’ iti bruter bhagavadrupah.Devatas pagnyadayo yaga- 

-bess bhegavad sins abh ut ah. Kor tapin' us o/ p i ya'gases o bhagava.d sms ah. 

purusasesabhutam phalam apy^tasyaivahandasyllnyahi’ty aciiiruter- 

-bhagavadajahabliutam. Tathai vopakarsnahyaju .Evam sarvam salsslt-

-paramparaya oa bhagsvadrupam iti bhagayaty eya irutes
_ 127 ■ ’tatparyam”. " Additional arguments are also given by our author

to show that the sacrifices are of the nature of the Highest 

Lord.Vedas'have .various branches end each sacrifice e.g. 

Jyotistoma is described in them in various ways.What is the use 
of th^different^ descriptions of one and the same sacrifice, 

when one such a description would have been enough?If 

different descriptions are for those who are not intelligent, 

then one simple explanation for them would have worked even for 

those, who are intelligent.]^ or are they for propounding the 

better results, since in that case, it is useless to describe 

the same fruit everywhere.The variety of descriptions is thus 

for establishing, the similar variety- of the fbrms of the Lord.

In the feakhantaradhikerana of the PurvamTmanslsutras,there are

24 aphorisms to discuss#^ and refute the contention that there 

is difference of action,corresponding to the difference of '

baidias and it has been established that only cue karma is

taught in various branches.We should therefore concede that

12?.T.Sn.Ab.p.21.
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karma has many forms.This can be explained only on the ground
128of passages like/Yedeife ca sarvair sham eva vedyeh*, Showing

that the Highest lord is the teaching of the Vedas.The Sruti
129further asserts *Tad eicam avyaktam anantarupam* i.e. the God 

has many or endless forms. Pur us ottama therefore concludes:

13* Bhaga vat o'n eUarTTpa t vad yajlfarupasya bahuprekarair nirupanam. ’' 

Tne tudihadvaita thinkers do not agree that the Upas an as, 

which form part of the Uttara Jilrnda ,are for the purification 

of the mind,as has been made out by the Mayavadins.Meditations

actually teach of the greatness of God." '

It will of course be a very useful study to see'how the 

Upanisads are interpreted in the Suddhadvaita.Thousands of 

passages are interpreted by Vallabhs and Purusottama ,though 

the former did not comment upon them regularly,while for the 

later, even though he is said to have done so,most cf his 

commentaries are not extant.lt is possible to show these

128. Bhegavad Gita .IY.15.

129. MahlnaranTys Upanisad .1.15.
130. T.Sn. Ab.pp. 24-26.
131. IJdgTthadisUryadyup'asansya tattstprakafenoktam phalam tena 

tenppasyena dTyate.Tesam ca pratihatvena tatkrtaphala-

. "dahan mularupamahatmyan,eva pratipaditam bhavati.Jnate 
co mahatmye tatra bhaktis taya j^ahain.T.S.Ab.p.45.
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interpretations after collecting the. srast number of passages 

found explained ,b‘y them,especially by Purusottama in his , 

voluminous works.This however requires a special study from 

that particular point of view.lor the present however I have 
just given the fundamental approach to the Gratis,as clearly 

.explained by Purusottama, Even then I would like to examine here 

the interpretation of the Mendukya Upon i § ad, t ogehher with 

that of the Gaudapads karikis,as given by Purusottama. 

Purusottama’s commentaries on the i^rsimhottaratapinljliaivalya,

and Brahma Upsnifads are also available,but the purpose of 

these commentaries appeal’s to be to show that the said works 
can not be explained so as to teach the 3£evaledvaita of 
kgmkara.Even in the commentary on the Man daisy a the purpose is 

definitely the same.lt is however an important Ipeuisad/ and 

Purusottama has commented upon the first two chapters of 

the Gsudapada’s Marika’s also.We will therefore study the 

Dip ike of Purusottama on this Upsnised from three points of 

view; the interpretation of the Upanisad,tlie explanation of 

the Jitarikas and the relationship of the Upanisad with the 

, Marika’s in the light of purusottama’s remarks.

The Upanisad begins with the syllable 0m.Pur us ottama says 

that the fc>ruti wants to teach the seed of the expression of
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Brahman in the whole of the Yedas.This is taught by stating 

the mealing of. the syllable Qm.The Qm is of the nature of 

Aksara Brahman.(Cm ity etad' aksaram.)Everything that can be 

measured by time,past',present ana future,and whatever is 

beyond the Time' e.g-.jTva etc.,all this is Qm.The speech 

which expresaes/what is expressed by Om,is an explanation of

13git. ' Every thing,that which is an effect and that which is

not,is Brahman.Ko thing is different from Brahman.That which

we express by the term Om and the term Brahman,having all

the forms ,that soul is Brahman i.e.it is to be expressed by
133the term Brahman;it is not the Prakrti." As the term atman

is known to be used for the pirrasa and the individual souls

the Upanisad says; ’So7yam. atms catuspat.’This is for averting

any understanding of the Purus a or the jlva here.Hie

^ 1 $4passages from’ so'yam atms... ’ upto ’Sa atma sa vijneyah. ’

13£/ Idam sarvam tasyopavyakhyanam: Idamd^sarvam Omkarayoni-

-kam vah^jaayair.. .Ppavyakh^yanam nikatataya vi versa am 
ity arthah.kandukya dlpika.p.4.

133. Ayara aims. brohmo.^andtikya upanisad.2.This is understood

by Purusottamo as against any doubt regarding the 
teaching of prakrti of the Samkhye.

134. Mandukya.' Upanisad. 7. Mandukya Bipika p. 20.



is something like an explanation of what has already been * 

stated before.is Purusoitsma says *Idam sarham Yeksyam-^am 

ca sutrarupena purvam aktasya vrttirupaa jneyam’. As the

Up an i sad is aware of the difficulty in understanding it,the

"atman is divided into four pldas. *

What is the .meaning of the p'ada here? It does not mean

,Legs-» as in the case of a cow,it means 1 parts* as in the ease 
136

of coins. further it is instrumental everywhere,in so far as 
it^ signifies Brahmen.It is not instrumental in the first

three and objective in the last,for otherwise the formlessness
137

’would lead to its inexplicablity.'

The first p'ada is said to be jagaritssthsna i.e.having as 

its resort the sattvika antKahkaraGavrttivisess.lt is desnwMed 

as bahih-prajnah Jbecause,on account of it,the individual souls 
have the comprehension of the external objects.^ It has

135. Imdukya Dipika.p.5.
136. ilarsap spader ivamsavacanah padasabdah na tu gavader iva 

carenavac anab.Ibid.p.5.
137. fatrlpi br shin again aka t vat karanasadhanah sarvatra,na tu 

visvahisu karenasadhanas turiye kariaasadhanah.Yaifufysd 
brahmeno nirvscya£apatte§ ca .Ibid.p.5.

138. Jagaritam sattvikc/ntahkaranavrttivi&esab sthanam yasya 
ss jagaritasthanah.Bahir leukike bahye visaye prajna 
avabhaso yena jivanaa sa bahih prajhah.Ibid.p.6.
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A 1seven limbs and nineteen faces.The limbs are the worlds and

the faces are ,ten organs (Of sensation and action),five life-

-breaths end four internal organs.They are doors of approaching 
139' _

it. It is described as 1 Sthulabh.uk ’,because it enjoys the

gross body of the JJrahmanda or the gross objects of enjoyment

by means of these doors.lt is Tai'svanara,since it leads all

the individual souls to their proper worlds end enjoyments
140

ixi various ways. Purusottama says that’ his interpretation

is injcin/cooT ormity with the for-iiti.’pado'sya visva bhutani.1

here Purusottama gives a very impprtant explanation/ of the

term p’ada/.'/hen he says ,’padyate jnayate parem Brahman eneti 
, 143

penan.1 The term pada thus means that by which Brahman can be 

known.

The second is svapnastHaiia i.e.having the dream as its 

abode ,the r¥jasa antahkaranavrttivi&esa.It is ant/hprajffa, 

because on account of it one experiences the internal objects 

in a dresffi.lt is previviktabhus because of the enjoyment of

139. Miikliady upalabdhidvarani.Mauduky a DTpika.p.6.

140. Ti^vsm sarvantaran jivan anekadha tattaducitaiokesu 
bhogesu ca nayatifci vibvanarah.Ss eva vaibvanarah sarva-
- pin da mma. lb id. p. 7.

141. lig-veda.I.90.3.
143. Mandukya DTpika.p.7.
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14. *3the internal with respect to the sense-organs. it is taijasa,

because it helps in the enlightening of th^lndriyas. This is

the second pad a. Here also Purusottama explains pada as 
144’ Jnapakomsah.’

'The susuptasthana,the tarassa aitahkarane^rttivi^esa is the 

third.lt is described ,as ’ekTbhutah1,because of its in-separable 

connection with the jivs aid it is called’ Pr a in an aghsn a1, s ino e 

it is the mass of prgjnmas.puruso11araa explains prajSsna in
two weyfl,(l)prajffanawi t a 11 ad in dr i y a j any an i j2.anani,(S)Prakrst-

_ 145 i4g
-am jam am yais taaindriyani. The term ‘eva’in the % an is ad

is for averting the knowledge of everything as different from

the very nature.The third plda is called *jtaandabhuk»,because

as compared with the previous two,it is full of biiss.lt has 

the essence of the attributes of Brahman,and it is also the 

Brahmaloka.lt is not however the Highest Bliss, because the 

bliss here is measured.This however should not lead us to 

admit the existence of even the slightest misery,because

143. Previviktam indrTyapeksaya antarsm bhunkte iti.
MPnduitya Dlpika.p.9.

144. Ibid.p.9.
145. Ibid.p.10.
146. Prajnehaghana evanandamaysh.Mihdukys Upanisad.5.



misery is the- result of dualistie experience,which is absent 

here.Because it is anandamaya,it is said to be' aiandabliuk.The

fioor of enjoyment is the cetas.As purusottama puts it ’levels-
(X.

Ttrl. _-bodhelksanam svasminjtiagr ahsks kar enaparin a tm oetah cittam
__ * _ 347

mukham anandopaiabdhidvaram asyeti cetomukhah.* The vi&va

and the taijssa though knowing the past and the liice,show

dualism ,but in the third pads, there is no dualism and thus it

is called prajna.Tiie dp an is ad, after teaching of the nature,

describes His greatness.As he inspires all the different things

he is the controller of all, like the fourth .He knows everything 

as nan-different from himself.He is thus Sarvefcvara and Sarvaj- 

-ns.He again enters and'regulates and thus is called the 

Mtaryamin.Ee is the ’Irani, the place of origin of everything.
Prom him are born all the beings and they merge in him finally.

The fourth pads is described by the &ruti at first with

negative attributes,so as to differentiate it from the first
1

three. He is neither sntahprajna,nor b ehihpr a jit r, because he 

does not create anything endowed with vikalpabudihi,either 

externally or internally .He is again not ubhayatahprajKa ile 

he is omniscient and his prajHa does not depend upon the

14S. lisndukya Dlpika.p. 11.



_ 148object or the pramanas. it is neither prajHa.nor apraj!^ 

nor even prajHanaghana.lt is not an object of our eyes or any

other sense organ^.{ Adrst^avysvaharyeJBe can not again be

sn object of any organ of sction(agrahy a) .He is beyond all 

inferences (alaksya) ,comparisons(alihga) , though ts(ae in tya) and 

expreasions(avyapade'sy a).Af ter thus distinguishing him from 

everything else by means of negative attributes,positive 

description is given for explaining his greatness.He is to be 

approached by those,who have knowledge of the soul.’ ’ The 

expsnce of the world is quietened in him.As he is beyond all d

limitations,there can be no expance of the world different^

from him.He is quiet,benign and devoid of duality.Thay is how
150people believe Mm to be .He is not* such and such* alone.’

He is the atman,he should be known.Thus even though beyond 

mind and speech,the description of him is not futile because 

he is the self.This also makes clear the doctrine of grace,
i

■ After this the .Upenised with a view to show the affinity

148. Mandukya Sipika.pp.20-21.'
149. Ekatmapratyayasaram ekatmapratyayair jSanibhih saro' 

nusaranam yssya.Ibid.p.21.
15Q.Etadrfeom caturthaa manyante,na tv etadrsa eve sah.Ibid.§
151.Sa pUrvoktarTtika atas vi iney ah, at.matvato na vaiyarthyam 

ity artheh.Tevata srutyantaroktam varanaikalabhyatvap>»t 
. " eva sphutibhavati,Ibid;.p.22.*** » i.



between the syllable^ 'Om and the Brahman,compares the first 

three padas with the three morae,i,U,and I and the last p8da 

with the moraeless hada.Purusottama says after explaining

these comparisons;’Evam hadasya t urly sdh arraava 11von a matra- 

ntaranam padshtar a sadharmy eii adhistheystvasamye$e ca Omkaro

zaukhyagaima vr11ibliyam atraabhinns ity arthah.JTtmabhinnaidbad 
evaksarabhinno jneyah. * 158ihe hpanisad concludes by giving

the phalasruti. j’Bamvibaty atmanatiamiaffl y s'evam veds.*

purusottama explains samvisati as ’Upabhunkte^nd cites the 

ST*uti,,so/snate sarvah iaaah Sana brahmans vipa§cits.*

While commenting upon the first nine verses of (rsudapada- 

Karikas,Purusottama makes an important statement; trfatha 

cedam siddhyati.Sarvapindatma vihvah,sarvendriyatma teijafbh 

sarvamana-stma sarvapranatina va pr a in ah. Ivambhavah canehhi-

-mshena ity evemrupah paramafemaiva jneyo na tu hsrirah. ’

Prom the analysis of the interpretation of the TJpani.sad 

as given by Purusottama,it is clear that Purusottama and for 

that matter the Sduddhadvsita teachers do not believe that

IbP.Mendllkya Iapika .pp. 33-32.
153.Ibid.p.32,
154.Ibid.p.16.



She four quarters as described in the Upanisad,refer to the 

four states of consciousness.They are on the .other hand 

various forms of God,-who is capable of assuming endless 

forms,This is perhaps the reason why at many places in the '

dissolution of the compounds the instrumental and not the

genitive is accepted.e.g.Bahihprajffah:Bahye visaye prajHa

avabhaso jl van am jen a Soli.etc. Is this a correct reading of

the meaning of the Upanisad?!t appears that the Upanisad

teaches about- the states of consetbusness/ rather than what 
efis ei-p^ain^by lurusott>auia,and. tne interpretation according to 

that sssms, more natural.One will also perhaps find that 

Purusottama is unnecessarily bringing in the doctrines of 

the -ouddhadvfiita at places. Thus for instance what is the 

ground ior telling about the tGanitahandatva* in connection 

with the pirajna and its (his )attribute( Jn an d am ay a ’ ? Th e

explanation of 'SamviSati*as ’Upabhunkte1,while interpreting 

the phalaferuti,appears to be far-fetched.It is no use finding

fault! with puruso'crama here and. there,because many such weak 

points can 00 xound out.lt must be said howwver that just as 

the absolutism of Samkara can not- be found out in the 

Upanisad in toto,similarly the 'Suddhadvaita also can not be

155.Jaandttkya urpika.p.6.
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accepted as taught here completely.

Coming to t-,e Xarikas of (ha ad. spa'd a j we have already seen 

in the preceding chapter that though Purusottama has 

commented upon all the chapters,his corneatary only on the 

first, two is extant.Any way the commentary on the first- two 

chapters,especially the' second,is enough to show how 

purusottama has interpreted the liarikas in keeping with his 

owd theories,We may note here sowe interpretations which are 

interesting for our purpose.

The KFrika’Oevasyaisa svabhavo’yam* aptakamasya ka 
156sprha* is taken by Burusottama to prove the theory of

' _ 157
Pile.He says ?Ten a kridata'ywa* cvabftfvo ns tu sprhaya karanai'.

One may note here that tie torn’ lividatah’ is added by

Purusottama here.The immeaiateiy preceding Korika * Xr-Idartham 

iti eapare’need not warreat such a conelusion/because it is

again preceded byTBhogartbam srstir ity anye.’Is it that

the author of the-Srrika really accepted the theory of 

Kr id a?Perhaps he did not,for how to explain the ’Apare’ 

otherwise?In the three iwrikas I.7-9,the author gives

156.0g ad spado Karik's.I.S.

157.MsnduUya Dlpika.p. 19.



various opinions regarding creation but it may not mean

that the last opinion is of the author himself .Perhaps 

Q-sudapada does not prefer the one to the other.

How are the Karikas,1.16,17,18 explained by Purusottama? 

The werse 16 says that when the individual soul, sleeping on 

account of the beg-inningless mays,is awake,then the unborn 

sleepless dreamless non-dualism is known.Purusottama says

that inadimayaya etc.means that,when one gets the idhikara

for the realization of the fourth,he knows it,which has been 

described before.The term ’yada* in the verse shows some

effort for obtaining,but on the basis of the passage 
_ 158^edBxtavijnanasuni&citartha...etc.1 it is suggested that

the realization occures at the time of the end .purusottama

argues for this;’Anyatha purvaSlokana gatsrthatvad etam na 
159vadet.* Kirika 1? runs *If the world exists it will no 

doubt be removed.This dualism is just maya,there is advaita

from the highest point of view.fPurusottama says that 

this verse is intended to teach that dualism is of the 

nature of interim creation.This is for removing the

158. Mun.dak9 Hpanisad.III.ii.6.
159. Mandukya Dipika.p.86.



dualistie ideas in the minds of those^who have the
o%different hdhiksra and who ere thus incapable, of tolerating 

the delay.HsTika 19 means that the distinctions,if at all 

imagined by sayone,will be removed.This Tada (discussion?)

is because of preaching .When truth is known there is no 

duelism.Purusottama however explains it in a different way. 

He says that this verse also corroborates what has been 

stated in the previous verse.His explanation/ is ;nKalpito~ 

vikalpo manaso yadi kenaoit upasanena yogldisadhanena va 

vihesato nivarteta.T’sda suddhe cetasi upadelad jnate turiya 

ay am vadsh bhedapadakatvat dvaitarupo na vidyate. ’ ” 

Purusottama then adds “Sarvasya tsdabhinnatve -jnate

bhedasyapi tadanatirekat so'-jji purvabuddharupadvaito brahma- 
-ive bhavati.11^ The verse is really a difficult one for

interpretation.purusottama’s explanation of’Henaeit’snd 

the way in which he construes the second line do not appear 

to be convincing.

Purusottama’s interpretation of the larikas of the 

second chapter is worth considering.Purusottama says in 

the beginning, of the chapter:,’’Upadeksyamana jHahavisayasyaf- 

-tnanah sarvataskstvalaks an e sverupe bodhanlye

160. Mandukya Bipika.p.26.
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tadvirodhinah pratiysaanasya kalpanikasya bhedasya nisasaya '

bhed avadyabhimatspr apancasya mithyatvam pratipadayisygn 
161...etc.” Under the first three verses Purusdttama gives 

two syllogisms to prove the unreality of the dream 

experiences, following the Karikas.They are'Svapnikah

sarvabhavabhedah sarxrIn tabs thah .Saru? asamvrtatvat .Yad

yat setovrta® tat tad an^tahstham.Grha kumbhavat. Yad va harira-

-samvrtem tae char irIn tab s th am. Sir an trad i vat. ’ and 1 Tatha 
. » ••

ce yadi getvl pabyet tarn desam prapabyan pratibuddhss

tatraiva tistfeet.Yato naivam ato naivam.Yato na gatva
" . 162

pebyati tato'ntareva pasyati.1 The sec end line of the 

third verse according to Purusottama,counters those,tho 

believe in the reality of the dream creation on the 

analogy of the creation of the Gintamani and the like.

The fourth verse extends the unreality to the internal 

waking world.The internal waking creation is here ofcouree 

the object,visualized by the mind,which is different from 

an external object.Thus the svapna and the jagarita sthanas

ere of the same type(?erse 5)One may point out that while

161. fifondukya Blpika.p.33,

162-. Ibid, pp, 33-34.
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in the dream everything is created,in ;the waking state it 

is the external object that is thought of.How can it be 

unreal?ESrikS 6 replies to this that the object of mental 

delifration does not exist before and after that
A > ,

deliberation and is thus.cm a par with the object, experienced

in a dream.purusottama says »na.hi manavakah siahatvena
163dhyatah sinho bhavati. ’ It need not be said that the 

objects of our ideas should not be called unreal,because 

they very often produce real results.The Sarika 7 is a
. it

replj$f to this.This happens even in/dreams.purusottama

gives Ui/. illustration for this,*Svapnikapramada|par!§adiEa

164paramarthikaskhalanadarianat*. It should be noted here 

that ’Saprayojanata viprajbijjadyateMa explained by 

Purusottama as ’Saprayojanata svapnf^pi vipratipannato 

idneitkara sati sattvasadhika.*

If adyantavattva is the criterion of unreality,the 

scriptures enjofning svarga would be fut-ile.S varga is 

produced of the spurva.The apurve is produced of our own

163. IHadukya DIpika.p.37.
164. Ibid..p. 37. - .
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actions and is thus liable to destruction by worship etc. 

Karika 8 is a reply to this.purusottama’s 'explanation of 

the verse is that the apurva (apurvam asaiatkriyibhivysktain 

karma) is m attribute of the Lord. (Sthanidharmali:Sthaninah 

jlgradadisthsnsvato dharmahjas is the case with those, who 

live in the heaven.(Svargastha hi devas tanniyajlakatvena 

bhagavafa paramebvarena sthapitah sarvada tatra nivasanti)

For them heaven is not established by the apurva/out is 

of the nature of the avayavas of the Lord.Similarly the 

apurva is also not obtained, by action but is eternal.The

same is the case with heaven.lt is only the connection 

between the two^that is produced and therefore the Karma- 

-bruti is not futile.Tm is the second line of Karika 8
C

is understood by Purusottama as ’Svargavasinah svargan va 

svabhisajais tan dharman va’ and’ preksate’ as-’divyacaksusi 

labdhe sides at karoti.’Tlie last quarter specifies the 

prekssna. ’Tsthaiveha su^iksitah5: ’Yena prakarena bhagavad 

rlpataya spurvetayI va tatsverupajSahe upadhysyena sutarara. 

dattabiksas tatKal Thus he sees the heavens^as he has been 
taught here about them."^’

165. landukya, Dipika.pp.38-33.
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If everything is unreal,even the seer would be unreal.

This would lead to the Sunyavads. (V. 10)Serika 11 is forr/ 

giving the Siddhanta. The term Mjevah* in the verse

according to purusottama,he.s its corn act ion with the krlda.

Thus the imagination of Rod is of the nature of sport.The

three cases used in 1A tmana’,1A trs an am * and ’Atma’show
s ^

that the Lord is the essence of all the'iSrlkas.purusottama 

says f Ta tr op al aks an avidh ay a sarvatmatvam sarvaksrakatvam 

ca sadhitam.Iklrabhede karakabhedabhavat. * “ The nature of

the imagination is the regulation of particular names in the

'particular forms of his own.The term 'sva’in »svamayaya* 

wis for shying that this power is non-different and 

dependent.He knows the distinctions as of his om nature. 

Purusottama gives an illustration for this.’Yatha purusah 

"sankhasurabiiimatsyadimudr ah svahgulibhir vidhaya tasu 

tsttsdrupatam anusandhatte tadvat.* -

The Siddhanta would thus show, that nothing is unreal. 

What then about the arguments,advanced for proving the

unreality of everything? The /iarikas, that follower© for

— —- — --1 j_ IL m

166 JsSandukya Bipike,p. 41.

167.Ibid.p.41.



dispelling the doubts regarding this.The Marika 12 asserts 

that God imagines the substances thus.He transforms (Yikaroti

vikrtan karoti)the illusory substances,which are separate
b

from his essential nature(apgran ; .Svatmarupe^hyoi tiriktan).

The objects are irregularly( avyavasthitah) imagined in the 

mind,while these of external experience are regular(Niyatait)

Even in this false imagination,God does it.The following 

two verses 13 & 14 are for making clear the unreality of 

the objects,so imagined.

Yerses 15 and 16 show respectively the manner of
£St<t

imagination,corresponding to the two verses life lE.Karika 

15 says that the Lord first imagines (creates?)the jive who 

essays to hold the life-breaths or the Hiranyagarbha.After 

this comes the _ turn of the external objects of enjoyment 

arid the internal instruments of enjoyment.The word ’Prthag- 

-vidKan ’is for showing that the distinction in these

objects is not that of the essence.EsTika 16 gi?es the 

well known illustration of the rope and the snake.‘The 

following gSrikas 18 and 19 show how the ignorance as 

stated in the previous ICarika , can be destroyed by knowledge 

While explaining KSTikS 18 Purusottama says that just as
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darkness is the cause of indiscrimination in the- rope-snake

example,here also the cause is the maya of the sporting God,
It is described in the last quarter of the Karika 19.Purusottama
explains 'Taya'yam jTvo mohito bhavati tadrkprakarakah svayam
paramatmaivs mayetyarthah.1 ^Thus the mays is the svarupa of

the Lord and it deludes the jiva.

'The follovdng nine verses are for explaining the Darstan-
-tika-an^a in the preceding verse 18.These verses show that
the Highest Lord is the essence of everything.Yerses 29 and30

are for those^/ho know only me aspect.lt is .the desire of God,
which regulates the knowledge of all these aspects.He protects
him,who~sees Him in various ways after becoming that which

the worshipper sees Him to beJTadgrhah samupeiti tarn’ is
explained as fTadgrhas tadekanistho va t a 11 adbha vatmakam
atmanam samupaiti.prapuoti,tasminllinas tadatmako bhavatity~

169arthah.1 purusottama gives another interpretation also,which 
we have not noted above.*Avati*is understood as *Svantah^aksati’ 
or ’Sada -anusandhotte* .This wilt be connected with the worshipp-
-er.’Sa-bhutva’is explained on the basis of ?Devo bhutva

■jodevan apyeti.,rThe ICarika M is also understood in the same way.

I68.Mandukya DIpika .p.47. 
169.Ibid.p.50.
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Those, who know only one aspect of God, have taken Him to be 
different from the Pr&ias etc.,which are non-different.

*- ■ O(Ap^rthlbhavaih: abhimasattakaih)$ne who knows fhis/ properly
' ’ A ' JL_ /> -

can advance the scriptural views without ‘^any170 k
doubt.

The Karikls 31 to 33 which identify the world with the may a,
gandharvanagars etc.are stated by Purusottama as directed
against t.hose/who believe in dualism.The world,as understood
by them,'is really a phantom of imagination.But even the
miihyavadins are wrong.iarika 34 is a reply to them.This
soul^t is just imagined even by those, 'who advocate the
Mithyavada.Purusoitama says 1 ay am a turn asadbhir mithyabhuta-
ire bhavaih pransdibhih sadhitam yea advaitam tenapi kalpitah,
arihan mithylvsdibhih.Bhava api advayena anyatha bhavanti

171tatha kalpitah,arthad ekaikamsavadibhih.* Thus the monism, 

which accepted by both,is proper.iCsrikas 35,36 show how the 

advaita is to be understood.The world is not pluralistic but 
is non-different from Brahman.Yesses 38 show the means for
obtaining the knowledge of the soul.And the last Karika states 

the phals.At the end Purusottama gives a very interesting

170. Malidukya Dipika.p.50.

171. Ibid.p.52.
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summary of the c cm tents of the second chapter.

The interpretation of the second chapter,as given by 

Purusottsma, will make the following points quite clear.In his 
attempt to find out the ISuddhadvaita from the Karikas,

Purusottama has to explain them in such a way that all the 
verses,which directly teach the theory of illusion,describe^ 

the world as such for those, who are dualists.Earika 11 is said 

to give the Siddhante but the way jn which the following verses

12,13 are explained in relation to it,is really more ingenious 
than natural.Even the explanation of the iCarikas 11 and 34 
appear to be.far-fetched.The explanation of the Jfarika 8 is 

a good piece of imagination,as .also that- of the last .quarter 

of the iSrika 12. The inclusion of the term krlda now and then 

may be wholly unwarranted.The editor Bhatta Ramanath Shastri 
says in his introductian^rlmatpurusottamacaranair api,bhavan-

-metamulaguroh Knrikasy' api mayavado na labhyste,labhyate
1?3tu Brahmavadah iti darsey adbhih svaplndityena vivrtah. ” 

Scholarship is surely there.

The relationship of the RaPikas with the Upanisad has

172. Paxydukya Dipika.pp.54-55.

173. Ibid.Introduction.
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posed a problem for modern scholars. Some of them think that 

the Earikes also form part of the Upani sad, while others do not 

agree to that view.Purusottama consistently calls it 0auda- 

-vartika,8S we have seen in the previous chapter;In the 

commentary itself Purusottama does not give any clue regarding 

his own opinion.At one piece in the Ivaranabhahga Purusottama 

says that the verses in the Msndukya Up an is sd arid the three

chapters are read among the Sruti mH by the moderns. "

Any way the tradition of regarding the ICarikas as part of the 

Upsnisad seems to have been current in thejaediaeval times, 

though the kuddhadvaita school does not appear to have

accepted it.

(W). .
Interpretation of the Sutras.

Whereas the scriptures form the first starting point of 

the Suddh8dvaita,as also in all tbs systems of the Vedanta,

174. for a discussion see.Tidhushekhara Bhattacharya.Agama- 
-sgstra of 0 a ud a pad a. In t r o. p. xxx vi i i. f f., T>4l. P. Mahad e van
0sudepada,a study in the early Advaita.p.31.ff.Cf.also 
’The problem of the Upanisadic theory of the Agama$&/ 
Prakarana of Uaudapada1 by B.Im. il.Sherma.Bharatiya Yidya.

V ol .ZV11 .h os * 3&4.
175. Yaitathyadvaitalatabantyaidiyan prakarana tray am Mandukya- 

-sthah 6iokas ca Paudapadlyany etanldanlntanair Upanisat- 
-su pethysnte.T.Sn.,Ab.p.63.



the Brahmasutras form the third.Vallabha began to comment upon 

them and his son completed his work.Parusottsma has written a 

voluminous sub-commentary on it called praka^a.At many places 

Vallabha disagrees from his predecessors and purusottama has 

tried to uphold his teacher’s views with admirable erudition

and lebour.lt will be an interesting study to see how the 

inter-pretatiocs of Vallabha differ from those of others.lt is 

easy to say whether this or that interpretation of a particular 

Sutra appears to be correct,but it is surely difficult,perhaps 

in-possible, tossy whether any particular system can be evolved

out of the whole work.The Brahmasutras, as we have them today, 

do not appear to be the work of a single author or the work 

even of a particular period and it is very difficult to findout

any coherent system of set theologieo-philosophical ideas in
\

them.I have tried to examine some of the interpretations of 

Vallabha and Vitthale£a,taking into account Purusottama’s 

remarks upon them.

Vallabha reads the two Sutras I.i.g and 3 as one.He refers 

to others,who separate those Sutras.He does not give any 

particular reason for a combination of the Sutras.He just says:
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’Kaitat sutrakarasammatam iti partibhati*. It is therefore 

left for Furusottama to point out why Valiabha has differed 

from all others.Purusottama says that in the BrshmasITtras, 
we find that the Aahikarajlas are formed after stating that 

which is to be established and the proof for the same,so it 

is proper that both the Sadhya and the Hetu should be 

expressed here.The term Brahman is understood by the followers

of the Sa&khya to mean the Prakrti and so to avert this it 

is necessary to show that the causality of Brahman is stated

in the scriptures.Qn^feay point out that even if two Sutras 

may be read separately,we may have the Adhikersns of the

first three Sutras.In the first Sutra in the term *Atha», 

which stands for the prerequisite of the Jiisrmsvicare, the 

Brahmsviesra is also implied and thus even though the Framana 

has not been expressly stated,Brahman can be taken to be

known only from the Bpanisads.The combination of the Sutras 

is thus not necessary.Furusottama says that VAtha' has many 

meanings aid even if it means 'inantarya* ,it may not be 

taken to imply the Oharmavicara,Hence it is better to have

lr/6.A.B.p.63.
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only one Sutra.If we agree with those, who accept two different 

J.dhikaranas of the two Sutras,the first has no hetu while the

second lacks the Sadhya.Thus both are wanting and therefore 
cannot establish the desired Praraeya.^^Though Vallsbhs here 

differs from that which has been accepted by all the other 

coiPveritators,the arguments of Purusottama appear to be plausible.

The third dut-ra ’Tat tu -s a?'an way at’ is also interpreted by 

Ysliebha in a different way.Samanvsya is understood by him to

rneen ’Sswysg anvaya’.Pod permeates all in the form of existence, 

sentienoy and bliss.Yellabbo gives three reasons for such an 

interpretation .He says that the Pufvapsksa ’and the Siddhehta- 

-pekS8,es understood by others,are both wrong.Secondly the. 

reconciliation of the conflicting passages is the very purpose 
of the ISastra.How can it be the reason for establishing a certain 

proposition, when the reconciliation is yet to be explained? 

Thirdly the reconciliation,as understood by others,is not 

vouched for by the following Sutras,Thefirst and the third of

these arguments are, in fact,matters of opinion,and of course 

each of the commentators will try tc show that he alone is 

correct.To say that the Purvapeksa is wrong is not a very happy

1??. /i.B.P.p. 5].
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argument in my case, because the purvapaksa is -always proved ■ 

to be wrong.The second argument of course has its value.hr. 

V.S.Pkate however points out; * She same charge ,however,may be 

brought against Yallabh© himself;for Siltra I.iv.23 also makes

out the same point.i.e,that Brahman is also the material cause
. • .178of th e un i ver s e. ’

The Imsatyadhikarana has been understood by all^except 

Mauhva and Yallabha, as directed against the Sshkhya view of 

noii-intelligent prseQi ana. Madhya however interpretes it in & 

difi'erent way .Brahman which is described as thp object of 

knowiedge{Iksaniya) ,can not be understood as inexpressible. 

Ysilebka’s interpretation of the Sutras is some-what similar.

"We shall note his interpretation of all the Sutras here .Brahman 

is not ababdafne vidyate feabdah yatra,sarvavedantafiyspratipadyain) 

because of Iksati.Sven though Brahmen is beyond all 'the dealings, 

he becomes an object of vysvahara of his own desire.(I.i.4),

The Highest Lord endowed with the attributes of Tksati and 

the like ,can not be 0auna(;PrakrtiguHas«itvssanibandh8van), 

because of the berm atm an used for him. The term a tin an strnds 

for the Highest Brahman,which is hirguna.{I.i.o).The term

178.Y.S.0hate.Yediata.p.59.



ataan again can not be Ganna,because liberation or moksa is 

taught of those,who meditate upon him. (I. i. 6) The creator of

the world is again not saguna,because he is not eensured as heya,

as would have been the case with one, endowed with worldly

attributes.(I.i.7)Brahman is again not beyond all the dealings,

because the individual soul merges in him everyday in deep

sleet). (J.i. 8) Again at the time of liberation everyone becomes
179

similar to God.(Gaii:Moksa,samanye;semanesye bhavah.l.i,9)

That everything is an effect of Brahman is clearly established

by the §rutis.(I.i.lO)Purusottama at the end'of the‘last Sutra 

refers to the interpretations of other commentators.He gives

the interpretation of Samfcara and its refutation given by 

JsyatTrtha.He gives bis am refutation also.Bhasksra,Ramanuja, 

iSaive and Madhva are just referred to.After this purusottama 

refers to the twofold Sahkhya and says that the Saakhya hfeeorist® 

do cite the tJruti passages in support of their own views,but 

such citations do not show that the scriptures form the main

source of their doe trines.That is why Vyasa has refuted them 
in the linimauika-adhinarana/oecause as they accept the Prakrti

as the main principle,and as it is not known through the 

179.Mokse sarvasyapi bhagavata tulyatvat.A.B.p.146.
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180scriptures,it is definitely asebde, . though Purusottama is 

not specific,lie seems to imply that the attack on the Sahkhya 

finds its place in the Anumsnika-adhikarsna and need not thus 
be the subject matter of this adhikarsna.Purusottaraa is however 
not so clear here as he is elj/sewher.e.His comments are half- 

-hearted and his treatment is such that he is,just perhaps 

trying to follow the work,he is commenting upon,so is not to be 
open to the charge of Tyakhyeya-grantha-rvirodha.We may here 
note some difficulties in the said interpretation,Yaiiabha 
begins the Adhikarana with the statement 1Evam Brahma jijiasam 
pratijnaya kimlaksenakam brahmety akanksayain janmadisutrad^a- 
-yens Yedapramanakam jagatkart^" samavayi cety uktam.Evam 
trisutrya ji jnasalakssnavicafakartavyats siddha. ’ iJI^If now 

Brahman is'Yedapramanaka,why should there be any doubt regard-

-ing its being sorva-pramana-Mvisaya? Purusottama has again
/criticised Semkara for accepting the indicated sense in the 

term ’Iksati’ by believing in the Dhatvarthanirde'se.Purusottaraa 

himself however takes fIksati’9S Iksabodhaka.Is it not 
Dhatvarthanirde^8?0r is it just Dhatunirdeia?Wbile the Sutras 

4 and 5 have something to do with Ikssna,the Sutra 6 shows

-180. A.B.P.p.154.- 
181. Alfe.p.128.
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that the creator of the world is not Gaupa.(Gauna has its 

connection with the word Gun a according to Vallabha) The question 
of Brahman being the creator has ilready- been settled in the

second sutra,while the discussion that Brahman is devoid of.
<rr? ,

^mdme attributes will find its place in m III vii.What is the

use of the same here? Similar is the difficulty with the seventh

Sutra. Yallab ha seems to be aware of this difficulty when he says,

*jovain sutracetusiayena Tksatihetuna jogatkartrtvopapattya srsti-
18?

vakyanam Brahmaparatvam upapaditam.’ This itself may appear

rather strained.The remaining three Sutras have nothing to do

with kartrtva at all.Purusottama however tries to connect the

Sutras 8,8 with the question of vysvah'eryatva.Ee says,’Evam

oatra brahma na sarvavyavaKar'atitam.Susuptipralayayor jiva~
-dheratvene fcrjftatvat.Yad yadJ yadadharatvene ferutam tat tada

tatprayuktavyavabaravisayam .ity evam enumanara bodhyam.*183

Purusottama also says *Evam ca brahma na sarvadfT s&rvevyavahara-

-titam.Mofcse tatKatvena Sravitatvat.Yed evam tod evam.FaitreyT-

■“brahmana^ravitassrvsvacl ity evem anumahasiddher asya beiutvaa 
. .. .184
ooanysm. We may e-ay that bhe explanations are not very 
convincing,Similar explanation is not given of the Sutra 10.

182. A.B.p. /*3 
783.A.B.P.p.146.
184.A.B.P.p.148.
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At the end.however Purusottama ssys,TIvam atra trisutryam 

susuptiyielrana dainan^dinspr-al8,ya^#4-^alcartrtTara9rlvitIye ■

m ok s s yi c arena ty'sn t i ka t a t kar tr t yarn trtlye kiryakartr t rapr a t i-
_ _ ' 185-padaneba nsimifctikaditatkartrtvam bodhitam iti pratiblia ti. *'

The word 1Pratibhati*should be noted here. Inspite of all the 

attempts of Purusottama,the last three Sutras do not seem to 

hare any definite oorniecti.cn with the first four/!bat again is 

the theory,that is established here?Is it that brahman,though 

beyond all the dealings,is the object of the Yedio teaching 

or rather becomes so by his own desire? Is it that Brahman is
d

snowed with supramundane attributes only and devoid of the 

mundane ones?Is it ,finally,that Brahman is the creator of all? 

hone of these is the purport of ail the Sutras.If there is no 

one visays,how can there be one acihikarana?

Yallabile directs the whole Adhikarana I.iii.14-21 against 

‘Ssmkara.Purusottajia says ’Asminn adhikarane jlvabrahmaikyakrta- 

-sarvasahkaravadasya mayafadasya aa nirakrtir eva mufchya. 

Vallabha end Purusottama appesn to haye realized the sheer 

anachronism of directing the set of outran of Badarlyana against

feaincara.who is just a commentator of the Sutras.Vallabha says

185. A.B.P.pp.150-151. ‘ ~ ~~

186. A.S.P. p.394.
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that as Yedavyesa is Qianisclent,he knows that one nioyafada will

be taiight in future and thus refutes it in anticipation.

Purusottama shows how such things are possible.In the Puran^h
187also Suta has told of future events.

The difficulty in the interpretation of the Iksstyadhikarsna 

comes to the fore in tk^beginning of the forth quarter of the 

first Mhyaya.faliabha says,® Tatra ’Iks a ter rj'esabdam’iti 

sahkhyaaacam a&abdatvad iti niv&ritara,’.Pirrusott3raa explains,

’lianu adr%atvadyadhikarana etodr&aa api vakyam viearitarn 

eveti idm anena vie arena.. .Tathl cs ysdy api tadvokyam vicaritam

tathapi tenroatssya sarvatha scTautatvaa eveti nopapaditam ato 
vicara ity art/habV 18\eaily speaking both Vailefche and 

Purusottama appear to be injdiffieulty.There is nothing in the

interpretation of I.i.4-10.,which has any connection with the 

b'ahkhys.igain Taliabha definitely refers to the Tks aty ad hi kar an a,

while Purusottama refers to the Adr^yctvndyadhikarens.Is it that

purusottama knows the difficulty in the works of Ysllabha and

tries to defend him by going out of thejway?

iSairtkara lias often beea^ attacked by scholars,not only

187. k.B*p.pp. 401-402.
188. A.B.P.p.475*



ancient but even modern,that his views are not corroborated by 

the-Sutras.lt has been pointed put that the Sutrakara did not 

agree to the falsity of the world,for otherwise he would not 

have refuted the Buddhistic theories in the Sutra’Yaidharmyac 

ca na svapnadivat* ’ * "xt should be bornejin. mind that this is the 

position of almost all the Icaryes.Ysllabhs is also open to

the same charge.‘The Sutrakara,who says ’B.aikasmiim asambhavat*,

c?n not be stated to teach Brahman, endowed with contradictory

attributes .While Tallabba does not keep this in mind,Purusottstna

does not miss the point.He realises the difficulty and tries to

maae^ amends by saying that,in fact only Brahman and nothing

else is possessed of contradictory attributes.He says

'Tsstutas/tu viruddbadharmihtaratvem brahmany eva pramanasidd-
_ 190-ham nenyatreti khyapayitum taddusanam*

The Sutra, II.iii.18.1JSo'ta eva* is a very important Sutra 

for all.Whereas tSamkara takes ’ jna’to mean jH an a, Ramanuja and 

Bimberka understand it as jElta.I may cpo&b here the remarks 

of Dr.Ghste about Yallabha.He says ,i,Yall8bha,who also holds 

with Ramanuja and Bimbarka that * knowledge’ or ’intelligence* 

is si- attributed (.,.)of the jIva,interpretes the Sutra as

189 Jfrahmasutra.il.ii,29.



stating the prima facie view,according to which jlva is

knowledge and therefore Brahman itself,and all distinctions are 

due to the principle of mays;though really the jiva is a part 

(An6a)of Brahman and is related to, it just as sparks are related 

to fire..And,while refuting this 'view,?allsbha makes very interlt- 

-ing remarks: * Tosmat tadambasya tadvyspadebavakyaoiatram svlkrtya

bistaparigrahartham madhyamikasya eva aparavataro nitaram

sadbhir upeksyah’...0f course this interpretation of the'Sutra '
is far fetched,though it makes no mst/erial difference as

lqlultimately he means that the soul is a knower." Dr.Ghate’s 

reading of Yallabha’s interpretation not seem to be correct. 

This is not a Sutra,presenting the prima facie view.Yaliabha 

begins to Sutra with ’Sanaa nirupaysn prathamaffeab caitanya- 

-gunam aha,’and then explains the Sutra as ’Jnas caitanyasvarupah 

Ate eva fcrutibhyo vijiffahamaya ityadibhyah.’Purusottama explains 

it as ’J^ffanadharmakatve'pi jrfanasvarupa ity ar thah.5 *

According to Yallabha,thus the individual soul is both the

knower and the knowledge.The tirade against Saikara is a 
usual feature of Yallabha’s works and need not been understood 

in the way,in which Br.Rhate has understood it.Yallabha thus-
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combines the interpretations of kamkara and Ramanuja aid

of course his explanation is not so far fetched as said ly 

Dr.Hhete.

The Sutra,which should be considered in connection with the 

different interpretations is II.iii.50.Though there are many •* 

Sutras in this pad a, that afford an interesting study}I have 

not here ©nsbarked upon a detailed study of "Vallabha* s inter- 

-pretaticns and therefore' I will just refer to this Sutra only.
It reads ’Ibhasa eve ca.’kamkars takes the word abhasa to mean 

just appearance.Ramanuja and R imblarka understand the term as 

*Hetvabhasa’.The later interpretation is clearly far fetched. 

Ysllabha here agrees with Samkars in the literal sense of the 
word.But whereesflbhlsa* according to feamkara means Pratibimbatva 

and consequently mithyatva,this is not what Vallabha means. Hva 

is an abbasa,because the quality of bliss is not manifested 

in him.is Purusottama says /Tatha ca yatha'naeari brahmane
brahmanabhasahjSutradharakatYe^pi brahmanyakhyadevatayas tat as

■ ' 193. _
tiroh£tatvat,tatha jivo'pi.’ If we think that the Sutrakara

does not teach the mayavada of ISamkara,perhaps the interpretation

of Vallabha is the best.

. The first Adhikarena of III.ii.deals with the dream world.
It has been variously interpreted by the Acaryas.fe shall here

193.A.B.P.p.?60.



gim the interpretation of Yallabha.The first two Sutras 

present the prims facie view.The opponent says that there is

creation in the dream state,and this has been stated by the
Gratis.In some texts the creator is also told as also the .

sops and the like.Thus the dream creation,created by Brahman,

does exists,From the third Sutra begins the reply.The

exponent says that dream creation is maya only,because it is

not fully msnifested.fhat is meant by iHya and ’ICartsnya*?- '

Purusottama here says ’Siddhante tu sluirthyaviheso maya. ...

ilia XSvarssya ya vyamohika daktih/ sa mays prakrte jneya. ...

De&ah kilo visayassnnidhir indriyavyapars badhlbhava^ ceti 
194kartsnysm.’ ' ~ Thus the dream creation is not real.As

Purusottama explains further,’Pa the caindrajalikena natena

yatha sam a j i k avy am oh an e kautukarthsa mayamatrasrs tih kriyate,

tathe&varena jivavyamohanadyarthaa svapnssrstih kriyate iti
195na tasylh satystvam.’ “'Why then should God create it at all? 

The fourth Sutra replies to this that the dream is indicative 
o f good and evil,as it has been said in the Gratis and again 

those who are experts in reading the dreams also spy so.Thus 

the dream is shown to the jlva for indieation.Purusottama says
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194. JUB.P. p.876.
195. A.B-.P.p,876.
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that the dream is not as negligible as the sky-f lower, because 

in that case it can not be suggestive of anything.The fifth 

Sutra says that it is on account of the desire of the Highest 

Lord^srabhidhyanat) that the attributes of God are concealed 

from the individual soul,who suffers,as a consequence,the 

bondage.Or the non-manifestation of the attributes(Sah: Tirobhavsfa 
Tiparyayo va)may be due to the connection with the body.

Dr.Ohste has fully discussed the Mh-ikarana with reference 
to the interpretations of kamksra,Ramaiuja and Bhasksra,giving 

three different giwe,idealistic,-realistic and idealistioo- 

realistic respectively.As for Yallabha,he says that the Acarya

’practically follows the third view and interpretes just in the 

same way as Bhaskara does with the difference that he interpretes
____  IQg

Sutra 5just as .Ramanuja does it...’ Dr.Ghate is correct when 

he implies that Yallabha follows the ideslistico-realistie 

viexv by disagreeing with SamkarajWho takes the waking state also 

to be illusory end with the view of Ramanuja,that the dream is 

also real.But there is a fine distinction between-’his view and 

that of Bhaskara,in as jWch as for him the dream creation is 

s creation of Brahman and not of the individual soul,as under- 

-stood by Bhaskara.The problem for Yallabha however is that of 

196.Y.S«Ghate.Yedanta.p.121.



the connection of the -first four Sutras with the rest.The 

visaye in this Sutra according to Tallabha is,*Kincid asankya 

parihsr.ati.il anu jlvays bhagavan srsti© karoti pradariayati 

ea svasya sarvalllam.iyabas eayam.Katham asye duhkhiiYam ity 

asankya pariharaii tubabdah.* Why should this question 

be raised here and not in ll.iii? Sven though the Sutra 

contains the word ’ Tirohitaia’ ,which Vallabha and his followers 

understand as a sure indication of the Sutrakaro*s belief in 

the theory of Ivirbhiva-tirobhava,the Sutra,as explained by

Vsllabha,appears to be entirely out of context as it has
do •' ' _

nothing to/with the dream creation.The Sutra 6 again giYes

an alternative.Tallabha says ’Isvarecchaya aisvaryaditiro-

-blTsvam svamate nirupya matahtarenapi niyatadharmsvadeiia

nirupayati....Asmin pakse dehaviyoge eva pimar aibvaryadi-
198

-prsptih.Purvasmin Kalpe vidyamane' piti sessh.* What is

the ground for' ’SvaiDste’hereJ If the term*Tirohits’should 

indicate the Sutrakara’s belief in the theory of Jvirbhava- 

-tirobhava,can we soy that the ter abysms tram* in Sutra 3 

shows that the-Sutrakara accepts the theory of maya?ht the 

end Tallabha refutes the interpretations,given by others and
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says *Kidraya vi vekajft©aabha va vassr atvad yathavyakhyata

evarthah’ .purusottama says ’Idem hi nidrepr akaranam.bidr a ca

tadaivavasarsis prapuoti yada viveka jnehsm na bhavati.Ato

jnenatirobbavasyaivatra vaktavyatvat tasya e oktar if tyaiva
_ 19?bodbit yathokta evartha ity arthah.'* 'It is difficult to 

understand hew Tailabha and Purusottama call this a nidra-

-prakarana.Should we think that the. last two Sutras deal 

with nidrs,while the first four with svapna? In that case 

why should there be one Adhikarana only?

The set of Sutras and Adhikar an,as,, beginning with IH.ii.ll 

- is very important for our purpose,in as mu$ch as they deal 

with the nature of Brahman in relation to the attributes.

Dr. (State says that according to Vallabha,Sutras 11- Elform 

only one AdhiKarana. This is not correct,if we follow 

Purusottama.The question here according to -ValJabha relates 

to the attributes of the individual soul and the inert 

matter as sometimes taught as belonging to Brahman,while at 

times, they are denied to it.Some believe that the reconcilia- 

-tion can be brought about by admitting the stJiaha,i.e.

199. A.B.P.p.886.
200. Y. B. Oh o t e. fed an t a. pp. 126- IB?.
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the abode;thus Brahman is endowed with smell in the earth

and devoid of it in watoBff.As Tallabha explains ’Evam sthan8-
3)1-tah parasyobhayalihgam upapadyate1 The term 'api'gives en

alternative explanation,’athava karaiia eva rupam arupam
20 2earv8cehedabliedena aoint^ya- samarthyad va. ’ Both these 

alternatives are wrGiig(na),because Brahman is taught in this 

way everywhere.(Servatra hi).purusottama explains that 

Brahman has no svagatabheda and is of one and the same nature
9AO

everywhere. w Xn the next Bu.tra the opponent says that the

explanation of the Siddhantim is not correct,because of

the distinction in the eaase and the effect.Thus Brahman,

different from the world,is distinct from. Brahman endowed

with the attributes of the world. (K a bbedad iti cet).The

exponent replies that this is wrong (B^), because Brhhman is

Said to be one everywhere.(Pratyeksm stadvscanatjSome Srutis

actually deny the bheda.(Sutra 13)Kere ends one Adhikarana.
\

The second adhikarana,beginning from Sutra 14 gives the

2Q1.1.B.p.900,

202.A.h.p.900.
203.1.B.p.p.902.
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reconciliation in the opinion of the ekadesin.fho is this

ekadelsjjtfpurusottama says * As am hy ekadesi brahman a ekadesena

jegatssmaviyaitvsm tadatiriktaeya jagadviilaksanyaip svarupatah

sadharmakatvam sveochaya vyavsfcaryatvani jHanatmakam brahman a

■akaram inanvaio jHanakarasya brahiaanah prspencapr91ibimbena
204laukikadhsrmsvattvadikam laanute.* Brahman is different from

(a)the world(rdpsYatrrupyate nirupyste vyavahriyate iti rupam
205 ’

sarvsvyavaharavisayatvam tadyuktaw rupavaa visvam.)fbecause 

Brahman is mainly taught (Pradhanatvat}wherever it is described, 

fallabhe adds that the discussion here is regarding the attributes

which are different from Brahman and not those of Brahman.He 

concludes*Tasmat kSryavat taddharraepam api karyatvat bhagavattvam
o 206na bhagavaddharmatvam iti siddhpm.1 The next Sutra says that 

just as the light of the sun is and is not an object of our 

senses in the absence or presence of the clouds and the like, 

even so Brahman can not be approached by our mundane speech and 

kind, but it can be approached in the absence of .obstructions. 
Otherwise,the S'Sfea will have no meaning(Avaiyarthyst) .The 

Sutra thujs'wants to prove that even though Brahman is not an

1011116.515.905,”
105.4 B.ppi 906-907.
206.4B. pi 908.

1 j
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object of worldly dealings,the scriptures are not futile,

Well, why then not imagine the supramundsue sense organs also?
/

To this the reply is given in the Sutra IS that the Sruti 

teaches, of Brahman as just a mass of knowledge,(Tanmatram: 

prajnenaghanematr8m.)The scriptures and the smrtis themselves 

show the absence of the attributes of the jada and the jiva 

in Brahman. (Sutra 17) Tail abb a says ? Propane gdhsrjifg bhagavaty 
ucyante vedadau na tu taddharma bhaga^titi jffapsyati. ’

The Srutis also give the simile of suryskaCSuryena sahitam 

jalam suryakam.Sutra 18)Fallabha says at the end ’Tasmaj
B09jadajivadhermansm bhagavaty upsclro nisedhas tu mukhyah.* J 

Purusottama at the end give the resume 0 which we have 
quoted in ©fetenso because of its importance."Brshmepeh 

prapaneavilakaanatvena kary a sadh ar an adh arm an am karane brshmany 

abKavena brahmanas tatsvarupadharmanam ca laukikamanovag- 

-agoearatvena krtsnah praj^anaghana iti srutyo akarasya 

jt-adstmaicatve^a tattatkriyadiham dhariairiam ca nsisargika- 

-tvena tesam ca bhsgavat-prakatye eva d ar ben ad i vy a vahar avi saya 

-tvena laukikafahmanobhih pratlyanfarianam sthanadharmat vat ta-

thpty ejkade^imatena siddham ity arthah.Tens brahrsanah cthonato
l ('

' ''' i

(k)7jL:A.Bip.S09.
;808U.Bip.913.
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jadajivadharmetvam svatas tu tadrahitatvam ity ekadefelmstena-

siddham.I’tenasyadhikars^asya pras angikatvam jsraksyamanopa-
_ __ gin-dghatatvem veti sue it am." , ' • ,

Sutra 19 begins the next adhikarana.lt contains the 
siddhmta 'agsinst the view of the eka.ciefein.The view of the 

ekadefein (Tathltvam) is in-correot(na) .Water can reflect a 

substance but the attributes can not so contain any reflection.

(yifflbu v ad- agr ah aha t) fh us the sarvakama etc. are the attributes

of Brahman and ere not aupaearika,cn account of the conneot-
Sll

-ion with the upadhis. How tl\en to reconcile, the eonflict-
s>.v *j

-lug passages according to the SuddfcadvaitQ?Sutra 20 gives a 

reply to this.Just as space may be big or small in accordance 

with its limiting adjuncts,even so here also Brahman is 

endowed with all the attributes.‘Ibis there is ubhaya-samat?,ja- 

-sy a. Sutra 21 says that all the attributes,even the contrad- 

-ietory ones,are seen in Hod.Sutra 22 gives the way of
i

reconciliation from the point of view of reason.fhe denial
tof the attributes in the Sut/is relates to only those which 

are mundsne(Prakrtaitnvattva),and then speaks of many other 

attributes,which are supramuudane.
• i •

‘210. A. B.P. p, 914. ~

211. i.B. p,919.
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Sutra 23 starts the next adhikarana.Vallabha says that 

the contradiction has been resolved earlier on the basis of 

sabdsbels end now the Sutrakira does the same.from the point

of view of the ar^hebala.Purosottama says that the ^arthabala- 
-Ticera is not necessary but as other sages'hare taken their 
stand'on the /^arfch&ala also,it is necessary to consider from 

tnat point of view also,21iC£utra S3 stages the prima facie 

view that Brahman is- avyakta.The next outra is a reply to it. 

Vallabha understands the word’Api* as ajeer against the 

opponent,who is a foM.The Highest Lord is seen in the 

course of intense devoti on (Safer adhana) ,when God shows favour. 

The devotee perceives him,or people like Bhrasra infer him.

The ’pratyaksaiumanabhyam^ay be understood as’&rutismrti- 

-bhyam1also.

Another Idhikarana -begins with the Sintra 25.This and the 

next Sutra form the Furvapaksa.The reconciliation of 

conflicting passages is not proper on the strength of the 

perception of a devotee,because that can be no specification.

(Avaihecyat)The illustration given here is that of light.

In the ..light of the sun,the main,the jewels etc,one 

experiences heat or cold;;but the light as such is not taken
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to be manyfold.The praka^a of ,the lord depends upon the 

actions like penance etc.fPrakasas ca kariaani) .This is not 

uniform but is Tarious (abh^yasat)corresponding to different 

actions and different devotees.The Sutra 26 .takes the argument 

further.Because of this variation (atah)the Lord is manifested
i

in endless ways(anentena).But then we should accept some frame 

(lingam)of the lord,This can be decided on the basis of the 

scriptures or the perception of a devotee,The Sutra 27 gives 

a reply to this by saying that Brahman is both ?/ithout

attributes and is endowed xvith them,because both are tai^jjht
\

(Ubhayavyapede&at) .This can be illustrated by taking the

instance of a snake,which may be both straight or eoiled.it

the end purusottama says 'evam ca sehdabalavicarena viruddha-

sarvadharmalrayam brahmeti nirnsyah.Srutyuktayuktya vieare

tu iaukikadharmakuhyam alaukikasarvadharmayuktam iti nirnayah.

irthabelavieare tu viruddhasarvarupam iti nirnaya iti bodhena-
213-rthorn stra tredha 'vicaritam, ’

Sutra 28 begins a new adhikarana.The question discussed 

here is regarding the relationship of Brahman and His Dharmas. 

The Sutra says that the abodes of light like the sun are non-
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-different from light as also different from the same;both

being called tejas.Similarly the attributes are both different

and ficA-different from Brahman.®e should note here that

Yallabha takes ’Ya1 in the sense of ’tu*.Sutra 29 however says

that Brahman, should be understood as before.This,says Yallabha,

is the ¥/ay of reconciliation from the point of view of the

ekede&in.This is further corroborated by the next Sutra,?/hich

says that the attributes are also denied to Brahman,as is
_ 214inferred from 1 era' in the passage ’Ikam evadvitiy am. ’ '*

Different interpretations have, been-given by different 

Ac ary as and it is very difficult to say -which of them is 

correct. The Batrak era himself does not appear to be very 

clear,as can be judged from the repeated use of the term

’va’ .It may be noted that Yallabha's interpretation of ’vs’ 

in the 28th Sutra as ltu’ is not so very happy.Similarly- one 

may feel that the explanations of *Arupavadfin Sutra 14 and 

fapi’ and ’ ssmradhane * in Sutra 24 do not seem to be satis-

-fsctory.Yallabha’s explanation of ’arupavad* as ’ jagad- 

vilaksana*reminds "one of II.i.4,where the question has already-

been discussed,though in a different context.The
(

214.ShE Chandogya Upanisad.YI.ii.l.
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problem before the Sutrakara is as to whether Brahmen is 

possessed of the Dharmas and not whether Brahman has the

attributes of the jada and the jlva.The greatest problem for

Valiabha however lies in his bringing in the ekadelsin.Who is

this ekadsbin? Why should there be a complete adhikarane for

him?Again the difficulty becomes more acute,when the lest

two Sutras 29,30 ere said to belong to him. Yailabha has to
_ 2]5say ’Ubhayam epi sutraltar:asam®atem*. ' purusottama takes

216special pains to distinguish between the two 'positions.

Again how is/4,lat Tyesa’s own opinion; is given in the Sutra 

28 ,and that of the ekadesin in the sutras 29 and 30?

Purusottama spores no pains to defend his teacher^.He says

that as the view of the ekadesin is corroborated' by another

Sutra 30,we should not think that the Sutrakara considers
_ '21?

the view as equally correot. ’Ekem evadvitiyaml, " Meed not 

deny the attributes also.When we say that Bsvadatta is at

home and nobody else,it goes without saying that Devadatta 

endowed with hands and feet is at home.The argument is given

215.A.B.p.940.
216.See.A.B.P.p.941. 
217.Cli§ndogy8 Upanisad.TI.ii. 1.-
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only to show that there is nothing different from Brahman.

But it may appear that in his zest to defend Tallabba,perhaps 

Purusottama himself is facing difficulties.

The Opponent of Purusottama is again very searching.

It is wrong,he says,to understand the ekadesin as that of

Yyasa.In other words the opponent aska; what .is the ground

for believing that the Sutra 28 gives the Sya-siddhshta?

Purusottama replies;1Ikade&ipade abra ?y¥sasyaiv® eksdesi

grshyah.Anyailia smbuvatsutrena ata eveti sutrasiddham

drste&tam as d us sy e t. Vrddh i hr as ad i sil tr ad vsy e yukty an tar am 
219ca na vadet. * The ekadesin is not mentioned by name,

because he may not be so well known as Jai mini. The opponents

name is equally not given in the Sutra* jlvamukhyapraba-
_ • 220

lifigad iti cet tad vyakhyatam*. Or it it ay be that this 

view is intended for the lower edhikarins.lt can also be 

possibly stated that the ekadebin may be one Ka^akrtsna,
221

who is mentioned before in ’Avasthiter iti Kssakrtsnah*.

218.A.B.P.p.942.
219. A.B.P.p.942.

220. Brehmasutra.I.iv.17.
221. Brahmesuira.I.iv.22. ■ •
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Ibshould not again be said that as the Sutras 29 and 30

come after Sutra 38,they teach the mein principle.Purusottam

says *3>Tritiyask8ndh.e ’itthem bliavena kathito bhagavan bhaga-

-vsttaiaah , /ne t t.h ambh~ ven s hi par am dr stum arhanti surayah’

ity adibhir eiadamukhystayah sukavakye vy as gear an air evokta-

-tvlt. ?,Tne view ii admitted only for the lower adhikerfens,

who may fee enlightened by it.Purusottama refers here to the 

_ gggHasadiyasukto and says that Vyass thinks from the point

of -view of the ITlasrsii,while others do not understand 
223 *'*

it. Purusottama then goes on to denounce strongly the 

interpretations of others.

From all that is given above,it appears that -Yallabha is

at times obscure,and purusottama is also not satisfactory

vs±$4 fiefending him.At the end of the Biandamajm-adhikarana

Purusottama takes Ylcespati to task and quotes a verse;

Yukbihkir atibithilabhih satnadadhano drdhsri dosln,
_ _ „ £94

Yacaspitir api bhasye vyskhyavyajena dusanaro brute. "

Can the same thing be said of Purusottama here?

2?2.Rg-vede.1.129»

223. A.B.P.pp. 942-943.
224. h.B.P.p.220.
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if ter III, ii. 34.we have a different author for the

iinubhasya.fi tthslesa* s in terprs t a ti on s of the Sutras are not 

s very creditable performance,when compared with those of 

f&Llsbbs.Ke distinguishes through out between. Pusti aid 

Maryada,often refers to Uokula,discusses the incarnations of 

Viaziu,and all that.Wife all his fantastic interpretations, 

lie gives so many things with a sectarian byao and so many 

things,which the Sutrakars ms gilt have never intended. 

Purusott&ma as e faithful commentator has to explain all 

these things,and what is more he tries to defend V&tthaleba 

We may note only three instances here.

At the end of Ill.iii.S.Yitthelesa says ’lyam tupasena- 

-siargiya vyavastkokts.Bhektimargiya tv etadvilaksana.* S25

Purusottama in his explanation says shout Banda etc.but his 

opponent^ asks TBanu sutrakarenedam kutroktam yenaivsm 

ucyetev Tpurusot cam a replies 1 Agr imeyutre' dhilcsr asyanupaseih- 

-harshet u tU Ma th anenatra yathadhikaranirnayssucanat sue its® 

iti jahIM.,2‘

Under Sutra III.iii-.28 p liras at t am a’s opponent asks as

225. A. 33. p. 983.

226, A.U.P.p.984.
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to the use of referring to the Purlliss and Itih8Sa,when 

all others refer to the maxims of the P ur vstantra,Pur uso11ama 

of course gives the stock reply ‘Itihasapuranayor vedo- 

pabrmhenatvai.*

Under I?.iv. 7.however Purasottama has to say some- 

-thing which,if accepted by an opponent,Purusottama would

never tolerste.Ee says ’Myam niyaoio yad visayavakyam
_ _ 2P3sautrapadenurupam eva grahyam iti. *

!

hr.Ohate is frank in his assessment of the Amibhasys.

He sa^s ,* It is very difficult to assert dogmatically 
whether Yallabha’s doctrine receives or does not receive 

any .support from the Sutras;but so much may be said, that 

his commentary strikes us many times not as a very credit

able performance,being in places very sectarian or un- 

-satisfactory,although one can point out instances where

he offers very interesting criticisms of others.lt is to 

be observed however that his special references to Ookula,

the pustimarge and the Maryadamarga,arid his manner of 
reconciling the mutually contradictory passages, in the 
Upanisads by postulating the miraculous and incomprehensible

227. ii.B.P.p. 1061.* i

228. ft. B.P. p. 1396.
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greataess(Ai6v8rya)af the Brahman end his assertion of

pure monism without any reference to plurality make it far

from possible that his doctrine eould have been the one
_ . _ g'29

propounded by the Butrakara.” One may not agree with
\

the assessment of Dr.Ohate in toto.The sectarian inter-

-pretstions are mainly found in the later part of the 
Bliasys, and Valiabha need not be blamed for the weaknesses

of his son.Again Yallabhs's criticisms of others are more 

caustic then brilliant.as regards the miraculous power of

God,it is indeed a moot point. The point however is that 

all these Acaryas try to evolve their own systems from 

the Sutras,which in their turn have tried to evolve some-

- thing like an Upend sadic system. But on account of the 

enigmatic style of the Sutras,it is very difficult to get 

a clear idea of the system of the Sutrakara.

• (TI).
Interpretation of the Gita and BKagavata Puraha.

While the Eh.ag.avad C-Ita is regarded by all as one of 

the PrasthanaSjYallabha includes the .Bhagavata Pur an a' also

229.Y. S. Crhate.Yedan ta . p. 1 r/7.



in the list. Yallabha himself as not commented upon the Gita,

g3 others have done;and though he has very often referred to 

it in the course of his commentaries and works,it is very 

difficult to piece them together and make out a full-flecfeg ed 

comment ary. In the first chapter of the TsttvadTpsnibandha-

YaHolla understands the term - *Sastrertha? as ’ GStartha’.
A

The point has been discussed by me at some length in the 

chapter BII.Any way Purusottarns., curiously,keefs quiet in his 

commentary st that place."' The Amrtatarangini commentary is 

said to have been written by purusottama but it is not.correct.

It is written by Yrajaraya.Qnly the introductory portion is 

from the-pen of purusottama.This is however sufficient to 
show the purport of the Pita according to the ^uddhadvaita.

-Purusottama,in the beginning,refers to the purport of 

the Gita, as explained by Idsmkara end M ad h u slid an a, and 

criticises them. He refers to Sridhsra and offers no comments.

i\t the end he states the views of Ramanuja and says ’Idam
231

SideUiaatasysnuguDsm. * After this he gives the explanation

according to the Sudcths&vaita.

The Lord iSrikrsna who came to the world far the liberation
• * w

23j.rf.S.iib.p.30. ‘
231,Bhegavad Gita with seven eommentcries.p.ll.



of all,uplifted the devotees by explaining to them the. 

concept of oevotion.Ke could see the. dark Kali age ,i8hich 

was devoid of all Pharma .Bence for creating devotion in the 

future generation,he preached his own essential nature to 

irjuna,when an oceassion for the same arose.Of the fourfold 
devotees, art a, ji jSesu,arthlrthin and jffsnin ,ir jh^ahsd ■ the 

first two Adbikaras. That teaching has been compiled by 

Yyasa, who if as an incarnation of the knowledge of God, in

seven hundred verses.lt has been explained by Yitthslesa in
• •

his Qltatetper;;<o thus:

?r a vr t tidh erriam bhsgavan r si a vara nirupyetu , 
biivrtiim istam sudrdham nihsendigdham harir jagau.

Sshkhyam-yogo rah&sysm ea rahasyatamem eva da, 
hnyoay'adliikyanirdharo j!I£na?ijfiahayor api. 

Svesverupsvinirdliaro biiajanetaranirnayah,
Teddhetur guuavgfea^yam sar va^astravinirnayah.

Iti gi tar than irdho.ro yathabhogo vitanyate,

Ssnkhyayogeu nirUpyadau moham utsarya phalgunam.
2 S3 8

Bhaktip^yusap'ataraffl krtavah iti s ah grab ah.

Yitthsleia has also discussed,says Purusottacia,as to

why should the first iidhyaya begin, with the speech of

£32.Bhagavad Gita with seven comoentaries.p.11.
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Dhrtarsstra.Dlirtsrastra is surely not a devotee and his son 

Duryodkana is an incax-nation of a demon, Again as the Brahma- 

-vidya is being taught here,it requires a cals adhikarin, 

'whose resignation is for getting the knowledge of the self. 

Here the spirit of resignation in hrJune is for fear of sin. 

Again if Xrsna would teach the Brahmavidyg to hrjono,then 

Jrjwis would also retire from the kingdom and the Semsara.

This is not the position.Hence the teaching is not quite 
up to the mark here.To this the reply is that the sons of

prthi are admitted to the path of devotion by the Highest 

Lord as his own.The Lord with a desire to lighten the 

burden cm the earth made YudhistMre perform the Hajashya, 

after which the great war war fought. Again Irsna through 

ludhisthira desired to establish the realm of religion and 

kill the demons.This can be possible only in the reign of 

Tudhisthira. If however the foes are killed by them, just'

as brothers kill brothers, and the pabdavas begin to rule, 

then the kingdom will have no element of virtue.lt is 

because of this that .Srsue taade Arjuna grieve in the stated 
way. Hence the withdrawal fraut war has been described of
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Ar-juna himself; otherwise a warrior would have experienced 

the feeling of heroism and not of resignation. Hence only 

the Bhagavedlystva is the cause of this feeling in Arjuns.

To suc-h a man only the Bhakti&arga should be taught and as 

the teaching is not of the common standard.Dhrtsrastra and ■ 

his son are brought in the beginning. Again when s Bhagavadiya|
i

thinks of doing something according to the desire of God, 

it is a good thought,not.otherwise. Thus it should not be

understood that the grief of hrjuna is for showing that those 

who are full of grief are entitled to tcnow Brahman,because 

it is not the primary purpose. The purpose in the Bfeagavad- 

01ta is to teach the limits of the path of devotion ,the 

limits that are beyond the world and the Vedas.Burusottama 

thus concludes fAto'tra mukhyataya bhakter evopade^ah yat- ' 

pun©r enyat tat-fiarvam tasyaiva iesebhutsm iti dik.f^S,?

As is the case with the Srutis and the Sutras,the 

Bhagavad Gita has also been interpreted very often and by 

many. It is difficult to say dogmatically as to whether the 

Suddhadvaita is or is not taught in the Gita.It will be a 

233.Bhsgavad Gita with seven commontaries.p.]£.
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study(in itself to see whether the ISuddhadvsitic inisrpreta- 

-tion of the Gita is correct. .

The Bhagsvata Purina is held in very high esteem in the 
feuddhadveita system. Yailabhs*s Subodhini on the same is not 

complete. He has also given a chapter-wise summary of the 
Purina in the third chapter of his Tattvadlpanibsndha.
Purusottama has written his sub commentary on the Subodhini 
end cm the said cliapter. Purusottama lias also independently

f

written one tract Bhag avatas varupa vi say akassiikan iris avid a.

The iudah'edvaita system considers the Purina^ as one 

of the Presthahas.Bbag&vsta is surely immensely popular 

among the Yaisnavas in India and it really deserves that, 
popularity,The daie/x the Purine has baffled the scholars 

and various views ere advanced for the same. is

interesting to note here that Purusottama has also tried
to show that the Bhagavata is not only a Mshapuraaa but is 
also very old. It is difficult to say anything about it.

234. Cf.D. £. She stri. hi tihasika sanhodhsna.p. ,M.Winternitz
History of Indian literature.Yol.I.pp.554-557,R.C.
Ilszra.Puranic records on Hindu ri$k&/ and custoiaa{Studies 
in)pp.52-5?,the Purina index. Yol.I.Y.R.H.Dikshitar.Intro. 
pp.xzviii-xzx.

235. 8 Ya t as vafupa vi s ay akas ah ks& iras avid e. Append ix to
T.Sn.
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It isequelly difficult to say anything about the .philosophi-

-cel teaching of the Pupana.PrinsS.i'I.JJasgupta has ..written on
236the. philosophy of the Bbagavate Parana. Apart from the 

question of date, the philosophical teaching of. the Purana 

also requires a separate study.

(VIII}.

Purusottama as an interpreter.

We have discussed above the interpretations of the Srutis 

Sutras and Gita according to the 'Suddhadvaita, in the light 

of Purusottama’s remarks.We may here add a few lines regard

ing Purusottama’s own interpretations of his predecessors, 

whose works he has cemented upon.It should be Said at the 

very out-set that purusottama remains completely faithful 

to Tallabba and Titthale^a,whose works he mainly explains. 

But the problem before Purusottama was not just to explain 

the words of Vail abba and. Yitthale&a but to restate with his

scholarship and skill the teachings of Yaiiabha among the 

scholars of the day.Be has thus to write much more than

236. SJN.Desgupte.A History of.Indian Philosophy.?ol.TV.
Chapter,HI VD
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so obscure that they can not be understood without the help 

of a commentary. purusottama* s comsen tsries however supply- 

much more than what is needed, Purusottama not only tries to

explain the concepts of the ISuddhadvaita with clarity and 

exactitude, but compares them with other systems ,defends 

Tallsbha and Vitthaletsa and refutes others. All this he does

by way of commentarieson the Anubhasy a,Ivaranabhanga, 

on the Tattyadipanibsndha etc,Only rarely we find in the 

AnubliSsya-PrakaSa that Purusottama indulges in discuss!on§, 

which are not exactly called for in the Anubhasya. After

II.iv.16 purusottama discusses the jnanakriya,237and at the

end of the some pads there is a lane discussion on the

238SrstiprekriyF.' Similarly at the end of I.in.38 Purusottama' 

raises the question whether the tudras are also entitled 

to learn the whole of the iaha'bhareta and the Pur an as and 

comes to the conclusion that only those portions which do 

not teach of Brahman should be read or heard by them. ^

237. iUB.P.pp. 77-e~

238. A.B.i^pp. ^-*''3-

239. A.B.P. pp.442-444.
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Whenever he explains/he explains fully. Thus when an 

Upanisadie passage is just referred to in the Bhajsya by a 

word or two, Pur ns ot tame would give the whole -passage, inter- 

-prete it end reject the interpi-etations given by others.

He would not leave aside anything that lie knows,'and' ofceurse

he knows everything that is required for him to Jmow.hVen the
- ' /

trbditicusl story of the Tiveda between the Brahmsved in end

the IfFyavadin connected with the verse fEka& sastram devaE-
— P4.n

-putragitam etc1 does not move away from his mind/

When Purusottama is defending the interpretations of 

Tollable and Yittiialesa, he is surely brilliant though at 

times he seems to be facing difficulties in doing so.The 

most glaring example of this is found in the Suvarnasutra, 

when purusottama has to perform the duty of' defending the

fantastic interpretation// given by Titthaleia of the Tedic
_ wiverse ‘fa vara vastuny usmasy gamadhyai..,etc.T J Titthsleia

talks about Gokula .and all that and Purusottarns is of —

course not so enthusiastic about it in his eomentary.

240. G f. T. 3. Ah „ pp. 26-2?.

241. Eg Teds 1.154,6.
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Purusottsma however can not let, it go easily.His opponent 

immediately asks why should there he such an explanation, 

when even in the Birukta the verse is said' to hate the sun ' 

as.its dsity.Purueotcaoa can of course give the answer.

n Prakaranehurolhat.’ Yedaih ca sarvair sham eve, ved|cah,f 

’Sarve veda yat padam einsaanii’iti srutisrartibhv am ea.’Ado 

yacl darn pisvats’ Ivy elaksaiiprakesekamantraflya purusottams- 

-ksetramah.etjT,ye vyasapsdair vedabhasya vidyarsnyena ca 
§rijigannathaparstaya vyakhyaiiat,etssyak 'sarsaner darsitetvae

ca
.242

Again while explaining his master ,Purusottama does not 

miss the textual problems also .Thus for in stance,while
-f

commenting upon the statement of Yallabha’Agois'uryasotnavidyud- 

-rupa brahmano hsnsoktacaranarupn^’Puruscttama says ’hup ad/ 

iti pathe bKavapradhancjtLirdehah.Rupeti patiiah srihastiksare su- 

sandigdhatvad hodhyah.’ ^ffer IIT.iv.El.Purusottams says 

that another Bfltx-s ’Bhavaiabiic ca ’is read by others.He th^n 

explains why it has not been included here.nTac ca vidhir vi-

dharanaved ity atraitpsyaive syat padvid iti srtttivyakhyaasna- 

iva vyutpaditam atah prayojsiabhavad upeksitem iti pratibhsti.

242. S.S.p.235.
243. A.B.P.p.494.'
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Lekhakadosat trtitam veti jneyam.n 

% *
Sometimes purusottaeia finds that the interpretations of

the Sutras as given by Yi ttliale&a are different from those 

given by Yallabha.Purusottama notes the difference carefully 

in his AnubhasyaprakaSa. Thus for instance at the end of 

Sutra II.iii42 purusotiarta notes that while the term 

fPrayatnaf in the Sutra is understood as an effort of the

individual soul by Vailabhs,Yitihalesa explains it ns the
, 245effort of the Highest Lord for the purpose of sport.

Similarly at the' end of Jll.ii.18 Purusottama shows how the 

interpretation of this set of Sutras given by Yitihale&a is

different from that given by YaLlabha. 246

We have stated above that purusotfcaiaa is on the whole►

very faithful to the learya and his son,whose works he explains 

A very careful perusal of his commentary on the Anubhssya 

will however show that there are cases,of course rare,when 

Purusottaraa in his zest to give a scholarly explanation 

slightly goes off the tract. In the very first Sutra for

244.A.B.P.p.1212.

,245. A.B.P.p. 750.

246.A.B.P.np.914-916.
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instfjxce,?allabha discusses the illustration *Bahamas tram 

asi’ and points eriit that a laan knows himself to -be the tenth 

not only because he hears that, but also because, he sees 

himself to be the tenth.The perception here is thus stronger 

then the Zptavakys. Pur-usottaBia lev'.1 ever indulges in a 

scholastic discussion and gives three alternatives,one who 

sees, one who is blind and one who knows that the soul is 

different from the body,For all the three the knowledge is 

only.of the body and not the soul,resulting from the Jpta-
_ g47-vekya. Vsllabha’s explanation is certainly better,. Such

instcnees are very rare and again the difference wherever

found does not make, any substantial change in the teaching 

of the authors.We can say at the end that Purugottama, 

who is' a very capable argument a tor, is also i very faithful 

end brilliant interpreter.

247. i.B.'P.p.30.



CHIP TIB. V,

jgposiTi® of mi kwmmiAin. .

(i).
Introductory.

While the founders of various theories in Indian Philosophy 

have formulated and preached their own ideas,it was left for 

their illustrious followers to put their doctrines in a 

systematic form. Thus whereas P'audapada in his KSrikas first 
brought out the theory of Maya and that of Ajatij&amkara 
surpassed his grand-teacher and-people now know feamkara more 
than they know Oaudapada. tiamkara was followed by Yacaspati

Ivtifera and others,who systematised j3amkara*s theories and 

preached the avacchedavada,or the pratibimbavsda or whatever 
?ada,as they thought,has been accepted by &amkara. This has 

happened in the case of all the great teachers like Ramanuja, 
and -Msdhvaj&rfkantha-and limbarka. But tiamkara,Ramanuja,and 

Madhva are clear in their works. Ramanuja with his dialectics! 
style and feamkara with his easy and graceful and yet scholarly 

diction stand in sharp contrast with Tallabha,whose laconic and 

terse expressions are fused with a very subtle analysis brought 
forth in his interpretative method. Yallabha is so brief in his



works,that it is difficult to understand them fully without 

the aid of commentaries. We are even confused at times and 

not in a position to understand what exactly he is driving at,

Titthale^a,though clearer in exposition than his father, is 
more concerned with the establishment of the Ssmpaadgya and 
even in his independent works like the ?idvanman'dana,he seems 
to be launching a violent tirade against feamkara rather than 

attempting a systematic exposition of his own doctrines ..Again 
one may feel that at times Vitihale&a is very sectarian. His 

special references to G-okuls,Pusti,I/iaryada and Praviha,his 

laying greater emphasis on the minor and decidedly later 

Upanisads- all this may not appear to a critical mind as a 
very creditable performance. Yitthele^a was followed by 

C-okulanstha and Hoririya- both of whom can be called the ' 
pillars of the Sampradays but their sliare in the systematic 

explanation of the philosophical part of the &uddhadvaita 

is not so very great as to be taken into account .pur us ottama 

alone,the greatest scholar of the Sampradaya,wa8 the first 
writer to note this defect end to try to makej^or it. '

Again though purusottama is mainly a coalmen tat or ,he 

is not merely a writer of commentaries. Uis Yadagrenthas 

and’his Prasthaharatnakara-which is unfortunately not
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complete,^ show something of a modern scholar in 

Purusottama. Here his aim is not to refute the

theories of others but to propound his own and the 

refutation of others1.thoughts is just a subordinate 

affair. Again,as we have seen above,Purusottama’s 

method is comparative and analytical.' So it is by 

reading Purusottama^ works that we can find out where 

exactly the ouddhedvaita stands in the whole range of 

Indian,especially the YedSniie,philosophy.

further,purusottama,who has written so much on the 

'SuddhsdvaitajWas rewarded with an enviable title of 

Yedapahu by his contemporaries aid some people in the 

Ssmpdradeys even went to the extent of saying that 

purusottama has taught)^ong theories, fheteroay be 

various reasons for it and we shall deal with them 

later on. But it is necessary for us to see where 

Purusottama*s analysis has led him end whether there is 

anything in his works, that warrants such e statement. 

For all these reasons ftherefore, we have attempted

in the following pages the exposition of the
■)

'Suddhadyaita as given by Purusottama.

1. Gi .Avataravadavail.Hindi. Intro, p. 6.
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(ID. . ■ '
Theory of knowledge,

Knowledge, says Purusottama, is endless, and infinite 

because it is the very nature of the Supreme Principle, 
Brahman. When the Lord desires to create and.to be 

manifold, the sentiency which is His very nature, is 

revealed in many ways. Thus even though it is infinite,
t

it can be understood as tenfold, is stated in the beginning 

of Pr as than sr a tn a ksr a, these ten types are as follows;-

(IjEhowiedge which is the essential nature of God,

the essential spirit of all the beings, which is not

liable to modificationvikara) and which is to be meditated 
oupon by a.11.

(2) if/hen this essential nature of God is manifested, 

like the light of the Sun, it is then called the quality

of God. It inheres in the individual souls from Him.

(S) In the beginning of the creation,God accepts the 

Yedaharira and we have that knowledge^ aaiiifested in the 

for® of the Tedas.

(4) The third kind of knowledge becomes the seed 

from which is menifested in the creation,the verbal

2.Tatra sarvatmabhutam sarvapasyam mukhyam ayikrtam 
svasvarupstnakam ekam- Pr.p.2.



knowledge.

These four types of knowledge are said to be eternal 

(Mtya) .The other six which are enumerated below,are said

to be Kerya end ere attributes of the internal org8n(int8h-
«

-ksrana) •

■ (5)When individual words convey the sense,we have the 

fifth kind of knowledge,depending upon and qualified by the 

association of particular words. Iren for the dumb,who have 

no speech,gestures take the. place of words.

(6) When one knows something by means of his orfeans of 

sensation, that is the sixth kind <f knowledge,which may be 

called the sense-knowledge.

The remaining four kinds of knowledge ere. also related 

to the individual knower,but depend upon the internal organ,

(7) The Menas,which has the nature afid function of 

conation and non-conation, (Sarskalpa & Yikalpa)produces the

doubt. (SamsSaya)

' (8) The body-consciousness,wrong knowledge,decision and 

memory- ail these depend upon, the buddhi.

(9)The dream consciousness depends upon the egoism 

(AhaRkara)associated with the budding*



{10)Deep-sleep consciousness where the eitta has the 

vision of the soul()f as 6ne,

Pur as ot l ana does not accept the view that the knowledge 
which is thus produced,is just a transitory phenomenon, 

lasting for three moments only.' liven if we admit its 

permanence, there can be no contingency of one particular 
knowledge lasting all the while., iVhan another kind of' 

knowledge is produced due to the presence of other objects 

and the set of circumstances required for its production,it 

supercedes the former, which is then relegated to the bsek-

-ground and which exists in the subtle form of impressions, 

(Seaskara)Whenever the attention of the inanas is drawn 

towards it, it can be discovered in memory; it is not so 

found out when the manas is busy with other things and does 

not pay heed to it. It is not necessary therefore to say 

that the knowledge is destroyed. It is just conceded.

From another point of view,knowledge can be classified 
s£ sattvika, rajasa, and tamass according as there is the

presence and preponderance of one or another of tbs three 

qualities. Out of these three,the last is incapable of 

proving anything.lt is just illusory,is condemned by the

cultured people and is adhered to only by the lieraties and
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the low. s'\

The sattvisa knowledge is of the form of prama or'" 

right Knowledge; for ,whenever there is an increase of 

sattva right knowledge is produced owing to various causes 

like scriptures,action,meditation,mantras,purifications etc

Wb.oii however the sattva quality is lacking,the same 
circumstances which produce knowledge,produce error in its 

lieu. Thus we can say from this .positive and negative 
canoom^itanee that the knowledge which is produced by the

/

sattva,is the pramana which is not sublsted or which is not 

liable to sublation.''

The settvika knowledge dees not accept any 

distinctions(vikalpas) .rt is the keivalya,which is

absolutely valid,the primary notion being the presence of 

the Universal Essence every where.lt is sadism aka. The 

syllogism given by Purusottaisa to prove that all the

8. Xbadhiie jnahatvam badhajogyavyatiriktatvam va" tal-
laksansm. pr.p.6.

4. fimata bhavah sadabhinxiah.Jdyantaiaedhyesu sadanugatatvat

Yad eva yad snugatam tat tad abhinnam.Sauvarnakundala- 
-katakadivat.Sadsva^esatvac ca tatha. Pr.p.6.



objects are non-different from the Sat on the analogy of

the non-differentg/of the gold and the golden ornaments, 

because of the inherence of Sat comes Tory near to the 
esoteric knottedge of ij©mkara,in which all the distinctions 

are to be eschewed and there remains only pure being. The 

indeterminate knowledge according to Od Purusottama, is 

the first apprehension of being alone,without any quslifi- 
-eati'ons and distinctions,But while iSaftkera’s esoteric 

knowledge does not admit even the knower and the triplicate 

difference of the knower,known and knowledge,purusottama 

does not- go to that extent. The basic difference bvtween 
the two is that, while ^smkara’s nirvikalpaka is perfectly in

eonsonence with his own’ theories of the nirvikalpaka 

Brahman,such is not the case with Purusottama,who is not in 

a position to accept the distinction in the qualityless aid 

the qualified Brahman. Purusottama1s explanation of the 

nirvikalpaka is in keeping with his theory of tadatmya.

The Xiejasa knowledge,which , is produced by the 

rajasa-sSsagri,is variously revealed and is full of 

distinctions.The rajasa knowledge is stated to be savikalpaka. 
Whenever an object is first known.,it is known as pure

being viz. we have the indeterminate knowledge on account of



c.the quality of Sattva.This is however immediately superseded

by the rajas,which is moved by the internal organ in 

association with the senses and this leads to the distinction

in the name and form of that particular object. The change

over from the indeterminate to the determinate is so rapid 

that the apprehension of the former is almost absent and 

we do not at all-think that we have passed through one stage 

and come to another. The procedure however is the same., 
whether the sensory perception may be simple or complex,as 
illustrated in that of ” a pot" or .that of ’ a pot on the

ground'1. Purusottama classifies the savikalpaka into two:-

(i) Yi^istsbuddhi-or associated knowledge e.g.* a man 

with a stick.5,
(ii) S8ffluhalambsnabuddhi~knawledge of a conglomeration of 

entities.e.g,* a men and a stick,’ ’ a pot, a cloth 

and a pillar.’

Purusottama’s explanation of the indeterminate and 

the determinate is as follows;-
We have' at first the revelation of the pure being.This 

is nirbikalpaka.When the internal organ operates with the 
senses,that-pure being is defined in its name and form; 

and this is savikalpaka.. The distinction between the two



forms of knowledge may appear to be rather too, minute end

scholasticilt is an explanation of the process of perception 

and cognition from the simple to the complex.But the 

difference of opinion amcng various thinkers is due to 
the difference in their various concepts about the Supreme 
Principle and Its relation with the diversity of the 

world. The nirvikelpaka-savikalpoka process thus has to be 
explained in keeping with the theorist^ own doctrine of 

the creation of the world,with ell its distinctions and 

diversities, from the cause or causes,which he- has 

postulated, It will be interesting here to compare the 
feuddhadvai$a theory with those of feamtara and .Ramanuja, 

fe have already stated before,how ^amkara and Purusottama 

come very near to each other in their concepts of the 

n'irvikalpaka jfiaha.Similar is the position with the

concepts regarding the savikalpaka also.Purusottama points 

out that the Rajasa knowledge has no absolute validity 

but is useful only in the worldly dealings .He explains
i

the vyavahira as a bundle of the natural processes of the 

body end senses and produced by a similar bundle in the 
mind,which is replete with the egoistic thoughts{/of



5*1* and ’Mine1. The exoteric reality of 'Samkara’has its 

reality in the empirical sphere only and has no absolute 

reality. But the distinction between the two is pointed 

out by Purusottema himself,when he defines the determinates 

as uhe interim qua-ii uies of the reality. Purusottsma*s 

explanation can be very easily distinguished from that fif 

Ramanuja,who, thinks that everything,even Brahman is 

qualified.lor him the psychological process in the
/

indeterminate to the determinate is not that in the simple

to the complex,but in the complex without the past

associations to the complex', assoc is ted with the past
7experiences. Purusottama’s explanation of the two types of

Pknowledge is quite in keeping with his theory of ^ure

Monism,wherein the One becomes manyfold and yet remains 

one and pure.

5. Ahamm amabh im an a tma kam an as a s annipat a j anyo dehendriyadi- 

s vabh a vikavy apar a taakah sannipstah.pr.p. 7.

6. Yikalpih satah avahtarevi^esah.Pr.p.lO.

7. lirvikalpakain api saviiesavisayam eva.feribhasya.I.l.l.p.27. 
hlso,j\to nirvikaipakam ekajatiyesu. prathamapindagrahansm. 
And,Tatra prathamspindagralisne gotvader anuvrttakarats

na prstiyate.Rvitiyadipiadagrahaaesv' evahuvrttipratiteh.

^rlbha sya. I. i. 1. p. 28.



Purusottsma classifies the determinate knowledge into 

doubt, error, dec is ion, memory end dream. . '

Doubt or samfesya is explained by Purusottama as the

understanding of various and contradictory characters in
8one substantive, 'It is further classified into sama and 

utkatakotika.Sama is that in which both the alternatives

have equal force,e.g,’This is a man or not a man1 or ’fills 

is a man or a pillar’.The utkatakotika on the. other hand, 

is that in which one of the alternatives is stranger 

the other,e.g,’This is most probably,a man’.

YiperyaSa is explained by Purusottama as the extraneous 

knowledge revealing an object different from the object, 

which is contacted by our senses.^Here comes the theory of 

erroneous percept ion, which is called khy at i. Purusottama 

discusses and refutes various kh^yatis and propounds the 
anyakhyati in his kbyativeds.^ Purusottsma’s analysis 6f

illusion is based upon the objective experience of a 
subjective impression. In the illusory perception of 

silver,the illusory silver is revealed to us On account of

8. Ikasmin dhsrmini viruddhananskotyavagahi jtfaham samfeayah.
■ - Pr. p. 15.

9. Semprayuktabhinnarthamatraprsti pads kam bahyam jhaha®
viparyasah. Pr.p.16.

10. Khyativadai YadavalT.p.120.ff.



the objective and external projection of the knowledge 

through the instrumentality of Maya.The knowledge of silver
r

is existing as an impress!an because of our earlier 

experience of the same.This projected knowledge envelopes 

the object in view,partly or completely and thus we perceive

something quite different (Anya).It is therefore called
— 11 Anyakhyati.

Dr.P.B.Chandratre in his thesis on ’Methodology* Of 

the major Bhasyas on the Brahmasutras’ says that Yallabha 

accepts the anyathakhyatijSo that one’s mistake of 

something for some other thing is due to the similarity of 

some of the attributes between the two.’After the attainment

11.Tat purvotpannasyahubhavasya samskaratiaana sthitasyo- 
dbodhskaih prabsiye mayikarthakaravati buddhivrttir 

• may ay a bahih ksipyate.Tada ss purovartinam s'arveto' 

mfeato vavrtya bahir avabhasata iti mayikasyahyasyaiva 

khyBiad anyakhyatir ity atra vyavahriyate. Pr.p.l?. 
Also,Atah duktirajatadisthale mayaya bahihksiptabuddhi* 
vrttirupam jnaiiani evarthakarena khyayata iti mantavyam.

- Khyativsds.Yadavair.p.121.



of true knowledge however the view-point in this respect
■I pis changed to Akhyati.1 The Anyathakhyati is accepted by 

the Baiyayikas while the Akhyati is believed in by the 

prabhakaras.Yaliabha’s doctrine of error has been ably
1 *a

explained by prof.(r.H.Bhatt in his article on the subject. 
Purusottama not only refuses to believe injf the anyathakhyati, 

but even refutes it.Purusottama says that if we believe in 

the appearance of an object otherwise,then that anyathltva
would mean yathsrthatva or reality. ^ The chimera cannot

/

be regarded as real and cannot therefore be said to exist, 

hence we shall have to understand the instrumentality of 

Maya and the external projection of our own buddhi,which 

reveals something other (anya)thaa the object with which, 

pur senses are in contact. This is knox-rn as anyakhyati.

Inspite of the polemical passages against anyathakhyati, 
we shall have to admit the first part of it viz.that of 
similarity.Thus when purusottama says that the rajaisb'uddhi 

comes to the fore because of the latent impressions of the 

same already existing in our mindf;we shall have to accept 
that rajata and ^uk/^ti must have some similarity for

12. Methodology.p.97.
13. Prof.G-.K.BhattiYallabhaearya’s view on error.

Siddha Bharati.fol.il.
14. Anyathatve yatharthatapatteh. Khyativada.faUavair.p.122.



otherwise we can not account for the rajatabuddhi alcae 

eiid not the ghatabuddhi,being projected outside. 

Purusottsma accepts this by saying that the term anya 
means sgdr^a. ^ This howeTer is from the point of view 

,of those who have not attained to the true knowledge, 

is for those,who have correct knowledge ,everything is 

perceived by them as the manifestation of Brahman; , 

the theory of erroneous perception is that of akhyoti, 

which is just our inability to note the distinction 

between the object in view and the object which is 

perceived.But the question arises here,as to whether 

we can believe in the erroneous perception of those 

who have right knowledge. Pur us ottama himself says that 

their knowledge is right knowledge.10

• Various theories of erroneous perception in the 

systems of Indian philosophy do not purport measly 

to explain the psychological development, involved in

15. Anyapadasya s adr£ ya vs c a ka tvenehubhut as adr 4adharmaham 
eva khyahat. Ihyativada.VadaTralf.p. 130.

36. Atss tesam jnahasya yatharthatvat ...etc.Ibid.p.130.



wrong perception.These theories are in keeping with

the doctrines about the reality or otherwise of .the 

universe with its manifold appearances,as related to its

Supreme Cause.Every me accepts that the snake perceived 

in piece of rope or silver mistaken for ccsachshell is 

false and practically noa-existent.But the question is, 

as to how,that which is not existing can replace something 

which exists and can appear as exist lag. 'S am kar e who 

thinks that the perception of everything requires- its 

existence,says that it is inexplicable.If the snake does

not exist, it can hot be seen .So long as we are seeing 

it,it is real end we even tremble with fear at its sight.

Only when we come to know that it is a rope,we feel that 

the snake is unreal. The snake thus cannot be said to 

be real, for otherwise it would not have been sublated; 

it can not be said to have been unreal, for then it would

not have been perceived at all .for Balkars ell knowledge 

is real in its own sphere.This is not the position of

Ramanuja,who goes to the extent of taking even silver 

.as real on the ground of the triplication of the 

primordial elementsffrivrtkarana),as stated in the
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seriptures.Purusottaiaa,so to say,steers clear of the two, 

for he has to explain the theory in keeping with the 

difference between Jag&t end SainsEra, maintained by 

Vallabha.Thus- ho can not accept the different levels of 

experience,nor the reality of everything jthat is perceived. 

That is why he says that the silver,that appears in place 

-of conchshell,is an erroneous objective experience of

a subjective entity,while the conchshell remains there 

as true as ever.lt is thus our fault that we see silver;

it is not the conchshell,which becomes silver owing to 

our faulty eyes.lie believes that Maya is an instrument 

in false apperception.Eere Purusottaaa may be said to 

come very near to the Atmakhyati of the Buddhists, who 

believe in the internal existence of silver as a in ode of 

mind and who think that the error consists in regarding 

what is internal as external.But the two systems are 

wide apart in their basic theories;for the Yi jnanavadins

think of the internal existence alone of everything and 

deny the externality of all .objects. This can not be 

admitted by purusottamsiji who refutes the theory of 
Itaakbyati thoroughly .In the Buddhistic doctrine the
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externality even of a eoaehshell is an error.

Ii6caya is defined as tiie correct apprehension of 
17an object. It can be obtained by perception, inference 

verbal knowledge or analogy.^' Decisive knowledge is said' 

to be twofold, prat yaks a and paroksa.Immediate or direct

knowledge arises out of a real existing contact between
19the object and our sensesj " while indirect knowledge is 

different from itJSammsra also divides knowledge into

pratyaksa and paroksa; but for'6a&kara,immediate knuwledga
‘ /

is not to be equated with sensory perception only,but it 

also includes the immediate intuition,which may not 

involve sensory perception. Ths-s the knowledge arising out 

of the teaching/That thou art* is also immediate because
oa

it is intuitive. Thus according to him pratyaksa is 

the communion of the subject-consciousness and the object-
mm mm mm mmmmmmmm mm mmmmmmmm mm mmmmmimmm mmmrnmmm mmmm mm mmrmmtrntmimm wmmmti mm mm mmmmmmrnm j

17. Ki^eayo yatharthahubhavah. pr.p.lS.

18. Analogy is explained as arising through the senses 
.having the knowledge of 8isilarity.Ssdr%adisaliakrt'e- 

ndriyarthasaasarge jaays. Pr.p,19.

19. Pr.p.SO,

20. Pratyaksavagamam eedam phalam. Tat tvam asity asamsarya-

taatvapratipattau satyam samsaryatmatvavyavrtteh.
feamkarabbhesya. 1. iv. 14.



21e ckisciousness;f or this the body is not indispensable.

Vailabba refuses to admit that verbal knowledge can produce 

immediate apprehension because in the illustration like 

’Thou art the tenth’ , the tenth person^ sees/d' that he is 

the tenth and it is this perception,which is more powerful 

than verbal knowledge. Purusottaaa,while explaining this,

says that the sentence ’Thou arty the tenth’ gives us

knowledge not of the Atman but only of the body.According

to feaiatcara the passage ’ That thou art* produces atma -

saksatkars.TIius there is disparity of illustration.

Vallabha further points out that if we agree to the

intuitive Knowledge based upon verbal authority,it would
23mean a mixture of pramanas,whieh is undesirable.

purusottsiiio is more pointed when he says that feamkara means

something which goes off its set limits.Thus the passage

’-Thou art the tenth’ has not the capacity of giving
\

21. Ivam sati deha upalabdhir bhavaty asati ca na bhavatTti 
na dehadharmo bhsvitum erhati. felmkarafebhasya.III.iii .54.

22. Bahamas tvam asity adau pr atyaks as amagrya balavattvad 

dehadeh praiysksatvat.A.B. X.i.l.

23. Prviasnasmkarapat,ti6 ca.' A.B.l.i. 1.



knowledge of the subject leaving aside that of the object, 

which is the purport of the sentence.Thus the communion of 

the subject consciousness and the object consciousness is

not admissible.^- immediate knowledge thus is only due to 

sensory perception in the kuddhadvaiia.

Memory is explained as knowledge arising from the 
25impression ohly.^ The impressions are our past experiences 

existing in subtle form,2^

The dream experiences have the dream world as their 

object. The dream world is purely illusory and has no 

element of reality. The reality /which is at. times experienced

in the dreams,may be explained as on a par with the chimerae 

that we may at times see in the waking state.But as the 

knowledge is of the essential nature of the self,even that

24.Dafeamas tvsm asiti vakyasthayusmatpadasmaritapadirtho- 
-11anghanenasms tpadarthavie ayaka jnan a j an ane tasya jnanasya 

.pramsnatvam na syat.A*B.P.I,i.l*p.31.Purusottama’ also 
gives as alternative explanation for the mixture of 
pram an as.

25.Sams kart®air bj anyan jnanam.Pr.p.21.

26.?r.p.21.
2?eSvupnikf srstir sey&matram na vastubhuteti ni fee ayah.

Pr.p.24.



powhich has the dream world as its object is true sad not falser3 

Here Purusottssa refuses to accept: Madhya*s theory that though 

the dream world is true sad without any material cause,the 

dream experiences are false. Purusottaaia reduces this to 

absurdity by pointing out tnot if a man sees his head being 

cut off in a dream even though his vision may be untrue,he 

must have his Lead cut off end must meet with his death.

The distinction between the dream and the waking state 
is stated to be the continuation of the latter,while the

former is seen and destroyed and there is no continuity 

between two dreams,^amkara distinguishes between the two 

from tiro points of view.He says that .whatever is perceived 

in a dream is sablated .in the waking .state.Besides the

criterion of beTdha/Samkara also distinguishes the two by 

stating, that the dream experiences.are memory or smrty,

28.3fi5&am tu tadvisayakaa satysm Wa.Tasyatmarupstvat.Pr.p.25.

29. Tatha ca s v arma jager11edr s t ayos tatkaliksny a thatvatat- 

kslikenyakalikinyaihatvabhaverupavaidharmyan na svapna-

j agar itadrs t ay os., tulya t vam. A. B. P .11. i i. 29. p. 656. 

Vsllabha is far simpler when he 'sayssTsrsaflantarem api

drfeyamanah stambhah stambha eva. A»i>« II .ii. 29 »p. 656-57,
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OA
whereas the waking experiences are upalabdhi. <pile orthodox 

Tedahtic view however is that hf/ the /anirvso enTyskhyati.

1 striker a refers to this in. his Bhasye on the Brahmasutra 

III.^ It may be said,the reason of Badha-ebldha as 

given by lemkara is not so different from that of Yallbbha

who says that a pillar remains a pillar even after years, 

which means that it is not contradicted or sublated;but 
while feamkarak BnSha-absclha depend upon the change from

*

the dream to the waking state,this is not the case vdth 

?allabha,who intends to point out that there is no continuity 

between two dreams. ■

Beep sleep experience is stated to be a division of 

the dream. In deep'sleep,pnrasotiama says,the self reveals
itself«^Cinta or reflect ion which may be of the nature of

synthesis or analysis,which msy be by the. method of agreement

30. Kin punar vaidharmyam? Bedha-badhav iti brurneb....ipi ea 

SBirtir esa yat svapaadarhanam .Upalebdhis tu jagarita-

-dariansm. feamkarabhasya. Il.ii.39.

31. Cf.the quotations from Vedantaparibhasa and Brahmavidya- 
bharama in BrabmasutraS II. i.& ii.with feemkara* s comments

Dr .Belvalkar.p. 164.
32.Susaptis tu £ vapn as yaivavantarabhed ah.la trs t mesbhur an am 

tu svata eva. Pr.p.35.
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or difference,or which may be of the nature of mental doubt

or meditation, is to be included in the memory end need not be 

separately considered. Shame,fear and the like are modes of
o

egoism and are njJt states of cognition .Recognition is not 

different from decision. Memory is auxiliary-to recognition., 
which is produced *in association with the present perception

directly through the operation of memory and indirectly
S3through the operation,of past impressions.n

The correctness or otherwise of an experience depends 

upon the predominance of right knowledge or false knowledge 

respectively.Thus paintings,idolations and stage-represanta* 

-ticsns by actors have the predominance of pram a in as much 

as they have the capacity to produce the same feelings,as 

would have been produced in presence of the objects,which 

they nave imitated.1

feamkara beiives that the subject and the object are 

fundamentally opposed to each other li&e light end darkness. 

The essential nature of the subject is different^ from

«*•«* *"■* -------------------------------------------------------n ■— — am —~-r T—■» tn n r» II n n ■ ■■ — —im  n- -r- _ 1>-,.^-^.r,.r^Mlglt.T..r.|urir-r<rT 

33. Bz M. Daegnpte..History of Indian Pbilosophy.Yol.IY.p.339

34. Bhramaprsmasamuhalsmbcnam tu ekadehaviksfrtam ananyavad 

bhavatiti nyayena bhramadhikye viparyasa eva.Pramadhikye 
ca nifeeayah. Pr. p. 25-86,



that of the object.The subject \is sentient while the object 

is non sent lent. In the opinion, of iSamkara the sab jec-t- object/ 

relationship is purely rej.etive.In the ultimate analysis, 

the-subject is not even the knower viz.the substance of

which knowledge- is su attribute,but is knowledge itself,

-Thus there is complete identity between the Tftman and 

samvit.Oirii statements like*I am thin,1or *1 am blind*are 

due to the super imposition. of the subject upon the object 

and vice vers a. Similarly when we say* I know-myself*, we are 

trying to turn the subject into an object end thus think 

in the realm of idhyass.Ramanuja in his Bhasya on the very 

first Sutra,gives a studied refutation of/Sa®karats position 

and maintains that knowledge is different from the knower 

and the known. There can be no samvit without the subject 

and the object.Knowledge again is an attribute of the 

liman.Pur usottarae says that the vyapti of visayatva and 

Jadatva cannot he maintained as bss been done by §amkara, 

Because the sentient Atman is an object of self realization 

like’I knew the Atman*.If the Atman is not an object of

pratyagvitti,that pratyagvitti ceases to be a vitti ©t all. 

It is possible to say that everything that is jada is also



35a visaya,but its converse is wrong.1 purusottama further

says that Atman Mid samvit are not synonymous.The relation
^ .£ ^ of Atman and samvit ipl that of a substance and its

attribute or better,that of arrays and a&rayin.In the 

statemenis like fI know’ ,or *1 possess knowledge* ,knowledge

is understood as an attribute of fI*.purusottama says that
j *

the object is also real and different from the subject.That 

the Atman is revealed by knowledge(psratah-prakihita) does 

not render it non-sentient,because Atman is self-luminous.

Purusottsma says that Atman is bothshaving the essential
37nature of knowledge and having knowledge as an attribute. 

This is the real import of, the ten divisions of knowledge, 

given by Purusottama. In the system of Ramanuja,it is very-

difficult to find out how the attributesfere organically 

related to the substance. For feamkara the attributes and 

the substance are not related but are one,and the difficulty 
-----------------------  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~™"C

35. Yisayatvens j ad at vena vyapteh pratyaksaba^itatvat...
e.uOL

Jedatvena vis ay at vena vyapter pr at yaks as iddhatvat,
‘ A

A*B.P.I.i.l.p.l5,

36. Ahem janamiti Jnanavsa aham ity evam atmadhsrmatvenaivs 

tasya bliahac ca, A.B.P.I.i.l. p.16.

37. CitevarupatT?e safci svayampraaa^asamvi&I&rayatvasyaivs 

cetanatvat. A»B»P«I»i»l»p»lb»



arises when he tries to explain how Atman,which is sentiency, 
becomes sentient. The theory of anirvscaniyata is i^act a

frank admission of the inability to explain the problem. But 

then a very important problem remains unexplained.RaniSiuja1 s 

refutation, of § am Kara touches the same points,The samvit of 

fSamkara,which is regarded as erne with Atman,is the esoteric 

knowledge. What then is the use of refuting him with the 

arguments,which belong purely to the exoteric level?Purusottama 
blends the two positions and tries to avoid the diificulties 

by stating that knowledge is the Hsture as also an attribute 

of' the self.This involves the question of the exact relationship

between 0 substance and its qualities,which we shall discuss 

later cm. Again Purusottama does not .maintain,atleast expressly, 

the distinction between the exoteric and the esoteric spheres 

of knowledge,and yet he tries to evolve the former from the latter 

This can be and is done by him by falling back upon the 

incomprehensible powers of God.

(HI). , '
Means of nr oof. 1

pramanas have always occupied an important position in the

systemsof Indian thought.While beginning his prasthana-
■. jL

ratnakara,with a chapter on the pramanas,Purusottama g/ves
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the oft-quoted maxing,’Manadhiha ffisyasiddih’ i.e.’the 

establishment oi that ;whicn is to be measured / depends 

upcai that which measures.’ Yaliabha describes pramana 

as that by which one knows,what is unknown, 'purusottama 

says in the beginning of his Prasthahsratnakara,that the 

term pramana has two meanings.Firstly it stands for the 

knowledge which is not sublsted or which is different

from that which is liable to contradiction;it also stands 

for that which brings about- such knowledge."®It is 

interesting to note here that Purusottama distinguishes 

between her ana and karaiia.harana is explained by him 

as ’Yyapiravad asadharaaam’ ^ or ’A unique agent 

associated with a dynamic agent with reference to the 

effects that are to be produced.

Sall&bha has not said much about pratyaksa, but 

purusottama has dealt with it often and at length.

38. Pr.p.l.Cf.also Giteukhl.il.18,quoted by Br.P.P. 
Chendratre,Methodology.p.44.Fn.2.

t39. Anadhigatarthagantrvat pramanasya.A.B.I.i.8.p-80.

40. Tatra pramanasabdo bhavavyutpsnno rudho ya abldhita-
.v> —

jnsne vartaje badhayqgyavya tirikte ca.Karanavyutpa- 
-imas tu tadr^ajnanakarane.Pr.p. 1.

41. Pr.p.26.
42. S.h.Dasgupta.History of Indian Philosophy.?ol.IY.p.340.



perception or pratyaksa is defined by Purusottama as

the prsmiin a, corresponding to and depending upon various 
sense-faculties. ^3 The sense organs are six,in number, 

iye, skin .nose, tongue, ear ,and mind .Whereas most of the

Indian systems do not admit the mind also as a sense- 

-faculty ,Purusottama is inclined to admit it as such. 

It is better, he says, to believe that the mind is and 

is not a sense-faculty,because of its nature of both

knowledge and action. It hae^ not been accepted as an 

indriya because it is superior to the other five.Thus 

he thinks that the mind has its function of a sense- 

~faculty,but has also something more than that of dk 
ordinary sense-faculty. '

These indriyas are atomic,supei4-sensible and changing 

(Vikari) .Purusottama gives the objects- of these faculties 

as follows:

The eye has as its objects the manifest form,that 

which has the manifest form,sad the modes of the latter

like number,extent,separation,conjonetion,division, 

relation, non-relation to others,motion,action,genus 

and that in which it is inherent.The objects of the

43.1ndriyatmakam pramanam .Pr.p. 108.
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skin are the manifest .touch and whatever is connected with

it.Similar are the cases of nose,tongue end ear,which 
have their objects as the manifest smell,the manifest

taste end the manifest sound respectively,together with 
all their coreiates.lt is interesting to note that for 

purusottsma only the manifest form or sound or touch 

can be an object of its, corresponding sense-faculty.Thus 

the atoms of ghosts,which have no manifest colour can 

not be an object of the corresponding visual sense- 

faculty. Thus the earth is the object, of all the five 
sense-faculties;water of four(excluding the gustatory), 

fire of three(excluding the gustatory and the olfactory), 

air of the tactual and the auditory.Space is the object

of the visular sense-facultory only on the ground of 
the prameyabela.^ Directions and time are known only as 

attributes of the objects of knowledge and not as

separate objects.The modes of the mind like desire and 

others are grasped by the Blind.The soul and its attributes 

are not however objects of mundane sense-faculties.

Tamas or darkness is regarded as a separate 

positive entity and not mere absence of light.The 

followers of sinker a also think in the same way. When

44.Pr.p.H0
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we do not perceive objects in darkness,we actually, see 

the darkness,which is an entity and which comes in the 

way.of other objects and covers them. Similarly Purus ottama 

is inclined to regard the pratibimba also as a separate 
category.^

purnsottama refuses to accept hbhava as a separate 
category and considers the various abhavas as just

different states of the cause. He thinks that they should 

be included in the avirbhava and tirobhava. The abhava 

came to be regarded as a padartha by the later Yai^esikas, 

when the YaHsesika ontology gave way to and absorbed in

it the consideration of the Nyays epistemoloey.Kanada, 

for instance,does not admit it, For him absolute non

existence has no meaning while other three abhaVas, the 

pragabhavs,the pradhvansibhava and the anyonyabhava are 

related to the positive being,The feuddhadvaits believes 

in the manifestation of the Lord as the world.Hence for 

purusottaraa, everything is God.When something is produced,

the cause is manifested in that wayjwhen it^ ceases to 

exist,that manifestation is withdrawn and there is

45. Yadavail.Andhekar-avada.p. 131f f.& Pratibimbavada,p. 193ff.
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non-manifestation.Thus there is no abhava,nothing which is 

non-existent. purusottama explains, all the four abhavas,as 

related to the ivirbhsva and Tirobhava of the inhering cause. 

The pragabhava or negation antecedent to production' is the

condition of the material cause,which is not manifested,the
»

condition which is congenial to its manifestation as an 

effect. Similarly the pradhvaasabhava or the non-existence 

posterior to destruction is the condition v/hich is against

the subsistence of the effect.47 The anycnyabhava or the 

negation of one thing in another and vice versa is just . 

an avirbhavavi^esg because it is a manifestation of one 
thing,that excludes thet^there. ^The absolute non-existence,

which is illustrated by the son of a barren woman or a 

sky-flower is nothing but non-manifestation or tirobhara.

The function end operation of these sense-faculties are 

of the nature of proximity. (Prstyas at tihupa) It- can be 

divided into two,mundane and supraaundsne or laukika and 

alaukika.The supraroundane is threefold,sSaanya,yogaja and

46. Tirobh? vss ah ala? t a karyavirbhava-anukffla svasthaVPr.p.3 31. 
4?.,Karya^sthitipretikula-avastha.pr.p.lll.

48.Tasyaiva itararyaVsrtakatvnd’itaravyawttatvite ca.Pr.p.115.
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maya;while the former is fivefold,samycga,tsdatmya,

samyuktatadatmya,ssmyuktavidesanats and tadstmyasvarupa.

The simsnys is that whieh> is useful in the Knowledge of 

an individual owing to the general form,which is followed 

up in-it.The yogaja is the perceptual experience of

the future or past events and those events,which are
50 —beyond the reach of our sense-organs,. The mays, is the 

perception of those entitles,which in fact do not exist. 

When our eye sees en objeet.it is due to the contact of 

our eye with that particular object.This is oamyoga, by 

which we know not only that particular object but also 

its qualities,action and species,Or it may be the identity 

of the two,which are in contact with each other. (Samyukta- 

~tadstraya).Similar is the case of the skin,nose and 

tongue.When however we comprehend the sound by our ears,
i

samyoga alone is the function.With regard to,the knowledge

of the external objects by the mind,those objects are 

experienced by the mind through' the instrumentality of 

the sense-faculties,which are connected with the objects 

43./snugstakarena tad uyaktijSone upayujyate.Pr.p.116.

50; Mi spate- at I ta- a tlhdr iy ad i vastus aksatkare ,Pr. p. 116.
51.Avidyamansiam padartheham buddhau upasthapane.Pr.p.116.



on the one hand and the, mind cm the other.The mind

experiences its am attributes like knowledge and 
happiness because of the relation of identity or tadataya

j

between the attributes and the substantive.With regard to

the comprehension of the modes of mind,the nature of 
those modes(Irttisvarupa) is the means, disappearance or 
tirobhava is known through the indriyasamyuktavidesanata.

- While dealing with the perceptual experience of 
external objects,an important point has been made out by

the gajfikhya and the fedantic scholars with regard to the 

vrtti or mode. We see a certain object with our eyes, 

but the Sjame external object is seen even after the eyes 

are closed. This form cannot be an external object,which
j

is not seen because it can not exist without its substance.
(

Hence it must belong' to something within,rather than to 

the object without. That is how the followers of Saakhya 
admit the vrtti. The followers of ISamkara accept the 

vrtti as an. effect or parinaraa of the internal organf

produced by the contact of the senses with the objects.

The haiyayikas do not think it necessary to accept the 

vr t tip ader tha.P ur us ot t ama says that the experience of

an after-image is universal and cannot be rejected as



has been done by 'the ](feiyayikas..The rrt.ti therefore has 

to be admitted^ but it is not necessary to accent it as.a 

separate eategory»differeni from the budihi.lt is just a 

specific state of the buddbi,srousediby time and produced

by the qualities like sattya.52 Thus when an external

object is produced in the w^aking state by mean’s of our

eyes,.simultaneously with it is produced the bud'dbirrtti

of that particular form, liken the eyes are closed we

experience that very yriti.Thue the wtti is both gm&ymfi
rand indriyajanya. It is interesting to note that jgfurusottama 

admits time as’a category existing in the buddhi and not 

in the senses as done in the Vedantaparibhasa.

For Purus ot tom a time is the determinant of the buddhi pad 

one of the accessories to mental illumination.

Buddhi,says Purusdttama,is to be inferred- from its 

effect i.e.fche knowledge of something,Its place is the 

heart.A man who is endowed with the buddhi,kno?js the 

external objects.So buddhi can be understood as the cause 

of knof/ledge,as can be seen in passages likej^s man who is

52.Budolii tat t vasya k'slassubdhasattvadigunakrto'-vsstha'- 
vihesa eya.pr.p.124.

53., Cf.T.Sn. Ab.pp.107-110.;Pr.pp.123-126.

54. Yifeistajnanalaksariakarya-anumeya.T.Sn.Ab.p. 77.



intelligent knows the' ob jects. * (To buddhimans tasye padariha? 

jnaham bhavati.Qr Subuddhir ayam padartlian janati. )Buddhi 

and knowledge are used as synonyms on account of the 

identity of cause and"effect.Shu© Purusottama explains

buddhi as ’Yoga jadh.arme' jsnyo vi fe i s t a jn an asamanakaro
^ ’ 55 "

jnanendriya-nu-grahakah padartho buddhir iti. ’ When the

buddhi functions at the.first movement ox tne operation of

senses,there is indeterminate imowiedge;when the buddhi is

modified in the vrtti,in association with the sense-faculty

the indeterminate becomes determinate.The vrttis appear

in succession;,with the rise of one vrtii,tbformer

disappears,and remains as an impression{Samskarh).When

these impressions are roused by certain causes ana condition^

they take the form of memory.

Purusottama explains the process of our ordinary

knoy/ledge as similar to the process of any other action.

According to the Bhagevad Gita,actions of an individual
56 ■are dependent upon five factors. Body is the operating

55. ff.Sn.Ab.p.73.
56. Cf.Adhisthanam tstha iierta karenam da prthagvidham,

Tividhafe ea prthak ces^a dsivsm caivatra pancamam. 
'Ssriraviinnanobhir. yat karma prarabliate narah,

Byayyam va viparltam va pane, site tatra hetavah.
Bhagavad Gita.IVIII.14,15. .
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basis, while the individual soul is the agent.Karana mqr
j *

be diverse,external or internal.Cesta or activity signifies 

the various functions of the pranas and body. Dai va is time,

action,desire of God,the inner cmtroller(Antaryamin) ,and 

the superintending deities of the sense~organs,which sm 

accessory to the chief breath.These are the factors 

responsible for that setion which is the cause of the

connection of the mind,which produces knowledge.The whole 

process can be explained thus.Because of the desire of God, 

the inner controller who is an an&a of God,inspires the 

internal organ with the help of time and action.The 

internal organ is fourfold. Rudra is the superintending 

deity of the ego(shamkara),which produces the consciousness 

of being embodiei.Brahma is the deity of Buddhi,which is 

responsible for the function of the sense-faculties.

The oitfta is latent but grasps the soul in its unity in 
deep sleep .The manas,which is supervised by the loon, 
heads the list of the organs of both action^ and 

sensation and its function is to inspire the respective 

indriyas by means of its relation to the organs and their 

deities.Then these organs perform their respective 

functions. The sense-organs,when inspired by the manas,
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are related with their objects and produce the indeterminate 

in the menas, which is also Contact with the objects

through the sense-organs.The manas thus has its mode in

the sphere of these sense-organs.When these modes of the 

manas are qualified by the buddhi,through its own mode, 

the indeterminate becomes determinate.Because of the 

infinite number of external objects,the determinate knowledge 

is infinite;even then it can be classified into doubt, 

wrong knowledge,right knowledge and memory in the waking

state.Similar classification is possible even in the 

dream state.Purusottama says that the buddhi can also be 

divided into three,the upadana buddhi,when the mind is 

attracted by a certain object,the haha buddhi,when the 

mind is repelled by a certain objeet and it wishes to 

avoid the same,and the upeksa buddhi when the mind becomes 

indifferent to a certain object.The sense-organs enlighten 

an/ object by establishing contact with it.The eye

approaches the objects with the help of its rays,or the 

power of the superintending Sun,or by the eolour(Rupa), 

which is its quality.The manas,which rules over the eyes, 

is also connected with the objects in the same way. Thus 

we perceive an object,limited by definite space,ss for 

instance a pot 04 the earth or the stars in the sky.
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legarding the other organs of sensation,it is the manas,

which goes to the objects together with the respective

organs/because they have no rays .However unscientific

this process may appear to a modern mind,it is interesting

to note how carefully Purusottsma has given an analysis of

the psychology of perception.°

Ihis process of perception is not however applicable

to the intuitive perception of the Lard .Purus ottama 3ays

that the perceptual realization of God depends upon God

himself. It is only by His grace,which is the seed of

devotion,that one may see Him.He can also be seen in the

state of incarnation because of His general desire that 
,, .58’May all see me*. •

is regards an umaha, Purus ot tarns says that he has nothing 

new to say .He defines it as an' instrument of inferential

knowledge.^fyapti is the invariable concomitance or 

co-existence of the hetu and the sadhya.60 It thus requires

57. Cf .A.B.P.II.iv. 16. pp.798-794;$r.pp.126-128.

58. Gf. A.B.P.II.iv.16. pp.803-804;Pr.pp.137-138.

59. Anumitikaran.ein an um an am, P r. p. 138. The same definition in 
?arkasahgrsha.P.34. ■

60.iivyabhicaritam hetoh sadhyasamanadhikaranyam.pr.p.139. 
w * •
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the presence of a particular sadhya whenever there is a
1 s

particular he tu, and the absence of the hetu in absence of

the sadhya. The hetu is that which is .pressed..into service 

with the object of proving something.0-1 The sldhys is

an object which is desired to be proved.(Sisldhayisa-

visayatvam) .Purusottama is inclined to accept the division 

of vyipti into sama and visama,i.e.mutual or one-sided 

e ceeomi tsnce, f oil owing the Sankhyapravacanasutras. We 

have thus the sama vyipti when the circle of the hetu 

and that of the sadhya eoinci&ejwhea the former falls 

within the latter,we have the visama vyapti.

purusottama explains the process of inference as the 

decision of the presence of the sadhya in a particular '

case, on the ground of the memory of the invariable

co-existence of the hetu and the sadhya,which we have seen 

often or- cnce. Thus we have often seen the smoke and 

fire,both,in the kitchen end the like and we decide the 

invariable concomitance between the two.After that,when we
Wlk>

see smoke on a hill ,we remoter that concomitance and 

deduce the existence of fire also.We can say that the 

anumana is the application to a particular ease of a
r N ’

61 .Sadhyatvenopadly amina tvam hetutvam.pr.p.139.
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general rule,which again has been formed after.looking into 
a particular ease or eases.6?

While Gautama classifies inference into three?purvavat, 
4esavat and samanyato-drs^a,63 the new school of logic 

gives another classification into anvsyavyatireki,ke valanvayi

and kevalavyatireki. The first is dependent upon only the . 

positive concomitance as no instance on the negative side 

is available. * Purusoitama is not,however^inelined to 

accept it,for even if an object may be said to be knowable 

in (me form,it is not so knowable in mother form end thus 
the negative instances are available.65 Purusottama accepts

MU—I»" rw<■—>■><■>■» iM|> miiMHilii mmmwmmmmmmhmmmm wm*m «»*»«■• mb  m t m m 1

6E.Tac ca samahadhikaranyam bhuyah sakrd va dar&anat sanskar- 
odbodhe smrtipatham arohati. Tatas tatsmaranottaram hetuh 
sadhyam ni&csyayati. Tatha mahshesldau ni&cite dhumasya

vshnyevyabhiearitaslmahldhikaranye palest parvatadau 

first© dhume t at smar an ottaram dhumo vshnim ni&elyayati,' 
dhumade&e vahnir iti.Sa ni^eayo''nuiQitih.Pr.p.l42.

63. ftyayesutras l,i,5.
64. AnvayasatravyIptikam. kc val anvayi yatha ghatcf bhidheyah 

prameyatvat patavat.'Tarkasaagraha p.40.

65. Sarvatripi kenaeidrupena jneyetvadisattve' pi ruplntarena

tadabhavasya s ar ve. j en in a t vac ca kevalaavayisldhyaka- 
nunian asyaivebhava t.Pr.p. 141* .



the other ;iwo,i.e.Kevalavyatireki and Aavaysvyatireki, . 

The former is ’arrived' at,when only negative instances can 

be found,as- in ’the earth is different from other things 

because of its earthness’ .(prthivi itarebhyo bhidyat® 
prthivltvat.)ln the- anvsyavyatireki form of anuraaha,we have 

both the positive and negative concomitance as in*the hill 
has fire on it/,because of the smoke. (Parva to vahniman 

dhukat.) ;

Both these,anvayavyatireki and kevaiavyatireki,can be
i — 66olas^Pied into svartha and parartha. sfartha is for

resolving the doubts of one’s am mind while the other is

for convincing others of one’s own conclusions.The latter
therefore is dependent upon a syllogism,which according to
the orthodox Eysya has five propositions,pratijna,hetu,
udaharsna,up8nay8 and nigamsns.Purusottama prefers the -

6?syllogism with only first three propositions.
• « ■> •• A

f
Purusottama also discusses in his pr as thenar atn akar a,

r

various fallacies of reason,which we have referred to

in the preceding chapter and hence the discussion need not 
be repeated here.

The most important pramina for the ?ed ah t a,however, 

is the verbal testimony,which is defined in the Eyiya-

66. Id am dvividham api svarthaparar thabhedat punar 
dvividham.Pr.p.l43.See also Tarkasangraha p.37.

67. ?r.p.144. ' .



Sutras as the instructive assertion of a reliable person,®® 

According to Purustttama,apta is one who speaks of things
£*Q

as they are, 3 It can be divided into two types,laukika 

and alaukika.The laukika refers to persons like us while 

the slaukika refers to all from sages to G-od.Among those

who are alaukika,the higher a person,the more reliable he 

is.The most trust worthy and absolutely infallible is

therefore God.So the Tedas which owe their origin to

Him,constitute the independent pramana.
)

purusottema discusses whether or not the Tedas can

be treated as an independent pramine.Ordinarily,the words

of a man depend upon what he has seen - or inferred, but
J?

this does notr mean,says Burusottama,that verbal testimony

68. Aptopade^eh labidhh.Iyayasutras I.i.7.Cf.also Sa 
captopade&arupsh.Pr.p. 34.

69. Apta& ca j'©thastMtarthavadi.Pr.p.34.

70. It is interesting to note that a similar classification

has been given in the Tarkas align ah a: Yaky m dvividham. 
Taidikam laukikam ca.?aidikain1£ varokiatv a t sarvam eva

• prarninam. Laukikam tv apt ok tarn pr ©man am. Any ad apramanam. 
Tsrkssahgrsha.p.bS.Cf.aslo similar classification in 
the Hyiyasutras:Sa dvividho drstadrstarthatvat.I.i.8.
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owes.its authoritaiiveness to perception or inference. 
Whenever a word is heard,it has the capacity of conveying

to our mind a specific object,which may not have been 

perceived.The scriptures are not dependent upon perception 

as the dharma,which is no where found in the world,is 
taught in the Vedas.We may agree that the words,which 
establish something connected with the'worldly dealings, 

require perception but this is not the case with the 

Vedas. The Vedas teach us of the objects,which are 
supraworldly.So their authoritativeness is self-established. 
Purusottaraa argues that if we believe in the paratah 
pramanysji.e.its validity depending upon something else 
and not self-proved,then the right knowledge can be. 
acquired only by the operational capacity of that particular

pr©mana,upon which it depends.The knowledge of that 

capacity again depends 'upon something else and so on.

This would lead to the regressus ad infiniturn.We shall 
have therefore to stop somewhere.So we may finally believe

in the praminstvs of the internal organ,which is purified 
by the Toga or in the instrumentality of the quality of

?l.Ato Ls ukikevyavailarasldhakasyaiva feabdasya pratyakso- 
pajivakatvam na Vedasya. ?r.p.S8.

72. feabda eva pramanam.Tatrapy alaukikajnapakaa eva.Tat

svaiahsiddhapramariabhavam pramanam.T.S.P.V. 7.p.35.



sattva,pure and simple.The purification of the internal

organ or the quality of sattva can be brought about by
1 1 /•

the scriptural means aloae.Great persons can,have faith
i

only in the Vedas.So the Vedas alone,which purify the

sattYa,which are the words of God himself and.ere of the
73nature of His outbreaking,stand as unriTalled pramana.

The impersonal character of the Vedas,as made out 

and emphasised by the Mimansa,has raised cue of the
4?

complicated problems regarding the character of words and 

their relation to the objects,which they convey,If we have 

to believe in the Vedas as the highest authority,we must 

understand that relation to the eternal,but the individual 

objects denoted by the words are perishable .How to explain 

this? Jaimini says that the words exists for ever,in an 

unperceived form;they are only made manifest when they are 

uttered. The relation of words and their meaning is 

eternal. In that ease words can not denote individuals:
w

they have their relation with the form or aferti,which is 
eternal, feemkara generally accepts the opinions of the 

Mimansakas and says that the words have their connection

73. Cf.!.S.hb.V.7.p.35.
74. Autpattiicas tu ^abdasyarthena ssabandhah.

Purva-miiasn sS-stltr as. I. i. 5.
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75with the form and not with individuals, though Samkara 

accepts the conception of jati,later Advaitins like Sitsukha

do not accept it,because i.t is difficult to explain the 

relation of jati and vyakti,class and individuals.HImanuja 

gets over the difficulty by thinking that all the words

ultimately denote God.‘The inner^self of all the words is

God;as the external form of the objects,which -are expressed, 

may be diverse,we should not think that the words,which

ultimately denote God,are synonymous,

According to the Suddhadvaita,the highest Lord has 

many powers.God" creates not only the rupa-prapeSca or the 

creation in form but also the nauia-prapanca or the name- 

creation. Thus pure monism may be said to give a theological 

explanation of the fedss.As purusottama puts it,the 

feabdabrahman is first revealed as the had a of God. It is 

immutable at first.When it is manifested through the mouth
\

of God,after acquiring a subtle form of the nature of

75.Akrtibhi& ca baldoham sarobandho na yyaktibhih.
fekarabhasya.1.iii.28.

?6.Sarve feabdsk par am atm.211 a eva vacakah.Sarvadar-^anaSahgrsha.
p.104.

See also; Ihs tu sarvavasthsvasthaych paramapurusaterlra- 
tvena eidscitos tatprakaratrayaiva padarthatvat
tetprakarah psramspurusah sarvsda sarvafeabda- 
,vicyo iti ^ibeseh/Sribhisya.I.i.l.
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the mental determination of different letters,it appears 

in the gross form of marae,vowels and letters.lt then 

assumes the form of iSabdabrabmatmakaveda.As that lada is 

all-pervading,it is present in us also.Ood then enlightens 

the vrtti of the auditory sense-faculty and it is heard; 

it can not be heard otherwise as the door of hearing is

elosed.lt is the same Hada,which is known as gphota on
- 77the ground of its etymology ssT sphutati vag anena.’

It is then revealed in the form of para, pa.4y amt i,madhyama

and vaikharT,as accepted by the grammarians.purosottama

says that just as sat,cit end Snanda are aspects of God,
, 78letters,words and sentences are aspects of gabciabrahman.

purusottama also discusses how a word is heard.find , 

he says,is instrumental in the production of sound in Dr 

out of the body.Sometimes we hear the sound of friction. 

Tita five primordial elements are its s am avayins. Sound is 

particularly related to the Jtka^a,while it may be said to 

be common to the other four.Whenever a sound is produced

7'?.Pr.P.56.
78. Brahman ah s ace id an and a iva 6abdabrahmano varnapada- 

vakyani namahi.Pr.p.58.



it generally spreads in various directions,because of 

its very nature- of spreading out. So those who happen// to 

he near to the piace,where the sound is produced,can very

easily here it,Thus spread out by the air,it is gradually

absorbed in the ears of the hearers and ultimately beeone s 
•79

inaudible, -le can recognise the place of the origination 

of the sound,because of the wind,that brings it to our 

• ears.Thus the directions which are not independently 

grasped by our ears,can he comprehended, as qualifying 

attributes of the sound,which is heard by us.

.Tost as Brahman in the SucMhsdveita has contradictory 
attributes,the feahdsbrahmsm also is possessed of 

contradictory qualities. Consequently,letters,words and 

sentences also.,as aspects of the same,have the viruddha- 

dh arm a&r ay at va. The t is why the &abda,which is not only 

eternal but also pervading or vyspake,is heard only in 

certain pieces and not everywhere and at all times.

its

'Purusottama says that the relation of a word with 

meaning is eatornal.He accepts the existence of akrii
QA

or form and the eternal relation of the words with it/.

‘f'9.I>5hyabhave velmer iva svabaavatah kalanina ca iasya 
ne&ah. Pr.p.63.

80. Tasmad. astv atirikti akr/tir nitye|i taya dabdasya 
sambmclho/pi nitya iti siddham.pr. p. 44.



But he does not agree with the contention of Samkara and

the Mfmansakas that the words are connected with only the 

form and not with individual objects.On the other hand he

says that words have their relation, with the individual 
objects and not just with the form.81lf we believe in tte 

relation of the words with an etarnal form there would arise

the contingency of admitting laksana (indication), by ?/hieh 

we know of m individual object.Yallabhs however is staunchly

opposed to laksana in the explanation and interpretation of 

the Yedie passages,In emphatically advocating the strictly
v

literal interpretaMonf of the Yedie passages'Yallabha 

surpasses the MfR'ansakas aiso.ldhile stating that,by once 

resorting to Iaksana,we shall resort to it everywhere, which 

is surely not a happy way of explsnationspYallabhe and 

after him Puruscttema give a sound argument also.The words 

employed in the Yedas have not always their conventional

meaning,but are at times used in their etymological sense.

The word 1 siktaretah* is an iustance.lt can not have 

relation with any eternal form that can imply any individual,

on the other hand it is an attribute and as the term can be 
used only after trie seminal discharge,it is anitys also.®**

81 .Tasman nakrbimatro sambandiiah,]mitu vyaktav eva 
s amb andhah. Pr. pp. 48-49.

82. A.B.P.I.lii.28.p.426.



To remove tide esimolj/h'e shall have to accept a different
Ok.

fodic world with the eeiestil objects,that ere the avayavas

of God.Thus all the wnrds ,letters and sentences,which are

the ritesti of theCtakara,primarily 

briefly stated by the Omkiira is s

express God.What is 
tated in the>fedas in so

many words. can we know that there is different

Tedic creatiostflor this, is given the example of the word. 

Jamadagiiya.One may cell oneself Jaroadegaya or the son of 

Jamadagnijbot ho knows himself to be Jamadognya only
i

indirectly and there is no perceptible evidence for it.

Similarly the 
indirectly.®^

Yedic world ..which is different is known only 

The conve&tioaaL usage in the scriptures is

to be understood as it is understood in the war Id, from the 

expressions of the elders .Purusottaaa says that people make 

golden images after knowing the fora from the earthen or

wooden images.That is why mundane illustrations like that

of a pot and the clay are found in the Tedas.So only human
85beings and not the Ted as are dependent.

83, Tathaca hxjadaktir eve ssarvavrfcse prassratity Onkarasya 
ya parswatmavao akatl saiva sarvasmin -vedatara.u prasrta.

A.h.P.I.i.iO.p.lbD.
84, Tstha ca porokseiia svasya yathT jsmadegnyavagetis tatha 

paroks©i&J?i tasys prapsScasyavagatihiA.B.P.I.iii.38.p.427
85, .A, B, P. I. i, 4. pp. 136-137,



The connection of words with individual objects is the 

question not only with the Vedas but even with ordinary 

words,which have their worldly usage.That the objects are 

infinite does not pose any'problem for purusottama,who says

that all the objects in the wcrld are non-different from God

It will thus be? seen that the lluddhadvaitin s not only 
differ from feiikara,but even from Ramanuja.They accept the 

form but. are inclined to believe in the relation of words

with individual objects.They agree with Ramanuja in his

view that words express God,but while for Ramanuja,all the
words ultimately express God, in the system of Vails oh a a]_l 

the words primarily express God end there is no scope left 

ior indication,They admit the sphota bittenot as explained by 

grammarisns,The spnota is not revealed by the letters

(l&rnsBhivyangya) but is explained as ®Sphutatirvag anenal?

by which the speech becomes manifest. Jjid finally they 

believe in an entirely different world of the Vedas.This 

world is supramnndene and hence the authority of the Vedas

can never be questioned,even if they express what may apnear 

to .be absolutely wrong and absurd ideas like fFire is odd *

(Valinir anusnah).That the Vedas are alaukike is enough to 

seal the lips of any sceptic,who would find out a bundle of



cm traditions'in the ,Vedic litcroture.lt‘is a. novel ond yet 

very strong argument of Yoliabha and bis followers.

Purusotiaina accepts the expressive capacity of all . the 

three*letters,words and 8ontenses.He ssys that afong them- 

-selves they bear the realticn of principal end. subordinate. 

Thus in a word,the letters are subordinate to''the word,and

in a sentence the words arc subordinate to the sentence.

purusottame. explains the expressiveaesefYiacakatvaJas the 

possession of the beginninglsss capacity favourable to

the connotation of a certain meaning,which is understood 

from it..As this connotation by capacity is accepted r?,s 

eternal, there is nothing to bar the external nature of
Q£L

expressiveness. Grammarians believe that ^akti is the
a.very nature of the word and is, the seme as vacakatva.

Purusottaaa however understands feakti as the capacity to
, ,, , , _ B7reveax me cleaning and nob as vaesKatva. Sehicete is

6iC?
explain/by Mm tbs divine regulation of feaiiti so as to

86. Yac akstvain c sr^haprattti j azi saanukuiansdi6 aktio s tt vai» 
bodhysa.Bvani ca feaktyl bodhoka tvasyau.ipattikatven£bhi-

-protatvitt n«. tosya r.itystve kirn api bSihekero.Pr.p.88.

8?.Yastustas tu sldhutvaparaparysya snadivieakatvarupa 
artbabodhavirbhavakaiaktir stiriktaiva.Yr,p.88.
At another place PurQsottama explains bakti as: 
pa&apadlrthayor n i ty as atabancl h sr up a. T.Sn.Ab. Y. 153. p. IS),
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reveal only a particular weaning of a particular word 

uttered at a particular pi.seessr>.b time, yakti is three- 
-fold i,e.it lias three vrttis: (1}Primary or itukhya,

(E)Indication or gaimT sad (3)implication or titparya. 

The first is the expressed aense.lt is threefold;

conventional e.g.-iariapa, etymological o.^.pacaks and 

etymologico-conventional e.g.pahKcja.The second is that 

which indicates by o possible connection.lt is classified

into two* (I)prayojana lafcsana,when some sense is conveyed 

indirectly with o certain purpose, e.g.C-ansayam Odiosah,

{2)naura Iak§8na5wbeii the idea of resemblance is menit
qqin a sentence,e.g.Oaur vahikah. 'Implication is the 

utterance of a sentence for conveying a certain purport.
90

Purusottama like aowe rhetoricians,does not accept 

suggestion or vysajana as a'saparats vr tti,but includes 
it in the titparya.®-*

38.1;tad defeakalavibhedenasmabhir ucceryamaao'ysai &abda 
imsin everthem bodhayatu. na tv any am i 116 van nkr tan iy ara a~ 
-rupah feekti-sshkoca eva s k s t s p ad eno e y a t e. P r. p. 8 8.

89 .Pr. p-9'3.
90,Tetparyaa ca tatpratitTcchaya uccaritatvsm.pr.p.94.

91. pr.pi-95.ff



Porusottama does not agree with the laaiirsa' doctrine 
that labile is prevsrtuks.In the feuddhedvaita, it is God who 

urges people fpr acticai.Purufcttama uses the method of 

reductio ad absurdum and argues that if we believe that

the words are pravartoka,all would he engaged in the 

activity,as enjoined in the Vedas hut this is not the 

case.So their pravrtti or otherwise depends upon the desire

of God and not the Vedas,^

Vallabha explains the siartis as: - -•
93fisjham pur vac ar i t osmaran am smrtir ucyate.

purusottams accepts it as his definition of the smrtis 
- 94in his Prasthanaretnakara. ' l!&perience,says purusotfcama, 

is the root of memory,It may arise owing to the practices 

of ancient sages,or by worldly dealings,or from the 

hsstric works on policy or from the Vedas. Gut of all 

these,only the last can serve as the means of valid 

knowledge.But the validity of the smrtis as a pramana is 

not on a par with the Vedas.Purusottama says that just 

as a mirror reflects an object,the smrtis expound the

448

SB.pr.p.lGl.

93. !P.ai.V.33.

94, Pr. p.103.



teaching of the ?edas,bub just as in the case of reflection

there is a fundamental distinction, between the object and

its image, as seen in a mirror, similarly the prSannye of the

smx-tis is dependent upon the knowledge of the Fed as. The

smrtis thus have the purpose of enlarging sad‘strengthening
95the Ted as. and not of replacing them.,

•paranas ere understood by Taliabhe as being Yedadhsrma- 
tide&a, i.e.ihe extensitu of Vedic teaching.96jt may be 

interesting to note that the puranas are considered in the 

feiddhadvsita as more important then the smrtis.9^ The 

Purahas are of the nature of explanation and expansicm of 
the fed as {Yed. opabrmh an arupa). The j^uranas describe^ the 

sport of the highest Lord arid are thus equally authoritative 

like the fedas,the only difference between the two being 

that the pur in as are dependent upon a particular kalpa to 

U which they belong, while the Yetfas are independent of such

95* T.Sa.Ab.Y.4$.p.38.Cf.also p.39.where Purusottama says; 
Ssirtirupapraiianasya svarupam janyam na ia vsda/vat nityam.

96. T.Sn.P.V.48.|f
97. ® §rati sortT ubhe noire, purlnam hrdayam sijirtamn

quoted by Tallabha in T.Sn.P.f.49.



considerations.98

puruaottama is not inclined to accept the other pramanas, 
which are accepted by other systems of thought.Upamana need 

not be taken as a separate pramaha,for the knowledge of 

resemblance is obtained by our sense-organs^ like the eye 

with the help of the memory of the similarity that has been 

experienced before. The yqgya-aaupalab^dhi which is advanced 

by the haiyayikas,as an argument to prove tho abhava has not 

been admitted by Purusottama.We can not say that something is 

known by non-apprehension, just as we know it ?dth our own
100

Tiie Mimansafcas accept the arthapatti as a separate 
pramina^s illustrated by the passage,Mivan devadattah

grhe nasti’,which means that he is out.It is classified by 
/arttaalrathimdra into two.&utarthapotti md drstarthapa- 

-tti.Purusottama says that the Irthapatti of both these 

types is just auxiliary to the £abda and prstyaksa 

respectively. Prin.S.I.Dasgupta says;’Purusottama also

98 .pur an am Yedavad eva bh ag a vann i & va s ar up am iattatkalpiya- 
-bhuvanadrumatraakasya bhagaveto Illsa pratipadayac 
chivadirupasya mahatmyam parabrahmana eva vadati... .tena 
tattatkalpatmakakaladhiham eva tadbaiara na tu tannira- 
-peksam iti.T.Sn.Ab.?,55.p.ft4.

99. Pr.p.148.
IQO.Caksusavagatah itivad anupalabdhyavagata iti pratyays- 

-bhavat .Pr. p. i.21.



admits arthapatti or implication as separate pramana,in
inithe manner of Psrthasarathiraibra* It is difficult for a©

to understand how he has arrived at such a conclusion, when 
actually purusottama says :*Evam dvividhapfyam arthapattir 

y athayatham pr a ty aksalabday or anugrahi ka .Pr aty ak sadipramita-
rthejnanadardhyalietutvat,k atu pramanantaran! .Tadgamakasya 
baliyaso' bhavsd iti.* 102 f)asgupta has based the whole 

section on the prarosnas in his chapter*®!© philosophy of 
Yallsbhs* Oh.XXXI. upon the Pramaneprakarana of the Prastha- 
-ratnaksra.That is why I found it difficult to understand 
how the conclusion is arrived at by Oasgupta.

Aitihys or tradition is explained as a particular -
103statement,the authorship of which is unknown. It is 

illustrated by * there-is Yakss in this tree.*It is no 
prarnica because it is not decisiYe.lt is included in the
feabda.Sambh’ava,which is like understanding the number 
hundred in the number thousand,is included in the habda. 
Lokaprasiidhi is included in pr-atyaksa,ces ta in anumahaj 
lipi in ^abda-and pratibha ,which is illustrated by *my 
brother is to come to-morrow* is no pram an a.

IGl.S.I.Dasgupta.Eistory of Indian Philosophy .Yol.IY.p. 345. 
102„Pr.p.l52.
lOS.lYiditakartrkah &abdavi^essh.?2j.p. 153.* * * • •*’
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It will thus be seen that ojily three pramahss,

Pratyaksa,aiiumaiis and 6abda are, accepted in the &uddhadvaita.

Out of these three,the first two ar easeful in the ordinary

worldly dealings,while in the spiritual matters only verbal
testimony is to be taken as authoritative.^Purusottama

says that the validity of the pramanas depends upon the
105quality of sattva present in them. This quality of sattva 

can be acquired even by Joga,but as the lore, itself depends 

upon the Vedas,it is better to accept the Vedas as the 

highest pramana.Perception and inference depend upon persons

liKa us,who are affected by avidya or ignorance and so they
i nrare definitely weaker than feabda.- ^Yallabna defines tarka

- _ 107as ^Tsrko name svotpreksits yuktih.* PuruSottama gives

a very interesting argument,when he says that as the world
is full of diversity,it is very easy to find out suitable

\

10 4. P ur vo k t an y eva vyavahare pram an an. i. paramar the tu 
isabds evati siddham.Pr.p.153.

lOS.Sarvsny eva pramahani sat tv am eva kathaifcana,
Ups jivanti............ «..

jOS.Pr.p.104.

107. jLB.II.ii.fi. p.568.

Pr.p.34.
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examples for both the argument ators and so it is difficult
108to give a particular reasoning for a particular point.

Purus ottama does not seem to have, any definite vi«w 

regarding the spontaneity and self-validity of knowledge.

While the followers of limans!,Kevaladvaita and fifeistadvaita 

believe in the self-validity erf knowledge,Purusottama says 

that there are cases where knowledge should be regarded as 

depending upon accessory influences of memory and the like, 
hence it should not be regarded as self-valid always.^

For the scriptures of course,he believes in their self- 
- validity, as pointed/aBove.

(IV). .
Brahman-attributes,

Our world with all its wide varMy, has always been a

big question mark for the thinkers. We wish to know what is 

at the root of this world,what makes human beings laugh and 

weep cn this big stage of the world and what drives the 

Sun and the Moon and Stars from the last to the West. 

Speculations of philosophers have always been pointedly 

turned towards the investigation of the esse of the universe. 

Again it has not been mere curiosity of an arm-chair

108.Lokasys vaicictryeiiobhayor vaidinor drstantasaulabhye
ekatarayuktiniyakakasya hetor abhavac oa-A.B.P.II.i.ll,

p.569.
lG9.Pr,p.l55.
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thinker,but coupled with this urge of knowledge is an equally 

strong,nay even a stronger, urge to find out the way of happiness 

and bliss for the human beings,who are rotting here and there

in the dust and dim of the humdrum mortal world.Systems have 
been propounded after systems,thinkers have followed thinkers, 
philosophers and religious teachers have preached one after 
another; ail with the sole aim of finding out the truth and

weal behind the worldly woe.fthat is the Supreme Spirit? l’he 
(Jp an .is ads say that it is Brahman; the systems of the Yedahta, 
each claiming to be the rightful successor of those ancient 

works;have retained the same name,but each of them has its own 
conception of that Supreme; whether it has at tributes, bow it 

is related -go the world and to us and how we can attain to it.

It has often been alleged that Indian‘Philosophers,who have 
accepted the babdaprnmaiia as the highest authority,have never

cared to prove logically the existence of Brahman but have 
accepted it from the Up eras ads. While for Jjaitkara it may not be 

true,but it is correct statement for Yallabha and his followers. 

Yallabha not only refuses to accept tarka,but even condemns 

those who follow it. The iTaiyayikas, especially Udayanacarya has 

given so many arguments to prove the existence of Brahman. 
Ramanuja in his feribhasye has refuted such arguments as have

been advanced bpfore him. Purusottama with his strictly logical



mind,gives a studied refutation of all these arguments and tries

to prove that Brahmen- is the Aupanisada Purusa,which can be 
known only from the TJpanisads and not by any other means.^

Brahman thus can not be said to be an object of our 

worldly dealings.lt is beyond all our senses,beyond all our 

.thoughts,It is Sarvavyaharatlta.But if it is beyond the reach ■ 

of our senses,.how can we approach it?What again about the 

incarnations of God, which, as stated in the Pur la as, are seen by 
the people?To this the 'Suddhadvaitin replies that even if it

is beyond the vy ah era, and is thus not an object of any pram an a,
it becomes an object of-the ?edas,because of its om desire.111

So far as the incarnations are concerned Purusottama says that

Avatars means the descent of Pod. from the Vaikuntha to the 
112world. These various incarnations of Pod are like the different

parts played by an actor,who may be seen on the stage as a king
■ • > 113or as a mmiszev at his .own desire.

110. h. B. P.I.i.2.pp.70-81,
111. Tatafe ca pramanabalenavissyah svecchaya visaya& eetyuktam.

h.B.I.i.4.p.l34.
312. Avatsro name vaikunthasthanad ihagaman am .T. 8. Ab. V. 73.p.121. 
113. Yatha nate rajayam a^vo'yam tatha sadharano' matsyo'yam 

varalio/ yam manusyo'yam iti tesam buddhijanakety orthah.

T.S.Ab.V. 71. p. 120.
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How is it that Brahman is beyond our ordinary means of 

proof? The reason is that Brahman has no form,that can he 

an object of our visual perception.lt is like the empty- 

space without plouds.Our eye^which epn comprehend only that 

which is endowed with form,goes far and wide in.the sky but 

grasiij/ nothing.lt is only the fathomless blue^ that is seen 

by us.Similar is the case with Brahman,which is too subtle 

for our senses and too far for our ordinary functions of 

mina and body. * Thus Brahmen,which is not .in any way an 

object of our bodily and mental efforts,can be an object 

ob account of its own sweet will,which can make itself seen' 

cr unseen,heal'd or unheard,known or unknown in whatever ’ 

form it wishes and at whatever stands time it desires.When
r

it thus wishes, to be seen,it is the very profundity of 

Brahman that helps the mundane sense-faculties in its
1 *f c

apprehen s i cn°

Brahman,which is formless,is an abode of contradictory

qualities,aoc ending to the Suo.diiad.Yaita.Brora the scriptures 

which are the only authority for krowing Brahmen,we find that 

it is variously described as full of attributes and yet 

devoid of tnem, lx an art erupt is to do made to reconcile

114.01. T.S.Ab.Y. 75. " ~~~~

llS.lvam sati main sarve lokadrstyaiva pafiyantv iti ysdeocha 

tada brahmano gambhirataiva 1 oka o' r aty an ugr ah i k a bhavati.

. ' ^.T.S. Ab.Y. 75.p.126.

\
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those conflicting passages, we shall have to believe that 

Brahman is possessed of contradictory attributes.Tallabha end 

his followers believe that Brahman is capable of becoming 

everything(sarvabhavaaasamartha).Hence for one,who accepts 

the Brahman as stated in the scriptures,there is no conflict 
nor any shadow of conflict.lt is,as Purasottama-points out, 
the nature of the thing(vastus vabhavs ).snd how-cad the ’ 
essential nature cf anything be'called in to question?1^

We can not counter what is,and the possession;of the 

contradictory attributes by Brahman is.Even if we find 

something quite wrong and seif contradictory in the Irutis 
like, * the fire xs cold^ ,w© should .believe that xt is correct

because Brahman can be both fire and cold.Similarly Brahman

can be both formless and formed,,without hands and feet it
, ' \

can run and catch,without /ears
137 .it can see. " The contradictor#

it esn hear,and without eyes 

attributes of Brahman can be
made put even aa the logical grounds.The earth,as we see, 

is the resting place of the objects,which are by their

11S._A.B .P.III.ii.21.p.923.
l]?.Tatha ca bhsgavatah sarvarupatvena vahnirupetvad anusna-

“ • *

tvarupatvac cmusnatvavahnitvayor aikadhikaranyac 
ohivatvadinlro apy aikadbikarariyat vahnir anusnah psraa 
brahma orahma-visnu^ivakaraia anakaram ity aviruddhsm.

S.S.pp.121-125.



very nature against each other.Thus for instance a snake 

aa-d a rat, ho in of them live cd earth. .Again we ?pay enter or
i

exit or rest and. all these are called actions.We may be

awake or may be experiencing dreams,but the resort of both

these is our buddhi. Si milariy Brahman, which is, the -Almighty

basic of everything,the principal substratum of all that

works or is worked upon in the universe,is decidedly the
abode of contradictory attributes. 11SThis possession of

contradictory at tributes, soys Purusottama, is found in

Brahmen more;it is. less and less in its effects-just as

a lotus leaf gets thinner and thinner and is pointed at the 
119end. ©ms even the effects have the riruddfcadUarma^rayatvB 

what to talk of Brahman?

The teachers of the ;Suddiiad vaita have to say something 
evm.for those,who do not accept the Tiruddhadhas^rayatva,

just- on the ground of the essential nature of Brahman.
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338. Brahaa Virud dhadharrna^rayam. V1vaksitasarvadharatvat. 
wsha ja vii udulissarpa—m usskaciyadnsrabhajni vat .Per aspars—
-viruduhaniskramanatvapravefeanatvairayaksrma^vat. ■
d'agrdadyadharabucidhivae ca. T.S.Ab.V.71.p.ll9, >

119.latha hi kamalam mule bhuyah sad agrabhage anlyas 
iiathabi iatha virtvidhadharmadrayatvaru api bhagavati * 
Bhuyan sat karyesu hrasad ativipra|rste karye* tyalpam 
bh avail.T. 3. Ab. ¥. 71.p. 119.
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Brahman is different from the world and so the negative

descriptions of Brahman are for showing how our mundane

attributes can not be applied to it.Thus Brahman is said -to

be described as endowed not with the ordinary attributes'

of our world but with the supraiaaodane attributes,stated in 
■120

the scriptures. This is proved by the scriptures them-
-selves because the negative descriptions are followed by
the positive ones.This is- just like a statement,*he isnot a
sinner but is laeritorious. * ‘^This hind of reasoning is

however -for only those,who do not agree to the viruddhadharpPa-

feraystva on the basis of the vastusvabhava alone;otherwise
the principal teat of the feudahadvaita is of Brahman

12ppossessed of contradictory at'cributes.

■The question of the attributes of Brahman has assumed 
very much importance in Indian Philosophical Systems.The

!20.Taiha ca jagadvailaksaayabodhanena tatprakarako din arms 
nisidhyante na tu tatssar&ah syarupadharma a»i.

A.B.P.III.ii.22.p.924.
121. is’Ghuiadi&rutn* na yavaddharmanisedhikErKinoin

nisidhye tadanyssadiMjr-ibodliskatvat.Tad evam ted eva®. 
Sa papah ouuyatrn ayam ityldivakyavat.S.R.p.233.

122. hto ye vastusvsbhavato virud^adliai-midrayatvam na 
manvate tan praty evam lau fcikaleukikavibhaghrupaya
yuktys niraayah. i.B.P.III.ii.22.n.925.

■* * -*•



Upanisads,which are the expressions of various thinkers 

about the Supreme Principle of oar life and of our world, 
show two different trends of thought,both of which are 

mutually conflicting .While the religious urge of a man 

would require a C-od,who is full of ail vurtues and. devoid

of ail the evil. the reasoning of g man.- tends to admit of 

a Pod,ray not a Cod but a principle,which is beyond us 

and bey end all that; belongs to us .How can Brahman be bound

by the so-called virtues or vices of our fleeting life and 

changing world?If we accept Brahman as basically different

from the world of limitations in ’which we live and die,we 

should also be prepared to concede that it can not be 

possessed of the qualities^ which are of the
limited world and which are thus limited themselves.Thus 

the bold declarations of lajnavalrya in the Brhadaranyako- 
pan lead J led to the extreme position of the Buddhists

9

who would call their principle .nothing else but huhys, 

which brought their theory dangerously near to nihilism 
il not nihilism itseli ,ib'smKsrQ,o£ a master of strictest
logic cannot in any case refuse to accept this.If the 
reality is to exclude the efinerae and if it is to be 
eternal,then the leal ,rather that which is not non-reel,

183. Of.Brhedaran
ny akopanisad;II.is,86,11.iitv,iv.8P,Iv.v.I5.

4.



cannot be understood as fettered by our- am chains.Brahman 

can not flow in the limited channels;the only thing which 

we can say about it is that it"is pure being,though as a 

category there may not be much difference between pure being

and nm-being/Samkara certainly believes in a personal god, 

but that Invars is at a lower level..All the virtues and 

powers of that god are evaporated in the white heat of

the pure bei4g,when we rise from the lower to the high®1 

realm of truth. The teachers who followed tteiakera,could 

easiljesee.that however logical this position might be, 

here religion is divorced from philosophy.However ardent 

a devotee may be,however sincere he may be,he would not

like to worship a Pod,who does not exist in the highest 

sense.Mere flight of high soaring intellect would not be 

sufficient for religion,which requires some slice of

imagination and emotion.Thus Ramanuja and the Yaisnava 

teachers who followed him violently attacked 'Samkars as 

a buddhist in disguise.Ramanuja says that Brahman is 

possessed of all the at tributes, which are good and is 

devoid,of all the qualities,which are bad.Yallabha cannot 

accept this for obvious reasons.If we believe that Pod is 

different from the world,he must not have the attributes



of the world.Yallabha can neither accept the position of 

£>atnkarafwhom he. thinks to be the real villain of the 

Vedanta,because Yallabha believes in the path of devotion 

as the only and the easiest way of salvation. Hence we have 
the highest Lord of the feuddhad vaita,as possessed of-

SLipramundane at tributes, leaving out the limited worldly 

qualities.Brahman can thus become even a bundle of

.eontradicfory attributes,because all the attributes are 

superwarldly as tbe tern contradictory,which is the word of 

our world,loses all its fore©.Really what Yallabha intends 

to say is that Brahman is endowed with all the attributes, 

though they may appear to be contradictory to us because 
of inessential nature of being bey aid our imagination 

and intellect.dOhe forgoing analysis will show that the
ft

positions taken by.fearakara ana Vallabfca are not far removed 

from each other,though'attempts hove been made to show 

that- they are poles apart.The only difference between the

two 3 s that while feamkara refuses td> adore his God with 

worldly clothes,Yallabha goes one step forward and 

.adores Him with the clothes,which are not worldly.That

Yallabha calls Brahmen nirguna is an unmistakable proof 

for it,because hirguaatva means prakrtaguna-rahitya.
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It should be noted that according to purusottama one who

is possessed of the knowledge.of the qualitiless Brahman,

is one has been away from the worldly qualities'owing to
124the .grace of God.

What again is the relation between Brahman and its 

attributes? The problem does not arise for feamfcara,who does 

not believe in the qualified Brahman.On the other hand

he thinks that absolute oneness or Advaita can not tolerate 

the difference even within itself,as would be the case if

we accept Brahman as possessed of qualities.Brahman 

according to Ramanuja,is "Vi^ista or qualified by the, ' 

sentient and the non-sentient,both of which form the body 

of. Brahman which is the soul .Here ofcourse Ramanuja is

not so very clear or exac$« He, says that Brahman is cne 

even though it is qualified,just as the body and the soul 

together make one man .But this would make his Brahman’ a 

composite whole ^because if we are to believe in the 

transformation of the cit and the acit in to the gross 

form from its subtle state,Brahman remaining the same,

124. Yas tu bhagavadanugrahena prakrtagunsraliijd bhut

sa nirgunabrahmavidyavah ity ucyat.e. A.B.P.IY.iii.34.
p*1368.
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it would naturally imply that the cit and'the aeit are 

the exianeous qualities attached to Brahman and do not 

belong to its essential nature as Ramanuja wants it,to be.
I

purusottama rightly points out that if we are to believe

in oneness,that One cannot include within itself the 

qualities(which do not form part and' parcel of its essential
nature.The greatest^ifficulty with Ramanuja is that,

he leaves the relation of Brahman and eit-acit partially 
unexplained,skips over the problem by giving the body-soul 

analogy which is not quite satisfactory and clings to the

term Advaita,even though at times the Daaita is not 
126removed, Yallabha*e position,as explained by Purusottama, 

is an attempt to solve this difficulty,while retaining 
Brahman as possessed of attributes, fallabha can not agree

to any distinction within Brahman; it cannot be a composite

whole and so we must accept ekarupata in the essential

nature of Brahman as the scriptures always pointedly teach
127of Brahman as* one without a second*. Purusottama says

125. Xtmapadasya fcevalatoavacitvena vi6esanahtarasahgraha- 
-ksaroatvat. A.B.P.I.i.S.p.98.

126. Cf.*An eternal relation between them whether essential 
, or accidental will be an inexplicable mystery,*

Kadhakrishnan.Indian Philosophy Fol.JI.p. 713-714.
127. Cf. A.B.P.III.ii.ll.p. 802.



that a substance and its quality have the inseparable iMatim 

between them and it is because of this inseparable relation 
between the two that there is non-difference, ^igain
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the attributes of Brahman are not accidental but essential 

end Brahman is thus both the Imower and the knowledge, the 

existent and the existence,the blissful and the bliss. The 

realtion between the two is thus of Tadatmys,which is explained 

as1Shedaeehisnur abhedah.* Just as sunlight is an attribute 

of the Sun and is also the essential nature of the Sun, so
329is the case with Brahman and its attributes. ' ' jt. will thus be 

seen that Valiabha steers clear be tween the two positions of 

feafsikars and Ramanuja.He accepts the attributes of Brahman

end as attributes, they must be different from the substmee.

But then they are inseparable and essential,not accidental 

or extraneous. They thus belong to the very nature of 

Brahman. Hence the difficulties ,which are found in the 

theory of Ramanuja ore avoided.

The Question also crises whether Brahmen should be

12S.£)harrasdh8r5dnoi3 cavinabheveaa sthitatvau abhedali.
.4.B.?.1.1 v,2.p.481.See also *Saca S8igpad( i.e.&bhoda as 

■ bhedaviruda hasaraput} bh&varupa tvs sati sva^rayavinabhii-
-tatvam tadvifcayavartaiaanstvajsi iti y e va t. A. 3. P, III. i i, 28.

p.9S5.
123. Paths nuryapraka^&yos tSdafeyurupasya bhedavirudrlha- 

-saapado1 bhedasya kalpana evaia brahraataddharnsyor api.

A.B.P.IiI.ii.28.pp,935-9S6.



endowed with a body.purusottsma after Vallabha rejects the

idea outright because the allereator,■ jrall®an cannot be said

to hare any limitation of its om that would require a body.
/ 130So in the original form thewcau be no 6anra.'

no.. ■
Brahmen-the essential form. ^

For the sake of s clear understanding of the 'Sudihadvaita,

Brahman is to be understood as hating three forms,the
131essential form,the causal form and the effect-from. ' The 

essential form of God is threefold viz.kriyetmaka,jnahatmaka, 

and ubheyotmaka. The first is described in the former part of 

the \redie literature.(i.e.purvakanda)and the second,in the 

letter part i.e .the uttarakanda or the Upanisads.In the 

OTta and the Bhagavata;Brahman 'is qualified by both actiai 

and knowledge, and is showed to be the object of devotion. 

Here the Aksara is to be included in the Uttarakanda and 

Karma in the Pur Valencia. Time(KSla)which is of the essential

130. Tatrahyanapeksataya servo kart u.r brahmen ah ka vanupapa- 
-ttih syad ycna svasyapi 6arira>a kaipayet. Ato mularupe

nasty eva feeriram. A.B.P.I.i.lS.p. 227.
131. Cf.T.Sn.T.85.also Pr.p.364.



nature of'the interior sat,eit and anenda(existence,

consciousness and bliss) and the svsbheva or nature,which is 

not described in the scriptures as an object of production, 

are to be included in the essential form of Brahman.

When God desires to be many,the aspect of bliss is 

slightly supl*essed ( because of the .rise of the quality of 

sattva in the interior. thus becomes gsnitanande.This is
called Aksars, the form,which God assumes,when he becomes

both prakrti end purusa.In the Aksara are said to .remain

Mllions of eggs of all sorts.That is what the Bhsgavate
133Parana calls Afcsara as the cause of all the causes. This 

Aksara is said to be resting at the feet of the Lord and

is thus called the iiejLk of the'Blissful. is again

the resting place of God,his a(thara,his place of resort.

Urns it stands for the ryapivaikuntha.The difference between 

Aksara and Purusottaaa is that the Highest Lord only desires 

for sport and is not'entangled in it; the Aksara on the
i

other hand is entangled in it and with the slight suppression 

of the aspect of bliss by means of ‘ the quality of sattTa,

132. T,Sn.?.99.
133. Tad ahur okseram brahma s arvakar m a ksr an am. Bh ag a vs t e~

< ,-puran8.III.xi.41.
134. Brahma puccham pratistha.Teittirlya-upsnisad.11.5.
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1SSit can be called the chief jiva'. Furusottama,the Highest 

Lord is again said in the irutis and the smrtis to be higher
"I 1

than both kssra and Aksara. 00 The Highest Lord is thus the
iscontroller of Aksara.Thss Aksara also snandamaya.As pointed

* a.

by our author the incarnations of the Furusa are blissful 

and so we must accept the Aksara also as Inandamaya,because 

it is the avatiirin of the Purusa,which is its avatara.The ■

difference between the Highest Lord and Aksara is that of 

conditions or states and not of entities,Iren if we 

believe that the Aksara is Idhara and Brahman is Jdheya, 

there is no harm in believing both as ope on the ground of

135. Tatha,ca Purusottamas tu lilaya icoham karoti na tu

taya vyapriyate,ity atirohitahandah.Aksaram tu taya 

vylprtam san mulabhutena sattvena tirohitanandan 

mukhyajIVspada vacya t ain dhaite.T.Sn.Ah. V.98 p. 79.
136. Cf.Kssram pradhacam amrteksaraia harah.^veta^vatara.U.1.10 

...Aksarst parato parah.Mundaka.Hpanisad.II.i.B.
Dvav imau purusau loke ksarafe cakfara eva ca.

*••*«•**•• ' ***♦•«* •«•*•*«••*•••

Cfttamah purusas tv an yah paraaatmety udahrtah.
Bhagavad Oita.IV. 16-17. etc.

137. 01tayam dvadade’evara satatayukta ye bhaktas tvara 
psryupasate,ye capy aksaram avyaktam tesam ke yoga- 
vittamlh’ iti prafenene taduttarena csksarapurusottama- 
yor a iky an; avtsthabhede-na bhia&stvem ca bodhitam.

A.B.P.I.ii.23.p.341.
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the Yiruduhedharma&r'ayatva of God.

Aksara is obtained by the followers of the path of 

knowledge ,while the Highest Lord oan be realised only by

the grace of God,combined with sincere'devotion end ardent
j

love.This Aksara can however be understood as pacing weyg 

to the parepra^ti,because it produces the highest knciledge 

by destroying nescience.The distruction of nescience' leads 

to the manifestation of the aspact of bliss,which may 

finally lead a devotee to the essential nature of the
1 ‘-S9Highest Lord.It is thus antecedent to the paraprapti.

Thus the scriptural pas-v ages teaching knowledge are

connected with the Aksara,Thus the Aksara is the form

assumed by,God.for the emancipation of the souls following
140

the path of knowledge.

Aksara is a novel conception introduced by Yallabhs 

-in the systems of Yedahtic thought.Dr.P.ili.Modi in his

1Aksara-a forgotten chapter in the Hist cry of Indian 

philosophy1 has shown how the conception of Aksara, 

besides that'of the Supreme Principle has often been met

138,T.Sn.Ab.V.99.p.8l. "

139.5EaSS3cAb5x9Sx2riSfc. A.B.P.HI.iii.33.pp. 1084-1085. 

l40.T.Sn«.Y.99.p.79.
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with in the Upanisads and the C-ita.The concept of ilksara 

however lost its existence in the warks of gaudapada and 

&amkara and was not revived by the later Jcaryas until 

Ysllabha,the last hearya in Indian Philosophy,He gave a 
peculiar position to it in the frame work of his theory of

Jure Mcnisa.fhe present writer'does not think it proper 

to discuss the concept of Aksara, as explained in the 

Upanisads and OTta,-because it is not within the scope of 
this study. It is however difficult to assert dogmatically 

as to what exactly has been the■meaning’of the word, 

because the Upanisads contain speculations of various 

philosophers belonging to various places and ages while 

the GTta appears to give more or less a synthetic exposition 

of the different theories,that were current in those days.

It may be possible to understand the isksara as the 

immutable principle thus showing the trend of abstraction 

and negation in the description of the Absolute.But so

far as Vallabha is concerned,his idea of the Akssra is 

neither of abstraction nor of negation.lt is the mukhya-
•v

jfva.or the first product,if the word can be used,and 

contains within itself crores of eggs for future creation. 

Veliabha however uses the term found in the Upanisads and
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the Oita for a particular purpose., The Upsnisods,espee ially 

the older ones,generally teach the path of knowledge,-while

the later^/ and minor Upon is ads and the Pur an as teach of

devotioB.Yallabha who laid the greatest stress on devotion
thought that the Highest Lord could be obtained not by
knowledge alone,but by sincere devotion and ardent love
of a devotee,favoured by the grace of Ood.What then about
those who follow the path of knowledge or action,as taught
in the fesstras? The term Aksara, found in the Pita and the 

sHpanissd^ was understood-and explained by Vsllabha as the 
fruit,obtained by those who follow the path of knowledge. 
Aksara is again inferior to the Highest Lord,and thus 
the superiority of the path of devotion is established.
It is possible that Jal-tabha might have been influenced 
by 6amkare,who also maintained a division of the personal 

god and the impersonal Brahman;though it should be 
admitted that there is no parity between the two cases
except that there is s division,and that one of the 
two is higher than the other.The distinction between the
personal Pod and the impersonal Brahman has no place in

the theory of Ysllsbha.Thus whatever may have been the

connotation of theterm Aksara in the older works,it has



a peculiar significance of its own in the philosophy of

Yallabha.

Time (kala) ,actian( karma) and naturefsvebhsiva) are- said 

to be the different forms of Aksara.Kala is manifested 

with the slight revelation of the aspect of existence 

(sat),haying all the aspects of existence,sentiancy and 
bliss inside.1^1 It is thus an essential form of the 

capacity of act ion, because action is the capacity of the 

aspect of eat.Eenoe the other two aspects of santiency 

and bliss are suppressed, can also be described as
14^always moving,the cause of all,or the support of all.

As ib is the cause of all,it is a cause of worldly dealings

like1soon1 or ’late’ and being the support,it causes the

dealings of past and future. first work is to
disturb the equilibrium of the gunos. ^’\£n the

141.intahssceid!fiiaado vyavehare f^atsattvam^ans prakatah 
kslah.pr.p.16®.

142. Kalah purusottamasya kriya^aktirapah.GestsrGfpatvat. ... 
iriya ca s *d amfe ad sktir/j^i t i yuktsd c id in and stir o- 
bhavah. T.Sn.Ab.V.105-306.p.84.

143. Mityagat?e sati sakala&rayah sakalodbhavo va f'alah.
Pr.p.166.

144. Tens sakaloibhavatyai ciraksipradiyyaharahetutvam
sakalakraystvad atitanagatadivyavaharahetutvam ca 
d erdibam. T.^n.Ab.Y.10 5-106.p.84.

145.1tasya prsthamam karysm gunaksobhah.Pr.p.168.
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Tativadipanibandha,the divine • fora of time is stated to be

Aksara.the material form is the Sun and the spiritual form

is the division into aeons,years and months. In the

prasthshafestnakara however Purusottsme says that the material

form is the Sun and other luminaries,the spiritual form is
147the atoms end the Highest Lord is the divine form. The

time taken by the solar wheel in covering the atomic space
148is the time-atom which is too subtle.

Karaa?like kale, is not a distinct category but only a
different form of the Akeera.lt is the universal action

which is capable of being manifested by diverse individual

actions,depending upon that which is enjoyaed or that which
is proscribed.■^Like kaia/it is also connected with the

150aspect of sat,while cit and an end a are suppressed., The 
difference however between kola aid karma is quite clear.

146. T.Sn.V.109.p.85.
147. fr.p.166.
148. Tatra yevata kalens suryarathscakram paramsnuraatram 

de&aro vyapnoti sa fcalah. paraE'snuh.Pr.p, 166.
149. -Yidhinisedhaprakarana laukikakriyabhsh pradefeato'bhi-

vyanjanayogya kriya. pr.p.X68.See also;
Yihitanisiodhaprakarakakriyabhigyangya kriya karmeti 
tallaksanam siddhysti. T.icn.nd.Y.xl^.p.87,

150,. T.Sn.Y.lis.p.86-87.



i£aia is mldfested of itself,while karma is manifested in
151the form of injunctions and prohibitions by human beings ." 

Again it is not eternally manifested like the kala,but 
subsists only upto the rise of fruit.^%arma is universal 

and is thus not different with different individuals..As it

can be manifested in various ways,it can give happiness
- ' ' 153and miseries to different individuals simultaneously.

It is not necessary to accept the Adrsta,8purvs and such 

terms as denoting separate categories.The denote only the 

aspects of karma.

Svabbava or nature is explained as that which produces

transformation. It is inferred from the transformation, 
which is its effect. purusottama says that when we see 

a certain cause producing a particular effect only,we shall

have to accept the desire of God as the hetu for it.It may 
be possible to say that the desire of God is the svabheva

15].Ka!ah svata eva prakatah,ayera tu purusair vidhinisedha- 
preKareaa prakstlkriyate. T.Sn.P.V. 110.p.85.

152. Phalabhosanantaram karmsna^asmaranab tatha.^^'Ah.T.llO,
Pc 80.

Also see:ltasye cabhivjaktyanantaram plialasamipan ava- 
-dhi prakatysm phalabhogajanakakriysyah kramena
blr obhavah.Pr.p.169.

153. T.^n.Ab.Y.111.p.86.
154. T.Su.Ab.V.Ill.p.86;Pr.p.169.
155. PnriBamahetutram tallaksanam.Pr.p.169.
156. perinamena anumeyah.Pr.p. 169.
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but it is better to accept it as a separate cate gory, which

/is manifested in the form of the desire of ftod.'^Thus

it is not menifested in the form of sat,cit and ahand a. 

Purusoitaraa also points out that‘so far as the worldly 

dealings are coneeraed,kaia has nothing to do with anything

either sentient or otherwise.Karma is useful only as connected 

with the sentient,where as svabhava is connected with both
the sentient and the non-sentient.158jt has thus everything

as its basis.(Sarvavastusv alritah.)hll these four,Aksara,

kala,karma,and svabhava are one with Brahman and are therefore
159neither effects nor causes. That is why they are included 

iii the essential form of Ood.

157. Dugdhaffirtsutradikara dadhighatapstad-irupenaiva parinams.ti 
netarena rupena.Tatra tedrfei bhagavadicehaivo hetuh. ... 
fatha ca saiva p arin areahe t ubhuta iccha svabhava iti 
vaktum feakyam yady api, tstiiapi £ ’hslam karma svabhafem
ca mayeio maysya svays,Atman yadreehaya praptam vibubhu- -
-sur up ad ode’ iti vakye unaclaaagocarataya kalavad bhirns©
taya ca nirdefeat neeelil svabhavah kintu icchakarena
prakato bhevati buddhir iva vijhah.erupena. T. on. Ab. V. 113.

' _ • _ _ ‘ p.87.
158. kalah.. .niradhere eva rye valuer opa y og i ....karma...

oetanedharam eve vyevaharopayogi,tatha/svabhavah... 
c etanaoetan avastvadhsram (R upam).f.Sn.Ab. T. 113. p. 8 7.

159. T.Sh.Y.114.P.68.
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It will not be out of place hare to note the conception 
of Anierpamin, as taught by the exponents of pure Monism.

God is said to enter the heart of an individual, in the- farm 

of a swan,together with the individual soul.This form is 

called the Antaryamin or the inner controller.Just'as there 
are many individual souls, there ore also many Antaryainins.160 

One may point out the anamoly in believing in bo many 

intaryamins.Tallabha says that the difference is not even 

in the individual souls and so there is no question regarding 

the Antaryamins. Taliabha states the distinction among the 

Antaryamin, Aksara and J&sna is just as between the charioteer

the warrior and one who is in the warrior.Purasottama exp&ins 
that the Antaryamin rules over the individual souls like a

charioteer,who controls the horses.-Aksara again controls the 
mteryakin, just as a xvarrior directs a charioteer;and Krsaa 

rules over Aksara even as the Ahtaryimin of a warrior rules 

over him.*' Thus though the Intaryamin belongs to the 

essential form of Brahman,because of its entrance in the 
effects with the individual souls,it is to be included in

160 .Yethe- jivsham nenatvem tathahtaryaminam api.JSkasmin 
hrdaye h'ansarunenebhayaprevefeat. T.S.P.Y„28,p.7Q. ■ ■

161. Bheaas tu jive' pi nastiti na kapy anupapattih.
T. S.P.V.28.p.?0.

162, T. Six. A.b. Y. 121. p. 9 5.



the causal form and not the essential form. 163

The concept of Anteryamin is not new to the Vedanta.

Ramanuja for- instance accepts it as one of the modes of

Ood.Aeear-aing to ftSnahuja,Tfevara appears in five different 

modes,one of which is the*Antaryam in,in which mode he 

dwells in thebeert and is to be seen by Yogins and accompanies
, n tIgAthe individual soul ever, 'when they go to heaven or hell,

The An tar yam in is,for ell practical purposes, a conneetidg#

link between the individual soul on the one hand and God 

on the other.If we believe in the devotion as the only means

of liberation,it is necessary also to admit God,who can be 
worshipped and hence ?iiho is. different from us,in that case 
the interyamin gouaLd,so to say,serve as something hike a 

bridge between the two.

(VI).

Brahman-the causal form.

The causal form of God is manifested in 28 categories. 

They are s.s follows; -

( 1- 3)Sattva,Rajas,aud Tamas,
(4) Pur use, jf#/
(5) prakrti,'

16 3. Ant ary am in am svsrupabhutatve' pi jlvena sahakarye 
prave'sat.. karana^otav eva nivefeah.Pr.pp.164-165.

164.0f.Bhandarksr.YaisnsvisffijtSaivism etc. p.75.
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(6}Kahat,

(?) Ahankara,

(8-12)Ten[Dstras,

(13-17)BhiItas,

(38- 22) Karmendriyas,

(So-27) Jnanenclr :i.yas, and . '
(28) Manas.

Porusottama says that all these 28 categories are not 

separate entities as such.,bat have Ood as their essence.We shall 

presently see how and where the advocates of Pare Monism 

differ from the. Sahkhya theorists,but the basic distinction 

between.the two is that while the followers of Sahkhya believe 

all these as separate entities,this is not the case with the 

iiudrlhadvaitins,for whom the term tattva is to be understood r
, 1 ARas tat-tha or hhagavat-iva. What is meant by these 28 

categories is that the causality of G-od is manifest^ -in 28 

ways.101' The Sudd had vaitin^ explain all these tsttvas on the 

strength of the Pits" and the Bhagavat8-IXI,as expressly

165. Bhagavato bhavo bhagavattvam. Bhagavatah sarven prati 
ya samanyakai'anata Sa... yatas tesam. tathatvam tassiat
tsni tattvani ns tu sankbysntaravat prthakpadarthatvena 
tattvani. T.Si. Ab.7.8?,p. 73.

166. Bhega\rato ya karanata sa loke? staviiabatidha prakateti 
yavat.Fr.p.l6S.
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stated by Purus ottaiaa, 16?

S&ttva is of the nature of pleasure and illumination,

is non-obstructive to pleasure and causes attachment to
' 1S8
pleasure end knowledge in human beings. " Rajas is of the

nature of pessions,produces desires and associations,and
169causes attachment to actions, * T'amas stupefies all the 

embodied beings snd is created by the concealing power,it

produces tendency to carelessness,laziness and sleep 170

Purusottama says that we can not accept the theory 

of tho Sahidiya that these qualities are moving by themselves, 

because we shall then be confronted with the contingency of 

rejecting Pod..Age in the Sinkhpi theory is that these 

qualities produce each other and coalese with each other,

Thss/, says purusottama,would be tantamount to an incohorent 

admixture of their respective natures.®or again should the

16?.Atah par am git am trtiyaskandham ca.^ritya tesam lakssna- 

-ny ocyantft. Fr.pp.l69~l'70.
168. Sukhanavarakatve praksdaketve sukhatraatve ca sati 

sukhasaktya jnanasaktya cb dehino dehactyasakti janakam 
sattvam. pr.p.l?U. -

169. Ragatmakan *vF trsnasongadijanassia va karmasaktya dehino
niiaram dehadyasakt.i janakam va rajnh.Pr.p.l?0,

170. Avar an nt akt i j any em sarvadehicioh&kam pramadalasyanMra- 
bhir dehino dehadyasaktijsnakam tamah.pr.p.170.



rajas be admitted as is done by the followers of Kapila,to
\

be of the nature of miseries,for that would run counter to 
its explanation as being of the nature of passion.Barring 
these points of difieren&e,purusottsma is prepared to accept 
other points,made out by the Sankfaya.J -

v.

God,says purusottama,is without gunas but he produces 
these three gunas.T'his can be understood on the analogy of 
cotton and a thread.There is no thread in the cotton,but 
the cotton assumes the state of a thread.Similarly the 
Highest Lord, who is himself nirguna,creates them at his 
will.172

Purusa, says Purusottasa,is the - Atman.The term Atman is 
explained as derived from the root’atf to pervade,to
envelope. So Atman is that which envelopes everything,the

173body,the senses and everything for the sake of others.

171.Of.Pr.p.170,lor the Sahkhya view see:
Prityapritivisadatmakali pr aka^apravr 11 in iyamarthah, 
Anyoayabhibhava^rayajsnanamithuuavi'ttaya^ ca gunah. 
Sattvaci laghu prakifeakam is tarn upastambhakam cal am ca

rajah,Guru varau&kem era tan; an pr ad Ip a vac "carthato vrttih, 
T^vsrakrsna’s Senkbyekarikis,IE-13.

172. Pr.p. 172.
173. Dehendriya&ikam sarvam porartham atati vyapnoty 

adhithstheti abma, Pr.p.173,
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Purusottama explains purusa in three ways.(a)Ee is beginnipg- 

-less and devoid of qualities;is the controller of prakrti 

and is Imam as an object of the notion ,It.(b)iie is self- 

-1 tun in ous * (c) Even though he is not affected by'the quality#^ 

and faults of the world,he is associated with it.'*-7- The 

self-luminosity of the f>urusa or the Atman can be proved' by 

our experience of happiness or absence of mi series, when we 

are enjoying deep dreamless sleep.He is thus kevala and the
V.

qualificetions such as kartrtva are due to its non-discrimi- 

-nation from the Prakrti and the like,on account of the 

desire of the Lord,favourably to creation,This can be 

explained on the analogy of the. redness of the Sun which is

seen in a red mirror.That is why it is capable of liberation

(Muktiyogjatva),because if the bondage is understood as

natural,the scriptures teaching of salvation would be useless.

According to the feudrihadvaita,Purusa is one and not 

many,and there is no difference between Purusa and ilvara,

174.Tesu anaditve ssti nirgunatve sati prakrtiniyaraakatve 
saty ahamvi11ivedyatvan? ity ekam laukikam.Svaysni-

- -praka^atvan ity aparam svarupalaksaiam.Vi^vagataguna- 
-dosasambandha^bhavbf pi saiiiyag sansargavattvara iti 

trtTy am muktyupoyogi ,pr.p.173.



on the ground of the sentiency in the essential nature of

both. ' The individual soul or jiva is different from 

the Purusa.Having sentiency as its essence ,the jiva may be
regarded as of the same type as the Purusa or as a part of 

176
Purusa. So the lula Purus© can be established on the 

strength of the jlvatman,which is the site in or the witness 
in the deep sleep.

Prakrit is called praahana or the main form,which Pod 
has produced as the material of the ’world.^^It can be

described in six ways,so as to'show the six qualities which
oPod has beatwed upon it,It is triguna or having the three 

qualities in a state of equidisposition,Just as Brahman has

sat,cit and Si anda as its attributes and also fes its 

essence,similarly the' three qualities of sattva,rajas and 

tamas are not only the attributes but the very essence of
r

the Pradhsns.This,says Purusottarcs,is the difference of 

Pure Monism from the theories of Kapils.The Pradhaha^is

175.0 idr up at vena pur u server ay or avaiiaksanyat .. ..Purusas 
tv eka eve .Purusa fivar ay or na vailaksanysm anvapi tada-

-nyakalpinapar tha. Pr. p. 176.

176. Jivas tu purusatattvad bhinna eva...,Cidrupatvena 
tatsajatiyah purusasyaivim^o va. pr.1&$.

177. Bhagavata* j eg ad u padan at ven s n trait am muidiyam bhagsvad- 

rupam. pr.p.185.
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again avyskta and becomes abhivyakta or manifest by means

of time and the like.It is eternal(nitya)and has the nature 

of existence and non-existence.(sadasadatmaka)It is. describe^ 

as ’avidesa* because the worldly beings are not able to

discriminate it arid is-also called ’videsavat*,as it shows 

all the spec if ications.Purusottarns soys that in other systems 

the relation between Prakrti and pur us a is that of the master 
end hie servant,but in the ^Saddhathr&ita it is of contact

178also because the productive contact of the two is admitted. 

There is no harm in regarding both Prakrti and pur us a as 

possessed, of form,because even the Highest Lord may be said 

to have a form on the strength of the theory of Yiruddha- 

-dliermafb ayo t va.

Fahat is produced fieom the qualities,which, are disturbed. 

It is not different from the sutra,but one with it.Sutra is 

connected with the power of action and mahat with that of 

knowledge.So one and the same entity is called both mahat 

and Jutre, in as much as it can be viewed from the point of

ITB.Prakrtipurnssyo^ co svosvamibhave eva sambandho/

nyetre. Frskrta tu vfryadhjSnasya vivaknitatvat samyogo' 

pi. pr.p.136.
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1 9Qview of either knowledge or action. 2 Mahat can be explained

i ■

in three ways .from the spiritual, the divine and the material 

points of view.The first refers to its essential nature,the 

second to its meditation in the' form in which it is well-

known among Pods,and the last is for explaining it to the 

people,The first explanation can again be given as threefold,

as s5ttvika,rajasa and hamasa/from the sattv'ifcca point of view

it can be explained as immutable and capable of‘manifesting
ISO*.the world,which is its substratum. grora the rajasa point of

*Jp7
view it can be described as the shoot of the'world. •‘-Jrom

. of . 'the tlmasa/poinb^ view it is described as capable of
182

destroying very powerful t am as..From the adhidaivika or the 

celestial point of view it can be stated to -be <rf the nature 

of pure sattva,which is the place of the manifestation of

179. Sutrsm sue an at kriya^aktimap prathamo vikarah.Tat^ftiehan 
jfiaha£akiii:iau.Sa ea satrena samyuktah samyahmi^ri tah, .
Tat ah prtheh na kin tv ekaii eva vecyam. Jnanakriya^akti- 
bhyam dvedhocyste.Pr,p,187.

180. Tatra kutasthatve sati svadharavisvavyanjakatvam iti
. sattvikom svarupalaksaaamJPr.p.187.

181. Jagadahkuratsam. pr.p, 187. ■ >
182. ^tisamar thatsaionadakatvsia.rr. p. 187.
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?asudeva,so that it can he meditated upon in that form,From 

the material or the adhibhautika point of view,it explained 

as the eitta,having the unchanging objectless knowledge as 

its mode, That/Wwithout an object,differentiates it from 

the buddhi,which is always related-to an object.The followers 

of the Sankhya ‘on the other- hand take the buddhi and the citts

synonymous.

Ahankara or the ego is produced from the mahat. It is 

described as endowed with the qualities of taraas,rajas and 

sattva,which respectively produce/* the tanmatras,the indriyas
184.and the man as. "From the celestial point of view it is said

to be an abode of Sahkarsaaa.Qq the material side it can be

stated to be the agent, the means and the effect correspond-
38E-ing to the qualities of sattva,rajas and tamas respectively.

One;who is the substantive of the ego which is then an 
attribute,is endowed with quiet and terrible stupefieation.'^

183.1dhibhautikam eittatvaa iti laksaasm.Cittatvam ea - 
hirvisayasarvavikar arthrfca jnahamttikatiyam.Pr. p. 188.

184. Pr.p.188.
185. Bhautikalaksanam tu feartrkar-anakaryatvam.pr.p. 189.
186. Dharmipurahsaram tu feantagfeoravimudhatvam iti bhautikara 

svarupalakssnem.Pr.p.189.



One, who has no ego^is not stupefied and so the devotee, 

whose mind is fixed upon God, is different from one who has 

feantaghoravimudhatva.

Prana and Buddhi are just different forms of ahaakara. 

They should not be regarded as separate categories.Prana
. 1017

gives power to all the senses.i0'This is why its attributes 

are. ojas,which is the power of the senses,Sahas,which is 

the power of the Manas,and bala,which means physical strength, 

Praha is atomic,but on account of its capacity,it can be 

iivefold.Thus it can pervade the whole body.The five forms 
are5P:rana,ipana} Yyana, TJdana and Sam an a.138

Buddhi is to be inferred from its effect,which is the

knowledge of a particular objeot.189purusottama*s explanation 

of buddhi is given shove.

Tanmatras are defined -by Purusottama as subtle states
■JQQ

of the elements. the elements are possessed of the Qualities

187. pranalaksanam tu sarvendriyabaladatptvam.T.Sn.ilh.?.97.
p.78.ilso see Pr.p.189.

188. Gf.T.Sn.hb.¥.9?.p.?8.

189. Yi§ista jlfan&laksanakaryahumeya.T.8n. Ab.T.97.p. 78.

190'. Sa ea bhutasuksmavastha.pr.p.189.
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like the sound,which is non-manifest. 191They gre five,sound, 

touch,form,taste and smell.They can be grasped only by the 

yogins,while people like us can comprehend them only when 

they are specific.Here the Sanfchya theory is accepted by the 

ISuddhadvaita.

tSabda is explained as having the attribute of being 

comprehended by our ears.It is the tsnmatra of space and 

can be said to be the- sign of inference of something having 
been seen by a seer.’^fhe last is explained rather ingenious- 

-ly.If a man standing outside the house says that the 
elephant has gone,then householder, who is in the house,

infers that the man out of the house has seen the elephant.

The sound,which is in the effects and which is consequently 

qualified,is an attribute of all the five elements and not 

just of the space,as made out by the followers of the Hyaya 

system.Purusottama gives a very good argument for this.’$hen 

a gun is fired, the sound has. its effect upon the skin sad 

the heart also of the hearer.193 purueotteuaa 'also refuses to 

admit with the Bhatta school of Kimansa that babda is a

191. Mrvihesa£abdadigunavad bhutatvam-.Pr.p-189. -

192. Pr.p,189.
193. Pi*.p.191.



substance having its measure,and which is liable to 

contraction and expansion.According to him §abda,is a guna 

and not a dravya.Similarly tou©h or spares is the tanmatra of 

?ejra and is coaprehsndad by the skin. 19%heI1 ^ toe effeots>

it is the quality of four elements.So it can also be described 

as an attribute of what is pervaded by the sound or what-
' ' IQ K ‘

.pervades the form. *Rupa or form, is .the tanmatra of li^it 

and can be grasped by our eyes,It can also be described as

having the form, similar to the form of a substance or always 

found as affixed to the substance or occupying the same 
space as that of a substance, ^urusottama,it .is interesting

to note,accepts citra as a separate colour, ^ lias a or taste 

in the tanmatra of water and is grasped by our tongue;and 

gandha or smell is the tanmatra of the earth and is

grasped by our nose.Purusottame also discusses the various 

divisions of all these. '

Bhutas or the primordial elements are generally 

characterised as being endowed by manifested sound and the

194. Pr.p.l98.
195. pr.p.l92.

196. pi%p.lS6.
197.0itram apy atiriktam rtTpam.pr.p. 196.
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198like.They are five. Jkarfa is defined in three ways.It 

gives the worldly spacers an.object of the dealings of
. i

within and without,and is the substratum of the praha,

sense-faculties and the internal organ. 199pur us ot t aniad o e s

not accept that aka&a has any form,nor that the blue colour 
seen above,is an attribute of the sky.S0°its manifest-’

Quality is sound. \Tsyu is formless, it moves and pervades,

carries objects,soudq an 

the sense-faculties.*^'
d smell and gives strength to all 

Its manifest quality is touch;

and the sound follows from its cause(hka6aj .Tejas is

explained as capable of enlightening, cooking. and digesting, 

besting that which is cold,eating up and drying.202Its

special quality is form,while the qualities of sound and 
touch follow in it from their causes.Water is capable of

198. Tatrekadadipencakenyatamatvam 
va s ar,.cn yalaks an and .Pr. p. 202.

199. Fr.pp. 202-20 3.

savi6osa&abdadimattva®

<d30• Haka^e rupam.Upcri nilam pa.dyata aka^arn pahyamTty eva 

pratyat. Kilam nabhah pafeyamlty atrapi na gunitvena

nabhaso bhaham.Gunatvena nilasaitve manabhavat.Pr.p.207.
201. Pr.p.209.

202. Pr.p,209.



wetting,s tic king,satisfying, living»expanding,flowing,
SO 3removing the heat,end remaining in a mass. Its specific

quality is taste;sound,touch and. form folio?/ in it from

their causes.The earth is that which has form and which
204holds the whole world. Its specific quality is smell, 

while other qualities follow.

Indriyas are described as being produced of the
2D5taijnsa ahahicare and as means of action or knowledge.

They can be said to be capable of enlightening about the 

self through their fruit,while they are connected with $he

body. They are twofold,faculties of action and those of 

sensation.Purusottama does not admit that they ere 

transitory or that they are themselves objects of our 

senses,The indriyas are different from their places in

our body and are thus suprasens uous.They are atomic in 

measure and are always superintended by their respective 

.deities, without which they are capable of doing nothing. 

The five organs of action are speech,hands,panis,feet and 

anus;while those of knowledge are ears,skin,nose,eyes,and

203„Pr.p.210.
204. pr.p. 811.
205. Taiiasaliahkaropadsyatve sati jn an a kr iy any a tar akar an am 

indriyam.pr.p.214.
206. Defcasamyuktatve sail svaphalanatmajHapakatva® va.

Pr.p.214. '



tongue .pur usottama..explains them eoiapletely,enunieratiEg

the Superintending deities and describing their scope and . 
207

action.

Wanes is capable of both action and imowledge.lt is •

of the nature of conation and non-conation.explanation

from the celestial point of view is given as the place of

the manifestation of Aairudcika.3?rcm the materiel point of
view it is stated to be slowly meditated upon by the

Pyogins.’.thila dealing with perception^urusottama says that

it can be regarded as-both en indriya and not an indriya.
F fIn the -psineyvpra icarans of the Prsathlnarainakara he says 

that it is not ah indriya.209 its place is the heart.

Purusottama is not prepares! to accept the prcgabhava 
(legation antecedent to production)or dhvansa(destruction)

as separate categories.lt is not .different from the state of

the cause,the karahsvasfcha,and an avastha can hot be 

experienced as an entity different from the entity,of which, 
it is a ■condition.210 purusottajfi* further points out that 

when a man does not see the special state of the cause ,

80«.P?-.pp. 215-217.
208.Tasya ca ean?kalpavifcaIpaimaks t-vam svsrupalsksari®®.

Pr.p.Sl7.
209* Ida® ca nendriyam. Pr.p.217.

210. livastha ca svarupatirekenu nanubhuyate.T.Sn.ib.T.ll?.
p.89.



favourable to production,he does net think that he is

seeing the pragabhava of a .particular effect. ^Again the 

pragabhava does nothing in the production of an effect.^ 

Similar is the case with the dhvansa also,which is not 

distinct from the essential nature of the instrumental
pyjor the material cause.

Purus obtains seys that other categories, accepted by- 

other systems,need not be separately enumerated,Thus for 

instance,number,measure,distinction,non-difference,desire, 

efforts,happiness,miseries,all these can be stated to be 

existing or otherwise only in so far as they are related to 

the tattvas,which have been dealt with.Simanya or generality 

i^o-ev&l with the tattvas,while ssmyoga is included in 

the sparfea.In fact the samar yo etc.do not exist at all,

Bo far as.the causal'form of f'od is concerned.They can be •
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211 .ka hi ghatajanenenakulem kar ananasthis apadyatah.
kasyspi iha ghat a bhevisyati.idauln atra ghataprsgabhava

iti buddhir udeti.T.Sn.Ab.V.117.p*90,
218. Tatha oasadhsraiiakaranetvenablipupagsiiiyaiaanfesya tasya

vy spare bh a vat kar m ail u mgT kar t urn* akya. T.Sn. Ab.y. 11?.
p.90.

213. Cfthayathapi nimitiopadarsnyotaras vsrilpat ir ikt o .
dhvamso nc nirupayitum feakyah,Tadatiriktasyadarbanat.

T.Sa.Ab.V.117.p.91.



admitted only in the effect-form 214

The foregoing explanation of the causal form of Ood,
as accepted by the ^uddhadveita,bears an interesting

comparison with tbe position accepted by-'the .followers of

Saakhya.In the very beginning of this sect ion, we have point-
-edj/iiat the fundamental difference between the Sehkhya

on the 'one hand and tiio §c.daiiadvaita on the other is that

while the former upholds the dualistic doctrine by eonsider-

-ing all these as separate entities-the latter believes

all these categories to be just forms of one Supreme Rod.

All thes^g 25 categories of the Sankbya have been admitted 
ib&^i

with the eddi^^pf the sat tvs, rajas and tarn as,which though 

given a prominent place by the gaiikhys, are according to

it npt tattvae hut Qualities or gunaS.lt may thus appear 

that in the [uiddlfadvaita we have a Vedahtic superstructure 

raised upon the principal entities of the Sanldiys.The

primary source of this lies in the Bhagavata Purina,where 

there is clearly noticeable a deliberate attempt to put 

the Sahkliya wine in a mxmistic bottle .Attempts to 

harmonise tbe duaiistic theories with those.of monism. . 

are.found in the (7Tta also.The SHakhya philosophy with all

214.Yastutas tu samanyacier ebhava eva... Tasman iiaiyayik;a~ 
dyupagatapadarth&hiisi 4rutipuranavirodhe laukikayukti- 
yuktatme ca k&ryakofcsv eva nive&a iti bhavah.

T.Sn.AbaMlf/.p.92.



that is admitted in it, has no place in the absolutism of 

'S8iakara,bui it has crept into the theories advocated by 

Ramanuja and the sueeeding 7aisnava Icaryas in one or 

another form.The Sarikhya theories were slowly and slowly 

almost reshaped so as to suit even a monist like Yallabha. 

The share of the 1; hag a v at spur an a in this process seems to be 

very much.but as we are not definite about its date,it can 

not be properly appreciated,

inother important point is that while explaining these 

categories5there are given the adhidaivika explanations 

referring to gohicarsaua and ^nirudciha.The root of this

lies in the Oaturvyuha theory^as promulgated by the earlier 
fpme&ratra.This theory has however been criticised by the 

author of the Yed an t a-sutres.Ramanuja not only accepts the 

theory but even interprets the Brahmasutras so1 ingenuously 

as to get the theory sanctioned by the author of the 

Brahmasutres.Yallabha while commenting upon the Sutras 

rejects the theory and agrees with 'Samkara in his inter

pretation.Here however we find that if the theory of the- 

vy alias is also brought in harmony with manism,the 

ouddhscivaits. has no objection against it,though it is

not expressly stated or referred iojfere also the Bhagaveta- 

Purana seems to have played a very important part,in so 

shaping it so as to suit Monism.
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(TO) *

Great icm.

Purusottama in his Prasthanaratnakara and .inubhasyaprakafea15 

gives the process of creation following the Bhagavata.il.Brahman 

first assumes the forms of knowledge,joy,time,desire,action,

Maya,and Prakrti.Kala or time is of the nature of the power of 

acticm,while desire is the thought of the Lord expressfin «^ay

I be many and produce^. This is twofold. The first has the 

nature of differentatian,while the second is of the nature of
5>-i n

raising and degrading.

Considering the first purusotcama says that the attributes 

of sat,cit and ananda,which are of the nature of action,knowledge 

and bliss^not connected with kala,are mutually differentiated

and while in that process they differentiate their substantive 

also; thus making Brahman end wed with action, knowledge and 

bliss.Thus the Highest Lord,who is trirupa,becomes possessed . 

of form(sakara).Even though thus differentiated,owing to his 

desire to remain noa~differentiated,Ood remains one whole.

215.Cf.Pr.pp.159ff.Also A.B.P.II.iv.ii.pp.810-Sl3l..............................

21'6.Bahu sySn prajayeya.Chahdogya.Yl.ii. 3,Taittirfya II.6. 

217.DvitTyas tutkarsapakarsarupah. Pr.p.161.



That is wfiji the effect form is inferior and God with all these

three forms is called complete or purna.The power of the 

ascpect of existence (Sat)is the Maya,which is of the nature

of action,and that of the aspect of sentiency is the Maya, 

which deludes.218 which is instrumental in the

production of the world,belongs to the aspect of bliss.Maya
l

is'thus related to all the forms of God and is therefore
219‘comprehensive of everything. ‘ It thus gives the form to

p 20everything,that comes out of the original nature.J It can 

thus be accepted as of the nature of place,time and objects 

(Deilakalavasturupa) .At times it may be said to produce even

the desire of the Lord.It does not however mean that the

pploriginal creatorship is devolved upon it.

Coming to the see and ,Purusottama says that all these

aspects have that of bliss as the Highest,while the other 

two viz.that of sat and cit are inferior to it and are

218,feaktis tu sadam^asya kriyarupa cidam^asys vyamohika maya.

pr. p.160.
219.Sane ayakarupa .Pr.p.160.

220. Tato mularupe nirgate aksaramfeabhutasya tatra prave^as

tada tasmins tain akrtim sampadayaj(ti.Pr.p.l60.
221. tavata mulakartrtvam. Pr.p. 161.



produced as serving it.Then are created .knowledge and action,

which are the attributes of cit and sat,as powers of the
Highest Lord.Then the aspect/ of bliss is endowed with

knowledge and act ion. then the attribute of the aspect of cit

viz.knowledge goes away from the cit,the power of the cit,
viz,the deluding Maya,deludes it,The cit aspect,even thqggh

of the nature of understanding,is deluded by it,because of

the absence of knowledge, which is its attribute,and because

of the seperation of the aspect of bliss from it.The cit is

related to with.the understanding

that it will be joined with the' an and a through this relation.

Being thus not at ease, jut remfifalp? dependent upon the

sutratmsn,which is of the nature of the tenfold pranas.lt is
— popthus called jiva,because of its efforts to hold the pranas? 

Similar is the position of the aspect of existence,which 

becomes inert because of the absence of the power of action. 

Later on by virtue of S&tivities,which are the parts of the 

original action,it is manifested in the fork of the body and 

the like.When that activity or the attributes of that 

activity are concealed,it is also concealed;when however 

it is manifested,the terrainology like ghata and the like

g£2.Tada pranadharanaprayatnavattvaj jrva ity uoyate.Pr.p.161.
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comes to the JTva,the Lord and the Buddhi,and so when the 

manifestation is concealed,that terminology produces the

understanding of distructioa.Similar is the case with the 

eit,whieh is manifested and concealed by the knowledge,which

Is a part of the power of knowledge.The aspect of bliss is 

to be understood in much the same way.Thus by twofold, 

desire,the inert objects which are manifestations of the 

sat aspect and which are binding upon the individual soulsj

the individual souls,which are manifestations of the cit
/ *

and which are bound;and the antaryamins,which rule over 

them and which are the manifestations of the Jhanda,-all 

these are produced on the analogy of sparks from fire.
i

The whole analysis of creation as given by Purasottama, 
has been taken down by ushere completely, except some

minor omissions.It is interesting to note that the 
concept of Maya is accepted by the 'Suddhadvaita, though 

its seems to be different from that of 'Samkara.Mayg is 

the miraculous power of God,but it is delusive also with 

regards to its connection with the aspect of cit and in

’the making of’ the jivas.This vyamohika Maya has a very
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important part to play. This vyamohika Maya, it is important

a _ 223to note,is the same as evidya in the Suddhadvaita.

Cnn),
Brahman-the effect-form. :

She effect form of God,is endless,Even then it can be 
classified into two,the samasti and the vyasti in so far

224as we view it either, collectively or individually. The 
collective form is of the nature of the Brahmanda,while 
the individual one is made up of the individual souls and 
the inanimate objects.The Antaryamin is not included in 
the effect form,because it has no ego of the body(Dehabhi- 
-mana),while the individual soul$f is so included because 

it is possessed of that ego.

The individual soul,even though belonging to the 

effect form and endowed with the bodily consciousness is 
eternal and is not therefore produced,like an ordinary 
transitory object^, flat the individual soul is eternal

223, Tada cidamhasya &aktir vyamohika maya avidyeti yavat. 
Pr.p.lSl.See alsojprof ,G.H.Bhatt*s article*The concept 
of Maya in the 'Suddhadvaita Yedauta* .Indika,The Indian
Historical Research Institute,Silver Jubilee 
Commemoration Yolume,Bombay. 1953.

224. Cf.T.Sn.Ab.Y.118,p.92.
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and does not vanish with the destruction of the body, is 

proved on the strength of a very curious but interesting

argument of Purusottama,who points out that even a newly 

born child will be hungry and wilt/ try to suck its mother. 

This can be explained, says purusottama,<mly on the ground 

of that, child,remembering its experiences in the previous

life.This shows that the jlva that was in the previous .
OOK

body has now come over to that of the newly born child.

As it is eternal,it can not be said to be produced,fen? 

that which has a beginning must have an end and if we 

believe in the production of the Jlvas, we should admit 

its destruction also and that would run counter to the. - 

eternal nature of the jlvas,that has been scruplously 

maintained in all the scriptures.The analogy,that is 
used,is that of the emanation of sparks from fire and

this emanation can not be called production.226In his

225. Jltsmatrasya balasya ksudhatsh stanapanadau pravrtti-
~derbsnat.Tasyad ca purvanubhutaksunnivrttikaranabhuta- 
-nubhavajanyasmr timantarenannpapsttya tssygtmanah 

. purvap ar a j anmTy a 6 ar Iravacchinn asy a ikye siddhe tena
• elnaditve'nadibhlvatvena ca dhvarasapratiyogitve 

nityatvasya siddhatvat. T.S.Ab.Y*53,p.92.
226. Yato visphulihgavad uccaraiiam notpattih.Iamarupasamban- 

-dhabhavat. A.B«3?.II.iii,l7.p.,?04.
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famous karika on creation Yallabha says that those which 

are trenscient are produced,with regard to those that are 

eternal but limited there is contact,while for the eternal 
and the unlimited there is manifestation. 2S%hiie explain* 

-ing this karika, p ur us o 11 ama says that production is Ihe 
association of the objects due to the externalizaticn* 

contact is due to the action of coming in;while manifesta- 

-tion is caused by desire.This being the case,when there 

is manifestation or contact,the essential nature and the 

qualities of the cause do not undergo any fundanmentd 

change or modification and hence the samagama is not 
utpatti. The writes cn the Suddhadavita,especially 

Purusottame,have made deliberate attempts to show that 

the spark-fire analogy can not and should not mean 

production.

What is the relation of this individual soul,to
t tBrahman? On the strength of the scriptures,the Oita,

82?.initya janaman nitye pariechinne samagaiaah, 
Mtyap8ricchiniiatsD.au prakatyam aeti sa tridha.

A.B.Il.iii.jfr-

228. Jan a® axn bahirbhavahetukoh visayasamsargah,samegamah 
sgamanakriyahetukah sah,prakatyam icchahetukah sa......
Paths' catra vibhagaj jate., bahirbhaye tadshim svarupa- 
-dharmayor anyathabhavabhavat tasya notpattirupata.

S.S.pp.170-171.
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and the Sutras,the individual soul is said to be an

mka of Brains an .What exactly is the connotation of this

term in connection with the individual soul,as related to

Brahman? The word Anfea is used for a psrt(iva3rava) ,a son, 

a pieee(Khanda) ,a part of something i^hich is specific

(YiSistavastvekade^a) ,a portion from the whole mass

(Kiyekade^e)or even a wife. Similarly the term pida 

which is Sound in the &rutis,stands for a part or a 

portion.So we may accept any of these senses and there 

will be nothing wrong.Even then however we should accept 

that meaning,which iff properly suitable to the illustrations

of pparks and fire and a spider and its web. Thinking in

this way,we should understand theterm anka to mean a 

piece or a part,but having the essential nature of the 

whole unchanged. is why the individual soul^f

is called an abhasa or an appearance of Brahman;just as 

a Brahmin who is devoid of good conduct,but who bears the

229. Purusott.8Jsa quotes the passage:Ardho va esa atm an o 
yat patnih.Here he says that ardha means am^a.$gS.

A.B.P.II.iii.53.p.767.
230. Tstha sati khandavayavadirupas tannityatvadibodhaka- 

-£rutyanurodhat avikrta.svarupa, evamfe&siddhyati.
A.B.P.II.iii.53.$.767.
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sacred thread,is a Brahmin only in appearance.

The question naturally arises as to how can non-dualism 
be explained,when we believe in the amfeatva of individual

souls. The individual souls,which are the manifestation of 

the cit aspect^ and which are am^as of Brahman,can be 

called one with-Brahman,as a part can not be different from

the .whole.-A spark,which is an am^a-of fire,can not be non- 

f ire.But - them is not a part different from the whole? Can 

we say that a part as such is absolutely one' with the whole?

The question does not arise for £>aiitkara,nor even for 

Bamsnuja/Samkara with his staunch belief in absolute 

identity has said that the individual souls are also appea- 

-rances,imagined by our ignorance.If we have to believe 

that*I am Brahman*,that* I ’ must be wrong and must be 

Brahman .But then this would lead to the destruction of 

the individual souls as such and surely nobody would attempt

to realize that Supreme,by the realization of which he will

£32destroy himself. 'J Ramanuja accepts qualified Monism and 

so the different between the individual souls, on the one 

hand and Brahman on the other does not worry him much.

231. Ya tba'nacarl brahman o brahmanabhas ah,sutradharakatve'

pi brshmanyskhyalevetayas tatasx tirohitatvat,tatha, 
jTfco'pi.l.B.P.IHiii.SO.p. 760. - '

232. Na by atm ana £ ah purusarthah.A.B.I.iii. 15. p.399.
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Maclhva would in fact want difference and try to disprove 

identity.Bhaskara andlimbarka admit both oneness and 

difference,but while the latter leans hazily towards the 

fundamental nature of difference,the former tries to 

explain it on the strength of upadhis.

Purusottama msices a thorough analysis of the problem, 
that faces him.The Ibarya,whose theories he is expounding, 

says just that an enfea is not different from the auiin,but 

this is not enough.If we want to promulgate the path of 

devotion,we must maintain the individuality of the individual 

souls and the‘en&a,if its aa&atva is not imagined,can in no 

ease bebaMed absolutely identical with the am£in.purusottama 

therefore says that they must accept i;he theory of Bheda- 

-bheda,while leaning towards Abheda and explaining the 

Bheda as owing to desire,That is why,while referring to '

Bhaskars,purusottama says that he admits both am^atva aid
. .'' 1 233 ~ ’bhinnabhinnatva. 1 This he says is the relationship of

tadatmya and herein the difference owes its existence to 

the desire1 of the Highest Lord and is thus adventitious.
MW MM ■»*»•«■»«■ «■»«■»«•• *■>«»■> «•«■»«• •!*•»«■•«** «■*•«»« « «P> mm mm mm mm mm aw mm »«a.aii»ai M.n*»

233.Tatra am^atvam tu yuktam bhinnabhinnatvam ca.ferautafcvat. 

A. B. P. II. iii. 53, p. 7S3.See also; TathH caivam tadatmye

eva •vyasasya tatparyam na nityabhede. napy abhede iii.
S.S.p.175.
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It is interesting to note that Purusottama calls Ramanuja
gOA _ CA

a believer in difference. “"There is no tsttvibheda in the
n

/ 235Suddhadiraits,where the jivstva is adventitious.

This however raises another problem.That which is 

adventitious end not natural,can not be called eternal.In 

his efforts to bring the theory of am^atva as near to 

abheda as possible,Purusottama calls jivabhava as 

adventitious,but then how can the individuality of the 

jivas be eternally maintained if it is not natural? fe 

should here hear in ,mind that in the feaddhadvaiia,the 

highest ©mancipation is the Sayujya,where a devotee enjoys

with Clod.It may be said that the individual soul might 

have attained the Brahmabhava,but even then the distinction 

does and should persist,.Again Tallabha argues actually that 

the destruction of the soul een not be desired by anyone; 

go there is a' deliberate effort on the part of the 

propounded of the Suddhadvaita to retain that individuality. 

Again,it is maintained that the jivatva is only because of 

the embodied egopehsbhimaas) and we may say that when that

234. Atra tadatmyam ananglkurvatanr tattviicabhedavadinam

Ramanujsffledhvsnaiy&yikadinah? nan am a t an i. S, S. p. 150,

235. Jfvabhavasya agantukatvakaihaaena tattviko bhedo 

varitah. S.S.p.155.



is destroyed the jivabhava,which is adventitious,is also - 

destroyed. Shat then about eternity and individuality?This 

contingency^ appears to arise for all those,who try to 

retaip the individuality of the souls,call them nitya aid 

yet try to adhere to Monism.lt does not arise for two 
philosophers only,feamkara and Madhya,both of whom take 

uncompromising attitude^ ,the former cutting the Gordian 

Knot by saying that all the distinctions, are false,and the 

latter flatly rejecting all thought of Monism. ,

further,what about the souls in the world?ire they

one or many? If we believe in only one soul, i. e. Ikatmadrada,

then the eternal individual souls would pose a problem.If

on the other hand we agree to the existence of different

individual,souls,we must believe in the multiplicity of

the souls i.e.Mahatmavade.If a jiva is believed to be an

anhs of Brahman,there is bound to be the conclusion of the

sjnfein,being a composite whole rather than one complete

whole.purusottama here takes a compromising attitude;! and

says that from the point of view of the individual souls,

we should admit multiplicity ,while from the stand point
S36of Brahman there is oneness.

ESS. Ivam jrvanam. an^atve jivasvarupavic arena nanStmavado

bhagavatsvarupaviearana ca ekatmavadali.A.B.P.II.iii.53.
" P-76?*



fhere is no agreement among Indian Philosophers regard- 
-ing the measure of the Individual soul.The followers of 

the iyaya believe in the jTvas to be omnipresent*but they 

accept the multiplicity of the souls.The Jains accept/ the 

jivss as having the measure of the bodies,which is the 
residence of those jivas.&ajfkara thinks that the jiva is 

actually not existing m the highest level,and so it may 

be called vibhu in reality.Ill the other exponents of the 
Yedanta accept the jiva to be atomic.purusottama ridicules 

the theory of vyapakatmavsda by pointing out that if all 

the jivas are omnipresent,all would be joined with all the 

bodies and if one body aats a mango all would enjoy// it, 

because there is no limitation or regulation.So many times 

one feels that there is nothing at one’s feet but the head 

is aching,similarly there will be an experience of happiness 

in the body of Devadatta,while simultaneously there may be 

a feeling of pedn in the body of Yegffadatta. 237So many 

other arguments are also advanced by Purusottama.The jiva 

again can not be said to have the dehaparimana,because that

would lead to the transciency of che■jivas anu run counter 
to their eternity. ^The materialists beliei/e/ in the

237. T.S.^b.Y.53.p.92.
238. Madhyamaparimanatve anityatapatteh. T.S.Ab.?.53.p.9g.
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luminosity of sentiency as being a result; of, the

conglomeration of the atta of the primordial elements.

This is also not acceptable,since in that case consciousness
239would remain in a dead body also. ' The jivas then should 

be admitted as atomic in measure .Bow then to explain the 

pervasion of the whole body by the consciousness,which is 

atomic? This can be explained on the ground of the capacity
It

of the caitanya to pervade the whole body just like a piece 

of sandle-weod or it may be called its quality of spread-

-ing just like that of smell,which spreads here and there 

leaving its original source.24'0 '

One would naturally ask^t as to,how to explain the 

scriptural passages,that often teach of the pervasion of 

the soul,if we are to accept it as atomic.Here the 

followers of, the feuddhadvsita state that this can be 

explained on the ground of the Bhagavattva of the souls.

239. Jnittsm yasya dharmah sa punjo bahyafe cen mrtaSarire '

' pi jnSiam upalabhyeta. T.S.Ab,Y.55-56,p.9?. ,

240. Sarva&'ariragatacaitanyopalamhhas tu saiaarthySfl va 
gunad veti sadhitam. A.B.P.II.iii.28.p.?21.



When the aspect of ~ bliss,which is concealed from the. 

individual souls,is manifestedfthen the soul attains those 

attributes,which are connected with the aspect^ of bliss 

and there is vir uddhadhar^ladrayatva,as of the Highest 

Lord.Thus even though the spulinnay be atomic,they may be

great and pervading on account of the possession of the 

contradictory attributes.Thus the vyapakatva of the soul 

who has obtained the realization of Brahman,can be eixplain- 

-ed.The vyapakatva is thus of the nature of Brahmatva
241-and not jTvatva. • The jrva,.as a jiva,is atomic and as 

Brahman it is pervasive.

Being a part of Brahman,the jrva is sentient,and 

the sentiency is not only an attribute but also the 

essential nature of the individual soul;just as the 

attributes of Brahman also constitute its very nature.

Purusottama gives a very good argument when he says that 

which is produced by one is one*s quality;that which is

£41.Tasya brahmsbliavsm praptasya jivasya bhaga vattvena 
vyfpaketvsirutir yujyateJSa tu j That vena rupena....

Snandam^abhivyaktau brahmabhave sati tasya tadviruddha-

dharmadharatvam bhavaty atas tatra brahmakotayah

paricchedo vyapakatvaa ca pratiyerann iti.ir.B.P.II.HI
30. p. 731;



erne’s quality is inseparable from the one,of which it is

a quality;finally that which is inseparable from one is
242one’s..essential nature. As the sentiency is an attribute

of the individual soul,it follows as a corrollary that it is

also its essential nature.Similarly the activity of an

individual soul also comes from Brahman.The individual soul

is an agent on account of the relationship of tadatmya,

which it bears with Brahman.Thus the activity is of Brahman
od. 3and. it appears to be in the jiva.

Here comes perhaps the most crucial problem of all

the systems of the world.If the individual souls are agents 
themselves and if the activity of these jivas is to come

from Brahman,end'also if everything is in and through Rod, 

what about the unhappiness experienced by the jivas?The 

cont ingeney}that arises for Brahman,is that the Highest 

Lord,who is said to be so mercjful and kind,so good and 

benign.is partial to some who are made happy and cruel to

242.1c yajjanakah sa tadgunako yo ya&gunakah sa-tadavina-
• * * *

bhutah,yo yadafrinabhutab sa t ad a tm akah. A. 3. P. II. i i i. 18/.

p.706.
243. Brehiaagatam eva karfcrtvam hrahmatSdgTtmyad eva jive 

bhasate.A.B.P.II.iii.41.p.?48.
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those who are miserable.The humor beings in this wide world 

are daily falling and bleeding upon the thorns of life.Who is 

responsible for this? The theory of the enjoyment of the

fruits of one*s own actions and that of the transmigration 
of souls are formulated as a reply to this,but we shall have

to admit.in that case that the Highest Lord is dependents 

upon the actions of sn individual.Why should the omnipotent 

God depend upon the ^actions and create human beings according 

to the same?The doctrine of the freedom of will may be and 
Has been admitted in the feuddhadvaita.Ood is like a father, 

who puts all the necessary material before a child and informs 

him about the good or bad points connected with them,but it 

is the child who acts end not the father,who is consequently 

not & responsible for the defaults of the young oae.^This 
however is no solution of the problem,because even if we

admit the freedom of. will,what about the creator who has 

created pe ople, s oiae happy,heal thy ,wealthy and wi se, others 
equally miserable,weak,poor and foolish.The contention of 

God being dependent upon the actions can not be agreed to. 
by the iuddhadyaita,which believes in the omnipotence of

244.ito gun ad os a-kathan apurvakam baleec banusarisamagris ampl-
-dake pitari yatha na dosah kintu balasvabhave tatha 
brahmany api na dosah kintu jTva eva.A.B.P.II.iii.42.

p.749.
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God,who is and must be independent.,The karma again being

245jada op inert must be regulated by someone. Why then not 
believe in God as the giver of fruits,as-fie is the source 
of activity?.And if that is accepted,as it is actuality 
accepted,what about the contingency of partiality and 

cruelty?Vallabha tries to solve the difficulty by pointing 
out that the creation is of and in the self.God does not 
create anything new or different from Him;He just manifests
himself as the jivas and so even though the maker^ of

i's gAgmiseries,h£^neither partial nor cruel. ' Everything is one
with him.The Brshmasutra II.i.34.says that God Creates
in accordance with the actions of an individual.This sutra

247 ,is only for explaining the opponent. Yitthalesa hap
* »

another explanation to offer.He says that God desires to 
sport and sports naturally require some differences and 
distinctions. There is nothing wrong therefore, if we believe

245. Atah karmaniyahiaka T^varo'hg'Tkarya eva.T.S.Ab.¥.?6.p.l28

246. T.S.V.76,p.128.
247. Purvam tadansnyatvadi sutraih sarvasya brahmatmakatvam.

' jivasyapi brahmatmakatvam ca pratigliayan yadatra
•sapeksatvam hetukaroti tens jnsyate vadibcdhanayedam 

J iti,A.B.P.II.i.34.p.602. '
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the miseries also to be the lila of Ood. purusottaraa 

combines the two views in to one and says that even though 

Ood may give fruit with regard to the karma of individual8,

He does not become dependent, bee auselfe desires to do
!

in that way .While thus following his desire,he can not be 

saidito be cruel or partial,because He is everything.

The karma also, is an attribute atii> of Brahman and that , 

is how it is accepted as devoid of beginning.Sometimes 
Hod may not care for karma,because He is independent.^9

The explanations of Yallabha and his son and the 
interpretation of the two views as given by Purusottama

should be given e due place among ail those explanations

248. The view of Yitthaleia is suggested by his explanation 
of Brahmasutra II ijiu $4i-in which he explains the word 

prayatna as ’Bhagsv&tkrtah kridartham udyamab. *Por 
further explanation see i.B.P.iI.ii*.|S^P» 750.

249. Tenatredam siddhanuPhaladane bhagavan jTvakrtapraya- 

-tnasapekso'.pi na svatantryadahiyate.Tathaivalccita- 
~ t vat .hi oc an on us Sr en a vimdham phalam jivebhyo
dadsd api na vaisamyadidosabhag bhavati .Sarvar upatvat, 
karmansm apy an ad i tv am bhsgavaddharmatvat.Jivae^in 

marySdEm bhimity api. Svatsntratvat.iLB.P.II. iii.42.
yS*>~

- hPx751*
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which have so far been given.The contention of Yitthale&a may 

appear even strange on the face of it .Why should the jivas
i

suffer fat* the sport of God? Such a God will not be different 

from the boys,who throw stones in ponds for joy and kill the 
frogs.Hence the argument^ based on the lila of God must have 

the solid backing of the argument based on the oneness or 
Itmasrsti,if we are to use the terminology of the feuddhadvaita. 

But the explanation on the ground of Jtmasrsti requires one’s 

vision cultivated for this,and is intact a negation of the 

miseries rather than an explanation of them.

The world is .regarded in the feuddhadvaita as a manifesta-

-tion of the aspect of sat of God.The vedarita can not accept

the theory of Kanada that the world is produced from the

conglomeration of atoms, or from the prakrti as advocated by
the Samkhya.Purusottama repudiates both these views thorotghly

_ 250in his Srstibhedavada. However the problem for the 
ySuddhadvaita is,whether the world should be accepted as unreal.

The whole world with its wide vari^jjy of things,both great and 

small Has been a very great problem for the philosophers.lt 
is always fleeting and changing.Can it be called real at all? 

Again if we are to accept that everything is Brahman,can we

250.Cf.Srstibhedavada.Vadavsli.pp.82-95.
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equate Brahman with the floating* changing,mass of things,

which are not satisfactory,not eternal,and not even joyful?
Can,we believe that this world* which we see around us,is

a reel transformation of real Brahman?
feamkara says that the -world is mi thy a or unreal* The

reality of the empirical world can not be maintained in the
ultimate analysis and so feamkara distinguishes between the

TYyavaharika satya or the exoteric truth and the ^aramarth ika 

satya or the esoteric truth,Here however it is, necessary for 
us to understand what exactly is meant by &amkara,when he 

says that the world in mithya.T’he world,as it is,is in any

ease more real than the chiaerae and can not thus be reject- 

~ed outright as sheer illusion.lt can not thus be compared 
with mirage,or dreams or phantoms of experience,The 

Pratibhasiks is different from the Yyavaharika;but just as 

the Pratibhasika. is-negated in the Yyavaharika,in which we 

know that all that we have dreamt- or seen or thought is, 

wrong,even so we can go one step further and say that tie 

Yyavaharika is just an appearance,when we go to a still, 

higher level , of the Paramarthika While we are dreaming^

we do not think that what we experience is false;we know 
that only when we arise from our dream and find ourselves



in the waking state.By the parity of reasoning we can say 

that the waking worldly state can also be falsified,when 

we rise still higher due to the dawning light of true 

knowledge.The reality and otherwise of the world are thus 

relative.When §amkara says that the world is mithya,it is 

so opiy from the point of view of the highest reality,which 

the world is surely not.

The unreality of the warId,with everything that it 

includes, matter,souls,personal God,and all-ivenif 

may be maintained on the highest level,is a big blow to

the religious mind and how so ever great may be the

conclusions of this devastating reasoning,a man,especially

a man of religion,does not like it.that xvould be the

position then if the whole world is regarded as a phantom

of imagination,even if such an understanding may be a

misunderstanding or misinterpretation?The Taisnava teachers
who followed feamkara launched a violent tirade against

him,and Sankara was called ’Buddhist in disguise’(Praceha-
851-nnabauddhajand a 1 Palse-speaker(Mithyavadin). "Ramanuja

251 .Bagarjuna distinguishes between two satyas.Gf.
Dve satye samupa&ritya buddhanam^ dharmade^ana, 
Lokasamgrtisatyam ca satyam ca paramarthatah. 

Mularnidhyamika^^ika.IXIY.8. quoted in ’Gaudapada’by 
T.E p.Mahsdevsa.p.2Q6.fn. 70.Even Sunya of Buddhism is 
void only in the ultimate analysis.



and Madhva,Bhaskara and Aimbsrka-all who followed ISaiikara 

said that the world is real end explained the relation of 

the world and Brahman in their own ’ways„The world,according

to Ramanuja,is the gros^ieit which is the effect of the 

subtle acit.This subtle acit,together with the subtle cit,

forms the body of Brahman and thus there is Qualified monism. 

Even if we may not enter into a discussion of the relation 

of the subtle acit and Brahman,we should atieast admit

that the rudiments of the world are in Brahmen.If then the 

empirical world is ugly,bad and dull,the rudiments shouE 

be subtly ugly and subtly'bad.Can they then be connected 

with Brahman?If we think that the subtle acit does not 

contain all this,whet can be the/sflnree of everything 

despisable and dissatisfactory in the world which is the 

gross form of that very subtle acit? Any way the reality of 

the world,when looked upon in the context of the Ad^vait/a,

even though that Advaita may be qualifier^ remains an . 

unsolved problem.

Vallabha and his followers say that the world is 

not false.Ifc can not be equated with the illusory appearances, 

because it i's the manifestation of the aspect of sat of
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Brahman;arid is thus its effect.As the cause is real,the 

effect,which is the revelation of its aspect^ of being,

can not be called unreal.The prapanc^a is thus' satya and •

not mithy'S'.The question new is as to how can. the world be 

called real.What Yaliabha and his followers mean by the 

reality of the world is the reality of the essential foam 

of the world (Brahmarupana satyatva) .We may agree that the 

war Id,which is just the manifestation of Brahman,is real 

in its essence,which is Brahman;but as Dr.P.T.Rsju puts

it,fthe relation between the essence of the world and the 

Brahman is not. the problem.The problem is about the 

realtion between the world as we experience it and the,
252Brahman.* ’ - Thus if Brahman is the norm of reality,can we 

say that the world,in which, we live,is also real?

The answer to this is found in the distinction that 

has been made out by the followers of |>ure Monism, be tween 

Jagat or Propanea on the one hand and the Samsara on the

other.This distinction has not bee^n maintained by the 

predacessors of Yaliabha and therefore it is a novel 

theory for the Vedanta.The world has Brahman as its material 

cause and may a as an instrument; the samsara on the other

252.1)r.p.T.Raju.Idealistic thought of India.p. 169.
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hand has no material cause and avidya or nescience is
253instrumental for its appearance. fhe samsara is not

25dproduced.lt is * ueyate’and not* jayate’. ■'The Samsara is

of the nature of pride and consciousness of possession

(ahantamamatatmake) and is thus destroyed by knowledge.

It is the Samsara which ends,when one is liberated,and not

the world,which may be merged at the will of God.In the
feuddhadvaita the terms mays and avidya are not synonymous,

as is the case with the system of &uakara.0n the strength 
_ 255of the Bhagavata passage, purusottama says that the

avidya is an effect of the rsaya. Avidya is thus not without 
e beginning and being one of the twelve iaktis of the Lord,

it has no power over God. Knowledge puts an end to the 
avidya and consequently samsara,but not the prapanca. J/

253. Tatha hi prapaScasya brahmopadahakatvara mayakaranaka-
tvam,samsara sya nir upadanako t vsm avidyakaran a tvani
iti karanabhe&ad bhedah.T.S.lb.?.23.p.60. ,

254. T.8.P.7.23.
255. Yidyavidye mama tana viddhy uddhava fcaririnam, 

MoksabandhakarT ad ye may ayl roe vinirmite.Bhagavata.
XI.xi.3.

256. T.S».Ab.V.25.p.65.
257. Jnsnasya sakary a vidyaha,4uka t ram aocanam ca, anyathaiva 

svidyaya ahantaraamatatmakasamsarabijatvat samsarasya-

vidyakatvaKathanena-sakaranasya tasyaiva jnananadya-

tvakathanena ca saroyag siddham.T.S.Ab.7.81.p.139.



It should also be borne in mind that avidya is just removed

by vidya,it is not destroyed .jin effect is completely destroyed

only when the inhering cause is destroyed.Knowledge can not

destroy## the maya which causes avidya.Avidya therefore 
- E58exists in the mays in a subtle form. Purusottams gives m

illustration by pointing# out that the state of sleep which 
*is removed by wakefulness Remains in the baddhi,as its mode

and pervades the internal organ.

Avidya ana vidya have five divisions ^each, and they are

called parvans.The five psrvans- of the avidya" are the ignor-

-anee of the essential nature and the s iiper imp os i t i on of the

body*the senses,the prana and the internal organ. Avidya,

says purusottams,can be understood either collectively or

individually. It is thus samastirupa or vyastirupa, just as

we can understand the forest as one,while the trees are many.

The samastirupa is one of the powers of the Highest Lord,
260She vyastirupa is connected with the individual souls.

There is no question of superimposition with reference to

258. Karyaaya sarvatha nebo hi sama^ayini§at.prakrte ea 
vidysyah saltvikitven a svajanakamayana4akatvabhavat 
mayasattvat tatra suksmarupenavidyayah,sattve ta^ya 
upamardo eva na tu na^ah.T. S.Ab.V.33-34.p. 74.

259. T.S.V.32.
260. Evam eati samastirupena vanam itivad.aikyam.Tyastirupena 

vrksa itivan# nahatvam. Tatra samastirupa ohagavacchaktir 
vyastirupa jivaham iti siddhyati.T.S.Ab.Y.32.p.73.
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the avidya, which is produced fro® the in ay a before creation,

because the adhyasas come afterwards.Maya produces mabat,which
again creates the ego.Both these are of the nature of the
internal organ and so the first is the antahkaranadhyass.Prana
is just another form of th^fego and there is the pranadhyasa.

isThis/foilowed by the superimposition of the body and the
senses.The dehadhyase leads to a complete forgetting of the
essential nature{svarupa-vismerana).This is the ignorance of
the nature,which is the same as wrong, knowledge.Thus the
original nescience leads to the bondage of the dehadhyssa and
the-super imposition, of the attributes of the body, which in its

gglturn produces the cycle of births end deaths.This is samsara.

It will thus be seen that the distinction between the

jag at and the samsara depends upon the distinct ion between the 
points of view from which we look at the cosmos.If we take it 
to be just of the essential nature of Brahman,it is the 
prepane a which exists; if it is understood as a heterogeneous 
mass of things separated from me another and also from Brahman, 
there is ignorance and samsara.Thus it is the difference which 
is sublated and not the essential nature.Shell we are in need

2fl. Evam ca mulavidyakrto dehadhyasadibandhas tena krto yo 
jaifiiemaransdiparsmpara.janako dehadidharaadhyssah sa 
samsara iti phalati .T.S. Ab.Y.32.p. 74.
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of iti^'ieh of gold we use ail the ornaments of gold in our - 

possession and we take them to be gold and not bracelets and
sjS

rings different from the gold.The distinction^ are removed

and we have gold alone.Sven so here also we have the propanea,

which is not false. ,0 The distinctions are thus due only to

the egoism and the things.as they are viewed by the ordinary
26*3people in the world,are brought about only by speech. ’"The

samsira is thus a delusion of the individual soul,due to which 

he sees things,which do not exist and does not see what exists 

in the prapanca, which is of the nature of Srahman.Purusottama 

gives even e syllogism to prove the reality of the prapanca.

Just as the dream world requires the world which is more real 
to precede it,even so our vyavaharika prapanca follows the

prapanca,which is relatively more real.The reason given for
264

the premise is the mayikatva or the' 5mayikatve4a abhimatatva’.

268. Yatlia bahusuvarnapeks ay am tatkarys&i katakakundalaghats- 

Issravabfuy aniyaitavad id am suvarnata iti suvarnatvenaiva- 
tahi grhyante im tu datakaUirupena iti vikalpabuddher 
eva badlio na tu svarupasyapTti t gdr & abh an an ur odh on a api 
na mithyatvam prepane ssys. ciduhyai i. T. 3. .Ab. ¥. S1. $. 158.

263. Ten a iokapratlyamahsrupena pad ar than am vacarambhana- 
-roatratvam eva. T. 8..Ab. V. S 2. p. 159.

264. Vyavaharikah prapancah s rape us ay ot kr at as at t akapr ap anc a- 
^urvakah.Mayikatvenabliimatatvln mayikatvad va .Svapnadi- 
prapancavat. S.8.p.351.S§s also §rstibhedavsda,vsdavail,

p.104.
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That i 

bad in

s why it,is said that a Bralm&vadi® never sees anything 

the world,because for him everything is of the nature

of Brahman.

The foregoing discussion regarding the distinction between 

the jagat and the aamsara,eloquently speaks of the exact 
position that the ^uddhedvaita has taken regarding the world.

The world can not be accepted as real,as has been done by 

Ramanuja;nor can it be regarded as unreal as taught by Samkara. 

VallabJia therefore tries to moke a compromise by stating the 

reality of the world in its essential nature and -distinguishing 

it from the samsara,v/hich is illusory and unreal.When purusottaoe 
postulates another prapanca,which is .relatively more real,it may 
appear that the difference between the feuddhadvaita and the 

hevaladvaita is more of emphasis than of substance.lt is 

interesting to note here that the five pervans of the avidya 
are ,ignorance of the real nature and the adhyasas,both of which
are maintained by ^s&kara.Purusottama1 a opponent appears to be

correct in pointing out that in the ytidahadveita,the ultimate 
reality of the world is accepted as of the nature of Brahman,

after rejecting the same from the point of view of the world, 
while in oamkara*s system there.is the rejection of just the

265. T.S.Ab. ?. *?9.p.l33.
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ultimate reality of the world as such. oo0an it be said that 

Yall&bha admits the theories of femkara for all practical

purposes and raises a theistie structure upon them, instead 

of the absolutistie one constructed by §amkars?

(K).

Theory of causation-Abheda.

.After dealing with important points regarding Brahman 

and the world,together with the individual souls,we shall 

now turn to the theory of causation as promulgated in the

Isuddhadvaita.The theory of causation assumes primary

importance in Indian systems of philosophy because here 

the thinkers try to show how the world as an effect can be 

explained from the principle,that they have acciepted.While 

the followers of the Sahkhya believe the Prakrti to be 

the cause of the universe together with the purusa,who just 

* looks* at it,the Yai^esikas are of the opinion that the 

gross forms of the world are all derived from the

266.Brahmavade hy advaitartham jagato jagadrupena paramarthila 
-satyatam nanayukti&rutisutradibhir nirafcrtya tais

tasya brahmarupena paramartliikasatyata pratipadya...

Maysvade tu jagatah paramarthikasatyatvanirakarana ~ 

matrena...T.S.Ab.Y.82.p,140.
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conglomeration of the attsis,which constitute the original 

cause.ill the branches of the Yedahta agree that the 

ultimate cause,the uncaused cause of the world is Brahman, 

and all except Madhvs admit that Brahman is both the 

material and efficient cause of the world.

The followers of the Sahkhya are refuted by saying

that the Prakj^rti is inert and thus cannot produce the 
.. 267world. purusottama says against the Yaisesikas that in 

the Yedic as Y/ell as puranic literature we .find that the 

gross cause gives rise to the subtle effects and not vice 

versa.This is found in the world also,for the mass of 

threads,which is ^ross gives rise to the piece of cloth, 

cotton which is a mass causes the thin threads,Gan

not therefore admit that the cause is subtle and is thus

the atoms.The Buddhistic theory of creation,of that which 

exists from that which does not exist,is also vehemently 

rejected.The Buddhists contend that it is from the seed,
i

which is destroyed,that a sprout is caueed.Here also

267. JLB.II.ii.1-10. ' ’
SGS.fSraute paurane ca d.arcane sthulad eva karonat suksire «. 

sya karyasya vibhagenadav utpatteb.A.B.P.II.ii. 12.
p.625.
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Purusottama points out that- it is only the gross f ormd&f

the seedf which is destroyed and not its subtle form which
269definitely exists. jhe world thus is not asatafc satta- 

rupa,and must have Brahman as its cause.

While the other systems of the Yedanta say that 

Brahman is the material cause or the upadaha of the world, 
the feuddhadvaita prefers the term samavayikarana or the 

inhering cause.Brahman has three aspects,being,sentiency 

and bliss;and these aspects are found inherent in the 

inert worldly objects,the individual souls and the 

i&taryamins.fhus there is inherence of sat,eit and ah and a. 

That which is inhered in the other is seen as the latter* s 

essential characteristic,just as a pot shows the 
essential characteristics of the clay.The whole world, 

whatever may be the internal differences and 'distinctions, 

reveals one common characteristic of being or existence; 

and we can say that there is inherence or anvaya of sat 

in the world. * as sat is of the essential nature of

269. Ivan ca ankuradav api b I j asthuianfeasyaivopamardo 
na tu ftuksasndasya.Tadantasta eve suksman&anani 
ahiuribhavat.A.B.?.II.iii.26.p.651.

270. Io hi yadanvitah sa svasmins tad visa.yam pratitim 
aflhatte yatha ghatadih prthivyadipratitim.Tathatra 
sarvam astityadipratitijanakatvat sadadyanvitam.

i.B.P .1. i. 3.p.83.



Brahman,as it the ease with cit and ananda,Brahman is the 

samavayikarana or the inhering eause of everything.The

Anvaya or samanvaya is the inherence of that which is neither

adventitious nor super-imposed,and that is why the name and 

from or the illusory experiences are not to be understood as 
inhered. ^That is why the somavaya of the feuddhadvaita is 

different from the inseparable conjunction which is called 

seiaavaya by the Tai^esikas.

The word prakrti stands for the essential nature of the

thing and Brahman can just be called prakrti in this way; 
which therefore means the samavayikarana. ^%hen we see an 

ea&tlien pot; we know that it is made of clay and thus all 

the earthen pots can be known as having the clay as their 

essential inhering cause,similarly ’when we decide the aspect 

of being in me substance,it is known, as inhering in all 

the existing substances and so Brahman,which has sat as its

271. Maropitahagantukarupenahuvr11ir eve samavayah.
A.B.P.I.i.3.'p.90.

272. Prakrti&ahdad ca svarupe rudhah mrtprakrtir ghatah, 
karpasaprakrtih patah ityadiprayogadsr&snat samavayi- 
-karanam abhidhatte. A.B.P.I.iv.23.p.530.purusottama 
further says that the term Prakrti also stands for the 
efficient cause,on etymological grouncls;Prakrsta krtir
yena. h.B.P.I.iv.23.p.530.
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aspect,is established as the inhering cause. The term 

prakrti thus should not necessarily mean the pradhsna of 

the Sankhya because the Pradhaha is not a saraavayin.

It is quite natural.that a question will arise as to 

why the word upadana^which is used by other .systems of 

the Vedanta,is not found here,while the term saipavaya- is 

used instead of it.purusottama says that the'word upadana, 
which means the material cause ^presses, that which is 

enveloped by the actions of the agents and which is 

consequently limited by the same. The up ad an a is only 

a specific state of the samavayln.lt is that aspect of 

the earth alone, which in the fork of a lump of clay or 

threads,limited and worked upon in the process of production, 

that can be called the material cause or the upadana for 

the production of a jar or p piece of cloth.So only the

273. Tatha hyeksmin mrtpinie mrd vikar atvan iayottaram 
servasmins tetsajatiye tatha jnana^mrttikayam tat- 
-samavayitvajnauam tadrdaikade^apratyaksad eva bhavati... 
tatha prakrte' py ekatra sarnnay a t ve nincite sarvesu
tatsajatiyesu sad vikar a tvs jnarxat sati sarvasamavayi- 
tvajnahan tadr&apratyaksad eva bhavatiti sati satnavayi- 
tvasiddhih.A.B.P.I.iv.23.p.531.

274, Loke upadahapadena karirkriyoys vyaptasya pariechinna- 
~syaivabhidhanadar6sn8tlA.B.P.I.i.3.p.ll8.
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Highest Lord who is not changed or worked upon is the.
275samavayin of the world by just one of his aspects. The 

reason thus for the preference of the term samavayin to 

the term upadaha lies in the adherence of the thinkers of 
Bure Monism in the avikrtaperi|8j|av§da5 as different from 

the generally accepted parimsmavada or vivartavafia.

Upad she. , says Purusottama,is t wSf old,parin am in and

vivarts.The first is defined as the transformation of the

Upadaha,the transformation having an equal degree of 
276existence. The vivarta on the other hand is the transform-

-ation^which has not an equal degree of existence with the 
__ _ 277upadana. The parina&a can further be understood as either

vikrta or involving chage or modification,or avikrta,i.e.

that which doesjSnvolve any such change.The former is

illustrated in the manufacture of a pot from the clay,

while the shaping of different ornaments of 0-old is an
example of the litter.In our ordinary affairs of the world,

2?5.Upadanam tu samavayin a evavasthavi^esah.ppricchinnasya 
kartr-kriyaya vyeptaoyaiva mrtpindasutr-adirupasya 
prthivyam h a syaiva ghat sp atsdyup ad. an a t va dar Son a t...
At a era bhagavsn avikrta eva jagate ekamisena samavayf.

Pr,p,31.
276. perinakafe ca upadahasamasattako'nyathabhavah.Pr.p.Sl.
277. Hpodinasya visamasattako' nyathabhaho vivartah.

pr.p.32.



the efficient and the instrumental causes are different from

the material cause •Furusottams does not think it necessary 

to believe in the asam&vayikar ana,which is explained by the 

vaiiesikas to be the conjunction of the different constitu- 
-ents like the threads in the production of a piece of cloth

It may be included in the karanasamagri.

The followers of the feiiddhadvaita admit the svikrts- 

parinasavada in which the cause,even though transformed into 

the effects,retains its essential nature and does not under- 
-po any basis or substantial modifieation.When milk is

transformed into curds,it can not be used as milk and 
bee ones curds only .We can not prepare tea with it.When 
however ornaments are made of gold,we can use all of them 
as gold and the gold remains gold even though tjie

distinction between the golden ornaments and gold is of

the different shape and different names.They are not
£78 *different substances.

The avikrtapariiiamsvada of Yaliabha cannot he under- 

-stood properly without the avirbhava-tirobhE'va-va'da,which 
is one -of the most important theories of the feuddhadvaita.

2S82Sith! bahusuvarnakanksayam katakakund alakala£abhrhga ra- 
divyaktyanadaras tatha...Itenakaradibhedakrta eva tat- - 

-tallaukikavaidikavyavaharabhedo na vastubhedakrtah.
l.B.P.I.iv.23,p.535
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In fact Purusottsma explains causality itself as the basis of
onqthe power of manifestation. "The avirbhava and tirobhava can

\ '

be explained as manifestation and concealment respectively.

The avirbhava can be understood as the power of the cause, 

which reVlls outside the latent effec^whieh already exists 

in' the cause;the tirobhava is that capacity which conceals the 
effect which exists outside.280The terms .may be understood 

sifcply also as avirbbavana and tirobhavana thus meaning just 
manifestation and concealment. 281yittlvalefea in his Vidvan-

-mandana explains avirbhava as being fit to be an object of
282 ’ 

experience and tirobhaya as being not fit to be an object

of experience. ^Both avirbhaya and tirobhava are powers of 

the lord .Purus ottama also discusses as to whether any such
power^ or powers are necessary in the cause.when a certain 

effect is produced from a certain cause or a particular set

279. Xaranatvam cavirbhavafca fektySSheratyam.Pr.p.26,

280. hvih prakafcara fchavayati upadan entalis them karyam bahih 
prakatam karoti ya nimittagata upadahagato ca baktih* 
sa avirbhavababdsvaeya.Evam tirah aprakatam bhsvoyati 
bahistham jsSiryam upadnnantsh sthSpayati ,ya feaktir na£ska- 
-gata sa tirobhavafeabdevacyf. Jvirbhavatirobhavavada.

YadavalT. p.191.
281. Jvirbhavatirobhavavada. Tadeve 11.p. 191.
282. inubhsvavis ayatvayogyata.V.M.p.86.
283. Tadavifayatvayogyata.V.M.p.85-See also the explanation

. in S.S.and |r.p.26.ff. . . " .
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of causes,w@ should accept the power of that cause or causes 

to produce that particular effect.This power can not be 

understood as the nature or the essence of the cause,for

neither the nature (svabhava)nor the essence(svsrupa)csn be 
avioded and so if we ware to understand the productive 
capacity as either of them,we must admit the production of 
a piece of cloth from the threads,which are torn to tatters

or that of a sprout from a seed which is burnt.We should 

thus accept the power of production as different from the 

essential nature of the cause and also as liable to obstru- 
-etion or destruction by an external element.^'Those powers 

of production and its opposite can be respectively called 

avirbhava and tirobhava.The whole process of causation has 
to be explained in terms of these two powers with which the 

Highest Lord is endowed.Even the six modifications of 
becoming (Bhawikaras) as stated by Yaroyayani in Hirukta^®

A * *

can be understood in connection with these two.-'Is being

produced’ ( jayate) is related to revelation, alone,so also’is’

(asti)is so related because of ihexstsp inherence of the

aspect of being.*Is being transfromed*,’grows*and ’wanes’
(Viparinamate,vardhate and apaksiyatejare connected with both

284. T.Sj.ib.Y.l40.p.113.Also Of.Jvirbhavatirobhavavada.
■ Yadavail.p.185.ff.

285. Hirukta',1.2.
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manifestation and coneealment,while ’is being destroyed*
286

(nabyati)is connected with concealment alone.

The effect.thus is only a manifestation of the cause,or 

in other words,the effect is just a manifested state of the

cause.This being the case,there is essentially non-difference
287between the cause and the effect. As everything is caused 

by Brahman,everything is Brahman.Brahman is revealed in the 

world by its aspect of sat,in, the individual souls by its 

aspect of cit and in the intaryarains by its aspect of an and a.

That is why Brahman is described as devoid of any dualism, 

either with those who are of the same type or with those who 
are not of the same type or with these who are,in it.^®

The individual souls,which are sentient and eternal,have'a 

similarity Kia nature wskmm' with Brahman and are thus 

sajatiya.The sajatfysdvaita is illustrated by Purusottama 

as esisting in the two different bulls.The inanimate objects 

are vijatiya because of inertia and transciency;and the

difference would be just like that between a pot and a piece

of cloth.The Antaryamins are svagata,because all the aspects 
of sat.cit and ananda are manifested in them but they are

286.S.S.pp.350-351.
287. A.B.P.l.iv.23. p.534.
Z88. 8ajatfyavijatiyasvagatadvaitavarjitam. f.S.v.60.p.ll3.
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limited and are capable only of limited and defined action;

the illustration given here is that of the flowers and the 
tree., Brahman has none of these distinctions,as it is

inherent in all the three by its various aspects.

, Causation,says Burusottama,ean be understood on two

grounds,anvaya and vyatireka.They may be explained as meaning 
the invariable existence of the cause when, the effect exists, 

and the invariable absence of the ef fee Win the absence of 
the cause,thus implying a relation of invariable, concomitance

between the cause and the effect.Mvaya may also be taken to

mean the inherence of the aspects of the cause in the effect
and vyatireka may be understood as the existence of the cause

290over and above the effect. While the first explanation of 
the terms and the second explanation of anvaya leads^to 
the theory of identity,the second explanation of vyatireka is 
impprtant from another point of view.It shows that in the 
system of ffallebha fed is not wholly transformed into the 
world and even though it is revealed variously by its aspects
289. T. S. Ab. Y. 60. p. 118. ................

■ 290.Karanstagr§bakau cshvayavyetirekau.Tau ca dvividhau. 
Svaavavyapyetarayavatkarariasattve yatsattve' va fey am 
yatsattvam anvayah.Yadabhave'vaSyam yadahliavo vyatirekah... 
invayanam' anvayah... .Ksryena saha tadavayavadirUpeina-
vasthanam.Yi^esenatirecanam vyatirekah.Karyatirekena- 
-vasthanam.Br.p.S2.
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it remains over and above the world.God is thus in the world 

and yet transcends the same.This is meant by vystireka,i/e.

vi&esena atireesna.» *

How can non-difference or identity be explained in the 
feuddhscivaita? We have seen that in the feuddhadvaita /Brahman

inheres in the effects,or is revealed in the effects and the 
effects are only Rendition of the cause.Essentially therefore 

the effect is me with the cause, just as the golden ornaments 
ere one with gold.Brahman is transformed in the effects without 

undergoing any change or modification.All this can be accepted. 

But even then there ere two important points,which require/ 

explanation.As we have seen shove the problem before a

philosopher is not merely to shew the essential identity of 

the world with Brahman,but to explain the world as it is seen 

and experienced by us in its relation to Brahman.Secendly,

even in accepting the essential identity and in accepting the 

difference onl'r of name end form,that name and form which is 

surely a change or modification,if admitted as real and not 

mithya,should be explained in the light of the monistic 

doc'brine, that has been propounded.

As we have discussed in the previous section about the 
jagat vis-a-vis the samsara,jagat is real only as a manifestation



of Brahman and not as the world,whi&h is separated and

different from Brahman,In that case the realityfof the jagat

as jagat;can not be admi11ed.purusottama says the same thing 

when he points omb that the various forms ;as seen in the worlds

are only for thw worldly dealings.So the reality of the world 

can not be maintained in the limited and defined form,in, which 

it exists,but from the point of view of reality the world is
P91non-existent. J The illustrations which are given by Purusottaraa 

to prove the abheda,are still more pointed.The form of a pot 

may be different from that of clay,but it does.not mean that 

the pot as a substance is distinct from the clay. A man who is 

sleeping or standing or sitting or walking may have different 

postures,but the man remains the same. $e xmay thus consider 
the distinctions as immaterialfbut are they real? While

refuting the dualistic theories,purusottama says that they are

291. Tessin rupanam vyavaharamatrarthatvad ity art.dWh.Etena
siddhante pratiniyat&rupena jagatah satyatvabhavo,na

- tu satyatvena rupens jagadabnavs iti bodhitam.A.B.P,J.iv.23.
P*53b.

292. To vikarah prthubudhncdersdih sa vaesrambhsnam vaeiks- 
kriyatmako na tu karanaa vyaktibhedapadakah.Yotha supte 
utthite upoviste ca pur use1 vayavavinyassbhedo' to naroa- 
-dheyara i^iraittikakriyayah padarthasvarupabhedanapadaka- 
-tvat namaiva.Tatha c&tra karanavasth&tmsnsivaikarupya- 
-sya vivaksitatvsd vyaktibhedanadara eva.

i.B.P.I.iv.23.p.535.



only due to the ego and are unreal. The distinctions even

between things like a pot and a piece of cloth are only mundane
894and hence unreal. Ramanuja attacks the theory of Atmasyarupa- 

-parimanjayada on the same ground of distinctions.If we believe 

in both the enjoyer end the objects of enjoyment as the 

transformations of the essential nature of Pod,how can there be 

distinct!cm between them? Purusottama replies by resta-ting his 

theory of pure Monism on the scriptural grounds aid says that 

the. svabhaYa-vibliaga is seen even il the world cm account of 
the disintegration of powers.(feaktivihlesa)This is like a tree, 

in which the leaves,flowers,fruits and roo ts-every thing is

mutually different, but all of them have the unity with the seed
pcj5so far as their natare(svabhava) is concerned.w We heave

however seen that the distinctions are only clue to the ego and
\

are therefore unreal.Is this the same as ?ivartavada?fhen Idaikara 

says that the world is unreal,be rejects the reality of the 

world,as we see it.If that is vivsrtavada,it may appear that 
it is accepted by the propounders of the id uddiiadva.it a also.' 

purusottama in fact admits this and says that from the point of

893. Abhimahsmatram eva bhedo na tu vastavah.T.S.jb.Y.92.p. 159.
894. fhatapatastha 1 e tu vyaveharikopadenakrto bheda ity

evastavah.T.S. Ab.Y.92.p. 158.
895.,A.B.P.li.i. I3.p.5?3.
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view of the world he accepts vivartavada,while from the point of 

view of Brahman he believes in Parinabiavada.

Admitting that there is parinamavada from, the point of vie?/ 

of Brahman,what about the vikaras?We may say that the vikaras

or modifications ere unreal,but if we want to maintain the 

reality of the world, even in its essential form, we must admit
st/Least one kind, of change.The jagat is the effect form of 

Brahman,in which only one of the three aspects is revealed and 

the other two are concealed.Similarly the individual souls are 

an effect with two aspects revealed and only one concealed.Thus 

there remains a subtle distinction between the cause and the

effect,that is between the cause with all the aspects fully 

manifested and the cause with the manifestation of one or two

aspects.Thus a change in the state of the cause can not be

refused on any ground. The opponent cf purusottama correctly 

points out that even in the Avikrtaparinamavada, the change of

the avastlia[fiur va vastha-anyethabhavarups-'vikara) remains. 

Purusottama says that the change in the state of the cause 

is not equal to the change iu the substance and therefore there

296.Evam ca antarasrstim prati vivartopadsnatvsm atmasrstim 
prati parinamyupadahatvam brahman a iti ni 4c ay ah.

Srstibhedavada. YadavalT.p. 11-3.



is no harm in admitting it. At another place when the 

theory of Bhaskara is severely criticised by faeaspati Mi^ra^

purusottama defends Bhaskara by pointing out that the

difference,between the two ornaments of gold, is due to the

difference between their respective conditions.Thus that,which

is conditioned is different as well as non-different from that

which conditions,according as we look to them from the point of

view (bS the different conditions or of the oneness of the

substance.Thus non-difference does not necessarily mean oneness,

and the bheda can be admitted together with the sbheda*^Thus

the unity of the cause and the effect is tolerant of the
299difference and this is Tadatmya. The bheda which is thus

-330accepted is due to the desire of-God. The powers of avirbhava 

and tirobhava should also be understood on the basis of the

297.Tstha ca dadhidugdhanysyena svorffpasya gandhadigunanam 

eahyathabhavs evatragrahyavikaratveaabhipreyate,na tu

sahkhyanyathabhavo'pi. tathatveneti kary aferutyanurodhal 
ahgikriyate. A.B.P.I.iv.25.p.539.

2-98. A.B.P.I.i.3.pp.9£~95.Se-G also- Bhedabhedasvarupanirnaya.
YadavalT.

299. Bhedas&hisnur abhedas tadatmyam. S.S.p.149.

300. Bhedasshisnuta ca bahu sysra $rajayeya itTcchayaiii tad- 
-•vy apar abhlitadaktivi bhagen a.Pr. p. 29.



301 .desire of 0,od. That is why Purusottama says that in the

feuddhsdvaita the samavaya is not different from tad a tiny a and , 

the samavayikareria is that cause,the effect of which is

produced depending upon the cause in the relationship of
_ ' 302 itad a tray a. ” ''Thus we may say that the Suddha-advaita is the

same as iicehika- hheda- abheds.

W.
Badhanas end phala.

, At the very outset it is necessary to make one point clear, 

so far as this section is concerned.In the beginning of this 

chapter m hare sljown that purusottama*s contribution to the 

Suddhadvaita is mainly on the philosophical side of the system 

Though Purusottama has commented upon end independently 

written certain tracts dealing with the practical sfd6 of

the system,such as the belief in devotion as the' highest means 

of liberation,or the divisions of pusti,preveha and aaryada,

301. Evam saty asmin kale'sarin de£e idem karyam evam bhavatv 
iticchavissyatvam avirbhavah,tada tatra tatha tan ma 
bhavatv itiechaviseyaivam tirobhavah.S, S.pp, 115-116,

302. Tatra tadatayasambandhena yada^raysia karyam bhavati tat 
samavayikar an am. Pr.p. 27. also;.Ato na saaavayas tadatmys-
tiriktah.pr.p. 29*aLso:Yedyapi siddhante semavayo natirik# 
tas tathspi tadatmyasyaiva namantaram $M.T.S.ib,¥.27.

pp.68-63,



or the desirability of renunciatioh, e tc ^ I f however one wants 

to get a complete picture of these teachings,one should read 

the works of fiokulanatha and Hariraye rather than those of 

Purusottama.ln this section therefore,we have not treated the 

topics of sadhsnss and phala fully,but we have tried to give, 

only those points which deserve special notice in our study

of purusottsma.

Moksa according to the abstract speculations of the 
idealists of some of the Up an is ads and aecoruing to i§amkara is 

the liberation from all the evils and miseries of the world. 

That the world is a venue of woe has been accepted by almost 

all the religious teachers and philosophers.Hence eiBamoipation 

is definitely devoid of miseries. But is it full of joy also? 

Happiness and misery are relative terms and so,as argued by 

the absolutists like £>amkara,if we accept happiness or joy in 

the liberated state,the unhappiness will also be admitted from 

the bsekddoor.Hence moksa should be understood as total absence

of miseries(Atyanta-dulildia-abliava) .Naturally this could not 

appeal to the people at large.lt is not enough that liberation 

is just an absence of unhappiness.This is only s negative • 
aspect^.There must be something positive also,so as to give.
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solace to the suffering mortals.Purusottama rejects the

idea of relativity and says that there is full bliss and 

bliss alone in tne state of moksa.Brahman is anandamaya
because of the anandapracurya.When we say that the sun is 
full of light or that the summer days are full of heat or 
that the monsoon nights are completely dark,the opposites 
of light,heat and darkness are respectively sublsted 
by perceptual experience and cannot be understood as

30 aexisting even in a minimum degree. 'Brahman is-thus full 

of bliss and there is not an iota of its opposite in it. 

Even,so liberation is also full of joy and not mere 

omegation of miseries.

MeCan God be obtained? If£just argue that the attain
ment of anything can be accomplished only when that thing 
is different from cne who obtains it,and that the relation-

-ship between the limited jiva and unlimited God is that

of oneness,who is to be obtained by whom?That is why
t ‘ 304Sawkera says that mokes cannot be obtained,it is.

S03.Loke' pi praeurapraka^ah savita prabhutssantapo nida- 
-gha-divssa'nUhakaramayl varsaVibhsvari bahudhsno
vai&ravana itygdivakyo^ravane pratiyoginak tamahiaitya-
prakafeedaridryanam pratyaksato badhena-tatra tadelpa- 
-tvabankays an udayat. A.B.P.I.i.12.p.198.

3°4.cf ,;Samkara-bhasya. I. i. 4,11. i. 14.
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This however is not the position,that can be accepted by 
the followers of the iSuddhsdvaita.If God is not to be 

obtained,nothing is to be done for it,then what is the 

use of all the talk of devotion and discipline?Purusottama 
says that the attainment is possible owing to the avirbhava

-tirobhava,depending upon 'the will of God. As regards the

•oneness or non-difference between the two,it is the

individual soul,who is one with Brahman and not vice versa;

and so the non-difference does not come in the way' of 
.vn ^M J_ * *-*\J

prapti.

The attainment of the Highest Lord means the Sarvatma- 
-bhava or the Brahraabhava with the realization of the 

presence of Brahman everywhere.lt is explained by 

Purusottaiaa as tne flashing of Brahmen preceeded by the 
revelation of the attributes of Brahman.'~'uoThe highest 

kind of liberation however is the spyujya,which is the

result of the pusti-bhakti.?up us ot tarns gives an etymolo-
_ BO 7-gicsl explanation of sayujya as conjunction. It is

-305.Ananyatvam tu suvarneiakalanyayena brahmanah sakaiaj 
-jivasya na tu jlvasya sake^ad brahmanah iti tasyapi 
praptipratibandhaka tvabhavst.A.B.P.I.i.11.pp.178-f79.

SO6,Breliraabnavak ca svasmin brahmadharmavirbhevapurvaka- 
-brahrnasphurtirupa eve. A.B.P.I.i.29.p.863.

SO7.Saha yunaktlti sayak,-tadhhav-aji- sayujyam iti yogab.
T.S.Ab.Y.13.p.48.



the eternal enjoyment in the company of Krsna. -

God,according to the &uddhadvaita,is not oMy

Ssdhyarupa hut even Ssdhanarupe; even the means for his
\

realization are of the essential nature of God.They are 

also the aspects of God .Pur us attains says this on the

strength of the purusasukta and the explanation of it
■308in the second book of fciie Bhsga?ata.

The Upasanes;given in the latter part of the Vedie 

literature^ are not for the purification of the mi||d,as 

has been made out by feaiikars and his followers.These 

meditations on the other liand^ inform us of the greatness
3QQof God and thus pave the way for devotion. ''Once the 

Ershpianimess(Brahmatva) is established there is not 

much of distinction between knowledge and meditation,

because either of them is brought about by experience 
and both require a common mental faculty,The difference 

may however be found out by pointing out that meditations

308. T. Sn. Ah. Y. 3. p. 5.
SOS .Udgx thedisilry ady upas an ay a tat ta tpr r-kor arioktairi

phalam tens tenopasyeno dTyate.Teoam ca pratTkat^e- 
-na t a tkr t aph al ad an an mularupamahatmyaia eva prati- 

-paditam bhsvati. Jn&te ca mahatmye tatra bhaktih.
T.S.^b.Y.12.p.45.
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require the superimposition, of the attributes of one upon 

something else.Even if we accept-it, the super imposition is 

always of the attributes of the superior upon the inferior 

and not vice -versa.The attributes of the cause are super

imposed upon the effect.Once this is conceded,even though 

knowledge and meditation may be distinguished with regard 

to their forms,it should be accepted that both lead to 

the same result.There is thus no difference between the 
two in their capacity to produce the result.^

.As regards the three psifts of action,knowledge and 
devotion,the feuddhedvsita ,iV position is that of msintain- 

-ing the superiority of devotion to the other two.Ysllabha 

and his followers have given many arguments in their 

support.The path of knowledge leads to the ssguna* mukti, 

while that of devotion to the nirguna moksa.Knowledge,says 

Purusottana,presupposes the existence of the quality of 

saliva in the seeker of salvation arid so the liberation 

that results cannot be without it; the nirguna" mukti-can
•5} 11

result only by means of bhakti,1'

After Ysllabha,Purusottama enters into the discussion 
of the term Bhakti.The base (prakrti)and the effix(Pratyaya)

310. A. B, P. I „ i. 20. p. -232.
31UT.S.,Ab.Y.J4.p.51.



express the sense #ien combined;out of these two the 

affix is principal.Here the affix which is capable of 

connoting the general meaning of the root,mainly expresses 

the devotional action(bhajanekriya),when joined with the 

root bhaj.Thei action is of the nature of service or-seva. 

Ihe term seva,as found in usages like stiTseva,ausadhaseva, 
etc.has a conventional meaning of a Specific bodily

activity preceded by either constancy or continuity,is 
this would imply some unhappiness due to the strain,that

the body undergoes,it can not be called a purusartha,for

which one should try.Service should therefore be preceded' 
by love.-Bias the principal connotation of the affix is

’love5 and the bodily efforts which are subordinate,are

meant by the base.So the combination of the base and the
312affix means premaseva, '

Love or sneha is explained as a specific' attribute of 

the self or the mind,and is not a desire,or knowledge or
on O

efforts. '°Bhakti is a rasa and this love to the object of

devotion should not be understood as ordinary erotie
\

sentiment which is just an appearance of the love to Hod 

and is thus far inferior to it,That is why Purusottama after

'£¥J£bZII~¥, 9 iTp! ?57 ~SIS.Saehab eBtmano men as o va yojgyo dharnavi ^esah.S.S.p. 7.



fallabha takes pains to teach sense-control as an essential 

prerequisite of a seeker of Goci.—

A very important contribution,that the Duddbadvaita has 

made to Indian religious thought,is the Pustimarge.The 

distinction between the pusti and the Msr-yada has been given

in detsi J. slmost all the scholars of the duddbadvaita

315
including purusottama. ’ The Pustimergn depends solely upon

316
the Grace of the Lord. The Grace of the Lord (Anugraha) 

is a separate attribute.lt is not just the desire to give 

fruit,nor the desire or effort to ward off the miseries of 

others.lt does not mean knowledge either.lt paves the way

to the desire of the Lord to give fruit or His acceptance,
31 7and is the cause of devotion.

(XI).
Conclusion.

-rtT _

\i> 0

tenets

have in the foregoing pages discussed the important 
of the duddbadvaita,as expounded by purusottama

following Pailabba and Yitthalels. While the systei ,es

314.T.Sn.Ab.V.238.pp.184-186.
315.See Pusti-pra’vSha-marygda.with various e omen tar ies,
316. ^osanam tadsauerahah.Bbagevata.II.x.4.
317. Tasmat svxkaraphaladitsaprayojaJisrn krpaparaparyayam 

dharmsntsrsiD eva...Sa ca bhsfctyupadefiasyeva bhskter 
api keranam.Purus Ottawa's commentary on the Pusti- 
-pravalia-marygda. "v,3,
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explained by purusottama is not and cannot be different

from tiist taught by Tailabha, there is a clear difference 

M the approach of the two.As we have already stated * 

Tailabha^ laconic style and interpretative method left 
very much to be understood and assumed.A clear exposition 
of the feuddhsdvsita.was badly needed and it was supplied by 

Purusottama.purusottama however gives not just an exposi- 

-tion,but an analysis and s comparative study,thus arriving

at some very important conclusions,which we have attempted 
to present^ in this chapter.

For understanding these conclusions better,we should 

see the whole course that Indian Philosophy has taken in 

the course of centuries.While the Upanissds gave various 

thoughts in various ways,the trend of abstraction and 

negation was -taken up by the Buddhistic idealists,who 
taught the Yijnakavada and the feunysvada.feaikaracarya 

gave a positive shape to that trend by postulating the 

pure being and advocating the unreality of the world in 
its ultimate sense.feamkara was the master of strictest 

logic and so attributed all the relationship to Maya* 

lie frankly admits .that it is all inexplicable.Sven though 
fesmksra has vehemently denounced the Buddhistic theories,



he has equally vehemently repudiated the dialism of the 

Sankhya or the atomic pluralism of the Yailesika^For him

Monism can not be compromised in any way with dualism or 

pluralism.This however gave a severe blow to all that was 

emotional and religious,for religion wants heart more than 

he ad. .Age in the pbMtieal enslavement of the Hindus 

required something upon which they could fall back and 

from which they could get solace.This led to, the reinforce- 

-ment of the cult of devotion,which was alreadyppfjularised

by a host of Alvars,Attempts were made to bring in this 

popular element into the Yedahta.This however wanted a 

clear recognition of the reality,the ultimate reality of 

the dual,the devotee and 0-od.People were unable to stand 

the devastating doctrine of the falsity of the world. 

Monism had to be compromised with dualism.Ramanuja quali- 

-fied it,Msdhva accepted dualism alone,Bha'skara and 

himbarka issn tried to combine the two.Ramanuja and ; 

himberka lean more towards dualism.Yallabha was convinced 

-that the teaching of the Upanisads and the Brahmasutras 

is definitely of Monism;but he was an equally ardent

devotee and Yaisnava.He thereupon promulgated the theory 

of Pure Monism end retained the individuality of the



jivas and the reality of the world.How can this be

possible?Purusottamaf s analysis leads him to the theory 

of Tadatmya.He finds that if the reality c£ the world/ 

even as a revelation of one of the aspects of 0-od,is to 

be retained,the bheda will have to be tolerated.Abheda 

is here not the outright rejection of the bheda;it allows
CL

the aiechika bheda.The Tadatmya petition subsists between

Brahman and its dharraas,Brahman and the jTvss,Brahman and

ft rthe world.This is, where Purusottama sr^jfaes.purueottama 

is credited with this exposition by no less an authority 

than Riridhare.0^

Viewed in the light of the above remarks,it will be 

clear that the feuddhadvsita has tried to teach Monism 

without sacrificing the interest of the- cult of bhakti.

It is more advaitic than the systems of Ramanuja,Bhaskara, 

or Rimharka,end is more positive, if not dual is tic, than 
that of tSamkara. The ^uddhMvaita should therefore be 

called ’positive Idealism1.

318.Bhedabhedapretitis tu madhyamaiiam prakirtita,
AtoUX hi madhysmah paicsah feuddhadvaitanurodhstah. 
Bodhaya bahusandarbhe Poavamipurugottemaih, 
ferIraad ac ary ac ar an air yatra kutrapi dar^itah. 

feuddhadvaitamirtanda.Y.34-36.Appendix.16 feuddhadvaita- 
siddhahtapradipa.p.226.
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(I).
Introductory

We have seen in the foregoing chapters the contents of

Purusot'tama's works.his dialectics and interpretationsxuA 
his exposition of the feaddhSdvaiia,which iia^ has explained in. 

his voluminous eorviient arise and more than a score of independent 

works. Hie work of an author can however best be appreciated,

if we try to understand li:lm and the ideas that he put forth in 

relation to the time end tradition to which he belonged. We 

hare already seen in the first chapter that Purusottama was 

horn,when India witnessed.feuds and strifes from all the

quarters. Though India was a dreamland of gold in Hie eyes of 

foreigners,there was no political stability end the strong 

regime of the Moghuls was defied from various quarters,*!

darkage was looming large oyer the head of Indians,forboding 

the grim picture of petty strifes of small principalities*

Ihe conditions were almost on the verge of being chaotic*

Fear and distrust took the place of peace and stability and
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in spite of the glory of wealth, there was utter poverty of

prosperity aid welfare. The Hindu society remained a 

he tegogenioua - mess of a variety of people having a 

variety of beliefs,There ware too nmy religious beliefs 

sad Hinduism was manyfold and yet getting more and mere

conservative. There were many thinkers,scholars, authors 

and saints, all struggling to do something and the common 
man was lea to and fre by the conflicting^ views,whidi 

he could not and therefore did not care to understand. It 

was this age which produced purusottama.

We have to study the aims sad achieve men is of this
>

g©eat scholar, who wrote and discussed and taught through- 

-out the large span of his life. How was he looked, upon by 

his own people? What did he think about them?Hcw could he 

influence them? What did be contribute to the Sampradaya? 

What can possibly be his place in the history of the 

Sampradaya in particular and of Indian thought in general? 

All these questions remain to be answered, fe have tried

in the following pages to give an evaluation from this point 

of view.We have at oar disposal no factual history,of'the
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Sampradaya,how it was moulded and how it suffered the ups 

and downs in its chequered career of about five hundred 

years. We have to depend upon the references in his works* 

the references which are rare and at times not conclusive 

either*iVe have also at our disposal some hear-says and 

traditions.

(II).

Pnrusottems sad the Saurpradaya.

While we have no means to know the relations of 

purusottama with other Ooswands of his time, there is every 
reason to believe that his relations with aijieast some of 

them Mposar to be anything but cordial. Certain charges 

were leva lied against him, we do not know by whom nor do we 

know whether they were levelled in his own time or after 

his death,though the later seems to be more probable.Tins 

great scholar is said to have been jeered at as fVedapa&u’ 

by his contemporaries.further e more serious eharge against 

him is that with sll his efforts to explain the principles 

of tbs ^uddhldvaita,Purusottama is said to have advocated
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_ ' 1 
the ’Apasiddhantas’ or wrong theories.

fliers are three hearsays which go against him.We have 

referred to ail of rhem while dealing with Puruso fc tarns fs

life. It la said that puru sot tame. brought the image of 

Bllskrsaa to Surat, hiding it in the looks of iris hair.The 

other two have some thing to do with his relations' with 

Barirays.One is that of Ksrir&ya's ordering him to take off 

the footwsre from the feet of firihsthaji end the other is 

.that of the explanation of one passage in the Subodhini to 

Puruso teams by so. old .lady who just heard the explanation 

given by Hariraya.

The first of these he^says is nothing but a myth,because 

the ifiol of BaLakrsns was brought to Surat by Yrsjgrays,who 

came to possess the same as a result of the distributton of 

the images. We have detailed the whole incident in chapter 

II above. The fact however that such a fiction has been 

woven round the name of Purusottama shows that attempts were
. - v

made in the Sampredeye to portray him in not a very good 

light. The attempts appear to have been made deliberately

1. Ivatarsvadavali. Hindi Intro.p.6.
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currency of such a tradition. The two hearsays relating 

Purusottama*s inferiority to Hariraya were current among the 

followers of the latter.The historicity of both the stories 

is seriously questionable.The impression that we get of 

purusotiama from his works is that he was not only a very 

great scholar}but also very exact ana fastidious. How is it 

possible that he might have committed such a breach of

diseiplene.when he was himself so very particular about 
everything?P; van if we admit that Purusottama was a young
enthusiast when he went to the temple of ferinathajr and hence 

he might have dene this,the second story is still more

unacceptable,looking to the deep and penetrating in-sight 

that his works show. It is too much, to assume that Purusottamo 

could understanding ^n-e me suing of a passage from one who 

heard it from Hariraya.On the other hand it is very likely 

that both these stories have been made out by the followers 

of .Hsriraya to prove the superiority of their old teacher 

over this young man.Was there some sort of rivalry between

these two grea^ien of the system? Hariraya was much older 

than Purus Ottawa and it is not likely- that he might have
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considered this youth as his rival.If at all there was a 

rivalry,it probably existed in the minds of the followers 

of Harirays. But there surely was a difference in the 

thoughts end treatment of these two and both hsve played 

their parts differently in the history of the Sampradaya.

Hariraya can best be compared with fi-okulanatha and

Yitthale&e.He was a devotee and his mission was to explain 

the path of devotion to the masses.His works are mainly 

short tracts end most of them are on the SubodhinT.He 

taught more of Krsna and his lHa,Pusti and Msryada rather 

than Brahman and its attributes or the theory of causation. 

Purssottarns on the other hand discussed and debated the 

principles of the ,1’uddhadvsita philosophy. He was a scholar
i

par excellence and he considered it his duty to explain the 

theories taught by Yallabha by argumentation and analysis. 

The works of Hariraya do not reveal the seholarsliip/that is 

seen in t.i-e works of P ur us o 11 am a.Puruso11ama on his .part 

appears to lack that emotion and spiritual experience of a 

devotee.Though he was sincere in his devotion,the emotional

side of a devotee was burnt in the white heat of his
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intellectual feats. Esriraya wee a mystic,a follower of 

the prameya Marge,while purusottama was rational and leaning 

towards the praiBsaa Marga.Xs it lively that the followers of 

Eariraya,who did not find. that brilliance of erudition in

their own teacher, thought it proper to circulate such 
stories which would glorify Hariraya at the cost of purusotta^

And what did Purusottama himself think of the Sampradaya

as it was before him? Purusottama was bold enough to assert

that the Sampradaya was Kivrtta. It was due to the grace of.

Lord Balakrsna who inspired his mind that he could know the
2 ueA*>e.

meaning of hnabhasya. The at the end of the. Anubhasya-

-prakesa clearly shows that while YalXabha and after him 

?itthale£a wrote certain works,their followers did not eare^ 

to understand them much less to explain them.Taliabhs preach-

-ed his theories but he called himslef Tallabhs Piksita snd 

not Yallabha-Jcarya. Yatthalefea was mainly responsible for 

the _ establishment of the &uddhadvaita as a system.While he 

completed the works,which his father left incomplete,and wrote

2. Erfden brl BUskrsnah paramakarunaya man man eh prersyitva-, 

Bhasyartham yo' tigudham prakatitam akarot sempred&ye

Hifrtte.
r

Concluding V.l.A.B.P.p.1441.
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some independent works also, he did not devote his time so
\

■" j

much to the writing of works/as to the propagation and 
systematisation of the feuddhadvaita ss a Samprayadaya, which 

could open its doors even fco the ignorant masses. ‘The 

worship of the idol of God came to be a full-fledged affair.

Even Vitthale^a in his works gave much more importance to. 

the practical rather than the theoretical side. He was 

followed' by Gokulanethe,Kslyiharaya, Bsriraya, and many 

. others who taught , talked and wrote of the lila of the Lord. - 

It was the age of intense intellectual activity in India and 

scores of scholars came out to support and ’demolish various

theories. Purusotiama could see that 'whatever might have been 

thej/ effect of. the Ssmpradayie teaching on the masses, it was 

necessary to, face the scholars on equal ground: if at all 

the feuddhadveita as a system wen ted to survive.Purusottama 

could further see that .many important points were left '

obscure by Tallabha end that blissful obscurity was kept

intact by bis descendants. The task before Purusottama was 

thus not only to comment upon the works of, Yallabha and

Vittheleia but also to explain, analyse and find .out the ' 

exact significanse of jrrny of the theories taught by Tallebha^
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with a comparative study of the theories of others.The 

greatest contribution of Purusottama to the Sampradaya is 

this;He explained the doctrines and what is more he put the

whole system on a dialectical basis, so that the opponents 

could be met cm their c^fagroundg In doing so he had to be 

an argumentator and could not afford to go on talking

about the halls of Heaven. Sven while commenting upon the 
sixteen^ tracts, purusottama has this very approach and

this perhaps earned for him the honorific title of’fedapa^u* 

because naturally none would have liked the bold statement 

•Sempradaye nivrtte’.The charge of Purusottama1s having 

taught the apasiddhahtas is very serious indeed, but 

curiously none had said what apasiddhinta has been taught 

by him and how. We have in the preceding chapter given in

detail the §uddhadvaita doctrines as expounded by Purusottama 

and we have found that Purusottama arrives at the belief in

Tcdatmye:’Bherlasahisnur abhedah.’as the teaching of TTailsbha.

But this is a natural corrollary to which any student of

Vallabha would be driven and there is nothing wrong in it.

Or is it that it is all miraculous and one should not even

try to understand it? purusottama never refutes Tallabha or
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Titthale^a, he never goes against them at any point while 
* • *

writing;not only so but be defends them even though at

times he appears to be defending what can not be defended.

We have referred above in Chapter ¥.to the statement of 

Giridhara, who says that the understanding of pure monism 

is the best, while the Bhedabheda is understood by the

Madhyamas.Purusottama has mainly taught the Madhyama Paksa, 

while it has been, shown at places by Tsllabha.^Can this be 

taken as a clue to the said charge of apasiddhanta? Any way '

there is no apasiddhahta in what Purusottama has taught.

If Tallabha’s philosophical teaching is to be understood 

from the point of view of reason, the feuddha-advait^ is 

nothing more, nor anything less then Tad stray a.

Purusottama very often does not subscribe to the 

traditional line adopted by his predecessors.Thus for 

instance he is the only writer in the Sampradaya who pays 

homage to GopTnatha, the elder son of fellabha.^le Calls him

the Vallabha-Pratinidhi. The relation between Yiithaleda and
• *

3. feudclhedvaita Martanda. f.34--%.Appendix .to ckiddhadvai- 

-tasiddhantapredrpa.p. 2B6.

4. A.B.P.Intro.V.5.p.l.



Gopfnatha was fairly cordial but after the death of

Gopihaths.there was some quarrel be Ween his wife and

YitthaWa.is a result'of this,perhaps, and also because

Gopfnatha did not enjoy a long life so as to be able to

do something for the system,he was completely forgotten

by the scholars.of the Sempradaya, My way Purusottarns

thought it to be sheer in-justice and thus he mentioned

him even before Titthalers.Curiously enough this has le/d

to a traditional belief in the iiampradaya that. GopTnaths
0

was reborn as Purusottama.

Purusottama again is completely conservative in his 

outlesk like a typical Brahmin author of-mediaeval days.

He does not like that even the &£&ras and women, should be 

given freedom to get knowledge as much as a member of the 

three higher classes.iftei- Titthalela there war- a tendency

amoving the teachers of the Sempradaya to appeal to the

lower strata of ignorant masses and to explain to them 

the Bhagavata, the Mahabharata and such other works. 

Purusottama tries to put e check on this and says that

5. Cf.Pustimarganaa peneaso varsa.Pert.II.-p. 8.
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the Sudras and women may be allowed to study these works 

but only those portions.which do not treat of Brahman.He

discusses the whole point and argues out why they should not
"6 ■ ' ‘

be allowed to do so.

A very important point, which should be noted in this

connection,is that Purusottama was very careful in emphahi-

-sing s high moral standard for the people,Purusottama has

discussed the- whole question of Indriya-nigraha very
_ ‘ 7

forcefully and at length in his Avaranabhsiiga. Purusottama 
\

was also unhappy at the way in which foreign language and

dress were wholeheartedly welcomed by his own peopie.He
8called them fools, purusottama had thus something of a 

reformer in him and he tried hard to point out that 

laxity of morals should never be tolerated in any case.

6. ii.B.P.pp.442-s-444.
7. T.Sn.Ab.T, 238.pp. 184-186. ,

8. Etena ye murkha anapady api mlscchadivedabhasadikom 
roc ay ante svlkurhanti ea te'pi tatheti bodhyam.

T. Bn. Ah. p. 163.
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$o remove the ignorance of his own people and to 

refute the charges against the Sampradaya, Purusottaraa goes 

to the extent of discussing even the practice of the Brahm- 

-sambandha and the prose passage connected with it. Be 

explains the Brahmasambandha as ^Brabmasambondho nama 

sarvasmin bhsgavatsvsmikat^arupah sambandhah; tasyakaranam 

nama bhagavata acaryln psati. gadyenokto ya atmasaaarpana- 

praksrsh; tadritya bhagavati svatmasahitasviyasarvapadartha-

-nm bhagavati tathatvavi jnafenam. *Sa vai. naivs remefiti 

bruteh,’krid arthara atmana idam trijagatkrtam te svamyam

tu tatra kudhiyo para Tda kuryar* ity adivakyac ca, 

vastutah sarvasya bhagavadiyatve'Jsi 1 ss vai naiva'ityadi

hrutya ramanarthsra dvitfyanirroanadibravenat tena^adita ya"

tattatpadarthe jivasya svatvasviyatvabhiaajbih tatparitya-
„ 9

-geria tesu bhagavadiystvasya vijnapanaifl iti yavat." Miile 

discussing the prose passage ,Purusottama knows that he is

not maintaining the secrecy of the Sampradaya,He is 

apologetic-for this. He says :nlat pun ah pracinair atra

9.Purusottaffla*s Yivarana on Siddhantarahasys.p.39.
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kirn api noktam tatrsitadgopyatvsm eva bijam. Maya tu yad
id am uktam tad bahirmukhsmukhadhvansartham eveti na tad-
-virodho dosaya.Yady api maduktau margarahasyaprakadana-

-parldha ayati, tsthapi p/raksdanasyanyensiva krtatvena-

t ad ar th a s and eh avar an a sy & i vs. matkrtitaya svotkarsapraklisna-
-rthatvabhavat bhagavah hrimadacaryaoaranai ca madaparadhaa

10
ksamantk iti dik.”

Purusotiama treats all his predecessors with due 

respect/.Shis is particularly noticeable in his commentaries 

on the sixteen tracts, where he refers to the diversity of 

interpretations given by the earlier writers of the

Sampradsya. It is important to note that in these' cases 

Purusottawa does not refute those' who have given different

interpretations. Ha just refers to them and then he: appears 

to give his own view with some hesitation. A typical 

example of this is found in his commentary on the 

BhsktivsrdhiiUjWhen he says that he was inspired by the

Lord to explain in that way. He says :,rprancas tu keeid- 

imam bhanam esaktilaksan a tvenahuh. ,/mye punar %ssgna-

10. Purus Ottawa* s Tiverana on Siddhantarahasya.p.37.
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laksanatvena.Artham ca svasvaritya tam/tam ahull.Mama tu 

bhagavan evam preritavan iti mayaivam vfiy akhy at am. (Mi a ty ag a 
e vac ary an am a^ayasya ophutatvad iti.f(f

To wind up the whole discussion we may again briefly 
indicate Purusottama’s contribution to the ^uddhadvaita. 

firstly Purusottama has for the first time analysed and 
explained those principles of the §uddhadvaita,which have 

so far been neglected by his predecessors.Secondly Purusottama 

for the first-time put the §uddhadvai>ts System on a dialecti-

-cal basis,on a par with other systems of the Vedanta and 

outside the Vedanta. Thirdly purusottama tried to' raise the 

moral standard of the people.

(III).

purusottama’s influence on the Samnradaya.

Purusottama’s voluminous works,commentaries and indepen

dent tracts,opened the eyes of latter scholars of the system. 

They considered ft therefore their duty to focus their 

attention on the principal works of the &uddhadvaita, 

Anubhasya,Tattvad3Lpanib«ndha arid to a lesser extent the 

Vidvanmanaana. They shw that these works should no longer be 

ll.Purusottema’s commentary on Bhsk.fi vs.rdhini.p.40.
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neglected and efforts were made to study them end to 

explain them by writing commentaries on them.This is surely 

mi achievement for Purusottama,because none of his 

predecessors explained those works and they were content 

with commenting upcn the sixteen tracts and some parts of 

the SubodhinT alone. The deep and penetrating insight found

in the works of Purusottama however shows that he set a*

very high standard of scholarship,which could not be achieved

by the scholars who followed him.Those commentators followed

the voluminous works of Purusottama and many of them apnear

to have given nothing more than simple short explanations,
f

abridged and culled from the ^rakasa or Suvarnasutra or 

iivaranabhahga.

Out of the successors of Purusottama,Go^e^vara can be 

called the most outstanding writer and scholar in the 

Sampradaya.lven his father Gokulotsava,who was born in 

-V-.S. 1815,was a very good scholar and was called Yidvat- 

-£iromani and Yak-caturi-dhur-iiia.We have seen that 

Purusottama gave his property to another Purusottama,son 

of MuraTTdhara.This Purusottama*s son Govardhane^a also 

died soilless,His wife MalilranivahujT adopted Ookuletsava
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in V.S.1850. Gokulotsava is said to have written some

comentaries.Shri G.H.Shastri gave me a list of some of the 

works written by Mm.They are : (l)Saundaryapadyatika,

(2) Vivekadhairya^ray8tiks, (3)SaunyasaniruayatTka,(4) Siddhan- 

-tarahasyatTka and (5)Srhgararasamandanatrka. It is said 

that Gokulotsava was a very good speaker.

G ope I vara, born in V.S. 1835, was the eldest son of 

Gokulotsava. On account of Gokulotsava’s adoption to the

pontifical chair in Surat,Gope£vara could acquire all the 

works,that were in possession of Purusottama.lt was a 

literary heritage and Gope^vara took the greatest advantage 

of it.Shri. G.H.Shastri could find out a list of his works, 

in his own handwriting.His works as stated in the list 

are as follows; -

(1) Yedanavartlntfka,

(2) Brh ad ar an y ak a-brahman ad bay a- tTka~|
b

(3} Chahdogysnuvak-vyakhy a,

(4) A troabodh op an j sat- tfka,

(5) §loko.. .with commentary(Some letters are missing here 

in the list,found by G.H.Shastri),
(6) Sadyuktimani,

(?)Bhaktimartanda,
(8)Fourth Adhysya of the Adhikaranamala,
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(9)ltmaV8da,

(lQjparivrdhastakatika,

(11) Svspnadardanatika,

(1S)Sub-comiaeritar v cai the commentary of the Vivarana- 

-karikss,on’Ketho imaste...1,

(iSjBhaktiratna,

(14) Bhaktiratnotika,

(15) &a&mi,

(16) PaEeapsdf, 
and

(1?) Jsiminisutravrtti.

Rahmi is a voluminous sub-commentary on the Bhasya- 

-prakada of Pur-usottams.Bbri M.T.felivala says about it 

thus; ^Ths author of fiafimi thoroughly explains not only 

the Bhasyaprakadp of krl Purusottamajl but even supplies 

the want,which was felt by the readers of Praklda. 

Prakadaksra took for granted that read^s of inubhasya, 

understood the literal sense of the Ariubhasya and hence 

we rarely find him explaining the literal text of the

inubhasya.for this reason,the author of Hahmi in all 

places wfesee he finds that ferf purusottamajl has not 

explained the Aoubhasya,tries to give the literal meaning



of all the passages of the Anubkasya.ff GopeWa was ealled 

"yogi1 and ’sarvsvetta^while purusottama was ealled 

’Psndita Purandaraj^j#! and ’ Da^ a-fiasgan ta-vd> j ayil A comp arisen 

between Purusottama and Oopelvara need not be attempted, but 

it must be said that Gope^vara was recognised by the Sampra- 

-daya as a sincere devotee ,besides being recognised as a

great scholar,while purusottama was appreciated only as a 

scholar.

It will be a point of interest to compare the Bhakti-

- mar tend a of Gope^vara with the Prasthanaratnakara of

Purusottama.Like the prasthanaratnakara,it also contains

four chapters on pramana,Praiaeya,Sadh8na and Phala.But there

is an important point of differences urusoitama’s aim is

to explain the theories of the feuddhldvaits,whereas Gope^vara

sets out to explain the Bhakti,as he himself says in the 
13beginning. Thus he begins not with an explanation of the 

theory of knowledge or the means of proof,but with a

12. JLB. with P.&.R.in.i.Intro.p.lG.

13. Yedadis arva£ astr air th abhut am br ahmis th adur1abham,

Rhaktim vaksye yatha^astram prabhubhir vi&adikrtam.

Bhaktimartanda. Intro. V. 5, p. 1.



question as to how Bhakti can be understood as the meaning

of all the §astras.Similarly the Prameyaprakaran a is also

14written with the express'purpose of. explaining Bhakti. The
/

Sadhanaprakarana is to show that Bhakti is the main Sadhana,

and the fruit obtained by means of a>t is explained -in the

last chapter.Gopeivara discusses other topics also,e.g,the

15 16concept of aksera, that of Abheda, eteybut one will ffind

that these discussions are subordinated to the discussion on

Bhakti.Again many of them are bodily found in,the works of

Purusottama. A typical example of this is Purusottama1 s

defence of Bhaskara against Yacaspati in the Anubhasyapraka^a.
17The whole passage is almost quoted in the BhaJstimartanda.

Thus we find that in his works Gope6vara discusses more

about Bhakti,Pusti,Lila and all that than Purusottama.If 

Purusottama can be compared with Yallabha,rk>pedvara should be

M.Atha bhakti 6abdartham nirnetum prameyaprakaranam 

arabhyate. Bhaktimirtanda.p. 70.

15. Bhaktimartanda.p. 109.ff.

16. Bhaktimirtanda.p. 116, ff.

17. Cf. Bhaktimirtanda.p. 205. ff .and A,B.P.pp.93-95.
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compared, with Vitthaleda. Even in the colophons one may liote 

that while purusottama generally rerers to Vallabha,Gope&vara, 
refers to Yitthaleda."*8

We have noted above how Gokulotsava came to Surat, after 

being adopted by: Maharanivahuji,wife of Govardhsne^a. His 

diesendants were also good scholars' and sincere devotees. 

Surat thus remains a seat of learning. Just now the Bada- 

-mandir in Surat is adored by His Holiness Shri.Yrajaratna- 

-lalji Maliaraj,who was born in V.S. 1952.He is a very good 

scholar himself and a sincere devotee.Due to his efforts the 

Akhi 1 abBharatiya Shri Balakrishna Shdddhadvaita Kahasabha 

was established in Surat in V.S. 1882.Many works* of the 

Sampradaye have been published by the said association.The 

Mahasabha is also conducting examinations on the ^uddhadvaita. 

One Shuddhadvaita Vaishnava school has been established in 

Madras in V.S. 2002. Ihere is also a Vallabha-Vedanta prize, 

bearing his name in the Gujarat University.

(IV).
Purusottama* s place in Indian Philosophy.

Hie late Pandit Gattulalji of Bombay is said to have 

18.See,Colophons.in A.B,with P.&.B. v
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compared Purusottama with the famous Jain scholar Hemacandra,

described as Kalikalasarvajna,and with Sayana Madhava.He 

called Purusottama a ’Sarbatantrssvatantra! The title of 

Sarvataatrasvat antra, though so much in vogue among ancient 

scholars,has not■ often been understood exactly as regards the 

meaning,it eonveys.Sarvatantrah may mean one who knows all 

the Trntras.’Sarvahi tantrani adhffe veds va.'Together with 

this is added * Sva«* tan tra* which shows that such a scholar 

is not only a very good student of all the systems,but is 

an independent thinker himself.Thus he-has both the scholar- 

-ship and originality of thinking.

Hemacandra,perhaps the greatest lain scholar,who ever 

wrote in Sanskrit and Prakrit,was not just a philosopher or 

teacher of Jainism.He was a poet, grammarian,rhetorician, 

his tori an, writer of a work on prosody, and what not.Purus.ottama 

.also was a profound scholar of all the branches of Sanskrit 

literature and philosophy, We have seen that he rerers to 

many works and systems and has so many things of his own to 

say regarding them.One may perhaps feel that Purusottama, 

though a prolific writer,has written everything by way of
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explaining the 'SuddhSdvaita theories and practices, while 

for Bemachndra it may be said that he has vjritten on all the 

branches of literature independently.

■ purusottama should be compared with great commentators 

like Yaeaspati Mi£ra*Sudar6ana Bhatta,and Jayatirtha^ll 

these, scholars were authors of standard comentaries on the 

Bhasyas of their respective masters.Even among these,the 

figure of Yaeaspati Mi&ra stands aloofiHe can really be

called Sarvotantnasvatantra,because he has written, scholarly
!

end authentic commentaries on .almost all the orthodox systems 

of Indian Philosophy* He 'has written Byayakanika,!attva- 

samTksa, IsttvabindUj B yay aver 11ik atatp ary g tika,S ahkhy a- 

-tattvakaumudijTattvafear^di end Bhamafi. Thus he wrote on

all the systems of Indian Philosophy except the Yai^esika.
, (

j
It is noteworthy that Yaeaspati,though a follower of 

kamkara,shows himself an iindependent thinker,owing aleg^anee 

to no single system in a‘dogged manner.Purusottama is surely 

an independent thinker(Svatantra),and has passed his own 

comments on the concepts of other systems also,but he is 

a follower of the fcluddhadvaita,from the first to the last.
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Curiously however there is one common point between the two. 

Just as Purusottama was charged with having taught the

Apssiddhohta,even VrTcaSpati was taken- to task by some for 

saying something against'the Bhasya of & amkav a. iuial ah end a 

gives a spirited defence of Vacaspati,when he says ;

"Tasmad Vscsspatimatam Bhssyavlruddhara iti kai&cid ayuktaro 

uktam.Kin cs-

Adn9tvabhranta tadossd srsksat paramedvaram,
__ -39

Etsd bhasyarthsiattvariho vaeaspatir agadhadhih.

Purusottema’s task however as a commentator of Vallabha 

was more difficult than, that of. Vacaspati,Sudar£ana, or 

Jayafclrtha/SaiikarSjHamSQUja end Madbva were clear and exact, 

while Vallabha was not at all clear,at times very obscure.

The difficulty of Purusottama thus lay in the terse laconic 

style of Vallabha. Hence whereas Vacaspati and others were.

concerned with advancing the arguments for the .positions, 

accepted by their respective Jc ary a s, p ur u s o 11 am a had to 

explain the theories of Vallabha, analyse them and then 

indulge in argumentation.

19. Kelpstaru on Brahmasutras.I.ii.EB,quoted by I).K.Shastri 
in fAitihasika §an6odhsna.’p.1SS.
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The real contribution of Burusottama to Indian 

philosophy is his work for the SampradaysiHe could see that 

it was an age of Chaos, in which the system of Yallabha could 

flourish^# only if it was properly explained and argued, out.

Otherwise it would go down in the eyes of scholars.?ur us ot tame 

did ¥<rhat was needed. His name will be remembered in the- 

History of Indian Thought as the strongest end greatest 
exponent of the Suc'.dhodvsita, which was hitherto not under- 

-stood and was therefore mis-understood end neglected,If,one 

wants to study the western of Yallabha*one should read the
tJlAly

works not^of Vallabha and his sen4but one should also read
i

with them the commentaries of Purusottama,besides his ’

independent worics.lt is really .a misfortune that s scholar

like Puruscttams should have been jeered at and called 'Yeds- 

-pa^u’ by those for whom he wrote and debated end argued.

The best appreciation of Purusottama was made by Prof. 
ivi*C, Shastri *who founded an es-. ociation called ’^ri Puriisottama 

land ala1 in Bombay in 1925 A.D.gvery week end Prof.Shastri 

came from Poona to Bombay and delivered lectures on the

works' of Yallabha and Purus ottama. It is interesting to note 

that in 1926 h.D.tbe members of the said association



expressed their feeling of gratitude to the Learned Professor

by presenting him an address and a Oold Medal in the 

ladhsTbsg,B embay.

The present writer has seen a copy of the picture of 

Puru.sotte.rna and is prepared to endorse readily what Shri. 

H.P.Mehta has said, about him.Shri Mehta who happened to see 

one such copy remarks that his forehead is brimming with 

profound thoughts &nd his large eyes appear to accept the

objections of the' opponents with an open mind.The pointed

tip of his nose shows his ability to refute those objections

with subtle arguments,and his shin shows the strength of
SOhis firm determination.'

it the end of this study,! would like to quote two

traditional verses regarding Purusottama;

(1) £?r Imad vailabhalikei i&hvsysharer vendysbvaye Bahamas 
Tatkarunyasudhlbhisekavikasatsaubhsgyabhumod ayah,
Brpyaddurmsdavadividvadibhad uskutoktikumbhasthalT-
S ad y obhanjan akslikosaripatih Pitamb or a sy at m aj ah.

SO.Cfll:, 0, Mehta. Hind a Tattve jnaaeno 1tihes a, V’ol. J J. p. 260.
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(£)Be.sid ana samali s am as t an ig arnasmr ty ad i t a t1 var th avid

Yekta capratimah sadahsu vidusata adyapi bham.au budhsh, 
Ysh servam havalaksapa&yakamitapraudhaprabandham vyadhat 

Sa airimlii Purusottame Vijayatarn Ac ary ae fid am an i h,

-mx i x (o)-
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" APPEMDII ".Mo.I."

Horoscope of Purusottama. |

\o -z^-^T\^r i<r I^ \\ >rr^cL2T

s^rxr*\rsr -*r- sA 3^/^%
sr. ^n^rAA srrTfgjr k. At \\l° ■

3r^2-T' "-o-t W-i -
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nA P P E M D 1 X.lo.II." ,

Release executed by GaiigabetijT,Jahakivahuji and TrajabMTsana.
l/c. vy-( t^-cLalc. \)ty( -3b- p3e>. 'a>J)

jtfHcw, ci©3© mn 3 ciu .^€1 ^fl sunset
cfto*noi <at. <1 %dl *fl lpul.il?? <m *1 ^t-t 
$fl sCV*w» *«. %4i r. «*ih mi $0, hum'sh! \<a nil Vijfct 
(Mil si HH*i -d-It ^ l ^f/Hl ?1q %H» ©St, Vt CdPlc. 5r tfl 

%cu % &h1 an-m! <m,i *fi Htaiue^fl Vi
$rt im^uis? m% m &u r%, ut <m-c 3*0. *1 oioti^a pi% ^ pa 
4(1 MlEfclS? 1 4ls *1 ■’HtaiUCMfl HlPl\ sLHl SU *W18!2J HHUL 

a si HHt ml &, 1 %1 -fll =Wl§ §, HHl> Mil cUsM.1
r*U€ H*J1, ^fHrieicll «l^r£ HiV^tH 9^1^ RetlS Hll 4$ 

*m mwm Hi a hUI ^ Mi%*fl Hi mi, tt $e a, hi** an ^1 m! 
cu<ci«J H&1.

1.®bi Hg 1 sfe* ' ’iw

Idl- luiAdla Hg %, =M* Wl -sl gst

•uh £let§p Hg *fl &^Ul*i©

Hg Sm ml. I £ ? 11 xl I4I U l a URll

a &U*fl stvgpqp? §m <U. <MHl4l SWU

<3$ ml. a. oif£fl <k.fl £ Ut sfc?fr l £ 13L % im

j
\> UW $<a

\. QPWLH?? infill

ci. hUu??
Sm $v*a 34Hi% t{[ a.

%. m %i sir&a vwHELi.
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".APPBMDI XJio.lII.”.
Gift-Deed - of Purusotiama. Ife.^Kade*. VeA JL'^-\)

3,TV| ^ s'^rnr-fr

_ .4 cf2fl £»<g* ^ 5

^ f ^ ^ ^ ^
^.Ah- £ a*?w»

3-r-r -&&
I&6W 
<A *t«****&
^=r. ¥^-p^ **> '=fret*

HP\ StfTI4W

iQrRt2n r^(^’

y(&&* -4^^-r;
^gr^tf^d- £tt=t
(C^f^rl ’Pp^d’'

^ 3^^ ■St-Ti^’i' *^4 1 ~
^-ZTord'^^

, . _U o B UO» f u^M^-£^=> a-^^<! •<*A er*W*
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" AT? P 1 K D I X.Mo.IY.".

Description and colophons of the manuscript of iiamayana-; 

deposited in the Chunilal Gandhi Yidyabhavan,Surat.*

"Ttvfi. pn«uA-\--u. S>cSUJi Jo!' rS io-2-ci-f {■ iS-tT.. o-lej

koA^cJu^-aoLt joe^&Sx iw
fill 4U*. kcuji ■

^aoy K-Q. fi •

°FrUY, ^ X. cw^Cb -jH i— ^ettO-^.Xv ftvJL

^-r^r 1^-; +U*. k<xx4-ue. fo

ft. &fT-$n ^rr% . nfceju^a^<tsv
uhs. bo^ T^nk.:zfTcBTVgr

>S*J UJb.'. \l &4 ■*nn vrt: l)

4r'^c-rPr> ai^-n^rrz-r II l strfjrq-^nr; i) (M^nvh
V..X ~'

sr^r^Ti^^*- ^ £7^-G^d^vr^^-n5 =fRn (/ ^r-

^g-rtb.rrzr xd'HriTzr rprr^r^ {/ wr*r
cfTo^hftgr^r ^ l!.................. e-fc-

E wol?,. >. ^4TT^r07 "ST^^cJff^rTT-
t^\^\ \Qr 4r=Trr 45T ^ nti^ ^xft xr^f !|
Il^-S^ll ns;< ^Tur-w^r 'SCTsfl -T iX^r^!/ 

. .... -z-r £f ^ircm^d:4rH^r -wrg T'f'fl N=W//. 
\<?rfwi-frg^[T cji?hrfW? (I II ^11

II vnr-- |l 11*^1/ H^ll ll^ll
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\\ =* iQjrSrrri^ ))

H cpo^n-oT^r=^ll ll*>rfil

-FUg HL :- 2oUa^'
Be^i'ww'. ^(f^rtJi^nr: |(

-^it.r^T i^o^oF-. 'fZnffcF iQ"i^W-<ir=r: sh~ ^rr^^ff i£jh (

=jT^n^rW -=HVUy....

; e.fc*
EhoO-,.* ^-r-z-|y2^f ■HT4TT2fT?t 3HT^TU2-r^c|7'l £

^hdOv^t^i tTHT =tr*f: H HrlH =HvnHW=roarc^-
efTii; |) xrRT; |l 11&>$\\ 11%*$1?

ll^^rrur^r^lf il^!l 
ll^4r'F=*^)ll ii^rfll ii^rf^lMI 
,!sgf^ « ^ iS-r^rl) rf-fi-cr || ||

c^ru^ ~3SL- •— sA-4- jjolie^-

I^>4 ^|fi \j llcff ct HT^r-4-Tivfl....etc.
's J

Ewobb.-. ^r^rr^r arwr^roT ^iS^-wcpf^ 
^rtJc-iT^rr' ^4-rr^il^l^f

5^fcT: SHT^T^r^^Vrr ^~W II U%X\|
^wtrf ]! U^4m=^||

I c^^rror^^ \ I I \ 'O' cr'4T^cS s^^TnrrsTrT: ^r=r~ 

^rnG-^c-CH 4^^ 4f^icrri II ^rr X^rfcg 

rTT^J -vTVH rVj
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[X%A 11 ll=tr^ ^3^%, <1R?r

-*£**£ z-gk ^> sffWfr: I)
llf^ tW-. II )|xA sfr-fr)) li*^H ^Ss-1l

c^TCg —\}~* **»—* l \a *

&<!a,w. II i(>W! sth-ipt

^1) ,2rrf 4mwr ^ 5#°" ^°pt,"^.,i

n7mf?f . . . . . . . . . . . . .^

E**b=,-. .gVsW ^tr-HT^Si =Tr-^ *££*-

cf? 1 3 __.n^n wmwtf'*y?:'

cjppf'\S2~ ~Vf •-— ^t>l*<^>- CD\

kcKAZZ uo-^ub*^'
Bc-qiW. v 1!^ ^fr-. ^ tF+T- 11

sj^tQr^ZfcxTef?--. . . . . . . . . «-^c'

CSHob>‘. ^z-iv^f ^>i4^rw^rot
■zgg-otr\| ^T^T^v^rcrof^n || %oUj

jj^j) n^4r ^rEj) ||
*,-TIroi^rSf .£~°T'r# *. ^‘nrw' &r$Hr-

|| |[ c^^xfruT'fPrC^l) H^|l |/£S-// (1^11,



cffu^r vTT St ^

St I'S-R *3~c>1*0*?, cxsu-d £x^cb^

lg__. 11 “TELe_ fe_*t t'S c|rx*-^c*j2 tc4. hotc®^ ka-o-e. 
to <vuul cu*-o\:keA- fS (I

1**-%> *. ►.----. <->3rc£?>. , '2f4-1 | *^~—

Qfntf~c.f3C; ’3tT /S'*. J J<^rTvr^ * - - r e-^"c-*

[5 u4ib : r( ■
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"filBLI QGRATH T ».

Sanskrit,: -
(1) Igama4astra of 0^uflspada-Ed . Vidhushekhar a Bhattacherya- 

Bniveristy of CslcuttasCalcutt8-1943,
(2) Antahkar'an aprabodha of Yadlabhaoarye with 5 eomiaentaries- 

Id.O.fi.Shssiri-Gujarati Press,BombayiY.3, 1981.

(3) Anubhasya of Yaliabhacarya with Balobodhixu-Part.I-Ed.

S' T.Pathak-Departeent of public Instructions, Bomb ay-19 SI.

(4) Title and Editor as above-Part,II„Bombay Sanskrit & 
Prakrit Series.i\io<LXXXJ-Pubi B,iO»H*I*Poona-1936.

(5) inubh5sya of Yaliabhacarya with Bhasyaprakaia of 
Purusottamajf-IdJietna Copal Bfastt -Benares Sanskrit 
Series,Benarea-190 ?,

(6) AvataravadSVali of Purusottamajr-Yol.I. (Prahastavada and
its Yivrti and Paiiditakarabhindipllavada) -Ed.H. 0, Shastri- 
Shri.-Yallabhachar jeefs Yidya Yibhag,Anandri-JMews Print- 
-ing Press * Bomb ay-1928.

„ •

(?)BMlabodha of Yallabhacarya with 3 gommentaries-Ed.

C.E, Shastri-Surat-Y. 1983.
(8) Bhagsvad 01 ta,femarabhasyadisaptatikopeta-Ed*Yitthala 

Bhundhixaja Sharia-Gujarati Press,Bombay-1908.

(9) BhagaTad Oita vdth Tattyadlpa etc, Sd.1,0. Shas tri- 

Bombay. 1908.
{10)ferTmsd Bhegavata Puraha(6th Edition)-Gita Press,

Gor akhpur-Y, S, 2010 *
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(11) i§riraad Bhagavata-prsthama-skandha-SubodhinTpraka^a cf 

Pupusottama-Ed.M.T. Telivala-Bombsy-Y.S. 1983; -

(12) ferficad Bhagavata-dvi try a- sk andha- SttbodMuipraka Aa of

Purusottams-ld. C.H.Shastri~3urat-V.S.1988.
*

(13) (SrTmad Bhagevata- trtfya- skaadha-Subodhinr of' Yallabha-

~eerya with prakaAe of ?urusottama-Ed .]•! sndaki shore Bhatt- 

Nothdvar -Y.SJ934. .

(14) ferTmad Bh agavat a-Da&ams- skandha-SubodhinT (Mhyay a 8) 

with Tipjbara etc .Ed .Pandit Madhav Sharma-Bombay-Y*S.19??*

(15) Title and Editor as above. (Mhyay a' 9)Bombay-?.S. 197?.
i

(16) Bhavaprakafeika(Brahmasutravrtti) of Krsnacandra-Adhy iy 8-I- 

Ed.M. T. Tolivals and D.Y. Sanklia-Bombay-7. S. 1979.

(17) Title and Editors as above-Adhyaya II-Bombay-Y.S. 1980 .

(18) Title and Editors as above-Mhyaya HI-Bombay-V.S. 198 2.

(19) Title and Editors as above-Mbyaya-IY-Bombay-Y.S.1982.

(20) Bhsvarthapadabhasya of Tallabhaoarya-Pustibhaktisudha

Yol.YII.Kos.2-4.
(J31)Bhavarthapadabhasyavivsrana of Purusottama-Pustibhakti-

' -Siidiia.Yol.YII .1 os. 5-9.



(22) Bhaktiha»sa of Yitthsle^rara with BhaktitarahginT of

Raghunatha and Tirtha and Viveka of Purusottama-Ed.- * *

Bhatt Balabhadra Sharma?B ombay-1915.

(23) Bhaktihetunirnaya of Yitthale/§^vara with Yivrti of 

Raghunatha-Ed.C.H.Shastri-Bombay Y.S.1978. ■

(24) Bhaktiffiartanda of Gope^vars-Id.Ratna GopaLa Bhatt- 

Benares-Y. S. 1965.

(85)BhsktivardhinT of Ysllabhaearya with 14 C eminent aries- 

Ed.M.T.Teli-rala and D.V.Senklia-Bombay-Y. S. 1977.

(26}Brshmasutra(The Philosophy of Spiritual life)-S. 

Radhakrishn an-George-Allen & Unwin Ltd.London-1960.

(27) Srimad Braliaasutranubhaayam of Ysllabhaearya with Bhss 

-praka^o of Purusottains.ji and Rahmi of Gope6waraji-III. 

-Id.M. T. Telival a and D.Y.Sanklia-Bombay-Y.S.lBSS*

(28) Title and Editors as aboTe-III.ii.3ombsy-Y.S.1982.

(23) Title and Editors as above-HI.iii.Bombay-Y.S. 1983.

(30) Ti tie as above^III. iwEd.D. Y. Sanklia-Bombsy-Y. S. 1984.

(31) Title and Editor as a’oove-lY.i Mi-Bombay-Y.S. 1984.

(32) Ti tie and Editor as above-IY-iii& ir-Bombay-Y. S. 1985.
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(33) Title end Editor as above-II.-i«rBGmbay-V.S.1986.

(34) Title and Editor as above-II.ii-Bombay-V.S. 1987.

(35) Title and Editor as above-I-iTl-3~Bombay-Y.S.1992.

(36) Title and Editor as above-I.i.4-30-Bombay-?. S. 1993.

(3?)Title and Editor as above-I. ii?Bombay-Y.S. 1995.

(38) Title, and Editor as above-I.iii-Bombay-V.S. 199?.

(39) Title and Editor as above-I.i v-Bombay-V.S. 1998.

(40) Brehmasutra of Bed ar ay an a with the Comment of ^amkarlyayya- 

Chapter.II-Q,uarters i & ii-Ed.S.K.Belvalkar-Poone-1931.

(41) Brahmasutra feamkarabhasya-JSirnayabBagar Press,Bombay-
1915.

(43)Br8hmasutra feamkarabkasya with Bhamati,Kalpataru and

P arimal a-Ed .E. i.Kri shn a Shastri and Y.L.Panshikar-Ban bay- -
1917.

(43) Brahmopsni sadarthasahgraha-p.asti bhak ti sodh a. Yol. Ill .1 o. 1.

(44) Brhatstotrasari tsegara(Pustimargfya) .Yol.II.

(45) D sdsma-Skandha-Dvai tty ik a-Tamas apr ek ar an Ivan tare- , 

pramanaprameyaprakaranadvaya-Prakaia of Purusottama-

Id-M. C. Shas tri-B omb ay-Y. S. 1988.
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(46) D a £ 8JT! a- sfc sndh e- S ub odliin I (,T ens aprakaran a) w i th Tippani, 

iekhs etc-sSd.M.H.8hastri-Bombay-Y.g. 1983.

(4?)farmed Ekada^a-Skandha-SubohinT of Yaliabhabarya wifi 

Prakaia of purusottamalgr sad Appendice s-Ed.M.0.Shast ri-

Bombcy-Y.S.1990.

(48) Rayatribhisya of Yallabhacarya with Baya t r yadyartha- 

prekii«kakariks of Yitthalesbara-Ed.MiCr.Shastri-Borobay-

Yallabhahda.439.

(49) Induduta of Muni Yinayavi jayaganiyara-Id.with a

commentary by Muni Dhurandheravi jaya-Jain Sahitya Yardhak- 

sabhe,Sirpur,Aest Khan.desh-1946.

(50) Ihadyastot tarsiatopanisad ah-V.L ,P anshikar-Bombey-1925.

(51) Jalahheda with four commentaries,Pancapadya with two 

commentaries and Sevsphala with three commentaries-Ed.

' M. T. Teilval a, & D. Y. Sankli s-Bombay-Y. S’. 1976.

(52) KaivalyopanisadarthaS8hgraha-pustibhaktisudha-Yol, V.JJo. 6.

(53) lalit¥s8has^ranaka with Saubhagyabiiaskara of Bhaskararaya- 

Sd. Y» L, P ® shiksr-B omb ay-1.919.
/

(54) tfiidukyopanisat with DFpika of purusottama-Sd.Bamanath 

Shastri-pusitimarga Karyalaya,Bombay-Y.S.1980.
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(55) Mfmiisasutras of Jaim&ni-Trans.M.L.SandaL-P saini Office,

Allahabad-1923. v

(56) Kavaratna with Yivrti of Yitthale^vara and four Sub-

-Cafflmentaries.EdJK. T.Telivala and I),V.SankliaTBoifibay-
Y.S.1981.

(57) Eirodhalakssna of Ysllafahacarya with six coilmentaries-Sd- 

k.T.Telivala and D.Y.Sanklia-Bombay-Y.S. 1973.

(58}Mruitta of Yaska Voi.I.-Ed.Y.£.fiajOTade-BQai,POCKArl940.

(59)K r s imh o11 ar a t apin Y- Up an i s a t with Dipika of Purusottama- 

M.Hsmanath Shastri-Pushti msrga laryalaya-Bombay-V. S. 1982.

{60 jl pays# arcana of Uautaois Muni with Ystsyayana* s Bhasya and 

Yibvanaiha’s Kyayasutravrtti-M-Laksman Shastri Jstapathi- 

k Ram Shastri Bhandari-Yidya Yilas Press,Benares-1920.
i

(61)patravalarabana of Vail abb a e ary a with the Commentary of 

purusottama-R. Y.P e t'.vari-P al anpur-7. S. 1867.

(6 2) P a tr aval am b an a of Yallabhacarya with the commentary of 

P uruso 11 a.ma-Ed. Iff. T. Tel aval a-B omb ay-1925.

(63)prasthaharatnak8:ca of purusottama-Ed.Ratna Copal a Bhatt- 

Chaukhamba Sanskrit Series,Benares~1909,,131G.
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(6 4) pras thanaratnakara of purusottams-Ed.M, Or.Shastri-Bombay-

190?.

(65) purTamiiBaasakarikIh of Yallabhacarya with Yivarana of 

Purusottaiaa-Pustibhakti Sudha Yol.Y.No.2.

(66) pustipravaham&ryada of Yallabhacarya with eight commenta- 

-ries-ld.M.T.Telivaia and D. Y, Sanklia-Bombsy-1925.
s.

(6?)Rahasyaratna jataffi-Id.Bhagairatacarya Ihandavayana-Calcutta-

T. S, 19.96.

(68) Rasapanc adhy ayfpraka^a-Ea .1). V. Ssnkli a~B orabay-Y. S. 2008.

(69) Sabityedarpaaa of Vi&Tanatha,I,II and I with the

History of Sanskrit Poetics-3rd Edition-F.Y.Xane-
Bombay-1951.

(70) Sohkhyakarika of I^varakrsna-Id.with English Trans?

H. T.Solebrooke-Bombay-1807.

{71)Satinyasanirnaya of Yallabhacarya with eight commentaries-, 

Id.lf.T.TeliTala and D.Y, Sanklia -Bombay- 1918.

(72)Sapraka^as Tattvarthadfpauibendha of Yallabhacirya with 

Avaranabhahga etc.Ghapter.I.Id.H.O.Shastri;Intro? &

notes in English by J.0, Shah-Sheth I ar ay and as and Jetha- 

-nand'Asanmal Charity Trust,Bombay-1943.
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('73) Title,Editors and Publishers as above- Chap ter. 11- tf omb ay-
1943.

(74) Sapr8ka£a~Tattvarthadrpsnibaidha,Bhsggvaiarthaprskarana 

of YallabKaeariv-a with Averanabhahga-Yojana' of Purusottama- 

Id.G.H.Sh astri-Surat,7. 8.1991.

(75) Sarvadar^anasahgraha of Sayan a Madhsva-Bd.with an

original commentary in Sanskrit by Y.S.Abhyankar-BORI, 

Poona-19 24.
,x . ,

(76) Sevaphslam of Ysllabiiacsrya with twelve eommenteries- 

Ed.M,T.Telivala sad 0.7.Sonklia-Bombay-7.S. 1973.

(77) Siddhantamuktavsli of Yell abh an ary a with Yivrti of 

Vitthsle^vara end eight oomrQentaries-Sd-.M.T.l'elivala & 

D.V.S&nkalia-Boa&ay-Y.S. 1973.

(78) SidcUienisrahasya of Yallabhacarya with eleven commentaries 

-Ed.M.T.Telivala and D.Y.S&iklia-Bomhay-Y.S. 1980.

(79) Sod8^aprakerenagranthanais Sangatih of Purusottsma-

pustibhaktisudha ?cl.?.hos.8-9.
. * *

(BO)ferTbhasya of Rakanujacarya-Part.I.Ed.with Sanskrit

Commentary by V.S.Abhyankar-Bombay Sanskrit and Prakrit 

Series No.LXYIII,Bombay-1914.
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(81) Title and Editor as above-part.II-Bombay. Sanskrit & 

Prakrit Series lo.LIHI,Bombay-1916.

(82) §ribhasye prathasam Sutraa-$d-Y.S.iibhyankar-Poona-1915.

(d 3) ^rikarabhasya. Vol. I-Intro-Ed. G .Eayavadan a Rao-B angal ore- 

1336.

(84) SubodhonT-DadamapurvardhatamasaphaLaprak8rana with lekha 

of ferTvaliabha- Id-if, T. Telivala and J).Y.Sanklia-Bombay-

Y.S.1980.

(85) SubodhinT-DadaBia-Uttarardbarajasasadhanaprakarana with 

lekha of ferTvall abha-Ed-M. T. Tel i val a and D.Y. Sanklia-

B oab ay-Y,3.19 79.

(86) Svavrttivada of Purusottama-pustibiiaktisudha.Yol.III-ho.9.

(8'?) Tark abh is a of le&ava Mi hro-M-A. B. £a jendragadkar and 

R.B.X arm ark a.r-P oon a-19 34.

(88) Terkasaggraha of Annam Bhatta-with the authors ©ipika k 

Govardhana* s PyayabodhinT-Sd-I.’Y.hthalye and I.E.Bodas- 

-Bombav Sanskrit Series.ho.LY~ the Department of Public 

In s true t i on s ,B omb ay-1918.

(39) Yad sveli-Ed-Ramanatha Shastri-Bombay-1920.

(90)Yallabh'sstaka of Yitthale^vara with four common taries- 

Tribhuvandas Pitambardas,Radiad.
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(91) Yai£esika Sutras of Kqnada-Trans .E.L.Sinha-Panini Office, 

Allahabad ,1923.

(92) Yedan tadhikaranamala of PurusottamajT-Ed.M. f. Telivala and. 

D. V. Sankl i a?B ombay-Y. 3. 19 76,

(93) YenugIta with Tippani and prakada-EkLM.0*Shastri-Bombay-

V*3.1982.

(94}Vidvariraandana of Yitthaiedvare with four comiaentaries- 

Yol.I-Pub. Gosvami Shri Yallabhacharaji Maharaja’s Yidya-

. -Yibhag,Kamsn,Bharatpur State-printed at Mrnayasager- 

-pre ss, Bombay-19 26 .

(95) Title and Publisher as above-Yol.il,3926.

(96) Title and Publisher as above-intro.1926.

(97) Yivekadhairyadraya of Yallsbhacarya with four commentaries 

and Gujarati Transalatian-Sd.C.H.Shastri-Surat.Y.S.1983.

(98) Vrtrasuracatuh6lokfvi vrti with three commentaries-Ed.

C.H. Shastri and H.Y.Shastri-1922.
\

(99) Ysmunastaka of Vallabhacarya with Yivrti of Yitthsledvara 

and Vivrtivivrti of Purueottama-Sd.Balabhadra Sharma-

Eombay,1917.
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(100) Yavat-prapya-Utsava-r* irnaya- Oran tha- Samuccay a-Sd.

O.H. Shastri-Surat-?.S.2005.

English:- - ’

(101) Aksara,a forgotten Chapter in the History of Indian 

Phil osophy-P,M.Modi-Bsroda, 1932.

(102) Collected works of R.Gr.Bhandarkar-YaL.IY-Ed.Utgikar-

B0RI,Poona-1929., .

(103) Copy of the Sadder Diwani Id awl at Case Ro.43( Copied from 

the Borrodaile1 s Sudder Adawlat Reports Vol. I.)-Bomb ay-

(104) Dictionary of philosophy end psychology-Yol. I. Baldwin- 

the Macmillan Co,lMew York-1925.

(105) Diseuss how far iSamkaraearya truly represents the view 

of the author of the Brahmasutras-M. T. Telivala-Bombay-

• 1918*

(106) Gaud apads-A Study in early Advaita-T.M.P.Mahadevan-
l
< University of Madras,Madras-1954.

(107) History of Dharmahastra Yol. ITp.Y.Iiane-BORI-Poona-1930.

(108) History of Gujarat Yol.I-M.S.Comroissariat-Iongmans Green
i

& Company,Ltd:-1938.
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(109) Title and Author as above-Yol.IIjf-Orient Longmans -1957.

(110) 1 History of Indian Literature ?ol.IT1.Winternitz-
i *''

University of Calcutta,Calcutta-1927.

(111) Eistory of Indian Logic-S.C.Yidyebhushana-University of 

Calcutta,Calcutta-1921.

(112) 1 History of Indian Philosophy~Yol-I-S.U.Dasgupta-

Csmbridge-1922. ' - .

(113) Title and Author as above-Yol.Il/Oarabridge-1932.

(114) Title and Author as above-Yol.Ill.Cambridge-1940.

(115) Title and Author as above-Vol.IY.Cambridge-1949.

(116) Idealistic thought of India-P. T.Haju-Ceorge Allen k 

Unwin L td ,L ond on-1953.

(117) Indian Ideslisn-S.M.Dasgupta-Cambridge-1933. -

(118) Indian philosophy-Yol.I.Q.Radhakrishnan-Oegrge Allen & 

Unwin Ltd;London-1923.

(119) Title,Author and publisher as above-Yol.Il-1927.

(120) Methodology of the Major Bhasyas on the Brahmasutras- 
P.D.Ohandratre-S.B. Cards College and B.P.Baria 
Institute He so arch Publication Io.2-Mavsari,1958.
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(121) philosophy of Taisnava religion-Tol.I-O.H.Mallik- 

Motilal Banarasidas,Lahore-1927.

(122) Philosaphy of the Upanisads-S.Radhakrishnan-George $
i
i

Allean k Unwin Ltd,Land on-IS 24.

(123) A Primer of Indian Lcgie-S.Kuppusvarai Shastri-Madras-
1932.

(124) A Primer to Anubhasya-J. 6. Shah-Pushtimargiya Library,

Uadi ad, 1927.

(125) Puraaic records on Hindu Rigjes aid Customs-R.C.Eazra- 

■ University of Dacca,Dacca-1340.

(126) The puranic index-Yol .IT?. R.Eaiaaohandra Dikshitar- 

Univepsity of Madras,Madras-1951.

(127) Purvamiriiansi in its source s-Ganganatha Jha-Benares 

Hindu University,Benares,1942.

(128) Studies in the History of Gujarat^The Thakkar Yasscnji 

ladhavji Lectures of the University of Bombay for the 

year 1930-1931^-1.SvCommissariat-Longmans Green & Co;

1935.
(129) Systems of Sanskrit Grammar-S.S.Belvalkar-Poona-1915.

(130) Sri Tallabhacarya-Life,Reaching and Movement-Bhai 

Manilal O.parekh-Rajkot-1943.
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(131)'SrTmad Vailabhacarya,His Life philosophy and Cachings 

-I.P .P arekh-B oiabay? 19 E5.

(138) The Vedanta-V. S. Ghaie-Ed-V. Gipsranjpe~BORI-jPoona-1926.

(l-33)Yedanta Philosophy! Shreo Gopal Basu Mallik Lectures cm) 

Id:. I. S. X. Belvalkar-P oon a, 1929.

Gujarati:*

(134)iitihasika Ijsnfeodhana-Burgashankar K.Shastri-Parishad 

-granthavali Ho.l-Gujarati Shhitya Parishad-Bhsratiya- 

Yidya Bhavan-Bombay-1941.

(135) 'SrTmad Bhaga?ata Sudha,Prathamaekandhahuvada-S.I. 

Vakilns-B embay, 1944.

(136) Bhavan:Eho Vada yahe Bahucara Khy a ti-Ed-M. T. German vaLa-

Pub.Gosvami Ganpatgir Chimangir,Bhavani Yad,Haripura, 

Surat-1955.

(137) Brehmasutranubhasya of Yell abhacarya-Gujarati Transla- 

-tion-Yol.I. J. G. Shah-Aimed abed Y.S.1983.

(138) Title and Translator as above-Yol.II.Ahmedabad-Y. S. 1985.

(!39)Brahiaasutranubhasyanmr8da(idhyaya.I. )-Gujarati 

Trsnslation-G.B.Bhatt-Sheth Ilarayandas & Jethaaand 

Asaninal Charity Trust,Bombay-1945.
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(140) 0ujarat Sarvasangraha-Compiled by Kavi Earmada^hsnkar 

Education Department of the Bombay Province-1887.

(141) Gujarati Sahitya(Madhya Kalano Sahitya Pravaha)Khanda.Y. 

ld.K.M.lunshi-Bombay-lS29. I

(142>Hinda Tsttvajnahaao Itihesa-Vol .II.M.i).Mehta-Gujurat 

Vernacular Socisty,ihmedabad-1925.

(143) 'Sri Mahaprablm ji-Third Edition-V. S.Pandit-Amedabad, 1955.

(144) Eityasevavidhi-C.E.Shastri-Surat,1946.

(145) feT Purusottamaji Maharajaaun Caritra-H. O.Shastri- 

Shuddhadvaita Kary al ay a, .Ahmed abad-V. S. 1985.

(146) fcrT Purusottamajino Prakfetyotsava-Compiled by O.H.Bha tit- 

push timargs £ ary al ay a, Dll end uk a- V. S. 1982.

(147) Pustiffiarganan paneaso Varsa-Ed-Y.S.Shah-Shyam Publisher, 

4hmed8bad-19§2.

(148) feuddhadvaitasiddhantapradipa'of M. G.Shastri-3rd Edition7 

Ed - G. H. Bh a 11 a-I- ■ u b. V, H. Sh ah, B omb ay-1857,

(149) Surat Sonsof Murat-I.I.Desai-Surat,1958#

(150) TattvarthadrpsEibsndlliiluvadamala-Vol.I.Sarvanirnaya 

Prakarana,Premans Section-Gujarati Tr snsvS.M.Vakilna- 

Bombay-1940.
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(151) Title and Translator as above-Ycl.Ill,lYvSsrvanirnaya-
0.

-prskrana-phale and Sadhana Sec tians-Bombay-1951.

(152) 'Sri Yallabhacarya Mshaprabhuji-K.If.Shsstr i-M.S. 

University of B8rodasBaroda-1955.

(153) knmsd Yallabhaoiiryajfna YsnAanT Ysnhavali-R. Y.petlad i 

and K.Jx. Shastri-Sheth iSaraysndas and Jethanand Assnmal- 

Gliarity Trust,Bombay-1943.

(154) Yaisnava Dharmeno Sanksipta Itihase-Durgashankar K. 

Shasiri-Bombay-1939.

Hindi;-

(155) lstaehapa asr Yallebha Samprad ay a-P art. I-Dr. Bind ayalu 

dupta-Hindi Sahitys Sammel an a ,?r ay ag-Y. S .2004.

(156) Title,Author end publisher as above-part. II-Y.S. 2004.

(157) Bhagavata Sampradaya-Baldev Upadhy ay«B agari pracharisi- 

-Ssbha-Esshi-V. S. 3010.

(158) Kankroli-Kmthcunani Shsstri—Shn Yidya YibhagjfCsnkroli— 

V. S.1996.
(159) Badhavallabha Sampradaya,Siddhsiita aur Sabi tya-Yi jayen- 

-dra Snatak-lational publishing Bouse,Delhi-Y.S. 3014.
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(160)Sanskrtike Cara Adhyaya-Remdharisinh Binksr-Rajpal & Sons 

Delhi-1956,

(.i61)nttari Eharataki Santa P a r anrpajt'a-Psraoh uram-Chaturvedi- 

Bharati Bhandar,?rayag-V.S. 8008.

AHTICL I S.

$hatt. Cr.H.

(lJ’Vallabhacarya and Purva Mfmansa*. Journal of the 

Oriental Institute,Barcda,Vol,I.No,4.' '

(2) * Tallathaearyafs Text of the Jaimini Sutras*.Journal of’ 

the Oriental Institttte,B8rod9,Yal.IOo.l.

(3) »Visnusvamin and Vallsbhaoarya* .Proceedings and

Tran.sections of the Seventh All India Oriental Conference * 

Baroda,1935.

(4) A further note on Visnu^^vajHin and. Tallabhacerya*. 

Proceedings mid Transactions cf the eighth All India 

Oriental Conference,Mysore, 1937,

(5)The Literature on Oita in the ^uddhadrsita .School*. 

Anna!s(B. 0, k. Ins ui tute) ,poons-Vol.XXI, parts I & II.

(6)Concept of Maya in the fSuddhadvaita Vedsnta* ,-Indica, 

the Indian Historical Research Institute Silver 

Jubilee Commemoration Volume,Bombay, 1353.



(7) *Yallabh^§rya* s View of Error* .Siddha Bharatirpart.il. 
BosMerpti*,1950.

(8) *Yall8bbioarya*s j&ubhasya*.Serupa Bharati Hosliiei*pur,1954.

- Sharms B.IiL

(9) The proleia of the Uponisadie Theory of the Agaaa Prakarsna 

of'Gauipada*-Bharatiya Yi dy a, Boxobey-.Yol. XYII.M os. 3 & 4,

TelivalaLT..

(lG)GokuMathajf~?enu lads Yol.l.Mo.3^

(ll)KranrpandrajT-Yennnada Yol.I.Mo.5.

(13)PuriPottamaji-p ustibhaktisudha. Yol. Y.M o.3.

(13) i 1-Icple Gift of - Msnusorip.ts-Ooll.ege News and notes* 

Thepsr¥ajanikan-Tbe M.T.B.College and the SarTajanik.

laf College Mega2:ine~3erial Mo. 43,October,, 1941.

(14) Saspra&aymo Itihasa-Venuaada Yol.I.Mo.3.


